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REPORT. 

---------------- 

The Council have much satisfaction in having to report on the continued prosperity of the 

Institute. 

They advert with pleasure to the work done by Committees during the year. A very valuable 

Report on Safety Cages has been published, in which this difficult subject has been handled 

with much discrimination, and a large mass of valuable information rendered available to 

those interested in the subject. 

The Index Committee have also terminated their labours, and the members have now a 

valuable record of the Papers and Transactions of the Institute from its commencement to 

August, 1868. 

At the commencement of the year it was felt that some alteration in the Rules of the Institute 

was needed, and a Committee was appointed to consider the subject. Their report is already 

in your hands, and requires no further comment. 

The Council regret to find that the Report of the Technical Education Committee has not 

been so favourable as they had a right to expect from last year's statement. This is chiefly 

caused by the action of the Government, as explained in that Report. The Committee have 

been unremitting in their attention to the subject for the last two years, and each individual 

member has devoted much of his time to endeavour to secure success, and it will be much 

to be regretted if their exertions should prove fruitless. 



The Council think that the members of these committees, all of whom have given a large 

amount of personal attention to the various matters entrusted to them, are entitled to the 

warmest thanks of the members of the Institute. 

The arrangements that are being made for a permanent connection between the Wood 

Memorial Hall and the Library of the Literary and Philosophical Society, it is hoped, will prove 

satisfactory. The want of a library of books, embracing the most modern treatises, together 

with the latest editions of standard works on applied mechanics has been long felt, and it is 

hoped that the present arrangement will in a few years place the members of this Institute in 

possession of a valuable collection of scientific works. 
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Adverting to the Transactions and Papers there is every reason for congratulation. The 

Address of your President will be read with interest by all. It contains a masterly summary of 

the many varied attainments necessary to ensure excellence in the profession of a mining 

engineer. There is also a valuable paper by Mr. John Rutherford on the Coal-fields of Nova 

Scotia, which is important, not only from the matter it contains, but also as an indication of 

the interest taken in the Institute by members residing at a distance. 

For the last two years there has been an appendix following each volume, containing an 

abstract of the patents connected with mining operations. This will be continued in the 

present volume to 1869. The Secretary proposes to add at the end of this volume diagrams 

showing the barometrical readings for 1868-69, with reference to the fatal accidents in coal-

pits. 

It is to be regretted that the Wood Memorial Hall and Institute Chambers are not in a more 

forward state; the delay has been caused by the substitution of an entirely stone building for 

one of brick and stone. 

It is with deep concern that the Council have to record the death of many valuable members 

during the last year. Mr. John Hedley, who held the responsible office of Inspector of Mines 

in the Midland Districts from the year 1855 to 1864, was a member of this Institute from 1853 

till his death, and contributed much to its success during the earlier years of its formation: he 

also added a valuable paper on Coal Mining in North Staffordshire to the Transactions. Mr. 

T. Y. Hall was also one of the earliest members of and most valued contributors to the 

Institute: eminently practical in his ideas, the coal trade is indebted to him for the introduction 

of cages and tubs, and for many valuable improvements in the mode of extracting minerals. 

His bequest of £500 for the foundation of a scholarship connected with mining science 

shows how earnest was his desire to assist in the spread of scientific knowledge. The 

sudden demise of Mr. J. J. Atkinson, Government Inspector of Mines for Durham, has 

caused a vacancy in the ranks of the mining engineering profession, which it will be difficult 

to fill. This gentleman was elected in 1853, and contributed very many valuable papers to the 

Institute. One on the Theory of Ventilation is especially worth alluding to as being a standard 

of reference upon this subject. 

The Council conclude by congratulating the Institute on the continued increase in the 

number of members, which is equal to that of any preceding year. 

The total number of new members is 69, which, however, has to be reduced by 9 for 

resignations and deaths. 
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FINANCE REPORT 

 

Your Committee have much pleasure in stating that the income of the Institute for the past 

year has exceeded its expenditure by nearly £200; and the Capital Fund, which last year had 

been reduced from £3,174 18s. 11d. to £2,366 12s. 10d. owing to the purchase of the site 

for the Wood Memorial Hall, again shows an increase and stands at £2,558 12s. 7d. 

The receipts from Members amount to £90 6s. more than last year, but the sales of 

Transactions have slightly decreased and stand at £103 13s. instead of £124 14s. The total 

income from all sources is £69 13s. 1d. more than last year. It is anticipated that the new 

Rules respecting the Finance will materially add to the prosperity of the Institute. 

The publishing account is slightly in excess of last year, which has been caused partly by the 

issue of the General Index and partly by the increased number of Members to be supplied 

with copies of Proceedings. 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

The Institution is not as a body responsible for the facts and opinions advanced in the 

papers read, and in Abstracts of the Conversations which occurred at the meeting during the 

session. 
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Report of the Technical Education Committee. 

 

Your Committee have much pleasure in being able to report, on the whole, satisfactory 

results as regards the establishment of the classes for Technical Education. 

The following is a tabular statement, showing the number of schools established, the number 

and average attendance of pupils at each class, and the amount received from the Science 

and Art Department on the result of the examinations. 

 

ACCOUNTS FOR 1868-69. 

[Table, listing receipts from 7 colliery areas, omitted.] 

 

ESTIMATES FOR 1869-70. 

[Table, listing receipts from 11 colliery areas, omitted.] 
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From this data it will be seen that the amount of money obtained on account of the country 

schools is quite inadequate for the payment of the masters, and unless some more 

assistance, either by increased grants, or by a reduction of the standard of examination, can 

be obtained from the Science and Art Department, it will be almost impossible to continue 

this class of school. The fact, however, that there are upwards of 500 pupils attending these 

classes is very satisfactory. 

Your Committee desire to express their entire approval of the organizing master, Mr. 

Rowden, who has very successfully performed this duty.  

The recent alterations to the conditions on which the grants from the Science and Art 

Department are paid, will seriously affect your scheme for establishing classes in country 

districts, and a special report on it is, therefore, appended. 

Your Committee are of opinion, that if the sum of £150 can be obtained, either by a 

capitation grant from the employers of labour in the immediate districts where the schools 

are situated, or from some general fund, not only can the existing classes be continued and 

improved, but many other classes can be commenced, and they consider that Assistant 

Masters should be appointed at Durham and Bishop Auckland, to open and work classes in 

the adjoining villages, but inasmuch as the present conditions under which the grants are 

paid act so unfairly and prejudicially against the formation of country classes, your 

Committee think that a deputation should wait on the Governing Authorities of the Science 

and Art Department, and endeavour to obtain a further grant of about £10 per annum for 

each school of less than 20 pupils, and £5 if under 30 pupils; or a capitation grant, or a 

reduction of the standard of examination; the latter, it is considered, is the most important 

point, as it is at present much too high for the pupils who attend these particular classes.  

The results of the past year show that, owing to the high standard of the examination papers, 

the greater portion of the grant by the Science Department is made on account of a very 

small proportion of those pupils who come forward at the examinations. Taking the results as 

given by the six classes in our colliery districts, it is found that about 70 per cent. of the grant 

was paid on account of one-quarter of the pupils who attended the examinations, the 

remaining 30 per  cent. being on account of the other three-quarters. This is leaving out of 

consideration all those who had been taught, and who feeling their inability to pass the 

examinations absented themselves from them. 

 

On referring to the Science Directory and general results for 1868-1869, it appears that in 

many of the most popular subjects, only about 50 per  cent. of the members of the classes 

came forward to the examinations, 
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and out of these about one-half failed, thus restricting the payments to 25 per  cent. of those 

taught. 

In this way the results depend on the best pupils; the others are, to a great extent, a drag on 

the classes, and it is a state of things which would be represented by an elementary school, 

in which payment was made only on the upper two or three standards: with this difference, 

that in the latter case, probably, the lower boys would remain long enough to reach the 



higher standards, but this is improbable in the case of the more backward pupils of Science 

Classes. 

The basis of payment acts also prejudicially;  for one pupil A may have been taught far more, 

and may have benefited far more, by the teaching than pupil B; yet as B happened to have a 

fair knowledge to commence with, and A knew little, and was, perhaps, rather dull, yet the 

teacher would receive good payment for B but nothing for A, therefore, the payment by no 

means depends on the amount of benefit the pupil has received, but almost entirely depends 

on his proficiency at the time he commenced to attend the class. And although Clause XIX, 

Science Directory, states that—"for the lowest class, the standard of attainment required is 

only such as will justify the examiner in reporting that the instruction has been sound, and 

that the student has benefited by it," yet, before any payment is made, a standard of 

proficiency has to be reached; and as the standard is now from year to year being raised, it 

renders the already precarious grants more and more unreliable. If this continues, the 

payments to a class will even more than at present depend upon the presence of a few 

clever well-informed pupils, and make it to be the teacher's interest to discard those who 

require more attention, and spend his time with those who, probably unaided, would, in 

many cases, retain the information imparted. Every rise in the standard of examination will 

more and more tend to confine the classes to large towns, where there is a better chance of 

securing the necessary few sharp pupils. 

As the classes taught by Mr. Rowden are mostly in pit villages, these remarks apply 

particularly to their case, and your Committee, therefore, look with regret upon the recent 

changes in the Science Department, especially upon that portion which has the effect of thus 

limiting the number of pupils on whose account grants are obtainable. 

It appears to your Committee more reasonable that something should be done to lessen the 

present precariousness of the payments on Science Teaching instead of increasing it, by 

limiting still further the number of pupils who can earn anything. This could easily be done by 

a payment of a small capitation grant on a graduated scale of payments 
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on all who fail to reach a place in the examinations, or by making a lower standard of 

examination;, earning a reduced amount of payment. 

 

If this were done there would be a much surer foundation on which to conduct classes, 

particularly in small places; at the same time no part of the stimulus to work would be 

removed, it would in fact be extended, as the teacher would then take an interest in many 

whom he now knows will surely fail to pass the examination. 

Your Committee also beg to draw your attention to the very prejudicial effects caused by the 

Science and Art Department making changes to their rules, and especially to the rates of 

payment, after the classes have commenced their winter session. 

In September last a revised edition of the Directory was issued, which on the first page 

stated that payments were not to be looked upon as perpetual, nor conferring any claim 

beyond those offered for the current year. This might naturally be supposed to give a claim 

for the session 1869—1870, upon the basis of the rules laid down in that Directory; but at the 

end of November the scheme of the payments was so changed, and the conditions under 



which it was possible to work a number of small classes with one head master, were so 

completely altered, that the blow could scarcely have been heavier had it been specially 

aimed to destroy the scheme of extending Technical Education into small country places. 

Such alterations necessarily create a general feeling of distrust, and there appears a real 

necessity for some understanding as to the notice which is to be given of any alteration 

materially affecting payments on results. 

In the case of the classes under the responsibility of your Committee, certain conditions 

were held out by the Science Directory, and by the representative of the department, and 

relying on these conditions a considerable sum of money has been spent in organizing a 

system of Technical Education. A master has been induced by these conditions to leave a 

good permanent appointment to undertake the carrying out of the system—and before the 

end of the second session changes of vital importance to the scheme have been made 

without the slightest warning. 

When the scheme of Technical Education was first started in this district, it was thought by 

your Committee that the grants made towards Science Classes by the Department of 

Science and Art were on a sufficiently liberal scale to remunerate an organizing master 

without any further help, after a commencement had fairly been made by the assistance of 

the two years' guarantee from the Coal Trade Association. 

As the termination of these two years is approaching, your Committee have found it 

necessary to consider at once the basis on which the scheme can be continued. 
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Since the commencement of the classes, in October, 1868, most important modifications, 

both in the standard which a pupil is expected to reach before any grant is made on his 

account, and in the amount and mode of payment on results, have been introduced by the 

Science Department. 

The changes have been such as entirely to sweep away the foundation on which Mr. 

Rowden, the organizing master, had made all his arrangements by which to remunerate 

himself for the superintendence and management of the classes under local masters. Mr. 

Rowden estimates his income from this source affected to the extent of at least 35 or 40 per 

cent. An income, therefore, derived solely from these grants must be very precarious. 

The rise in the standard of examination particularly affects such classes as can be formed in 

pit villages, and tends to restrict them to towns where a larger number of pupils, with better 

abilities, are available. 

If a master has to rely solely on the assistance offered by the Department, it will obviously be 

his interest to confine his attention to the larger towns and to shun those places into which it 

is the special object of your Committee to introduce classes for technical instruction. 

If new classes are to be opened in colliery villages, it seems but reasonable that some 

compensation should be offered to the master for the loss of time which might more 

profitably be spent in the larger towns. In fact, at the present time it does not seem probable 

that any person of standing, as a technical teacher, could be induced to work classes in 

outlying districts simply with the prospect of the remuneration offered by the Science 

Department. 1st.—Because of the superior prospects in town classes. 2nd.—Because of the 

greater discomfort and expense in attending country classes. 



Without continued local assistance it appears, therefore, that not only will the extension of 

the scheme be checked but that many of the classes already in operation will suffer from the 

loss of the present organization, for it can scarcely be expected that local masters can yet 

have made themselves sufficiently proficient to teach any subject with confidence. 

EDW. F. BOYD.  

WILLIAM COCHRANE.  

A. L. STEAVENSON.  

G. B. FORSTER.  

LINDSAY WOOD. JOHN DAGLISH.  

J. B. SIMPSON. 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 5th June, 1870. 
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TREASURER IN ACCOUNT WITH THE NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING 

AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 

For the Year ending August, 1870. 

DR.  

 

1869.  £   s.   d. 

July I.-To Balance in hands of Treasurer at this date   354   5   7 

" Balance in hands of Liquidators of District Bank   12   7   3  

 

" Bequest of the late R. Stephenson, Esq., in vested on Mortgage of 

Northumberland Dock Rates ...  
 2000  0  0 

  -------------- 

  2366   12   10 

" Interest on the above Bequest, from June, 1869, to June, 1870  £95   0   0   

Less Income Tax  1   18   9   

 -------------- 93   1   11  

" Arrears of Subscriptions of 1869, since paid   37  16   0  

" Subscriptions for 1869-70 from 398 Old Members  835 16 0   

" Ditto ditto 60 New members  144  18    0   

 -------------- 980  14  0 

Ditto ditto  37 Old Students 38   17   0   

Ditto ditto  8 New do. 18   18   0   

 -------------- 57   15   0  

" Ditto from the following Collieries :-     

Black Boy        £4   4   0  

East Holywell      2   2   0  

Haswell   4   4   0     

Hetton    10  10   0     

Kepier Grange   2   2   0     



Lambton   10  10   0     

Leasingthorne   2   2   0     

Londonderry    10   10   0     

North Hetton    6   6   0     

Ryhope    4   4   0     

Seghill    2   2   0     

South Hetton and Murton   8   8   0     

Stella    2   2   0     

Westerton ...   2   2   0     

Whitworth   2.   2   0     

 -------------- 73   10   0  

" Increased Subscriptions from Two Students, now Members   2   2   0 

" Sales of Publications per A. Reid, for the year, as per Mr. Reid's 

statement  
103   13   0   

Less 10 per Cent. Commission  10   6   0   

 -------------- 93   7   0  

  -------------- 

  £3704   18   9  

  -------------- 
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1870.  £   s.   d. 

July.-By paid A. Reid Publishing Account  £509   3   6   

" Covers for Parts, &c. 45   2   0   

" Binding and Sewing Volumes ... 31   8   0   

" Postage Stamps  42   10   8   

" Stationery and Circulars  73   6   3   

 -------------- 701   10   5  

" Secretary's Postage Stamps, &c.   51   14   11  

" Advertising, Insurance, &c.    8   1   0  

" Travelling Expenses   24  17   0  

" W. T. Moor, Moving and Furnishing   17   0   0  

" Secretary's Salary   200   0   0  

"Assistant's ditto   50   0   0  

" Reporter's Salary   12   12   0  

" Mr. Doubleday's Pension   25   0   0  

" Subscription to Natural History Society   20   0   0 

" Balance in hands of Liquidators of District  Bank  12   7   3   

" R. Stephenson, Esq., Bequest as per Contra  2000   0   0   

" Balance at Lambton & Co.'s Bank  546   5   4   

" Ditto in hands of Secretary  35   10   10  -------------- 

  2594   3  5 

  -------------- 



  £3704   18   0 

  -------------- 
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GENERAL STATEMENT, JULY, 1870. 

DR.  

 

Liabilities. 

1870. 

 

 

CR.  

Assets 

 

1870.  £   s.   d. 

   

By Balance at Bankers    £546   5   4  

   

" Ditto in hands of Liquidators of District Bank .  12   7   3  

" Amount invested on Mortgage of Northumberland Dock Rates 

(River Tyne Commissioners)   
2000   0   0  

 -------------- 2558   12   7 

---    

" Arrears of Subscriptions previous to 1869-70  105   0   0             

Less since received  37    16   0             

 --------------  

 67   4   0         

Arrears of 1869-70 Subscriptions    161   14   0             

 -------------- 228    18   0 

Value of 247 Bound Vols. of Transactions  129   13   6             

" 1964 Sewed do. do.  883   16   0             

5 Bound copies of Haulage Report  2   5   0             

" 72 Sewed do. do. 22   10   0             

" Plates and Sheets belonging to Vol. XIX., unfinished at this date  260   0   0             

 -------------- 1298   4   6 

  -------------- 

  £4085   15   1     

  -------------- 
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H. J. MORTON, Esq., Garforth House, Leeds, Yorkshire    1856 1861 
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6    Anderson, C. W., St. Hilda's Colliery, South Shields               Aug. 21,  1852. 

7    Anderson, J., Solicitor, Newcastle-upon-Tyne                        Oct.   1, 1863. 

8    Anderson, William, Rainton Colliery, Fence Houses                Aug 21, 1852. 

9    Annandale, W., Morpeth                                                    April  2, 1870. 

10  Appleby, C. E., Reinshaw Colliery, near Chesterfield              Aug.  1, 1861. 

11  Archbold, J. W. M., Murton Colliery, Fence Houses                Sept. 5, 1868. 

12  Arkless, John, Tantoby, Burnopfield                                     Nov.   7, 1868. 

13  Armstrong, Sir W. G., C.B., LL.D., F.R S., Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-Tyne                                                               May   3, 1866. 

14  Armstrong,   Wm.,   Wingate    Grange,   Ferryhill (Vice-President)                                                                               Aug. 21,     1852. 

15  Armstrong, W. L., Broomhill Colliery, Acklington                  Mar. 3, 1864. 

16  Armstrong, W., jun., Wingate, Co. Durham                            April  7, 1867. 

17  Ashwell,   H.,   Anchor   Colliery,   Longton,   North Staffordshire                                                                           Mar.   6,  1862 

18  Asquith, T. W., Walbottle Colliery, nr. Newcastle                  Feb.   2, 1867. 

19  Attwood, C, Holywood House,  Wolsingham, Darlington                                                                                    May   7,  1857. 

20  Aubrey, R. C, Kirwain, Aberdare, South Wales                     Feb.   5,  1870. 

21  Bachke, A. S., Ytterven Mines, nr.Drontheim, Norway           Mar. 5, 1870. 

22  Baeck, —, Mons, Belgium                                                June   5,   1869. 

23  Bagnall, Thomas, jun., Whitby, Yorkshire                            Mar.   6, 1862. 

24  Bailes, John, Murton Colliery, Fence Houses                      Sept.   5,  1868. 



25  Bailes, T., jun., 23, Eldon Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne             Oct.    7, 1858. 

                                                                                                            

 

[xxi] 

                                                                                                       

 ELECTED. 

26  Bailey, G., St. John's Colliery, Wakefield                                 June  5, 1869. 

27  Bailey, Samuel, The Pleck, Walsall, Staffordshire                     June 2, 1859. 

28  Bailey, W. W., Kilburn, near Derby                                          May 13, 1858. 

29  Bainbridge,   Emerson,   Sheffield  and  Tinsley   Coal Offices, Sheffield                                                                          Dec.   3, 1863 

30  Barclay, A., Caledonia Foundry, Kilmarnock, N.B.                    Dec.   6, 1866. 

31  Barkus, Wm., jun., Tynemouth                                                 Aug. 21, 1852. 

32  Bartholomew, C, Doncaster, Yorkshire                                     Aug.   5,  1853. 

33  Bassett, A., Tredegar Mineral Estate Office, Cardiff                                    1854. 

34  Bates, Matthew, Cyfarthfa Iron Works, Merthyr Tydvil                 Feb.  1, 1868. 

35  Batey, John, Newbury Collieries, Coleford, Bath                      Dec.   5,   1868. 

36  Beacher, E., Chapeltown, near Sheffield                                                   1854. 

37  Beanlands, A., M.A., North Bailey, Durham                                 Mar.   7, 1867. 

38  Beck, Alexander, Mons, Belgium                                           Dec.   7,  1867. 

39  Bell, I. L., Washington, Washington Station, N.E. Railway      (Vice-President)                                              July   6,  1854. 

40  Bell, John, Normanby Mines, Middlesbro'-on-Tees                  Oct.  1,  1857. 

41  Bell, T., Monkwood Colliery, near Chesterfield                                           1854. 

42  Bell, Thomas, jun., Coatham, Redcar                                       Mar. 7,  1867. 

43  Benson, T. W., Allerwash, Hexham                                         Aug. 2,   1866. 

44  Berkley,   C,   Marley   Hill   Colliery,   Gateshead (Member of Council)                                                                            Aug.21,    1852. 

45  Bewick, T. J., M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S., Haydon Bridge, Northumberland             (Member 

of Council)                                  
  April 5,   1860. 

46  Bidder, B. P., Duffryn Collieries, Neath, Glamorganshire                                                                                          May   2,   1867 

47  Bidder, S. P., Victoria Graving-Docks, Victoria Docks, London                                                                                    Dec.   4,   1869 

48  Bigland, J., Bedford Lodge, Bishop Auckland                       June   4,  1857. 

49  Binns, C, Claycross, Derbyshire                                            July   6, 1854. 

50  Biram, B., Peasely Cross Collieries, St. Helen's, Lancashire                                                                                                               1856. 

51  Birkbeck, G. H , 34, Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane, London                                                                    Dec.  7,  1867. 

52  Black, W., Hedworth Villa, South Shields                                April 2,   1870. 

53  Bolckow, H. W. F., Middlesbro'-on-Tees                                April 5,    1855. 

54  Bolton, H. H., Newchurch Collieries, near Manchester            Dec.   5,  1868. 

55  Booth, R. L., Medomsley, Burnopfield                                                        1864. 

56  Bouch, W., Shildon Works, Darlington                                 June   4,   1870. 

57  Bourne, Peter, 39, Rodney Street, Liverpool                                                1854. 

 

[xxii] 

 

 ELECTED. 

58  Bourne, S., West Cumberland Hematite Iron Works, Workington                                                                         Aug. 21,   1852. 

59  Boyd, E. F., Moor House, near Durham (President)            Aug.21,   1852. 

60  Boyd, Nelson, Carrickfergus, Ireland                              .    Mar.   3, 1864 



61  Boyd, William, Spring Gardens Engine Works, Newcastle-upon-Tyne   (Member of 

Council)                          
  Feb.    2,   1867. 

62  Breckon, J. R., Park Place, Sunderland                          Sept.   3,   1864. 

63  Brettell, T., Mine Agent, Dudley, Worcestershire                Nov.   3,    1866. 

64  Broadbent, J. C, Drake Street, Rochdale, Lancashire          Mar.   7,    1867. 

65  Brogden,  James,   Tondû   Iron   and   Coal  Works, Bridgend, Glamorganshire                                                                      1861. 

66  Brown, J. N., 56,Union Passage, New-st., Birmingham                        1861. 

67  Brown, Ralph, Ryhope Colliery, Sunderland                      Oct.    1,   1863. 

68  Brown, Thos. Forster,  Guildhall Chambers, Cardiff                            1861. 

69  Bruton, W., M.E., Whitwood Collieries, nr. Normanton        Feb.   6,    1869. 

70  Bryden, J. F., Hematite Iron Works, Whitehaven             N ov.   3,    1866. 

71  Bryham,   William,   Rose   Bridge,   &c,   Collieries, Wigan, Lancashire                                                                Aug.   1, 1861. 

72  Bryham, W., jun., Douglas Bank Collieries, Wigan              Aug.  3, 1865. 

73  Bunning, Theo. Wood, Corbridge, Northumberland (Secretary and Treasurer)                                                                          1864. 

74  Burn, James, Woodburn House, Attercliffe, Sheffield       Aug.   2, 1866. 

75  Burrows, James, Douglas Bank, Wigan, Lancashire        May   2, 1867. 

76  Buxton, W., Church Street, Dronfleld, near Sheffield         Aug.   1, 1861. 

77  Cabry, J., Blyth and Tyne Railway Offices, Newcastle     Sept.   4, 1869. 

78  Caldwell, George, Moss Hall Colliery, near Wigan             Mar.   6, 1869. 

79  Campbell, James, Staveley Works, Chesterfield            Aug.   3, 1865. 

80  Carr, Charles, Cramlington, Newcastle-upon-Tyne          Aug.21, 1852. 

81  Carr, Wm. Cochrane, Blaydon-on-Tyne                         Dec.   3, 1857. 

82  Carrington,T.,jun., Kiveton Park Coal Co., nr. Sheffield      Aug.   1, 1861. 

83  Catron, J., Brotton Mines, Saltburn-by-the-Sea                  Nov.  3, 1866. 

84  Chadborn, B. T., Pinxton Collieries, Alfreton, Derbyshire                                                                                               1864. 

85  Chambers, A. M., Thorncliffe Iron Works, nr. Sheffield    Mar.   6, 1869. 

86  Chapman, M., Plashetts Colliery, Falstone, Northd      Aug.   1, 1868. 

87  Charlton, E., Evenwood Colliery, Bishop Auckland         Sept.   5, 1868. 

88  Checkley, Thomas, Mining Engineer, Walsall                  Aug.    7, 1869. 

89  Childe, Rowland, Wakefield, Yorkshire                            May 15, 1862. 

90  Clark, C. F., Garswood, Newton-le-Willows                     Aug.    2, 1866. 

 

[xxiii] 

 

 ELECTED. 

 91  Clark, G., Ravenhead  Colliery, St. Helen's, Lancashire                                                                            Dec.    7, 1867. 

  92  Clark, R. P., 9, St. Mary's Terrace, Newcastle                   Nov.    7, 1868. 

  93  Clark, W., M.E., Doe Hill House, near Alfreton                  April   7, 1866. 

  94  Clark, William, Victoria Engine Works, Gateshead           Dec.    7, 1867. 

  95  Clarke, N., jun., Beamish Park, Fence Houses                  June   6, 1868. 

  96  Coates, C. N., Skelton Mines, by Gisborough                    May   3, 1866. 

  97  Cochrane, W., Oakfield House, Coxlodge, Northumberland  (Vice-President)                                                            1859. 

  98  Cochrane, B., Alden Grange, Durham                             Dec.   6,1866. 

  99  Cochrane, C, The Ellowes, near Dudley, Staffordshire     June   3, 1857. 

100  Cockburn, G., 8, Summerhill Grove, Newcastle               Dec.    6, 1866. 

101  Cockburn, W., Upleatham Mines, Upleatham, Marske       Oct.     1, 1857. 

102  Coke, R. G., Tapton Grove, Chesterfield, Derbyshire         May   5, 1859. 



103  Cole, W. R., Bebside Colliery, Cowpen Lane, Northd.        Oct.   1, 1857. 

104  Collis,W.B.,HeighHouse, Stourbridge, Worcestershire       June   6, 1861. 

105  Cook, J., jun., Washington Iron Works, Gateshead          May    8, 1869. 

106  Cook,   R.   F.,   East   Holywell   Colliery,   Earsdon, Northumberland                                                                                   1860. 

107  Cooke, John, 4, Mulberry Street, Darlington                       Nov.   1, 1860. 

108  Cooksey, Joseph, West Bromwich, Staffordshire          .   Aug.   3, 1865 

109  Cooper, P., Rotherham Colliery, Rotherham,Yorkshire     Dec.    3, 1857. 

110  Cooper, T., Park Gate Colliery, Rotherham, Yorkshire       April   2, 1863. 

111  Cope, W. S., Port Vale, Longport, No. Staffordshire           May    2, 1867. 

112  Cossham, H., Hill House, Bristol, Somersetshire                 Sept.    6, 1855. 

113  Coulson, W., Shamrock House, Durham                          Oct.    1, 1852. 

114  Cowen, J., jun., Blaydon Burn, Newcastle-on-Tyne             Oct.    5, 1854. 

115  Cowlishaw, J., 74, Osmaston Street, Derby                         Mar.    7, 1867. 

116  Coxon, S. B., Usworth Colliery, Washington Station, Co. Durham                                                                          June    5  1856. 

117  Craig, W. Y., Harncastle Colliery, Stoke-upon-Trent           Nov.    3, 1866. 

118  Crawford, T., Littletown Colliery, near Durham                  Aug. 21, 1852. 

119  Crawford, T., Howlish Offices, Bishop Auckland             Sept.   3, 1864. 

120  Crawford, T., jun., Littletown Colliery, near Durham            Aug.   7, 1869. 

121  Crawshay, E., Gateshead-on-Tyne ..                                  Dec.   4, 1869. 

122  Crawshay, G., Gateshead-on-Tyne                                Dec.    4, 1869. 

123  Crofton, J. G., Kenyon Collieries, Ruabon, Denbighshire                                                                                    Feb.   7, 1861. 

124  Crone, S. C, Killingworth Colliery, Newcastle-upon-Tyne          (Member of Council)                                                            1853. 

125  Crone, J. R., Killingworth Colliery, Newcastle                   Feb.   1, 1868. 

 

[xxiv] 

  

 ELECTED. 

126  Cross, John, 78, Cross Street, Manchester                          June   5,1869. 

127  Croudace, T. Dacre, Willington, near Durham                         Mar.   7,1867. 

128  Crudace, Thomas, Waratah, Australia                                                 1862. 

129  Curry, James, Turston, Pontefract                                                     1864. 

130  Daglish, John, F.G.S., Tynemouth                                        Aug. 21,1852, 

131  Dakers, W., Seaham Collieries, Sunderland                          April   7,1866. 

132  Dale, David, West Lodge, Darlington                                  Feb.     5,1870. 

133  Daniel, W., 11, Blenheim Square, Leeds                           June    4, 1870. 

134  Darlington, James, Springfield House, near Chorley, Lancashire                                                                               Aug.    1, 1861. 

135  Darlington, J., Moorgate St., Chambers, London, E.G.           April   1, 1865. 

136  Davidson,   James, Blyth   Place,   St.   Bees,   near Whitehaven                                                                            Feb.    1, 1868. 

137  Davidson, James, Newbattle Colliery, Dalkeith                                1854. 

138  Davison, A., Hastings   Cottage,   Seaton   Delaval, Dudley, Northumberland                                                          Feb.    4, 1858. 

139  Davy, Alfred, Park Iron Works, Sheffield                          Feb.    5, 1870. 

140  Dawson, T. J., Cleugh Road, Masbro', Yorkshire               April   6,1867. 

141  Day, W. H., Monk Bretton, Barnsley                                    Mar.   6, 1869. 

142  Dees, J., Whitehaven                                                     Nov.    1, 1855. 

143  Dennis, H., Brynyr Owen, Ruabon, Denbighshire                Aug.1, 1861 

144  Dickinson, W. R., South Derwent Colliery, Annfield Plain, Gateshead                                                                     Aug.   7, 1862. 



145  Dixon, George, Lowther Street, Whitehaven                      Dec.   3, 1857. 

146  Dobson, S., Guildhall Chambers, Cardiff                        May    3, 1855. 

147  Dobson, Thomas, Halton-lea-Gate, Haltwhistle                Mar.   7, 1868. 

148  Dobson, W., Lambley Colliery, Haltwhistle                       Sept.   4, 1869. 

149  Dodd, B., 57, Lovaine Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne            May   3, 1866. 

150  Dorning, Elias, 41, John Dalton Street, Manchester           Aug.   3, 1865. 

151  Douglas, T., Peases' West Collieries, Darlington {Member of Council)                                                                     Aug. 21, 1852. 

152  Douglas, C. P., Consett Iron Works, Gateshead              Mar.   6, 1869. 

153  Douthwaite, T., Wallsend, near Newcastle-on-Tyne          June   5, 1869. 

154  Dunn, A. M., Architect, Newcastle-on-Tyne                      Mar.   6, 1869. 

155  Dunn, D. G., Greenfield Collieries, Hamilton, N.B.             April   6, 1867. 

156  Dunn, J., Drummond Colliery, Pictou, Nova Scotia           May   8,1869. 

157  Dyson, George, Middlesborough                                June  2,1866. 

158  Easton, J., Nest House, Gateshead                                    1853. 

159  Eaton, J. R., 5, Saville Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne          Dec.    4,1869. 

 

[xxv] 

  

 ELECTED. 

160  Elliot, G., M.P., Houghton Hall, Fence Houses ( Past President , Member of Council )                                         Aug 21, 1852 

161  Elliott, W. Weardale Iron Works, Towlaw, Darlington                                                                      1854. 

162  Embleton, T. W., The Cedars, Methley, Leeds           Sept,   6,1855. 

163  Embleton, T. W, jun., The Cedars, Methley, Leeds          Sept.  2, 1865. 

164  Everard, I. B., M.E., Bank Buildings, Gallowtree  Gate, Leicester                                                           Mar.   6,1869. 

165  Feare, G., Camerton Coal Works, Bath                                        1861. 

166  Fearn, John Wilmot, Chesterfield                                 Mar.   6, 1869. 

167  Fenwick, Barnabas, Team Colliery, Gateshead          Aug.   2, 1866. 

168  Fidler, E., Platt Lane Colliery, Wigan, Lancashire            Sept. 1, 1866. 

169  Firth, S., M.A., 14, Springfield Mount, Leeds                               1865. 

170  Firth, William, Burley Wood, Leeds                              Nov.   7, 1863. 

171  Fletcher, G., Trimdon Colliery, Trimdon Grange             April 4, 1868. 

172  Fletcher,   H.,   Ladyshore   Colliery,   Little   Lever, Bolton, Lancashire                                                   Aug.   3,1865. 

173  Fletcher, I., M.P., Clifton Colliery, Workington              Nov.   7, 1863. 

174  Fletcher, J., C.E., 69, Lowther Street, Whitehaven                      1857. 

175  Foord, J. B., Secretary, General Mining Association,   52, Old Broad Street, London                               Nov.   5, 1852. 

176  Forrest, J., Pentrehobin Hall, Mold, Flintshire               Mar.   5, 1870. 

177  Forster, T. E., 7, Ellison Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne (Past President , Member of 

Council)                                   
Aug 21, 1852 

178  Forster, G.  B., M.A., Backworth   House,  near  Newcastle-upon-Tyne   (Vice-

President)    
Nov.   5, 1852. 

179  Forster, George E., Washington, Gateshead              Aug.   1, 1868. 

180  Forster, R., Trimdon Grange Colliery, Ferryhill             Sept.   5, 1868. 

181  Fothergill, J., King Street, Quay, Newcastle                   Aug.   7, 1862. 

182  Fowler, G., Hucknall Torkard Colliey, near Nottingham                                                                     July   4,1861 

183  France, W., Cliff Terrace, Marske, near Redcar           . April 6, 1867 

184  Frazer, B., 28, Broad Chare, Newcastle-upon-Tyne        Oct.    4, 1866. 



185  Frazer, W., Rewcastle Chare, Newcastle-upon-Tyne       Oct.    4, 1866. 

186  Fryar, M., C.E., Laura House, Hanham, nr. Bristol          .  Sept.   7, 1867 

187  Gainsford, T. R., Belle Vue, near Sheffield                     Nov.   5, 1864, 

188  Garforth,  W.  E.,  Lord's  Field   Colliery,   Ashton-under-Lyne                                             Aug.  2,1866 

 

[xxvi] 

  

 ELECTED. 

189  Gilchrist,  T., South Medomsley Collieries, Dipton, by Burnopfield                                                                   Mar.   2,1865. 

190  Gillett, F. C, 5, Wardwick, Derby                          .   July   4, 1861 

191  Gilroy, G.; Ince Hall Colliery, Wigan, Lancashire (Member of Council)                                                               Aug.   7,1856. 

192  Gilroy, S. B., M.E., Moreton Hall and Preesgwyn   Collieries, Chirk, North Wales                                       Sept.   5, 1868. 

193  Glover, B. B., M.E., Newton-le-Willows, Lancashire      Aug.  2,1866. 

194  Goddard, W., C.E., Golden Hill Colliery, Longton,  No. Staffordshire                                                      Mar.   6,1862. 

195  Gooch,  G.   H.,   Lintz   Colliery, near Burnopfield,  Gateshead                                                    Oct.     3,1856. 

196  Goodman, A., Walker Iron Works, Newcastle                Sept.   5, 1868. 

197  Gott, Wm. L., Shincliffe Collieries, Durham                  Sept.   3,1864. 

198  Graham, J., Dipton Colliery, near Burnopfield            April   2,1870. 

199  Grant, J. H., 8, Guilford-st., Russell Square, London      Sept.   4,1869. 

200  Gray, Jos., South Moor Colliery, Chester-le-Street        Feb.    5,1870. 

201  Gray, Thomas, Underhill, Taibach                              June   5,1869. 

202  Greaves, J. O., Roundwood Colliery, Horbury, Wakefield, Yorkshire                                                            Aug.   7,1862. 

203  Green, W., jun., Garesfield Col., Blaydon-on-Tyne         Feb.    4,1853. 

204  Greener, Thos., Etherley Colliery, Darlington                Aug.  3,1865. 

205  Greenway, E., Brierly Hill, Dudley, Worcestershire       June   1, 1867. 

206  Greenwell, G. C, F.G.S., Poynton and Worth Collieries, Stockport, Cheshire                                    Aug, 21, 1852. 

207  Greig, D., Leeds                                                    Aug.   2,1866. 

208  Griffith, N. R., Coppa Colliery, Mold, Flintshire                           1866. 

209  Grimshaw, E. J., Cowley Hill, St. Helen's, Lancashire   Sept.   5,1868. 

210  Haddock, J., Ravenhead Colliery, St. Helen's, Lancashire                                                           Dec.    7,1867. 

211  Haggie, P., Gateshead                                                             1854. 

212  Hales, Chas., Maes-y-dre, Mold, North Wales                            1865. 

213  Hall, Edward, Houghton-le-Spring-                              Oct.    3, 1868. 

214  Hall, F. W., 23, St. Thomas' Street, Newcastle             Aug.   7, 1869. 

215  Hall, H., Shotton Colliery, Castle Eden                         Aug.   2,1866. 

216  Hall, M., Peases' West Collieries, Darlington                Sept.   5,1868. 

217  Hall, William F., Hamsteels Colliery, Esh, Durham          May 13,1858. 

218  Hargreaves, William, Rothwell Haigh, Leeds                Sept.   5,1868. 

219  Harkness, A., Birtley Iron Works, Fence Houses           Dec.    5,1868. 

 

[xxvii] 

 

 ELECTED. 

220  Harper, J. P., All Saints' Chambers, Derby                       Feb.   2, 1867 

221  Harper, Matthew, Whitehaven                                        Oct.    1,1863. 

222  Harrison, T. E., C.E., Central Station, Newcastle-upon-Tyne  (Vice-President)                          May   6,1853. 



223  Harrison, R., Eastwood Collieries, Nottingham                              1861. 

224  Harrison, W. B., Norton Hall, Cannock, Staffordshire        April 6,   1867. 

225  Hartley, E., F.G.S., Geological Survey of Canada, Montreal, Province of Quebec                                         Nov.   6, 1869 

226  Hawthorn, T., 12, Elswick Villas, Newcastle-on-Tyne    (Member of Council)                                          Dec.   6, 1866. 

227  Hawthorn, W., C.E., Newcastle-upon-Tyne                      Mar.   4,1853. 

228  Head,   J.,   Newport   Rolling   Mills,   Middlesbro'        (Member of Council)                                                     Oct.    2,1869. 

229  Heckels, R., Wearmouth Colliery, Sunderland              Nov.   5,1852. 

230  Hedley, Edward, Osmaston Street, Derby                     Dec.   2,1858. 

231  Hedley, W. H., Consett Collieries, Medomsley, Burnopfield, Co. Durham                                                                 1864. 

232  Henderson, J., M.P., Leazes House, Durham                  Mar.   5,1870. 

233  Heppell, T., Pelaw Main Collieries, Birtley, Fence Houses                                                                               Aug.   6,1863. 

234  Hepplewhite, T., Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses            Dec.   5,1868. 

235  Herdman, J., Park Cres cent. Bridgend, Glamorganshire                                                                                   Oct.    4,1860. 

236  Heslop, James, Peases' West Collieries, Darlington        Feb.   6,1864. 

237  Hetherington, D., Blue House, Nedderton, Northd.                        1859. 

238  Hewlett, A., Haigh Colliery, Wigan, Lancashire               Mar.   7,1861. 

239  Higson, Jacob, 94, Cross Street, Manchester                                 1861. 

240  Higson, P., jun., Hope View, Eccles, near Manchester                                                                        Aug.   3,1865. 

241  Hilton, J., Wigan Coal and Iron Co. Limited, Wigan        Dec.   7,1867. 

242  Hilton, T. W., Wigan Coal and Iron Co. Limited,  Wigan                                                                          Aug. 3, 1865 

243  Hodgson, R., Whitburn, Sunderland                        Feb.   7,1856. 

244  Homer, Charles S., Chatterley Hall, Tunstall                  Aug.  3,1865. 

245  Hood, A., Whitehill Colliery, Lasswade, Edinburgh          April 8,1861. 

246  Hopper, John J., Britannia Iron Works, Fence Houses    Sept.  2,1865. 

247  Home, T. S., 23, Grove Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne        Sept.   4,1869. 

248  Horsfall, J. J., Bradley Green Colliery, near Congleton   Mar.   2,1865. 

249  Horsley, W., Whitehill Point, Percy Main                          Mar.   5,1857. 

250  Horton, T. E., Prior's Lee Hall, Shifnal, Shropshire                 . 1861 

251  Hosking, J., Hawks, Crawshay, & Co., Gateshead          Oct.   2,1869. 

 

[xxviii] 

  

 ELECTED. 

252  Howard,  W.   F.,   Cavendish   Street,   Chesterfield, Derbyshire                                                                                 Aug.   1,1861. 

253  Howard, W. J., Elswick East Terrace, Newcastle                    Feb.    5,1870. 

254  Hoyt, J., Acadia Coal Mines, Pictou, Nova Scotia                    May   8,1869. 

255  Hudson, James, Albion Mines, Pictou, Nova Scotia                        1862. 

256  Humble, Jos., jun., Garesfield,   Blaydon-on-Tyne                  June   2,1866 

257  Humble, W. J., Forth Banks West Factory, Newcastle-upon-Tyne  Sept.   1,1866. 

258  Hunt, A. H., Quayside, Newcastle-upon-Tyne                          Dec.    6,1862. 

259  Hunter, Wm., Moor Lodge, Newcastle-upon-Tyne                   Aug. 21,1852. 

260  Hunter, W., Morriston, Swansea, Glamorganshire                    Oct.,   3,1861. 

261  Hunter, W. S., Moor Lodge, Newcastle-upon-Tyne                  Feb.    1,1868. 

262  Hunting, Charles, Fence Houses                                       Dec.    6,1866. 

263  Huntsman, Benjamin, West Retford Hall, Retford                    June   1,1867. 

264  Hurd, F, Albion Foundry, Wakefield                                      Dec.    4,1869. 



265  Hurst, T. G., F.G.S., Riding Mill, Northumberland (Member of Council)                                                                         Aug. 21,1852. 

266  Hutchings, W. M., 5, Bouverie St., Fleet St, London               Sept.  5,1868. 

267  Jackson,   C.  G.,  Ladies' Lane   Colliery,  Hindley, Wigan                                                                                     June   4,1870. 

268  Jameson, John, Side, Newcastle-on-Tyne                        Nov.   6,1869. 

269  Jarratt, J., Edmondsley Colliery, Chester-le-Street                 Nov.   2,1867. 

270  Jeffcock, T. W., 18, Bank Street, Sheffield                       Sept.   4,1869. 

271  Jenkins, W., M.E., 2, Woodfield Place, Cardiff                  Dec.   6,1862. 

272  Johnson, Henry, Dudley, Worcestershire                         Aug.   7,1869. 

273  Johnson, John, Chilton Hall, Ferryhill                                 Aug 21,1852. 

274  Johnson, R. S., Sherburn Hall, Durham                             Aug. 21,1852. 

275  Johnson, T., Hindley, near Wigan                                     Aug.   7,1869. 

276  Joicey, J. G., Forth Banks West Factory, Newcastle             Apr. 10,1869. 

277  Joicey, John, Urpeth Hall, Fence Houses                           Sept.   3,1852. 

278  Joicey, W. J., Tanfield Lea Colliery, Burnopfield                  Mar.   6,1869. 

279  Jones, E., Granville Lodge, Wellington, Salop                    Oct.    5,1854. 

280  Jones,  John, F.G.S , Secretary, North of England Iron Trade, Middlesbro'-on-Tees                                              Sept.   7,1867. 

281  Kendall, W., Blyth and Tyne Railway, Percy Main                 Sept.   1,1866. 

282  Kennedy, Myles, M.E., Hill Foot, Ulverstone                        June 6,1868. 

283  Kenrick, W. W., Wynn Hall, near Ruabon, Denbighshire                                                                                              1862. 

284  Kirkwood,  William,  Larkhall  Colliery,   Hamilton                  Aug.  7,1869. 

 

[xxix] 

  

 ELECTED. 

285  Knowles, A., High Bank, Pendlebury, Manchester                . Dec.   5,1856 

286  Knowles, A., jun., The Poplars, Hope Eccles, near Manchester                                                                            Dec.    3,1863. 

287  Knowles, John,  Pendlebury Colliery, Manchester                Dec.    5,1856. 

288  Knowles, Kaye, Little Lever Colliery, near Bolton                   Aug.   3,1865. 

289  Knowles, R. M., Turton, near Bolton                                    Aug.   3,1865. 

290  Knowles, Thomas, Ince Hall, Wigan                                      Aug.   1,1861. 

291  Lamb, R., Cleator Moor Colliery, near Whitehaven               Sept.   2,1865. 

292  Lamb, R. O., Axwell Park, Gateshead                                   Aug.   2,1866. 

293  Lancaster, John, Ashfield, Wigan                                        July    4,1861. 

294  Lancaster, J., Jun., Ashfield, Wigan                                    Mar.   2,1865. 

295  Lancaster, Joshua, Mostyn Collieries, near Holywell             Aug.   3,1865. 

296  Lancaster, S., Wigan Coal and Iron Co. Limited, Wigan                                                                                       Aug.   3,1865. 

297  Landale, A., Lochgelly Iron Works, Fifeshire, N.B.                 Dec.    2,1858. 

298  Lange, C, Broad Chare, Newcastle-on-Tyne                         Mar.    5,1870. 

299  Lawrence, Henry,  Grange  Iron Works,  Durham                  Aug.   1,1868. 

300  Laws, H., 21, Collingwood St., Newcastle-on-Tyne                Feb.    6,1869. 

301  Laws, John, Blyth, Northumberland                                                     1854. 

302  Laycock, Joseph, Low Gosforth, Northumberland              Sept.    4,1869. 

303  Lee, George, Saltburn-by-the-Sea                                     June    4,1870. 

304  Lees, S.,  Barrowshaw Colliery,  Greenacres Moor, near Oldham                                                                             Aug 2,1866. 

305  Legrand, A., Mons, Belgium                                               June  5, 1869. 

306  Leslie, Andrew, Hebburn, Gateshead-on-Tyne                    Sept.   7,1867. 



307  Letoret, Jules, Jemmapes, Belgium                                     Sept.   4,1869. 

308  Lever, Ellis, West Gorton Works, Manchester                                      1861. 

309  Lewis, G., Coleorton Colliery, Ashby-de-la-Zouch                  Aug.   6,1863. 

310  Lewis, Henry, Annesley Colliery, near Mansfield                    Aug.  2,1866. 

311  Lewis, Lewis Thomas, Gadlys Uchaf, Aberdare                    Feb.   1,1868. 

312  Lewis, T. Wm., Abercanaid House, Merthyr Tydvil               Sept.   3,1864. 

313  Lewis, Wm. Thomas, Mardy, Aberdare                                              1864. 

314  Liddell, J. R., Nedderton, Northumberland                           Aug. 21,1852. 

315  Liddell, M., Prudhoe Hall, Prudhoe-on-Tyne                        Oct.    1,1852. 

316  Lindop, James, Bloxwich, Walsall, Staffordshire                  Aug.  1,1861. 

317  Linsley,   S. W.,   Silksworth  New  Winning,   near Sunderland                                                                              Sept.   4,1869. 

318  Lishman, John, Western Hill, Durham                                June   2,1866. 

319  Lishman, Wm., Etherley Colliery, Darlington                                       1857. 

 

[xxx] 

  

 ELECTED. 

320  Lishman, Wm., Bunker Hill, Fence Houses                            Mar.   7,1861. 

321  Lister, Clement, Newcastle-on-Tyne                                     June   4,1870. 

322  Livesey, C, Bredbury Colliery, Bredbury, Stockport                 Aug.   3,1865. 

323  Livesey, T., Chamber Hall, Hollinwood, Manchester               Aug.   1,1861. 

324  Llewellin, D., Glanwern Offices, Pontypool, Monmouthshire                                                                                  Aug   4,1864. 

325  Lloyd, T. H., Chapel Street, Brierly Hill, Worcestershire                                                                                         June   1,1867. 

326  Logan, William, Littletown, Durham                                      Sept.   7,1867. 

327  Longridge,   J.,   3,   Poet's   Corner,   Westminster, London, S.W                                                                             Aug. 21,1852. 

328  Love, Joseph, Brancepeth Colliery, Durham                          Sept.   5,1856. 

329  Low, W., Vron Colliery, Wrexham, Denbighshire                 Sept.   6,1855. 

330  Lupton, A., F.G.S., 4, Blenheim Terrace, Leeds                     Nov.   6,1869. 

331  Mackenzie, J., 4, West Regent Street, Glasgow                  Mar.   5,1870. 

332  Maddison, W., Woolley Colliery, Darton, Barnsley                Dec.   6,1862. 

333  Maddison, W. P., Thornhill Collieries, near Dewsbury          Oct.    6,1859. 

334  Mallet, R., C.E., F.R.S., 7, Westminster Chambers, Westminster, London, S.W                                                       Nov.   7,1863. 

335  Mammatt, John E., C.E., Barnsley, Yorkshire                                      1864. 

336  Manners, G. T., Birtley Iron Works, Gateshead                                  1866. 

337  Marley   John,   Mining   Offices,   Darlington, (Member of Council)                                                                            Aug. 21,1852. 

338  Marshall, F. C, Messrs. Hawthorn & Co., Newcastle             Aug.   2,1866. 

339  Marshall, J., Smithfold Colliery, Little Hulton, near Bolton                                                                                                  1864. 

340  Marston, W. B., Leeswood Vale Oil Works, Mold, Flintshire                                                                                   Oct.    3,1868. 

341  Mart, B., 9, Brook Street, Stoke-on-Trent                            Sept.   4,1869. 

342  Matthews, R. F., So. Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses             Mar.   5,1857. 

343  Maughan, J. A., Wallsend Colliery, Newcastle                     Nov.   7,1863. 

344  Maurice, A. H., 3, Temple Row, Wrexham, Denbighshire                                                                                 Sept.  1,1866. 

345  May, George, North Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses          Mar.   6, 1862. 

346  McCreath, J., 138, West George Street, Glasgow            Mar.   5,1870. 

347  McCulloch, H. J., Broxhill House, Oadby, Leicester            Oct.    1,1863. 

348  McGhie, T., Cannock, Staffordshire                                  Oct.    1,1857. 



349  McMurtrie, J., Radstock Colliery, Bath                             Nov.   7,1863. 

350  McMurtrie, W. G., Barleith Collieries, nr. Kilmarnock       Sept.   4,1869. 

 

[xxxi] 

  

 ELECTED. 

351  Meik, Thomas, C.E., Sunderland                                     June  4,1870. 

352  Middleton, J., Lombard Street, Quay, Newcastle                             1853. 

353  Miller, Robert, Strafford Collieries, near Barnsley              Mar.   2,1865. 

354  Mitcalfe, W. B., 23 and 24, Coal Exchange, London           Nov.   6, 1869. 

355  Mitchinson, R., jun., Kibblesworth Col., Gateshead            Feb.   4,1865. 

356  Moffat, T., New Mains, by Motherwell, N.B.                      Sept. 4,1869. 

357  Monkhouse, Jos., Gilcrux Colliery, Cockermouth             June  4, 1863. 

358  Moor, T., North Seaton Colliery, Morpeth                          Oct.    3,1868. 

359  Moore, T. H., Smeaton Park, Inveresk, Edinburgh               Feb.   2,1867. 

360  Morison, D. P., Bulman Village,  Newcastle-on-Tyne       (Member of Council)                                                       1861. 

361  Morris, W., Waldridge Colliery, Chester-le-Street, Fence Houses                                                                                         1858. 

362  Morrison, James,  34,   Grey   Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne     (Member of Council)                              Aug.  5,   1853. 

363  Morrison, H. M., West Gorton, Manchester                       Feb.   3,1856. 

364  Morton, H., Lambton, Fence Houses                                               1852. 

365  Morton, H. T., Lambton, Fence Houses                       .    Aug. 21, 1852 

366  Muckle, John, Monk Bretton, Barnsley                              Mar.   7,1861. 

367  Mulcaster, Joshua, Crosby Colliery, Maryport                   June   4, 1863. 

368  Mulvany, W. T., 1335, Carls Thor, Dusseldorf on the Rhine                                                                               Dec.   3,   1857. 

369  Murray, T. H., Chester-le-Street, Fence Houses               April 18, 1861. 

370  Nanson, J., 4 Queen Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne              Dec.   4,  1869. 

371  Napier, C, 1, Rumford Place, Liverpool                           Aug. 1,  1861. 

372  Nasse, Rud., Louisthal, Saarbruck, Prussia                Sept.  4,  1869. 

373  Naylor, J. T., 10, West Clayton Street, Newcastle              Dec.   6, 1866. 

374  Naysmith,   J.,   Pentrefelen,   &c,   Collieries,  near Swansea            ..         ..                                                     Feb.    1,     1868. 

375  Nelson,  J.,   C.E.,   Bonner's   Field,   Sunderland (Member of Council)                                                                     Oct.    4,    1866. 

376  Newall,   R.   S.,   Ferndene,   Gateshead (Member of Council)                                                                     May   2,    1863. 

377  Newby, J. E., Usworth Colliery, Gateshead                     Oct.    2,   1869. 

378  Nichol, P. D., North-Eastern Marine Engine Works, Sunderland                                                                       Sept.   4,     1869. 

379  Nicholson, E., jun., Beamish Colliery, by Chester-le-Street, Fence Houses                                                       Aug.   7,       1869. 

380  Nicholson, Marshall, Middleton Hall, Leeds                   Nov.   7,   1863. 

 

[xxxii] 

  

 ELECTED. 

381  Nicholson, T., Park Lane Engine Works, Gateshead          Dec.    4, 1869. 

382  Nicholson, W., Seghill Colliery, Newcastle                         Oct.    1, 1863. 

383  Noble, Captain, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-Tyne              Feb.    3, 1866. 

384  Noble, R. B., Pensher, Fence Houses                             Oct.    2,     1869. 

385  North, F.W., Rowley Hall Col., Dudley, Staffordshire          Oct.    6, 1864. 

386  Ogden, John M., Solicitor, Sunderland                           Mar.   5, 1857. 



387  Oliver,  G., Brotton Ironstone Mines, Saltburn-by-the-Sea                                                                                                   1864. 

388  Oliver, John, Victoria Colliery, Coventry                          April   1, 1865. 

389  Oliver,   W.,   Stanhope   Burn   Offices,   Stanhope, Darlington                                                                                               1862. 

390  Pacey,    T.,    Hunwick    and   Newfield   Collieries, Willington,  near Durham                                                         Apr.  10,  1869. 

391  Palmer, A. M., Wardley Col., Heworth, Gateshead                             1853. 

392  Palmer, C. M., Quay, Newcastle-upon-Tyne                     Nov.   5,    1852. 

393  Papik, Johanne, Teplitz, Bohemia                                 Feb.    5,     1870. 

394  Parrington, M. W., Page Bank Colliery, Durham               Dec.    1,   1864. 

395  Parton, T.,  F.G.S.,  New Road, Willenhall, near Wolverhampton                                                                     Oct.    2,      1869. 

396  Pattinson, John, Bensham Lodge, Gateshead               May   2,   1868. 

397  Peacock, David, Horsley, Tipton                                   Aug.   7,  1869. 

398  Pearce, F. H., Bowling Iron Works, Bradford                  Oct.    1,  1857. 

399  Pease, J. W., M.P., Woodlands, Darlington                    Mar.   5,   1857. 

400  Peel, John, Springwell Colliery, Gateshead                    Nov.   1,     1860. 

401  Peile, William, 6, College Street, Whitehaven                Oct.    1,  1863. 

402  Perrins, Isaac, Elmfield, Wigan, Lancashire                   April  2, 1870. 

403  Perrot, S. W.,  Hibernia and Shamrock Collieries, Gelsenkirchen, Dusseldorf                                               June   2,    1866. 

404  Pickersgill, T., Waterloo Main Colliery, near Leeds     June   5,  1869. 

405  Piggford, J., Hamsteels Colliery, nr. Esh, Co. Durham    Aug. 2,   1866. 

406  Pilkington, Wm., jun., St. Helen's, Lancashire               Sept.   6,  1855. 

407  Potter, Addison, Heaton  Hall, Newcastle-on-Tjme          Mar.   6,  1869. 

408  Potter, W. A., Cramlington House, Northumberland                             1853. 

409  Pringle, Thos, 7, Collingwood-st., Newcastle-on-Tyne    Nov.   6, 1869 

410  Prosser, Thomas, Architect, Newcastle-on-Tyne         Mar.   6, 1869 

411  Rake,   A.   S.,   Consulting   Engineer   and  Naval Architect, Newcastle-upon-Tyne                                           Sept.   7,1867. 

 

[xxxiii] 

  

 ELECTED. 

412  Ramsay, J. A., Colliery Office, Whitehaven                       Mar.   6,1869. 

413  Ramsay, J. T., Walbottle Hall, near Blaydon-on-Tyne                                                                                     Aug.   3, 1853 

414  Ramsay, T. D., So. Durham Colliery, via Darlington             Mar.    1,1866. 

415  Reed, Robert, Felling Colliery, Gateshead                      Dec.    3,1863. 

416  Rees, Daniel, Lletty Shenkin Colliery, Aberdare                               1862. 

417  Reid, Andrew, Newcastle-on-Tyne                                     April  2,1870. 

418  Richardson, E., 2, Queen Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne         Feb.    5,1870. 

419  Richardson, Henry, Sunderland       ..                                Feb.    5,1870. 

420  Richardson, H., Backworth Colliery, Newcastle                 Mar.   2,1865. 

421  Ridley, G., 1, Adelaide Terrace, Newcastle-on-Tyne          Feb.    4,1865. 

422  Robertson, W.,M.E., 123, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow        Mar.   5, 1870. 

423  Robinson, R., jun., Albion Cottage, Bishop Auckland           Feb.    1,1868. 

424  Robinson, R. H., Staveley Works, near Chesterfield          Sept.  5,1868. 

425  Robson, E., Newlands Villa, Middlesbro'-on-Tees              April   2,1870. 

426  Robson, J. B., Paradise, Newcastle-upon-Tyne               May   8,1869. 

427  Robson, J. M., Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses                 De c.    5,1868. 

428  Robson,   J.   S.,   Butterknowle Colliery, Staindrop, Darlington                                                                                              1853. 



429  Robson, J. T., Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne            Sept.  4,1869. 

430  Robson, Thomas, Lumley Colliery, Fence Houses              Oct.    4,1860. 

431  Rogerson, J., Weardale Iron and Coal Co., Newcastle-upon-Tyne                                                                     Mar.   6,1869. 

432  Ronaldson, J., Australia                                                  Aug.   2,1866. 

433  Roscamp, J., Acomb Colliery, Hexham                            Feb.    2,1867. 

434  Rose, Thomas, Merridale Grove, Wolverhampton                          1862. 

435  Ross, A., Shipcote Colliery, Gateshead                          Oct.    1,1857. 

436  Rosser, Wm., Mineral Surveyor, Llanelly, Carmarthenshire                                                                                             1856. 

437  Rothwell, R. P., M.E., Wilkes Barre, Pennsylvania, United States                                                                     Mar.   5,1870. 

438  Routledge,  Wm.,   (J.  B.  Foord),  52,  Old Broad Street, London, E.C.                                                                 Aug.   6,1857. 

439  Rowden, W. T., 17, Westmorland Road, Newcastle          Mar.   5,1870. 

440  Rusby, W. J., Glass House Fields Engine Works, Radcliffe, London, E                                                           Aug.  1, 1868. 

441  Sanderson, R. B., 33, Westgate Street, Newcastle                       1853. 

442  Sanderson,  T.,   Seaton  Delaval, Dudley,  Northd.           Aug.   7,1862. 

443  Scarth, W. T., Raby Castle, Darlington                           April   4,1868. 

444  Scott, Andrew, Coanwood Colliery, Haltwhistle               Dec.    7,1867. 

 

[xxxiv] 

  

 ELECTED. 

445  Seddon, J. F., Eccleshill Colliery, Darwen                     June   1,1867. 

446  Seddon,    W.,   Lower   Moor   Collieries,   Oldham, Lancashire                                                                        Oct.    5,1865. 

447  Shield, H., Lamb's Cottage, Gilesgate Moor, Durham    Mar.   6,1862. 

448  Shortrede, T., Park House, Winstanley, Wigan            April 3,1856. 

449  Simpson, J.  B.,  Hedgefield House,  Blaydon-on-Tyne   (Member of Council)                                Oct.    4,1860. 

450 Simpson,   J.,   Rhos Llantwit Colliery,  Caerphilly, near Cardiff                                                                   Dec.    6,1866. 

451  Simpson, L., South Garesfield Colliery, Burnopfield                 1855. 

452  Simpson, E., Ryton Moor House, Blaydon-on-Tyne    Aug. 21,1852. 

453  Small, G., Kilburne Colliery, near Derby                   June   4,1870. 

454  Smith, E. J.,  14, Whitehall Place, Westminster, London, S.W                                                                Oct.    7, 1858. 

455  Smith, F., Bridgewater Offices, Manchester               Aug.   5, 1853. 

456  Smith, J., jun., M.E                                                 Feb.   4,1853. 

457  Smith, T. E., M.P., Gosforth House, Dudley, Northd.   Feb.   5,1870. 

458  Smith, Thomas Taylor, Oxhill, Chester-le-Street         Aug.   2,1866. 

459  Snowdon, Thomas, Stockton-on-Tees                       Aug.   1,1868. 

460  Snowdon, T., jun., Weardale Iron Works, Towlaw, via Darlington                                                                  Sept.  4,1869. 

461  Sopwith,   A.,   103,   Victoria  Street,  Westminster, London, S.W                                                                Aug.   1,1868. 

462  Sopwith,   T.,   F.G.S.,   etc.,  103, Victoria  Street, Westminster, London, S.W                                            May   6,1853. 

463  Southern, R., Old Silkstone Collieries, near Barnsley    Aug.   3,1865. 

464  Spark, H. K , Darlington                                                       1856. 

465  Spencer, John, Westgate Street, Newcastle            Sept.   4,1869. 

466  Spencer, M., Newburn, near Newcastle-on-Tyne      Sept.   4,1869. 

467  Spencer, T., Ryton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne               Dec.   6,1866. 

468  Spencer, W., Thornley Colliery Office, Ferry Hill         Aug. 21,1852. 

469  Spooner, P., Throckley Colliery, Newcastle-on-Tyne    Dec.   4, 1869. 

470  Steavenson,   A.   L.,   13,   Old   Elvet,   Durham (Member of Council)                                                               Dec.   6,1855. 



471  Steele, Charles R., Ellenborough Colliery, Maryport   Mar.   3,1864. 

472  Stenson, W. T., Whitwick Colliery, Coalville, near Leicester                                                                        Aug.  5,1853. 

473  Stephenson,   G.   R.,   24,   Great   George   Street, Westminster, London, S.W                                            Oct.   4,1860. 

474  Stephenson, J., Seaton Delaval Colliery, Dudley, Northumberland                                                              Sept.  5,1868. 

 

[xxxv] 

 

 ELECTED. 

475  Stephenson, W. H., Summerhill Grove, Newcastle     Mar.   7,1867. 

476  Stobart, H. S., Witton-le-Wear, Darlington                 Feb.    2,1854. 

477  Stott, James, Chatham Hill, Manchester                                 1855. 

478  Straker, John, West House, Tynemouth                May   2,1867. 

479  Stutchbury, E., M.E                                             Mar.   6,1869. 

480  Swallow, John, Harton Colliery, South Shields         Aug.   6,1863. 

481  Swallow, R. T., Pontop Colliery, Gateshead                           1862. 

482  Taylor, H., 27, Quay, Newcastle-upon-Tyne             Sept.   5,1856. 

483  Taylor, J., Earsdon, Newcastle-upon-Tyne            ..   Aug.21,1852. 

484  Taylor, W. N., Ryhope Colliery, Sunderland             Oct.    1,1863. 

485  Telford, W., Cramlington, Northumberland               May   6,1853. 

486  Thomas, W.                                                     Feb.    2,1867. 

487  Thompson, Astley, Kedwelly, Carmarthenshire                  . 1864 

488  Thompson, James, Bishop Auckland                   June   2,1866. 

489  Thompson, John, Marley Hill Colliery, Gateshead    Oct.    4,1860. 

490  Thompson, John, Field House, Hoole, Chester         Sept.   2,1865. 

491  Thompson, J., Norley Colliery, Wigan, Lancashire       April  6,1867. 

492  Thompson, R., jun , No. Brancepeth Colliery, near Durham                                                                            Sept.   7,1867. 

493  Thompson, T. C, Milton Hall, Carlisle                          May    4,1854. 

494 Thorpe, R. S., 17, Picton Place, Newcastle                  Sept.   5,1868. 

495  Tinn, J.,  C.E., Ashton Iron Rolling Mills, Bower Ashton, Bristol                                                                  Sept,   7,1867. 

496  Tone, J. F., C.E,, Pilgrim Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne     Feb.    7,1856. 

497  Truran, M., Dowlais Iron Works, Merthyr Tydvil               Dec.   1,1859. 

498  Turner, W. B., C. and M.E., Ulverstone                        Dec.    7,1867. 

499  Tylden-Wright,  C.,   Shireoaks Colliery, Worksop, Nottinghamshire                                                                               1862. 

500  Ure, J. F., Engineer to the River Tyne Commissioners, Newcastle-on-Tyne                                                May    8,1869. 

501  Vaughan, Thomas, Middlesbro'-on-Tees                         1857. 

502  Wadham, E., C. and M.E., Millwood, Dalton-in-Furness                                                                         Dec.    7,1867. 

503  Walker, G.W., Swannington, nr. Ashby-de-la-Zouch     Sept.   7,1867. 

504  Walker, J. S., 15, Walgate, Wigan, Lancashire           Dec.    4,1869. 

505  Walker, W., Craghall Ironstone Mines, Saltburn-by-the-Sea                                                                          Mar.    5,1870. 

 

[xxxvi] 

  

 ELECTED. 

506  Wallau, J. (Black, Hawthorn, & Co.), Gateshead                Nov.  2, 1867. 

507  Waller, W., 69, High Street, Redcar                                               1866. 

508  Walton, W., Upleatham Mines, Redcar                         Feb.   1,1867. 



509  Ward, H., Priestfield Iron Works, Oaklands, Wolverhampton                                                                         Mar.   6,1862. 

510  Wardell, S. C.,Thorncliffe and Chapeltown Collieries, near Sheffield                                                                     April 1,1865. 

511  Warrington, J., 16, Hyde Terrace, St. John's Hill, Leeds                                                                             Oct.   6, 1859. 

512  Watkin, Wm. J. L., Pemberton Colliery, Wigan             Aug.  7,1862. 

513  Watson, H., High Bridge, Newcastle-upon-Tyne           Mar.   7,1868. 

514  Watson, M., Ludworth Colliery, Durham                       Mar.   7,1868. 

515  Webster, R. C, Ruabon Collieries, Ruabon, Denbighshire                                                                          Sept.   6,1855. 

516  Weeks, J. G., Staincross                                        Feb.    4,1865. 

517  Westmacott, P. G. B., Elswick Iron Works, Newcastle-upon-Tyne                                                             June   2,1866. 

518  Whaley, Thomas, Orrell Mount, Wigan                      Aug.  2,1866. 

519  White, J. T., Altofts, near Normanton                         Mar.   1,1866. 

520  Whitelaw, A., 168, West George Street, Glasgow     Mar.   5,1870. 

521  Whitelaw, John, Fordel Colliery, Inverkeithing, N.B.    Feb.   5,1870. 

522  Whitwell, T., Thornaby Iron Works, Stockton-on-Tees                                                                           Sept.  5,1868. 

523  Widdas, C, No. Bitchburn Colliery, Howden, Darlington                                                                          Dec.   5,1868. 

524  Williams, E. (Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co.), Middlesbro'-on-Tees                                                                 Sept. 2,1865. 

525  Willis,   J.,   Washington   Colliery,   Washington Station, Co. Durham     (Member of 

Council)                   
  Mar.   5,1857. 

526  Willis, E., Clarence House, Willington, nr. Durham   Sept.   5,1868. 

527  Wilmer, F. B., Duffryn Collieries, Aberdare              June   6,1856. 

528  Wilson, J. B., Wingfield Iron Works and Collieries, near Alfreton, Derbyshire                                               Nov.   5,1852. 

529  Wilson, J. S., Tynemouth                                    Dec.   2,1858. 

530  Wilson, R., Flimby Colliery, Maryport                      April 3,1856. 

531  Wilson, T. H., 40, Dean Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne    Mar.   6,1869. 

532  Winship, J. B., Newcastle, Australia                        Dec.   4,1869. 

533  Wood, C. L.,   Howlish   Hall,   Bishop   Auckland (Member of Council)                                                                             1853. 

534  Wood,   Lindsay,   Hetton   Hall,   Fence   Houses (Vice-President)                                                                    Oct.    1,1857. 

 

 [xxxvii] 

                                                                                                 ELECTED. 

 ELECTED. 

535  Wood, J., Flockton Collieries, Wakefield                 April 2, 1863. 

536  Wood, W. H., West Hetton, Ferryhill                                 1856. 

537  Wood, W. O., East Hetton Colliery, Ferry Hill           Nov.   7,1863. 

538  Woodhouse, J. T., Midland Road, Derby                Dec. 13,1852. 

---------- 

 

STUDENTS 

 

 ELECTED. 

1  Atkinson, J. B., Chilton Moor, Fence Houses               Mar.   5,1870. 

2  Atkinson, W. H., Murton Colliery, Fence Houses        June   6,1868. 

3  Boyd, R. F., Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne       Nov.   6,1869. 

4  Browell, W. H., Brancepeth Collieries, Willington, near Durham                                                         Oct.    2,1869. 

5  Clifford, W., Newbold Grove, Chesterfield               Sept.   4,1869. 

6  Cooper, A. W., Leek, Staffordshire                         Dec    4,1869. 

7  Coulson, F., 78, Dundas Street, Sunderland               Aug.   1,1868. 



8  Crone, E. W., Killingworth Hall, near Newcastle        Mar.   5,1870. 

9  Forster, J. T , Washington, Gateshead                   Aug.   1,1868. 

10  Gerrard, J., Ince Hall Coal and Cannel Co., near Wigan    Mar.   5,1870. 

11  Grace, E. N., Lumley Colliery, Fence Houses          Feb.     1,1868. 

12  Greenwell, G. C, jun., Sheffield and Tinsley Coal Offices, Sheffield                                                    Mar.   6,1869. 

13  Hann, Edmund, Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses         Sept.   5,1868. 

14  Hay, J., jun., Bebside Coll., Cowpen, Northumberland    Sept.   4,1869. 

15  Heckels, W. J., Wearmouth Colliery, Sunderland      May   2,1868. 

16  Hedley, J. L., Cotes Park Colliery, near Alfreton,    Derbyshire                                                         Feb.    5,1870. 

17  Heslop, C, Upleatham Mines, Marske                     Feb.    1,1868. 

18  Hodgson, J. W., South Derwent Colliery, Annfield Plain, near Burnopfield        Feb.    5,1870. 

19  Hughes, H. E., Killingworth Col., near Newcastle     Nov.   6,1869. 

20  Hunter, J., jun., Peases' West Collieries, Darlington    Mar.    6,1869. 

21  Hutton, J. A., Killingworth Colliery, near Newcastle     Sept.   4,1869. 

22  Jenkins, J. H., Cramlington Collieries, Northd.         Mar.    6,1869. 

23  Kyrke, R. H. V., Newbold Road, Chesterfield         Feb.    5,1870. 

24  Liddell, G. H., Marley Hill, Gateshead                     Sept.   4,1869. 

25  Longbotham, J., Waldridge Colliery, Chester-le-Street    May   2,1868. 

26  Malcolm, G., Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne     April  2,1870. 

27  Marley, J. W., North Brancepeth Col., nr. Durham      Aug.   1,1868. 

28  Nevin, John, 77, Waterloo Road, Blyth                      May   2,1868. 

29  Pamely, C, Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne     Sept.   5,1868. 
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 ELECTED. 

30 Panton, F. S., 6, Thornhill Terrace, Sunderland         . Oct.    5,1867 

31  Place, Thomas, No. Hetton Collieries, Fence Houses   April   2,1870. 

32  Price, J. R., Wigan Coal and Iron Co., Wigan            Aug.   7,1869. 

33  Reed, R. B., Newbottle Colliery, Fence Houses      .    Mar.   5,1870 

34  Ritson, W., Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne       April  2,1870. 

35  Robson, W., North Seaton Colliery, Morpeth              Sept.   4,1869. 

36  Sandford, W.G. C., Brancepeth Collieries, near Durham   Sept.   4,1869. 

37  Sheraton, Frederick, Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses  June   6,1868. 

38  Sopwith,T.,jun., Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne   Nov.   2,1867. 

39  Sparkes, C., Peases' West Collieries, Darlington         Sept.   5,1868. 

40  White, H., Moorhouse, near Durham                                       1866. 

41  Wild, J. G., Peases' West Waterhouses Colliery, by  Durham                                                               Oct.    5,1867. 

42  Wilson, W. B., Killingworth Colliery, Newcastle         Feb.    6, 1869. 

43  Verner, Frederick, Cowpen Colliery, Blyth                  Mar.   7, 1867. 

44  Vernon,   J.   O.,   Brancepeth   Colliery,   Willington, near Durham                                                          Sept.   7,1867. 
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LIST OF SUBSCRIBING COLLIERIES 



--------------- 

Owners of Black Boy Colliery, Bishop Auckland. 

         „        East Holywell, Earsdon, Northumberland. 

         „        Haswell Colliery, Fence Houses. 

         „        Hetton Collieries, Fence Houses. 

         „        Kepier Grange Colliery, by Durham. 

         „        Lambton Collieries, Fence Houses (Earl Durham ) 

         „        Leasingthorne Colliery, Ferryhill. 

         „        North Hetton Colliery, Fence Houses. 

         „        Rainton Collieries (Earl Vane). 

         „        Ryhope Colliery, near Sunderland. 

         „        Seghill Colliery, Northumberland. 

         „        South Hetton and Murton Collieries, Fence Houses 

         „        Stella Colliery, Ryton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

         „        Westerton Colliery, Ferry Hill, 

         „        Whitworth Colliery, Ferry Hill. 
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Rules. 

--------------- 

1.—The objects of the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers are to 

enable its members to meet together to discuss the means for the Ventilation of Coal and 

other Mines, the Winning and Working of Collieries and Mines, the Prevention of Accidents, 

and the Advancement of the Sciences of Mining and Engineering generally. 

2.—The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers shall consist of three 

classes of members, namely:—Ordinary Members, Life Members, and Honorary Members, 

with a class of Students attached. 

3.—Ordinary and Life Members shall be persons practising as Mining or Mechanical 

Engineers, and other persons connected with or interested in Mining and Engineering. 

4.—Honorary Members shall be persons who have distinguished themselves by their literary 

or scientific attainments, or who have made important communications to the Society, and 

Government Mining Inspectors during the term of their office. 

5.—Students shall be persons who are qualifying themselves for the profession of Mining or 

Mechanical Engineers, and such persons may continue Students until they attain the age of 

23 years. 

6.—The Annual Subscription of each Ordinary Member shall be £2 2s., payable in advance, 

and the same is to be considered due and payable on the first Saturday of August in each 

year, or immediately after his election. 

7.—All persons who shall at one time make a donation of £20 or upwards shall be Life 

Members. 



8.—The Annual Subscription of each Student shall be £1 1s., payable in advance, and the 

same is to be considered due and payable on the first Saturday of August in each year, or 

immediately after his election. 

9.—Each Subscriber of £2 2s. annually (not being a member) shall be entitled to a ticket to 

admit two persons to the rooms, library, meetings, lectures, and public proceedings of the 

Society; and for every additional £2 2s., subscribed annually, two other persons shall be 

admissible up to the number of ten persons; and each such Subscriber shall 
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also be entitled for each £2  2s. subscription, to have a copy of the Proceedings of the 

Institute sent to him. 

10—Persons desirous of being admitted into the Institute as Ordinary Members, Life 

Members, or Students, shall be proposed by three Members, and as Honorary Members by 

at least five Members. The nomination shall be in writing and signed by the proposers (see 

Form A), and shall be submitted to the first General or Special Meeting after the date 

thereof. The name of the person proposed shall be exhibited in the Society's room until the 

next General or Special Meeting, when the election shall be proceeded with by ballot, unless 

it be then decided to elect by show of hands. A majority of votes shall determine every 

election. Notice of election shall be sent to each Member or Student within one week after 

his election, on Form B, enclosing at the same time Form C, which shall be returned by the 

Member or Student, signed, and accompanied with the amount of his annual subscription, 

within two months from the date of such election, which otherwise shall become void. 

11.—The Officers of the Institute shall consist of a President, six Vice-Presidents, and 

eighteen Councillors, who, with the Treasurer and Secretary (if Members of the Institute), 

shall constitute a Council for the direction and management of the affairs of the Institute. The 

President, Vice-Presidents, and Councillors shall be elected at the Annual Meeting (except 

in case of vacancies) and shall be eligible for re-election, with the exception of any President 

or Vice-President who may have held office for the three immediately preceding years, and 

such six Councillors who may have attended the fewest Council Meetings during the past 

year: but such Members shall be eligible for re-election after being one year out of office. 

12.—All Members shall be at liberty to nominate, in writing, and send to the Secretary, not 

less than fourteen days prior to the Annual or Special Meeting, a list of Ordinary and Life 

Members who are considered suitable to fill the various offices, such list being signed by the 

nominators. A list of the persons so nominated and of the retiring Officers, indicating those 

who are ineligible for re-election (see Form G), shall constitute a balloting list, and shall be 

posted at least seven days previous to the Annual or Special Meeting, to all Members of the 

Institute, who may erase any name or names from this list, and substitute the name or 

names of any other person or persons eligible for each respective office; but the number of 

persons on the list, after such erasure or substitution, must not exceed the number to be 

elected to the respective offices as above enumerated. The balloting papers must be 

returned through the post, addressed to the Secretary, or be handed to him, or to the 

Chairman 
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of the Meeting, so as to be received before the hour fixed for the election of Officers. The 

Chairman shall then appoint four Scrutineers, who shall receive the balloting papers, and 

shall sign and hand to the Chairman of the Meeting a list of the elected Officers, after 

destroying the papers. Those papers which do not accord with these directions, shall be 

rejected by the Scrutineers. The votes for any Members who may not be elected Vice-

Presidents shall count for them as Members of the Council. 

In case of the decease or resignation of any Officer or Officers, notice thereof shall be given 

at the next General or Special Meeting, and a new Officer or Officers elected at the 

succeeding General or Special Meeting, in accordance with the mode above indicated. 

13.—At meetings of the Council, five shall be a quorum, and the minutes of the Council's 

proceedings shall be at all times open to the inspection of the Members of the Institute. The 

President shall be ex-officio Chairman of every committee. 

14.—All past Presidents shall be ex-officio Members of the Council so long as they continue 

Members of the Institute, and Vice-Presidents who become ineligible from having held office 

for three consecutive years, shall be ex-officio Members of the Council for the following year. 

15.—A General Meeting of the Institute shall be held on the first Saturday of every month 

(except in January and July) at two o'clock; and the General Meeting in the month of August 

shall be the Annual Meeting, at which a report of the proceedings, and an abstract of the 

accounts of the previous year, shall be presented by the Council. A Special Meeting of the 

Institute shall be called whenever the Council may think fit, and also on a requisition to the 

Council, signed by ten or more Members. 

16.—Every question, not otherwise provided for, which shall come before any Meeting of the 

Institute, shall be decided by the votes of the majority of the Ordinary or Life Members then 

present. 

17.—The Funds of the Society shall be deposited in the hands of the Treasurer, and shall be 

disbursed or invested by him according to the direction of the Council. 

18.—All papers shall be sent for the approval of the Council at least twelve days before a 

General Meeting, and after approval shall be read before the Institute. The Council shall also 

direct whether any paper read before the Institute shall be printed in the Transactions, and 

notice shall be given to the writer within one month after it has been read, whether it is to be 

printed or not. 

19.—The Copyright of all papers communicated to, and accepted for printing by the Council, 

shall become vested in the Institute, and such 
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communications shall not be published for sale or otherwise, without the written permission 

of the Council. 

20.—All proofs of discussion, forwarded to Members for correction, must be returned to the 

Secretary within seven days from the date of their receipt, otherwise they will be considered 

correct and be printed off. 

21—The Institute is not, as a body, responsible for the facts and opinions advanced in the 

papers which may be read, nor in the discussions which may take place at the Meetings of 

the Institute. 



22.—Twelve copies of each paper printed by the Institute shall be presented to the author for 

private use. 

23.—Members elected at any Meeting between the Annual Meetings, shall be entitled to all 

papers issued in that year, as soon as they have signed and returned Form C, and paid their 

subscriptions. 

24.—The Transactions of the Institute shall not be forwarded to Members whose 

subscriptions are more than one year in arrear. 

25.—Any person whose subscription is two years in arrear, that is to say, whose arrears and 

current subscription shall not have been paid on or before the first of August, shall be 

reported to the Council, who shall direct application to be made for it according to Form D, 

and in the event of it continuing one month in arrear after such application, the Council shall 

have the power, after suitable remonstrance by letter in the form so provided (Form E), of 

erasing the name of the defaulter from the register of the Institute. 

26.—No duplicate copies of any portion of the Transactions shall be issued to any of the 

Members unless by written order from the Council. 

27.—Invitations shall be forwarded by the Secretary to any gentleman whose presence at 

the discussions the Council may think advisable, and strangers so invited shall be permitted 

to take part in the proceedings. Any Member of the Institute shall also have power to 

introduce two strangers (see Form F) to any of the General Meetings of the Institute, but 

they shall not take part in the proceedings, except by permission of the meeting. 

28.—No alteration shall be made in any of the Laws, Rules, or Regulations of the Institute, 

except at the Annual General Meeting, or at a Special Meeting for that purpose, and the 

particulars of every such alteration shall be announced at a previous General Meeting, and 

inserted in its minutes, and shall be exhibited in the Room of the Institute fourteen days 

previous to such Annual or Special Meeting, and such Meeting shall have power to adopt 

any modification of such proposed alteration of, or addition to, the Rules. 
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APPENDIX. 

----------- 

[FORM A.] 

 

Name in full—Mr. 

Designation or Occupation 

Address 

being desirous of admission into the North of England  Institute  of 

Mining and Mechanical Engineers, we, the undersigned, propose and 

recommend that he shall become a                                             thereof. 

                        { - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -} Signatures 

Proposed by {----------------------------------------------}    of three 

                        {- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- }  Members. 

Dated                                          18 



 

[FORM B.] 

 

Sir,—I beg to inform you that on the                   day of 

you were elected a                           of the North of England Institute of 

Mining and Mechanical Engineers, but in conformity with its Rules your election cannot be 

confirmed until the enclosed form be returned to me with your signature, and until your first 

annual subscription be paid, the amount of which is £ 

 

If the first subscription is not received within two months from the present date, the election 

will become void, under Rule 10.  

 

I am, Sir, 

                                                                 Yours faithfully, 

                                                                                                                                                               

Secretary.  

Dated                                   18 

 

[FORM C.] 

 

I, the undersigned, being elected a                                 of the North 

of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, do hereby agree that I will be 

governed by the regulations of the said Institute as they are now formed, or as they may 

hereafter be altered; that I will advance the objects of the Institute as far as shall be in my 

power, and will not aid in any unauthorized publication of the proceedings, and will attend 

the Meetings thereof as often as I conveniently can; provided that whenever I shall signify in 

writing to the Secretary, that I am desirous of withdrawing my name therefrom, I shall (after 

the payment of any arrears which may be due by me at that period) be free from this 

obligation. 

Witness my hand this                             day of                              18 
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[FORM D.] 

 18 

Sir,—I am directed by the Council of the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 

Engineers to draw your attention to Rule 25, and to remind you that the sum of £                  

of your annual subscriptions to the funds of the Institute remains unpaid, and that you are in 

consequence in arrear of subscription. I am also directed to request that you will cause the 

same to be paid without further delay, otherwise, the Council will be under the necessity of 

exercising their discretion as to using the power vested in them by the Rule above referred 

to. 



 

                                   I am, Sir, 

                                                                  Yours faithfully, 

                                                                                                                                                

Secretary. 

 

[FORM E.] 

  

18 

Sir,—I am directed by the Council of the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 

Engineers to inform you, that in consequence of the non-payment of your arrears of 

subscription, and in pursuance of Rule 25, the Council have declared, by special vote, on the 

day of                                 18            , that you have forfeited your claim to belong to the 

Institute, and your  name  will  be  in  consequence expunged from the Register, unless 

payment is made previous to 

 

But notwithstanding such forfeiture, I am directed to call upon you for payment of your 

arrears, amounting to £ 

                                          I am, Sir, 

                                                                      Yours faithfully, 

                                                                                                                                     

Secretary. 

 

[FORM F.] 

 

Admit 

of 

to the Meeting on Saturday, the 

Signature of Member or Student, 

                        The Chair to be taken at Two o'clock.  

I undertake to abide by the Regulations  of the   North  of England Institute of Mining and 

Mechanical Engineers, and not to aid in any unauthorized publication of the Proceedings. 

                               Signature of Visitor,  

Not transferable. 
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[FORM G.] 

BALLOTING   LIST, 

 

[Proforma for election of Officers and Council ] 
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NORTH    OF    ENGLAND    INSTITUTE 

OF 

MINING   ENGINEERS. 

----------------- 

GENERAL MEETING, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1869, IN THE LECTURE 

ROOM OF THE LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

----------------- 

E. F. BOYD, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

----------------- 

The Secretary read the minutes of the previous meeting, and also the minutes of the 

Council. 

At the suggestion of the Council, the President, J. Marley, T. Douglas, W. Cochrane, L. 

Wood, G. B. Forster, W. Boyd, P. G. B. Westmacott, and W. Waller were appointed a 

Committee to examine and revise the Rules of the Institute. 

The following gentlemen were then elected: 

 

Members—  

Joseph Cabry, Blyth and Tyne Railway Offices, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Joseph T. Robson, Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne.  

Joseph Laycock, Low Gosforth, Northumberland.  

John Spencer, Westgate Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

P. D. Nichol, North-Eastern Marine Engine Works, Sunderland. 

J. H. Grant, Sestarampore Collieries, Bengal. 

Jules Letoret, Jemmapes, Belgium.  

T. S. Horne, 23, Grove Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne.  

T. W. Jeffcock, 18, Bank Street, Sheffield. 

S. W. Linsley, Silksworth New Winning, near Sunderland. 

W. Dobson, North Seaton Colliery, Morpeth.  

Michael Spencer, Newburn, near Newcastle-on-Tyne.  

Thomas Moffatt, New Mains, by Motherwell, N.B. 

Rudolph Nasse, Bonn, Prussia. 

W. G. M'Murtrie, Manager, Barleith Collieries, near Kilmarnock.  

B. Mart, Brook Street, Stoke-on-Trent. 

Thomas Snowdon, jun., Weardale Iron Works, Towlaw, via Darlington. 
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Graduates—  

W. G. C. Sandford, Brancepeth Collieries, near Durham. 

G. H. Liddell, Marley Hill, Gateshead.  

W. Robson, North Seaton Colliery, Morpeth 

J. A. Hutton, Killingworth Colliery, near Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

James Hay, jun., Bebside Colliery, Cowpen, Northumberland. 

W. Clifford, Fairfield, Chesterfield. 

 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson's paper on the Lemielle Ventilator was then discussed, and that 

gentleman in his opening observations said, there were one or two points in the remarks of 

Mr. Cochrane to which he would like to refer.  He understood him to say, that at 75 

revolutions the Guibal ventilator at Pelton Colliery afforded 134,110 cubic feet of air per 

minute, with 4.55 inches water-gauge.  He found at Page Bank Colliery that 97,000 cubic 

feet only were obtained, and, therefore, he regarded the 134,110 cubic feet mentioned 

above as an error.  With respect to the advantage derived from the shutter, he tried their 

ventilator during the previous week when Mr. Cochrane was present, and the raising and 

lowering of the shutter made no difference; but he certainly thought that the chimney did 

make a difference. Though he did not take the Lemielle fan as a perfect fan, he remained 

convinced that the principle of varying capacities was preferable to that of the centrifugal fan, 

which was identical as regards its defects, with that of the centrifugal pump, which would 

neither force nor lift beyond a very low range without most serious loss of power, and he 

would make a proposition that Mr. Cochrane should agree with him to let the air be 

measured, and experiments made by some impartial parties.  His only wish was to arrive at 

true results.   Mr.  Cochrane had been present when experiments were made with the 

Lemielle ventilator, and he (Mr. Steavenson) had been also present on one occasion when 

the Guibal fan was tested, and then he was of opinion that the measurement of the air was 

not properly taken for the anemometer was simply held in one part of the air-way. 

Mr. Cochrane said, that the figures he had recorded as the results of the Pelton experiments 

were in accordance with the observations. With regard to Mr. Steavenson's proposition, he 

thought it cast reflections on the experiments that had already been made. He begged to 

observe that Mr. Atkinson, Government Inspector of Mines for the County of Durham, had 

assisted at almost every one, and in several cases had measured the air himself with 

specially tested anemometers; and whenever he (Mr. Cochrane) had experimented he 

invariably adopted the same principle as Mr. Atkinson, of walking steadily across the whole 
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section of the air-course, holding the anemometer clear of the body. In this way he had 

made a great number of experiments, which were all most carefully conducted and most 

accurately recorded. If the suggestion Mr. Steavenson had made were adopted, he would 

add a condition, that the two ventilators should be placed side by side at one colliery, and 

the one which failed to give the best result should be removed, the colliery company being 

reimbursed in all expense they might have been put to for the inferior ventilator. Mr. 

Steavenson would no doubt remember that this proposition was originally offered to the 

owners of Page Bank Colliery, and is still open to them. Originally it was understood that the 



Lemielle was to produce 60 per cent. of useful effect, but it had never produced even 50 per 

cent. The Guibal, with its shutter and its chimney, gave from 60 to 70 per cent., and still Mr. 

Steavenson finds that the shutter is no good, although its beneficial action is a perfectly 

logical deduction from the theory of the centrifugal fan. He (Mr. Cochrane) maintained that 

there was not a single case in which the Guibal had been fairly tried that had not produced 

60 per cent., indeed as much as 70 per  cent. useful effect had been attained, and he felt 

confident that no number of further experiments would place the Lemielle ventilator in a 

more favourable position than it was in at present. 

Mr. C. Berkley said, in some of the experiments he held the anemometer, and invariably 

passed it continually over the whole area of the drift. 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson asked if Mr. Berkley was standing where the air-way had a uniform 

section? 

Mr. C. Berkley—Yes; the section was nearly uniform. 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson remarked, that in that case his body would reduce the air-way about 

one-sixth. He thought no owner would be willing to allow two machines to be put down as 

Mr. Cochrane had proposed, involving as it did so many costly considerations. His 

proposition, on the contrary, would simply require a few professional men devoting a few 

days to the subject, which would give an equally satisfactory result. 

Mr. Wm. Cochrane observed that, at Thrislington, with fully 150,000 cubic feet going per 

minute, a water-gauge of 6¾ inches was maintained without that unsteadiness which was 

observable in the gauge attached to the Lemielle. 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson said, they were simply investigating these matters for instruction, and 

he hoped it would not be considered that they were insisted on through perversity. The 

extreme importance of the subject must be their excuse for thus criticising every statement. 
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However, he remained quite satisfied that the principle of the Lemielle was the right one, and 

Mr. Cochrane appeared to be quite as certain of the advantages of the Guibal. 

Mr. Wm, Cochrane understood there was another fan exhibited at the meeting for their 

examination. 

The President remarked, that the new fan might also be tested along with the other two in 

the presence of an independent party. 

Mr. G. W. Southern suggested that a set of fresh experiments should be made where both 

parties could be present, together with two or three independent members of the Institute. 

-------------- 

Mr. S. MacCarthy, at the request of the President, then came forward to explain a model of 

Lloyd's patent ventilating- fan, brought out by the Lilleshall Iron Works and Colliery 

Company, Shropshire, observing that he was very much obliged to them for their kindness in 

permitting him to bring the fan before them :— 
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LLOYD'S VENTILATING FAN. 



By  S.  MacCarthy. 

See Lloyd's Patent, No. 1715, Date 3rd June, 1869. 

This fan was an open running centrifugal one of extreme simplicity, and one of its principal 

advantages was that it was quite open in the centre, and that there were no arms to interfere 

with the free access of the ventilating current. They had just erected a machine at their own 

works (see Plates Nos. I., II., III.), 16 feet in diameter and 5 feet 10 inches wide, which is 

composed of vanes curved to certain radii, and rivetted between two wrought iron discs. The 

vanes are of wrought iron; six of them a a a are long, extending from the opening in the 

centre of the fan to the circumference; and eighteen of them b b b are short. The disc c next 

to the engine e is rivetted to a casting keyed on the shaft f. The other disc g has a circular 

opening h 6 feet 5 inches diameter, through which the air passes from the drift into the fan. 

On the outer circumference of this opening a ring of wood k is bolted and turned, and the 

brickwork l l of the drift is cemented, so as to present a smooth surface to the wooden ring, 

thus preventing any re-entry of air into the drift. The shaft f is of steel, and extends right 

through the fan; it is supported in the drift by a cast iron girder m and column n.  p p are 

stays from the centre casting to the disc c, which give a greater rigidity to the whole fan. The 

engine is of the horizontal type; cylinder 14 inches diameter and 18 inch stroke. The 

ventilator had been attached to a drift, A, Plate 3, running into a shaft, B, but had not yet 

been applied to the workings; this drift is 50 yards long, and 9 feet 2 inches by 3 feet 9¾ 

inches. The top of the shaft to the drift was 10 yards. With 62 revolutions 59,400 cubic feet 

per minute with a ⅞ water-gauge was realised, and the utilized power was a little over 50 per 

cent.; but it was necessary that he should explain that, in consequence of the drift having 

been recently made, the anemometer was choked with sand, which had been left by the 

masons. They had not the slightest doubt, however, but that they would be able to get 60 per 

cent. utilized power under more favourable circumstances. The anemometer was carried,  as 

had been explained  by Mr. Cochrane  from side to 
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side and from top to bottom of the drift, and these were the results. He should be very glad if 

they would examine the model, and he would leave the matter with them until they were able 

to get a fair trial. He also would be very glad if any of the members of the Institute could run 

over and test the fan. He would merely point out at present its extreme simplicity, and 

remark that it would certainly be cheaper than any ventilator that had been introduced, for 

there was very little brick work required, and the foundations were very simple. The louvre 

boards at the sides were simply to enable that side against which the wind blew to be shut. 

Closing one side put a little extra pressure on the machine, but in all other respects it was an 

open running fan and discharged all round. The louvre boards would not be closed except 

when necessary, and then only one of them. 

----------------- 

Mr. S. MacCarthy, in answer to the President, said, that one of the features of the fan was 

that the vanes were curved and not all of the same length, and that, consequently, only a 

portion of them was carried to the centre; he could not state the horse power given out by 

the experiments, but he had recorded the size of the engine, and it was found that the 

utilized power was a little over 50 per cent.; as yet no order had been received to construct a 

fan on this principle for a current-going colliery other than the one named. 



Mr. W. H. Wood asked where the economy in the construction of the fan was, and remarked 

that the building seemed as expensive as that required by the Guibal. 

Mr. S. MacCarthy said, the cost he was sure would not be more than half that necessary for 

the Guibal. There were only two side walls instead of four walls and a roof, and no shutter or 

chimney was required, and he felt confident the Company could supply the new fan at 20 per  

cent. less than the Guibal for the same quantity of air. 

The President asked Mr. MacCarthy if he was at liberty to state whether the royalty would be 

simply included in the cost of the machine on its erection, or whether there would be any 

yearly sum to pay afterwards? 

Mr. S. MacCarthy said, there would be only one charge. Mr. Lloyd was the engineer to the 

Company which had taken the matter up, and the royalty would be arranged for in that way. 

Mr. G. B. Forster thought the matter of 15 or 20 per  cent. saved in 
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the first outlay would not be of any importance, unless it could be shown that greater results 

would be obtained; the main object was to ensure the very best ventilation without regard to 

cost. He thought Mr. MacCarthy's experiments were hardly sufficiently carried out to enable 

them to judge of its merits, but as that gentleman would be glad if any of the members of the 

Institute would go down to look at the fan, no doubt they would then be better able to do so 

after seeing it. 

The President thought in that case it was necessary that the fan should be actually applied 

to a working colliery, and suggested that it would be better to wait until the fan could be so 

applied. 

Mr. S. MacCarthy said, he would not ask them to come at present, but as soon as everything 

was in readiness for them the Company would be glad to see them, as had been suggested 

by the President; and, in answer to a question by Mr. Southern, stated that in the pit to which 

the fan had been attached, the workings were very extensive, and would ultimately be in 

communication with the fan. 

Mr. J. J. Atkinson thought that, excepting for the addition of the louvre boards, it was a 

simple open running parallel sided fan, and that as to the curved vanes, he believed that Mr. 

Coombes had gone most carefully into that question, but that in practice no observable 

benefit had resulted from curving the vanes. He suggested that if the area of the air-way 

through the fan, and particularly at its periphery, had been smaller, so as to prevent the 

entrance of the outer atmosphere behind the retiring vanes, the fan might have been an 

average good one, and have economised a larger proportion of power. 

Mr. Wm. Cochrane observed there was one defect inseparable from an open running fan, 

namely, the loss due to re-entries of air from the open circumference.  In referring to the 

diagram in the margin, which  

[ Diagram ] 

might represent a portion of such a fan, the air entering at a, and passing through a space b 

c between the blades b e and c f of the fan, the exit space e f was necessarily larger than b 

c, and out-coming air might be assumed to take the form of b b b f c. The rotation of the fan 

causing a partial vacuum behind the vane e  b, air would rush in from the outside, and which, 



having again to be ejected, would cause loss of power. The addition of the louvre boards in 

the ventilator under consideration, plainly indicated that loss from re-entries 
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through the action of the wind was anticipated: wind, however, was not necessary for the re-

entries to take place, but was a very important addition to the serious re-entry from the 

previously mentioned and unavoidable defect in open fans. He also thought that the 50 per  

cent. of useful effect—if confirmed by future experiment, which he (Mr. Cochrane) was very 

sure would not be the case—was obtained under the most favourable circumstances, for 

when usefully employed at a mine, the ventilator would never operate with so low a water-

gauge, and with so small an amount of drag. 

The President proposed that a vote of thanks should be given to Mr. MacCarthy, for his 

kindness in exhibiting and explaining the fan, which was unanimously agreed to. 

------------ 

The discussion on Mr. Waller's paper On Steam Boilers was then resumed. 

  

[Vol.XIX Plate I : Lloyds Ventilating Fan, Elevation] 

  

[Vol.XIX Plate II: Lloyds Ventilating Fan, Plan] 

  

[Vol.XIX,Plate III : Lloyds Ventilating Fan, Sectional Elevation] 
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DISCUSSION ON MR. WALLER'S PAPER ON STEAM BOILERS. 

Mr. W. Waller, in opening the discussion, observed, that since the paper had been read, he 

had had good reports from some boilers which had the internal tank fitted to them. He 

considered that the deposit was mostly made and the scale formed during the time the 

boilers were not at work, and that the tank would receive such deposit and prevent it from 

forming on the bottom plates of the boiler. He had remarked at Middlesbro', that a bucket 

accidently left in a boiler near the entrance of the feed-water, became full of soft mud, and 

this led him to consider the advantage to be derived from the tank. 

Mr. J. Willis did not think that the deposit was especially formed during the time the boiler 

was not at work; on the contrary, he had Galloway boilers that were working continuously, at 

40 lbs. per inch, which formed scale even to the extent of three-quarters of an inch; whilst 

ordinary cylindrical boilers, working at 30 lbs. per inch, fed from the same reservoir, and not 

used at night, formed no scale whatever. 

Mr. Wm. Boyd observed that the quality of the water had a most material influence on the 

deposit, and thought in all records of experiments on the subject, the source of the feed-

water should be given. 



Mr. J. J. Atkinson did not see that there would be any advantage in taking the heated gases 

away from the lower portion of the flue; he thought that the density of all the gases under a 

boiler would be about equal. 

The President, in concluding the discussion, alluded to the importance of the subject, and 

hoped that further details would be laid before the Institute at a future day. 

The meeting then separated. 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

------------ 

GENERAL MEETING, SATURDAY, OCT. 2, 1869, IN THE LECTURE ROOM OF THE 

LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

------------ 

E. F. BOYD, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

------------ 

The Secretary reported the proceedings of the Council. The following gentlemen were 

elected: 

 

Members—  

Thomas Paton, M.E., Willenhall, near Wolverhampton.  

J. Hosking, Hawks, Crawshay, & Co., Gateshead.  

Jeremiah Head, Newport Rolling Mills, Middlesbro'.  

John E. Newby, Usworth Colliery, Gateshead.  

Robert Bell Noble, Pensher, Fence Houses. 

 

Graduate—  

W. H. Browell, Brancepeth Collieries, Willington, County of Durham. 

------------ 

The President introduced Mr. Bidder, who exhibited a machine for bringing down coal, the 

principle of which, in his opinion, was very ingenious and simple. 

 

------------ 

Mr. S. P. Bidder then proceeded to explain the machine. 

  

[Plate IV : A Machine for Breaking Down Coal  by Messrs. Jones & Bidder] 
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JONES AND BIDDER'S MACHINE FOR WORKING AND BREAKING DOWN COAL. 



------------ 

By  S.P. BIDDER. 

------------ 

See Jones and Bidder's Patents, No. 3,275, 26th October, 1868, and No. 3,488, 17th 

November, 1868. 

This machine was described on the 15th December, 1868, at a meeting of the Institution of 

Civil Engineers, and full particulars respecting it, together with a description of a machine for 

the same purpose, invented by Mr. C. J. Chubb, will be found at page 113, Vol. 28 of the 

Proceedings of that Society. 

Since then further experiments have been made with the machine in the North of England, 

the results of which, together with a description of some further improvements in the 

apparatus, will form the subject of the present paper. 

The apparatus consists of a small pump H, Plate IV., enclosed in a cistern I, and worked by 

means of a lever L, after the well-known plan of the hydraulic rams made by the Messrs. 

Tangye Brothers, of Birmingham. This pump operates upon a ram d which works in a 

cylinder DD attached to the cistern I. In a groove round this cylinder is a collar C secured by 

two bolts on each side, and provided with projections CC into which a strap A is caused to 

fit. This strap, which is of steel to enable it to stand a severe tensional strain, projects 

beyond the cylinder D, and is then contracted so as to enter easily and pass to the bottom of 

a hole of about three inches diameter and three feet deep, which has been previously bored 

in the coal by a machine described hereafter. At the extreme end a, where this strap is bent, 

is a block E against which the side pieces FF abut. These pieces FF, before the wedges GG' 

are inserted, will pass freely into the hole with the strap A. The operation of the machine may 

be thus described: the ram d being brought back to the position shown in the plate, the strap 

and side pieces FF are passed into the hole.  The two wedges GG' are then pushed into 
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the hole till they enter between the pieces FF, and pressure being applied by the pump H the 

wedges are driven home. If the coal is not then brought down or split, the ram D is again 

withdrawn, the press detached from the straps, and a fresh wedge G' inserted; in this way 

the process is continued, fresh wedges being supplied until the result is obtained. 

Fig. 3 is a section through XY, Fig. 1, and shows the form of the pieces FF and their position 

when the strap is made to enter the hole. Fig. 4 is a section of the ram d, made hollow for 

the sake of lightness. It can also be made of the section shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the 

first pair of wedges GG, with the nick between them g. These wedges can pass together 

through the hole, and when driven home, fresh wedges G, Fig. 7, can be inserted, which 

readily enter between those first driven by reason of the nick formed between them. Fig. 8 

shows a screwed rod for inserting the wedges. 

A machine, weighing 80 lbs., is capable of exerting a pressure of 25 tons on the heads of the 

wedges. The pump ram and cylinder weigh 90 lbs., and the strap 26 lbs., and it is proposed 

to supply one cylinder and ram to each group of men working near each other, each 

individual being provided with straps. The cost of the machine, complete, with five sets of 

straps and wedges, is £150, including royalty. 



The drilling apparatus represented in Fig.9, consists of a screw 4 feet long and 1½ inches in 

diameter, to the end of which is attached the drill, 15 inches long and 3¼ inches diameter. 

The fulcrum, for taking the resistance of the screw (when drilling) is obtained by inserting the 

radial bar, shown in the diagram, in the coal, at the side of the place selected for the hole 

which the machine has to drill; this small aperture is made by punching, with the ordinary 

instrument, a hole 10 inches deep and 1½ inches diameter, and the time usually occupied in 

making this preparation is four minutes; the small radial bar, for taking the resistance of the 

screw, is then inserted; and it may be either fixed at the side or in the face of the coal, as the 

case may require; the screw can then be adjusted to any angle on this radial bar, and the 

drill driven into the coal by a man turning a handle at the end of the screw; the time occupied 

in drilling this hole for the machine varies from ten to twenty minutes, according to the 

hardness of the coal; and if it is necessary to drill the hole in such a position that the rotary 

motion of the handle, by which the screw is propelled, cannot be obtained, a ratchet brace 

may be used, so that under any circumstances no difficulty can be felt in procuring the 

required motion. 
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For the thin seams of the North this radial bar can be replaced by a post made fast between 

the roof and the floor by means of a small screw at the bottom, and the long screw with the 

nut and drill inserted through the top. This is a very convenient arrangement for drilling holes 

close to the roof. A drilling apparatus is now being constructed for the Usworth Colliery on 

this principle, except that the screw will be driven by three spur wheels arranged in the post, 

and driven by turning a wheel 2 feet 6 inches in diameter. This will give a continuous motion 

to the drill, and be much quicker than the ratchet brace. The drill will be made three feet 

long, so as to work out the borings without requiring to be cleaned out. 

------------ 

The President said, he once saw an apparatus, patented by W. Wood, in 1830, No. 6056 

(See App. 2, vol. 17, p. 48), for wedging coal, it was a heavy mass of iron resting upon slides 

projected by hand upon wedges in the coal. 

Mr. S. P. Bidder said, they made experiments with a hammer, and during an hour and a half 

it took about 380 blows to drive the wedge up, which, by this apparatus, was done in about 

five minutes. 

Mr. T. E. Forster inquired if any experiments had been made with the apparatus in the 

Northern Coal-field? 

Mr. S. P. Bidder answered in the negative, but he was sure the experiments he made in 

Wigan and Wales were very much more severe than those he would have to make here. He 

also believed the apparatus could be safely reduced to one-half its present weight. 

The President—You require it to be lifted from one place to another. 

Mr. S. P. Bidder said, it was proposed that each collier should be prepared with a set of 

wedges and frames which were comparatively inexpensive, and that only one pump should 

be supplied to each gang of men working together. 

Mr. J. J. Atkinson asked what the total cost in a moderately extensive colliery would be, 

supposing the method recommended by Mr. Bidder were adopted? 



Mr. S. P. Bidder could not exactly give them the cost at present; but if any colliery should 

propose to take up the apparatus, he should be happy to make special arrangements. £150 

was the price of each machine, if bought outright, but if it was proposed to work it throughout 

the colliery, 
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then arrangements could be made which would materially diminish the first expense. In 

answer to further questions, Mr. Bidder stated that it would answer as well if the coal were 

curved at the bottom as at the top, in fact better, for the efforts of the machine were then 

assisted by the weight of the coal. With respect to drilling the holes by the machine, he 

thought that in hard coal it would be best done by hand, but not so when the coal was soft. 

At Wigan, in the eight-feet seam, where the coal was very hard indeed, five minutes sufficed 

to drill a 3-inch hole sufficiently deep with the first wedge; in a few minutes more the coal 

opened 1 inch, and the second wedge brought it down; there was practically no difficulty in 

fixing the drilling apparatus, a few minutes sufficing to make a hole sufficiently deep in the 

face of the coal to carry it. 

Mr. G. W. Southern asked if he had made any experiments in this district—in 

Northumberland and Durham? 

Mr. S. P. Bidder replied he had not made any yet, but he proposed doing so in the course of 

the next fortnight, and would be very happy to communicate the results to the Institute. 

------------ 

The following are the results of the experiments subsequently made at Usworth, where the 

machine was applied in the long-wall workings of the Maudlin seam :— 

The seam was 5 feet thick, and consisted of 3 feet of top coal, 4 inches of hard splint, and 1 

foot 8 inches of bottom coal. The machine was placed in a headways wall 19 yards in length, 

and curved 3 feet 6 inches in the bottom. The holes for the insertion of the machine were 3 

inches diameter and 10 feet apart. 25 tons of coal  were brought down in 35 minutes. 

Boring each hole usually occupies 12 minutes, if the coal be of a soft nature, but in no case 

has the boring ever exceeded 25 minutes. 

In other experiments made in the 12-yard boards three holes were found necessary on 

account of the two fast sides. Here the results were equally satisfactory. 

In all cases the coal when brought down was large and in good condition. 

------------ 

Mr. S. P. Bidder then commenced the description of his Improvements in Safety-Lamps. 

  

[Plate V :  Craig & Bidders Safety Lamp.] 
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CRAIG AND BIDDER'S  ELECTRO-MAGNETIC LOCK FOR SAFETY LAMPS. 

------------ 

By S. P. BIDDER. 



------------ 

See Craig and Bidder's Patent, No. 1002; Date, April 2, 1869. 

This lock has been specially devised to prevent miners unfastening or tampering with their 

lamps, for it is impossible to re-open any lamp so constructed without the application of a 

powerful electro-magnet. 

Figures 1 and 2, Plate V., show one arrangement of the lamp. The gauze frame is screwed 

on to the oil receiver A, by the ring I, in the usual way. This ring has a hole H to receive a pin 

G, attached to a piece of soft iron D, and pressed upwards by the spring K. This joint G is so 

made that the gauze can be screwed on to the last turn, when the pin being forced into the 

hole H, it will be prevented from being unscrewed. EE are two circular pieces of iron let into 

the brass bottom of the cistern E, and correspond to the two poles LL, Fig. 3, of an electro-

magnet MM. When it is desired to unfasten the lamp, these circular pieces EE are placed on 

the top of the corresponding circular projections LL, Fig. 3 of the magnet MM, and on the 

requisite completion of the electric circuit, which is effected by a knob placed conveniently 

for the operator, the projections LL, Fig. 3, become the poles of a powerful magnet, which 

magnet, by attracting the bar D, overcomes the resistance of the spring K, draws the pin G 

from the hole H, and unfastens the lamp. 

Figures 4 and 5 show another modification of the lamp. The poles of the magnet are here 

closer together. G is the pin attached to the soft iron bar D, which is kept in its place by the 

spring K. EE are the circular iron pieces let in the bottom. The joint of the lamp may be a 

bayonet joint, and a half turn will be sufficient to remove the top. With regard to the locking 

arrangements, they may be variously modified, but those shown in the diagrams are found to 

be the most suitable. 

The advantage in the lever arrangement, shown in Fig. 1, is that half the battery power is 

sufficient to open the lamp with the same 
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strength, of spring under the armature. All the existing lamps could be altered to work on this 

principle at a small cost. 

The battery is an ordinary six cell carbon battery, with plates 7 inches by 6 inches, and the 

cost of maintenance of this battery would not exceed one pound five shillings per annum. 

The salammoniac and black oxide of manganese battery, a recent French invention. See 

Leclanché's patents Nos. 670 and 1637, 1866 (the last received Provl. Protection only), and 

Brandon's patent (communicated by Leclanché), No. 2623, 1866. The battery is made for 

telegraphic work, by the India-rubber, Gutta-percha, and Telegraph Works Company, 

Silvertown, Essex, and patented in this country, was tested lately, and found to be most 

suitable for opening the lamps, it being more lasting and powerful than the carbon battery, 

and only half its cost. No ordinary magnet that could be carried about would be of sufficient 

power to open this lamp, though with a properly arranged apparatus, it could be opened at 

the rate of 400 an hour if required. 

The electro-magnets are wound round with No. 18 covered copper wire, and are arranged 

under a brass ring let into the lamp table, in the cabin, so as to be beyond the reach of injury. 

------------ 



Mr. G. W. Southern then remarked that the lock did not take effect till the last turn of the 

screw. 

Mr. S. P. Bidder replied that depended on the thread. If a coarse thread it would not; but if a 

fine thread, it would. 

The President thought it was rather an advantage that it should lock at the last thread. 

Mr. G. W. Southern thought, on the contrary, there was a disadvantage in this, because it 

gave a very slight hold to the bolt. 

Mr. S. P. Bidder said, the bolt was put fairly through which ever way it was made, and that 

was quite sufficient. 

The President then proposed that they would all cordially join with him in giving a vote of 

thanks to Mr. Bidder for his lucid explanation of the very interesting models he had exhibited. 

------------ 

Mr. John Cooke, of Darlington, next proceeded to explain a model of a machine, designed 

by him, for blowing and ventilating mines, together with a machine for recording signals. 

  

[Plate VI : Ventilating Apparatus by John Cooke.] 
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COOKE'S VENTILATING APPARATUS. 

------------ 

By JOHN COOKE. 

------------ 

See Cooke's Patent, No. 1279, 1868. 

The principles on which this machine is constructed may be seen by referring to the 

diagram, Plate VI., which was thought to illustrate the principle of the apparatus more clearly 

than the working drawings submitted to the Institute.  Two cylinders A and A', each 18 feet in 

diameter and 16 feet long, are placed 25 feet 6 inches apart.  These cylinders are sufficient 

to draw 300,000 cubic feet of air per minute through a mine at a water-gauge of 5 inches, 

while making from 75 to 80 revolutions.  It is proposed to make them of one-eighth inch iron 

plate, secured to rings placed outside and supported on girders.  B and B' are two smaller 

cylinders 12 feet in diameter, likewise made of sheet iron of three thirty-seconds of an inch 

thick, carried on metal rings keyed on the shafts C and C’, which are in the centre of the 

large cylinder.  It will be observed that these shafts are placed 3 feet from the centre of the 

smaller cylinders B and B'.  One point of the circumference of each of the lesser cylinders 

will, therefore, form a radius of 9 feet, and exactly sweep the inner surface of the large 

cylinders AA'. These shafts CC’ are coupled together by cranks and connecting rods, and it 

will be easily understood that they can be made to rotate either together or separately by any 

ordinary steam engine, in a way too  obvious  to  require  special  description  here.  MM'  

are counterbalance weights to balance the small cylinders.  Hanging from shafts HH’, 

conveniently supported by pillars or girders, are the shutters II', composed of malleable iron 

levers, supporting sheet iron plates, so as to entirely fill the space between the ends of the 

larger cylinders, into and out of which they vibrate, in order that when in the position shown 

at I, they may completely shut off all communication between the inlet K, from the  mine, and 



the outlets LL' to the atmosphere.  The shafts which carry these shutters are provided with 

levers GG' outside the casing, 
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which are worked by the connecting rods FF' and the cranks EE', and it will be observed that 

each shutter is curved at its lower extremity to a radius of three feet, the centres of which 

radii correspond exactly with the lower centres of the levers GG'. The curved extremities of 

the shutters may, therefore, be considered as portions of cylinders of six feet diameter, kept 

in contact with the cylinders BB', by means of the connecting rods FF', whose centres NN, 

OO' are in the centre lines of these cylinders, and which connecting rods, consequently, 

become the shortest straight lines between them, thus keeping the cylinders constantly 

touching each other, since the shortest straight line between the centres of two circles 

always passes the point of contact. 

The principle of exhausting air from mines mechanically by means of chambers of varying 

capacities, has always been favourably regarded, since each stroke or revolution conveys 

away a definite portion of air. When this principle takes the form of a reciprocating machine 

(such as the ventilator invented by Struve), it is stated by Mr. J. J. Atkinson to have realised 

70 per  cent. of the power applied (see Vol. vi. p. 145 of Transactions). The loss of power 

consequent on changing the direction of motion of pistons of such large size as is necessary 

is very great, and in practice is found more objectionable than the re-entries in centrifugal 

machines or fans, which if they do only realize about 40 per  cent. of the piston power 

applied, are subject to no trying shock affecting their wear and tear, and are light and as to 

first cost cheap. It is true, that by the use of casing, chimney, and shutter the Guibal Fan 

may probably under favourable circumstances realize results approaching 60 per cent., still 

the principle of varying capacities has its friends, and it has long been a favourite problem to 

adapt it, if possible, to rotary machines, as, for instance, in the ventilator of Lemielle at work 

in this district. 

The machine which the writer describes is intended to obtain the advantages of the system 

of varying capacities, with the simplicity and freedom from friction of the rotary centrifugal 

fans, and, whilst reducing to a minimum the loss of power attending reciprocating parts, to 

secure an almost absolute freedom from leakage. 

In a machine of the dimensions given in the diagram, with a clearance of three thirty-

seconds of an inch at the ends and other parts where relative motion takes place, the total 

area for leakage does not exceed one and a half square feet; and, allowing, for argument, 

that the air will rush through this elongated opening at the theoretical velocity due to five 

inches water-gauge, a leakage of only 12,000 cubic feet per minute will 
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be the result (it will be much less owing to the excessive friction of passing such a long and 

narrow slit) .. Now, as the performance of such a machine at this water-gauge is 312,000 

cubic feet, the loss from this source cannot exceed 4 per cent., and most probably will be 

much less. Regarding the friction, nothing definite can be stated; comparing it with an 

ordinary fan, although there are certainly more bearing's, yet as the total moving weights are 



much the same, the friction will also not be much, if any, in excess. The loss from 

reciprocation is also reduced to a minimum, for the shutters are comparatively of light 

weight, moving like pendulums, and when the machines are working in pairs, their motion is 

balanced, for it will be seen, on reference to the diagram, that they alternately move towards 

and from each other, and mutually neutralise all vibration, also when working in pairs the 

pressure of air on the shutters is as favourable to one machine exactly in the same degree 

that it is unfavourable to the other.  

Of those rotary machines at present in practical use, embodying the principle of varying 

capacities, three main varieties may be remarked. The first, where a cylinder or drum 

revolves on its centre in another cylinder at rest, to which it is eccentric, the shutters or wings 

being attached to the same and moving with it, and being kept out to the inner circumference 

of the stationary cylinder by any convenient mechanical means. The second, where a pair of 

revolving' wings are so placed and shaped as to be at once both drums and shutters. The 

third, where the rotating drum is placed eccentrically on its shaft, which revolves in the 

centre of the enclosing stationary cylinder, the shutter reciprocating against but not revolving 

with the eccentric drum. Of the first class, Lemielle's ventilator is an example; of the second, 

Root's American blower; and of the third, the machine described by the writer.  

It is certain that the Lemielle system, on account of its enormous weight, friction, 

complication, and excessive leakage, added to its present unmechanical adaptation to its 

work, has not answered the expectation of its friends; and the necessity of having to employ 

gear to cause the drums in Root's machine to move in opposite directions, may probably 

preclude its being used on a large scale. It may be remembered, that Fabry's machine, 

which is of this type, gives, according to Mr. J. J. Atkinson, a result equal to 52 to 67 per 

cent. of the power expended. (See Transactions, Vol. vi., page 145.) In the third system, 

many of these difficulties have been removed and the rest modified and diminished, while it 

seems to possess many advantages peculiar to its construction, one of the most important 

being, that by simply disconnecting the shutter from the connecting rod, a communication 

with the mine of an area  
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equal to the area of the shaft can be almost instantaneously opened out, so that in case of 

the machine being stopped, natural or furnace ventilation can be immediately resorted to. It 

may be incidentally mentioned, that the Lemielle ventilator can be readily modified to work 

on this system. 

The model exhibited has been driven by a small cylinder of 3¾ inches diameter and 7 inches 

stroke, by means of a belt, with the engine making 132 revolutions per minute, and the 

drums 273, when six inches water gauge was obtained, the indicated horse power utilized 

was found to be 78 per cent. Of course, in so small a machine, the relative weights of the 

parts are in excess, and the reciprocations much more numerous, in proportion to results, 

than in larger ones, and it is confidently anticipated that on a practical scale larger results will 

be obtained. 

It will be readily understood that the two machines shown can, by simply attaching or 

disconnecting a side rod, be used either simultaneously or not, so that the second machine 

can be used alone when any accident has happened to the first. Many advantages attend 

working them constantly in pairs, for by connecting them in the relative position shown in the 



diagram, they can be made to exhaust a uniform current of air, and also, as has been before 

observed, the reciprocation of the several parts of one machine may be neutralised without 

vibration by that of the corresponding parts of the other. It also admits of the use of 

machines for large quantities without increasing the cylinders and drums to an 

unmanageable size. 

---------------- 

Mr. J. Cooke, in reply to Mr. Cochrane, stated that the model exhibited was the largest 

machine made at present, and this had obtained nearly 80 per  cent. of the power applied, 

but he hoped shortly to apply a machine practically to the ventilation of a colliery, which, 

doubtless, would do more. 

Mr. J. J. Atkinson said, they could not rely upon the results given by a model, especially 

when driven by a strap, as it was impossible to ascertain the amount of slip that might take 

place, and he thought it would be advisable for Mr. Cooke to erect one on a large scale to 

experiment on. 

---------------- 

Mr. J. Cooke then proceeded to explain the apparatus for recording signals. 
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RAMSEY AND COOKE'S SIGNAL INDICATOR. 

---------------- 

By JOHN COOKE. 

---------------- 

Ramsey and Cooke's Patent, No. 638, 1868. 

However universally it may be allowed that a self-registering apparatus would prove of the 

greatest possible utility in preventing accidents in pits, yet it must also be conceded that the 

numerous conditions that must be satisfied in order to render such a machine practicable, 

make it extremely difficult to design an instrument that should combine the necessary 

distinctness in its readings with a rapidity of manipulation and a range of signals sufficient for 

the service of the pit.  

Firstly, it must be admitted that all indicators, which, when applied to a shaft, depend for re-

adjustment on the engine above, and which (unless a complete winding operation is 

performed for the whole usual height of the lift) depend on the brakesman for such re-

adjustment, are useless whenever more than one seam has to be worked with the same 

rope, or even where there is only one seam, whenever a cage is used with more than one 

deck. 

A second difficulty also arises of exactly the same character (should the brakesman have to 

depend on the dial and not on the bell), and this is due to the necessary occurrence of lulls 

in the pit work, which frequently make it advisable and sometimes necessary to act, not upon 

the first signal given, but upon the second or third. In all such cases the brakesman must 

again re-adjust the indicator by hand and steadily refuse to move without a further signal. 

The signal indicator about to be described is so adjusted as to overcome all these difficulties. 

In its simplest form it is entirely independent of the brakesman in its action, and with a trifling 

addition to its mechanism will register not only the last signal given in such a definite way 



that the brakesman is sure that it is really the last and the one intended to be acted on, but 

will indicate such signals, if any, as may have been given and not acted on, either through 

the absence of the brakesman or other causes, since the last lift made by the engine. 
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Generally, it may be observed that the whole of the signals are obliterated and the machine 

indicates zero when the cage passes from time to time a suitable point in the shaft, which 

may be called the neutral point, and that the instrument requires a greater interval to be left 

between two different signals than should ever exist between two raps of one signal. The 

one illustrated in Plates VII. and  VIII. registers through a slot B, in the dial face, the first 

three signals that were given since the neutral point was last passed, and indicates by the 

pointer A, on the large dial, the last signal given, no matter how many signals (more or less 

than three) have previously been given since the figures were last obliterated. 

It is desirable to indicate that men are about to ride before the tubs are put in at the surface; 

and it is, therefore, recommended that the action of the engine on the indicator should take 

place at a neutral point as far as possible from the top of the shaft, so as to give time for 

such a signal being given before the cage arrives at bank. 

Plate VII. shows the indicating dial as it appears when no signal has been given since the 

engine last passed the neutral point, with the pointer A indicating zero, and the three 

registering dials q r s also indicating zero through the slot B. 

Referring to Plate VIII., figures 1 and 2, it will be observed that two levers or arms marked a 

and b project outside the indicator. The first marked a has the cord or wire, which is moved 

from the mine, attached to the ring at its end. This wire has a sufficient weight y, Plate VII., 

attached to it at some distance below, provided with a suitable stop at top and bottom to 

regulate its stroke, which, however, from the size of the ring and the length of the shackle 

30, is not necessarily exactly the same as that of the arm of the indicator. It will be seen also 

that by making the weight regulate the stroke, all undue strain is taken from the mechanism 

of the indicator itself. By the joint action of a spring marked c and its own weight the lever a 

moves between the stops d d by the action of the wire (which in this case is shown to act 

vertically), and from this movement all the indicating and registering effects are obtained. 

The other arm marked b projects on the other side of the instrument for the purpose of being 

lifted by the mimic cage, or other arrangement, in general use in the winding-engine room, 

when the cage passes the neutral point in the shaft, which point will have to be selected with 

reference to the particular circumstances of each case. When this lever is so caught all 

former signals that have been indicated are obliterated, and the pointer A with the registering 

dials q r s all made to indicate zero. If the 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate VII. Signal Indicator by Ramsey & Cooke]  

  

[Vol. XIX  Plate VIII.  Signal Indicator by Ramsey & Cooke, Figs. 1 to 4] 
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shaft be 100 fathoms deep; the central point might be suitably fixed when the cage is about 

25 fathoms from the top. The onsetter would then have time to rap "men" after the cage had 

passed the neutral point, and the engine had put the signal indicator to zero, but before the 

cage had reached the surface; and if he experienced any difficulty in determining the precise 

moment at which this neutral point was passed, a warning bell could easily be made to ring 

when it did so, and after hearing this bell he would be sure that his signal would be 

registered among the group of signals which were to regulate the next trip. In one piece with 

the lever a is a catch-bar a', having a catch f, which on the upward stroke of the arm a is 

held by the spring g clear of the teeth of the ratchet wheel e (having been put into that 

position during the downward stroke of the lever by the pin h) until passing the plate k, it is 

made to rest on the stop I and to project so as to catch the teeth of the ratchet wheel e on 

the downward stroke, and make the pointer advance one gradation on the scale. About the 

top of the catch-bar a' is a pin m, which on the upward stroke presses the projecting catch of 

the bell-hammer n, and lifts the hammer o, and on the pin m clearing the catch, the bell is 

struck by the force of the spring o'. This catch is so made as to offer no obstruction to the 

downward motion of the pin m. It was stated that the ratchet wheel e was released by the 

arm b, and it should be explained that the motive force which revolves it back to zero is a 

spiral spring shown in figures 1 and 4, and marked p. If after a defined interval another signal 

is given, the arm b will have been moved by the catch t sufficiently to release the ratchet 

wheel e, but not far enough to release the registering dials q r s. This catch is fixed on an 

arm u, on the same spindle with the balance lever v, which has a projecting bell-crank w, so 

held at every stroke of the arm a, by means of the stud z that the weight 1 is kept raised, and 

the bucket 2 of the cataract 3 is kept dipped into the mercury, at the bottom of the cataract, 

and remains filled. The interval above-mentioned is defined by the size of the small hole 4 at 

the bottom of the bucket. After the indicator has been at rest a longer time than this interval, 

so much mercury has escaped by the hole 4 that the weight 1 suffices to raise the catch on 

to the pin 5, at the end of the arm b. On the next upward stroke of the arm a, when the pin z 

depresses the bucket 2, it necessarily presses on the lever b, and releases the ratchet wheel 

e. It should be noticed, that a projecting horn on this wheel comes against a stop 6, causing 

the ratchet wheel to correspond with zero on the dial. The plate 7 is a frame for carrying one 

end of the required spindles, the other being 
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carried in the back of the apparatus 8. Outside this plate, Figure 2, are the three registering 

dials q r s revolving on the ferule 9, fixed in the frame plate 7, and encircling the spindle 10 

of the ratchet wheel e, and having a stop 11 corresponding in its action to the stop 6 of the 

main dial. These dials have slots in them, 32 and 33, one, 32, being large enough to allow 

the pin 15, with the little stop 15' at its end, to traverse freely, and the other only permitting 

the pin 15 to pass, so that the stop 15' only acts on the projection 34 of the dial it is opposite, 

and does not move the remaining dials. Three springs 12, and three back catches 13, also 

correspond to p and b on the main dial. These dials are actuated by the pin 15, as follows. 

When the cataract catch t is at its top position so as to rest on the catch 5, it rests at the 

same time on the upper set of teeth of the ratchet rod 17 (see figure 4), and by the same 

movement that releases the ratchet wheel e it depresses the rod 17 one tooth, and thus by 

means of the bell-crank 18, which is attached to the upper end of it (see fig. 4), traverses the 

stop 15' into the second registering dial r. In like manner a second movement of t causes it 



still further to protrude into the third registering dial q. A third movement makes it clear of the 

dials, which consequently remain as left, until the arm b is moved by the engine in passing 

the neutral point, a greater distance than when moved by the catch t. When this happens the 

arm 20, by means of the bell-crank 21, lifts the back catches 30 out of gear. The registering 

dials are then sent back to zero by the springs 12, and the pin 15 is returned to its first 

position by the spring 19, the rod 17 being lifted into its original position by the same 

movement. 

The lever 28 is fixed to the spindle 10, and acts as a guide to the pin 15, which passes 

through a hole cut in it, and this pin, together with the additional guides 31 31 is carried with 

this lever as the dials revolve. The rod 17 is held in position, during the time the registering 

dials q r s are indicating, by a catch 23 acting in its lower set of teeth, and when the arm b is 

moved by the cage it is made to depress with the pin 24, the lever 27 thus forcing the plate 

25 by the inclined slot 26, so that the catch 23 is clear of the lower set of teeth of the rod 17. 

---------------- 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson said, perhaps Mr. Cooke would explain its superiority over Musgrove's 

indicator. 
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Mr. J. Cooke said, the advantage was, that it showed exactly the signal that was last given. 

Mr. J. J. Atkinson—The sound is not recorded. 

Mr. J. Cooke—No.  The sound was merely to attract attention. 

Mr. J. J. Atkinson said, he wanted clearly to understand it, because he thought there was a 

great necessity for some effective apparatus of the kind. There was one difficulty he should 

wish explained; suppose a man below raps two while the engineman is away, and before he 

returns two more are rapped, he then sees four marked while two only should have been 

recorded. 

Mr. J. Cooke replied, that the cataract which operated at any number of seconds they chose 

after each rap, provided for the obliteration of all former signals, so that the pointer would 

indicate the last one given only. 

Mr. G. W. Southern—In the instrument before us there has been plenty of time to rap again, 

and yet no such obliteration of the former signal has taken place. 

Mr. J. Cooke—That is true: a second signal is requisite for obliteration, but the cataract can 

be made to operate in as short a time as may be desired, say half-a-second; although it has 

not been found advisable to do so. 

The President considered there would be an inconvenience in allowing the mercury to run 

out too fast; for, should a longer pause be given between the raps than usual, through a 

stranger being at the bottom of the pit, the signals recorded would be false. 

Mr. Cooke—That is correct; but there must be a sufficiently distinct difference in time 

between the continuous rapping of a signal, and the exit of the mercury, so that, after any 

longer pause than usual, the machine would go back, and register de novo. He thought this 

was a great advantage, because the engineman must wait somewhat longer than the 

ordinary interval between the raps in a signal, or he would not know, but that more might 

follow, and if this ordinary time were perceptibly exceeded, so that the engineman might be 



supposed to act, the mercury would have run out, and any attempt from below to alter or 

rectify the signal would be abortive. 

The President—Is it not a very expensive instrument? 

Mr. J. Cooke thought that this machine would cost about double that of Musgrove's. 

Mr. D. P. Morison—Would not the interval it was necessary to have between the signals, be 

rather objectionable when a cage with two or three decks was used? 
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Mr. J. Cooke—If the interval is regulated according to the work required, he did not think any 

inconvenience would result. 

A vote of thanks to that gentleman for his interesting communications was then agreed to. 

---------------- 

Mr. George Fowler then commenced reading a paper "On the Method of Working Coal by 

Long-wall, with especial reference to deep workings." 
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ON THE METHOD OF WORKING COAL BY LONG-WALL. 

WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO DEEP WORKINGS. 

---------------- 

By GEORGE FOWLER. 

---------------- 

It cannot be doubted that there is a strong primâ facie probability that the mode of work 

adopted in each coal-field, in the early days of coal mining, and handed down with but little 

alteration to modern times, is most in accordance with the general wants of the district. It is, 

nevertheless, a somewhat curious fact that in the North a series of narrow boards, and in the 

Midland Counties an unbroken face, should have been adopted, as it were by instinct, in the 

earliest coal workings. 

There are, however, in the present day many circumstances which make it well worth the 

labour to compare the different modes of work. The increased and increasing depth of 

modern mines, is beginning to have an effect on the coal wrought in them, and it is 

becoming an important question how to subject the coal to the least possible crush. The 

diminishing area of the best seams makes it incumbent to work with the least possible 

waste. The large areas which must be worked, to recoup the expenditure, in deep and costly 

shafts, introduces many questions as to the safety of different modes of working-coal, and 

the cost of haulage and road repairs begins to be a serious item in the cost of production. 

There are many points in the long-wall mode of working coal which appear to the writer to 

make it specially applicable to deep workings, and it is with this view that the subject is now 

brought forward. 

The mode of working coal by long-wall is now most in vogue in those collieries in the 

Midland Counties which work the free burning or splint coals, both hard and soft. In these 

districts everything depends upon raising a large per centage of round coal. It may, for 



instance, be stated generally that if the value of coal in blocks of 10 lbs. or upwards be 10, 

lumps of 5 lbs. will be 7, beneath that down to 1 lb. about 5, from 1 lb. to ¼ lb. about 3, and 

below that practically unsaleable. 
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It is obvious that every system of narrow work, involving much side cutting, must make a 

large quantity of small coal. Take for instance, a hard, long-grained coal, like the Derbyshire 

hard coal, if worked in 5 yard boards, cuttings must be made on each side of the board 

before the coal could be got down, wasting at least 1 foot on each side, or 13 per  cent. over 

and above the breakage in getting down the remainder, which would be considerable. There 

is, indeed, in the splint coal collieries no choice of methods, as all narrow work is costly and 

yields little saleable coal. 

In the early days of coal mining in the Midland Counties the method of opening out a mine 

was to drive a pair of headings, following the level course of the mine, and with a 20 yard rib 

between them. In driving these levels it was the custom to keep the water up to the back of 

the headings, and they, consequently, formed tolerably close contour lines of the coal-fields. 

In most of the Midland Counties' collieries the face or cleet of the coal is nearly parallel with 

the level course, so that in working the coal from roads opened out from the levels the coal 

was worked on face. 

The general rule was to pack roads from 40 to 80 yards apart through the goaf, and if steep 

enough, these were worked with self-acting ginneys.  

 

[Diagram, cut 1.] 

 

Beyond this simple amount of machinery the haulage was done by horses. The cut 1  will  

give  a   general idea of the system and of the manner in which the early coal mines were 

perpetually working coal in close proximity to still older workings to the basset of them. 

With deeper shafts, working out large areas of coal, the questions which arise in mining 

become somewhat more complex. They may be summarized under the heads of getting or 

hewing, haulage, repairs, and ventilation. 

As before-mentioned, in the early days of coal mining, the coal was worked universally on 

face, or parallel to the grain of the coal, and the clearage planes, no doubt, greatly facilitated 

the hewing of the coal. 

It is now very commonly the practice to work it on end, or indifferently on end or face, as it 

may influence the cost of getting or yield of large coal. As a rule, end stalls make the best 

coal, but cost rather more in the hewing, as the holing must be put further under to set the 

wall at liberty.  One of the most important points in long-wall work is 
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the mode of supporting the roof of the working places or stalls, and the cognate question of 

the effect which the form of the workings has upon the roof. There is a considerable 

difference in the way in which the roof is affected by the removal of the coal, as the roof 



happens to be strong or weak.   In some cases it bends down and settles on the goaf without 

fracture; in others it shears off near the face of the coal and settles down on the packing. 

 

[Diagram, cut 2.] 

 

It is probable that this shearing action does not extend far above the seam which is being 

worked, but that it becomes less and less until there is merely a gentle undulation in the 

strata, cut 2. The usual mode of supporting the roof in the workings is by timber, which is 

brought forward as the face advances, and by packs built up of rocks and dirt out of the 

board-gates. The cut 3 will illustrate this plan of building them. 

 

[Diagram, cut 3.] 

 

In the spaces or bays between the packs, the roof generally falls and supplies more rock for 

pack building.  One great point is to prevent the roof from pressing immediately on the edge 

of the face, which is the case if the settlement of the roof forms too abrupt an angle at the 

point B, cut 4. 

 

 [Diagram, cut 4.]  

 

This is a special fault of weak joint-roofs, which not only permit the weight of a considerable 

thickness of the overlying strata to come upon the face, but throw it upon the immediate 

edge of it, instead of diffusing it over some breadth of the solid coal in front. A strong rock 

roof does not give the constant trouble that a weak roof does, but as it supports a greater 

breadth of the superincumbent strata, the fracture is more violent when it does occur. In 

many seams packs built up of squared timber laid cross-wise two and two are found useful. 

The amount of timber used is usually about one prop to each 10 or 12 tons of coal drawn. 

 

[Diagram, cut 5.] 

 

The form of the workings has frequently a considerable effect upon the ease with which the 

roof is kept up.  With a strong rock it is sometimes found beneficial to arrange the stalls in 

steps, cut 5, one being ten or twenty yards before the other. The effect of this appears to be, 

that the wave of subsidence which follows up the advancing faces is broken 
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by the serrations, and is thus disposed to advance in the line PP rather than in the line TT. 

This, of course, throws more crush on the corners cc, but it exposes no length of straight 

face to serve for a cutting edge to the superincumbent rocks. 

There is in practice a very considerable variety in the methods adopted of managing the 

roof, and it is not slow in giving lessons for its own treatment. 



Before turning to another subject, it may be well to note the effect of the speed with which 

the workings advance upon roof. The action of the weight of the overlying rocks upon 

themselves does not cause an instantaneous shearing of them, but rather a gradual tearing 

and rending of them apart. In fact, the formation of a line of fracture requires time. It follows 

from this, that the rapidity with which the workings advance has an important effect upon the 

roof, and this is clearly proved in practice. 

With a rapidly moving face the roof bends down and settles on the goaf with less fracture 

than when the faces move but slowly. 

One of the principal questions to settle in long-wall work is, whether the principal wagonways 

and air roads shall be in pillars or be packed through the goaf. 

As previously mentioned the old method was to drive preliminary levels in pillars and to open 

off long-wall stalls from the side of these as shown in cut 1. 

It is now very commonly the practice to drive preliminary stalls on end as shown in cut 6, and 

to open off the face stalls from the end stall cuttings, and there is little doubt that in the great 

majority of cases, where this is practicable, that it is the best plan. 

The thickness of pillar necessary to prevent the crush of the goaf from affecting the road 

increases, as it will hereafter be explained, in a somewhat greater ratio than the depth of the 

mine. 

 

[Diagrams Cuts Nos. 6, 7 & 8] 

 

It thus happens that in deep mines the cost of driving the necessary headings is greater than 

the cost of making the goaf roads, as the following estimate will show. It is assumed that it is 

for a mine 400 yards deep, which in practice requires a 70 yards pillar between the opening; 

head and the level.  The heading is estimated at 6d. per yard over and above the hewing 

price for the coal, the pack roads for the main road and return air at 12s., 
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and the branch road at 5s. per yard, all of which are about the usual Midland Counties price. 

The cost, therefore, stands as follows:— 

80 yards packing at 12s. £48 

20           do.            5s     5 

 £53 

220 yards heading at 6s, £66; or £13 in favour of the packed roads. 

It must also be taken in account that whilst the packed roads are being made, an area of 40 

+ 80 square yards of large coal has been got out for sale, whilst by the heading only a small 

quantity of sale coal could be brought to bank. 

It is not, however, right in opening a mine to look to the immediate cost of any operation, so 

much as upon the effect which it will have in future operations, and it is by this test that the 

making of the principal roads should be judged. 

The most important point is the effect which either method may have upon the goodness and 

permanence of the roads, and here practical experience is found to vary greatly. One great 



point of weakness with solid main roads is the branch between the main road and the goaf 

road; this is always much crushed and requires frequent and heavy timbering; and is in 

favour of driving no pillar roads. There is, however, in mines with open jointy roofs a difficulty 

in keeping good goaf roads when they run parallel with the joints. These appear to set both 

the roof and sides at liberty, and in these cases, if the levels do not cross the joints at an 

angle of 45° or upwards, it is better to drive them in the solid coal. 

The entire use of goaf roads is, however, becoming very general in the Midland Counties. 

It is clear that the deeper the workings, the more general will the plan become. 

The first step in the formation of a goaf road is the packing in the stalls. This is done with 

rock and dirt, and one of these walls, four or five yards in breadth, is carried on each side of 

the board-gate. About two feet of the roof or floor is then renewed, and the result is a wagon-

way generally sufficiently high for carrying coal while the stall advances 150 or 200 yards. 

The cost of making roads up to this stage may be estimated at about 5s. per yard forward. 

With the main wagonways a greater amount of ripping is desirable. The better plan is to take 

down enough roof to carry the road entirely above the goaf; part of the dirt is left underfoot 

between the packs, and the rest is taken in the stalls, where it serves to build the pack walls.  

The road is thus rather an 
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over goaf road, than a goaf road, but it is a road which in many pits stands better than a 

pillar road. The principal difficulty in these over goaf roads in good ground is from the side 

thrust. A road made nine feet wide will often squeeze into seven feet, rendering side cutting 

necessary. 

It may be stated, that on the average main wagonways may be made for from 10s. to 12s. 

per yard forward, and when once well made they cost in repairs as little, often much less 

than pillar roads. There are many pits in Derbyshire with the pillar roads freely timbered, and 

with very little timber in the goaf roads; and this is by no means bad evidence to show the 

relative cost of repairs in each case. 

It deserves consideration whether as a matter of safety the entire removal of the coal ought 

not to be advocated. All engineers are agreed that the goaves are weak points in the safety 

of the best ventilated mines, and it is not an unfair deduction to make, that the less goaf 

room there is, the better. If a large quantity of coal is got there must be a large area of goaf 

left, but it does not necessarily follow that there is a large cubic space of open goaf room. 

Some of the worst accidents have happened in mines, where instead of one large goaf, 

there have been several smaller ones with large pillars between them. 

It will commend itself to the reason of everyone that the massive pillars left between these 

goaves could not permit that general subsidence of the strata which alone could make a 

close goaf. Take, for instance, Lundhill—the late Mr. Nicholas Wood, in his report, says, 

"that some distance above the coal lay a hard rock, which would bridge over large areas." 

Here there is one of the most dangerous of goafs, the coal all got, and no general settlement 

to close everything tight. 

If all these ribs and pillars had been cleared out, how could this have been the case ? In the 

Derbyshire mines, where a large area of coal has been got, it is wonderful how close the 

goaf becomes, even the spaces between the packs gradually close up, and the goaf 



becomes approximately solid. There are of course interstices in which the gas may harbour, 

but an even and regular subsidence of the superincumbent measures, a process which with 

a long unbroken face of coal is always going on, must be most favourable to the formation of 

a close goaf. It must, however, be admitted that in the somewhat rare case when coal 

cannot be got on end, and in the more frequent one when goaf roads on end or parallel with 

the clearage lines will not stand, that some pillar roads are necessary, and the consideration 

of the width of pillar demands some attention. 
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The general case of a pillar left for road support in long-wall work is when the goaf occurs 

only on one side of the pillar. The point to ascertain is the distance to which the weight or 

creep from the goaf will extend over the pillar. In this way it differs from the same question in 

connection with board and pillar workings. In a board and pillar mine, the superincumbent 

weight is spread evenly over the whole of the pillars; it, so to speak, floats upon them, and 

there is no unevenness of action. The weight on the pillars increases in the direct ratio of the 

depth of the mine, and the inverse proportion between the solid coal and the mine got. 

In the pillars left for the support of the levels and certain roads in long-wall mines, the 

question is somewhat more complicated. Assume for instance, a pillar of coal A left for the 

support of the road B, cut 9, 

  

[Diagram , Cut No.9] 

if the superincumbent strata sheared off on the line QQ, settling down on the goaf, the 

weight on the pillar would increase in the ratio of its depth from the surface. If, however, the 

break took the direction of the line QK, the weight on the pillar would increase in a somewhat 

greater ratio than the depth depending upon the inclination of the line QK. The question is, 

however, often not so simple as this. With strong strata overlying the coal and hard ground 

below, the edges of the pillar are ground and crushed in such a manner that it would appear 

that the overlying strata  have a certain leverage, and that the solid coal remote from the 

edge of the pillar acted as fulcrum to lever F, cut 10. 

 

[Diagram, Cut No.10] 

 

The crush, therefore, is most violent at the edge of the pillar, and runs back towards P until 

equilibrium is obtained. This, as before remarked, is one of the great difficulties with the 

roads joining main pillar roads and goaf roads, that the weight so crushes and weakens the 

roof at these points that heavy timbering is frequently required there. This grinding action of 

the roof on the edge of a pillar is, as might be expected, the least observed when the seam 

of coal has a thick, soft under-clay. In these cases the clay yields under the edge of the coal, 

and faces out into the goaf; thus not only raising that up to bear the weight, but also 

spreading the pressure over a greater area of pillar. 

The following cases may prove useful.  Case 1. Seam 5 feet, depth 200 yards, bind roof, 

moderately strong floor, a pillar of 20 yards left  
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in both sides of main road.  The roof or road was perpetually breaking, the timber and the 

floor heaving; the coal left was much crushed and broken. The only practical remedy was the 

removal of the coal, and supporting the roof upon packs. 

 [Diagram (Cut No.11)]  

  

Case 2. Seam 5 feet 6 in., depth 265 yards, roof thin, inferior coal pillars left 30 yards wide. 

The roof of road pinched out in long prisms and the sides squeezed in, rendering heavy and 

frequent timbering necessary. Case 3. Seam 6 feet, depth 380 yards, pillars between road 

and workings, on one side only. The road weighted over, requiring heavy timbering and side 

walling. Case 4. A seam 3 feet thick, 560 yards deep, pillars left 200 yards. The weight threw 

over into levels, rendering heavy timbering necessary. The method now adopted is to work 

out all the coal, and the roads stand well. 

It may, therefore, be taken as a fair deduction from general reasoning, endorsed by practice, 

that the breadth of pillar required for the support of roads, increases in a ratio somewhat 

greater than the depth. If the dimensions of pillar for each depth be laid down to a scale as 

ordinates from the perpendicular, they would describe a curve thus, cut 12, and possibly one 

tending somewhat rapidly from the vertical.  

 

[Diagram (Cut No.12)]  

 

The practical inference may fairly be drawn that with deep workings an avoidance of pillars 

will be desirable.  The ventilation of a long-wall mine is a much more simple problem than in 

mines worked by other methods, and it may also be claimed for it that no other mode of work 

gives so near an approach to goaf ventilation. In the early days of coal mining, and indeed in 

some present instances, the air was made to make in one stream the entire circuit of the 

mine, the ordinary course being to take the intake along the level, up the furthest working 

road and along the faces back to the shaft. This course is open to many grave objections. It 

is unnecessary in the present day to point out the general advantage of splitting air-currents 

from the mere reduction in the length and velocity of each split, but in long-wall mines there 

are special objections to one continuous stream of air. In the first place each working-road 

requires doors to keep the wind from choosing the shortest channels, and the number of 

doors, each one a point of weakness, is excessive. In addition to this, each road is 

practically airless, and as a consequence the bulk of explosions in long-wall mines have 

occurred in the gate roads. But the principal objections are that the whole ventilation of the 

mine is dependent upon a great length of face which is often much 
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contracted by coals and packs, and is liable to falls; besides there cannot be any goaf 

ventilation. It is fortunate that by free splitting and coursing all these difficulties are easily 

overcome. The accompanying cut 13 is a diagram of a small block of long-wall stalls 

showing the mode of ventilation. The intake air on the main road A when it reaches the 



cross-road is partially split, the bulk of the air going forward to the face, and the remainder 

escaping through the scaling S.  

 

[Diagram (Cut No. 13)] 

 

If the current on the face meets with any obstruction, as say at the point F, it escapes down 

the board gate into the branch road, and is again brought up to the face by the scalings SS. 

It thus happens that any obstruction in the faces is of small moment to the general 

ventilation, for the wind has always the choice of the branch road, the scalings SS bringing 

the air back to the face after the obstruction is past. It thus happens if the intake air current 

be 30,000 feet per minute, that although no part of the face passes that current, still the air 

so mingles and divides that the diluent value of the whole current is obtained. It will also be 

observed that as the air courses freely up and down the gates they are ventilated, and that 

any open part of the goaf, remote from the face, also obtains a current of air, as there is 

always a tendency for the air to pull through the goaf. The intake air on the main road A also 

presses on the goaf, and although thus remote from the faces becomes nearly solid; still if 

there be gas it will not come into A but into B, the return air-way. Suppose, for instance, that 

one of the old board gates shown in dotted lines is not stowed up, the air will press into it 

from the branch road and towards the return, so that any gas given off is harmless. As 

mentioned before, however, these old board gates soon close up tight, and then contain no 

gas. 

It will thus be seen that the length of roadway to be ventilated is very small in a long-wall 

mine in proportion to what it is in board and pillar mines. It is submitted that this system gives 

the nearest approach to any system of goaf ventilation at present practised. 

 

On the Length of the Bank Faces.—There is a great variety in practice in the length of the 

bank faces at different collieries, and the determination of the best length is a question which 

for a variety of reasons is worth some consideration. In some of the collieries in Derbyshire, 

working black shale coal, the length of the bank face is about 15 
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yards to each packed gate. In some of the hard coal collieries 150 yards is thus allotted. 

There are reasons for this wide divergence in both cases. The best length in every case is 

somewhat a question of a balance of advantages. It may be supposed that the tendency 

would be to reduce the amount of packed road required to each 100 acres of coal got, to the 

smallest convenient amount, and it is probable that in many collieries a mistake has been 

made in this direction. In the shallow mines, where the general weight on the coal was 

inconsiderable, it was a matter of small consequence whether the wall was "moved" more 

than once a week. With a bank face of 150 yards 30 yards or so would be holed and got out 

each day, and the whole stall would advance but little more than a yard per week. In the 

deeper mines it is becoming evident that such a method as this will not work. The great point 

appears to be, to subject each portion of the coal, for as short a time as possible, to the 

grinding action of the weight, and this can only be done by moving the face forward as fast 

as possible, or holing and loading out the whole stall each working day. The question, 



therefore, depends really upon the quantity that can be loaded and sent out in each stall per 

day, and this in a seam of 5 or 6 ft. in thickness may be taken at from 40 to 60 tons, that is, 

when two loaders can work in each end of the stall. As each holing takes off a strip of about 

1 yard in breadth from the face; it follows, that with a 4 feet seam about 50, with a 5 feet 

about 40, and with a 6 feet seam about 30 yards is a convenient length for a stall. As before 

remarked the facility of loading, freedom from dirt, and strength of roof have much effect 

upon the possible rate of advance. 

There is, however, no doubt that if the object be to make large coal, the progress of the stalls 

cannot be too rapid. After the consideration of the right mode to work the coal, whether on 

end or face, or what is called horn, that is neither end nor face; and whether the stalls shall 

be in thread or following up bank, comes the question of the general plan of the mine, taking 

into consideration the haulage of the coals, the cost of road-making and repairs, and lastly, 

the ventilation. It requires no argument now to prove the advantage of a thorough application 

of engine-power, whether tail-ropes, endless-ropes, or endless-chains are the methods of 

carrying out power-haulage. It is equally desirable that the main roads of a mine should be 

straight, and as far as possible that from every point in the royalty the course of the haulage 

should be the nearest possible approach to a straight line. 

Mr. Nicholas Wood once drew a diagram, carrying out these views 

 

[Vol. XIX Plate IX: Plan of Longwall Mine with levels in Goaf]  

  

[Vol. XIX Plate X: Plan of Longwall Mine with levels in Pillars] 
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most fully. Placing his pits in the middle of the ideal block of coal to be worked, he laid out 

straight roads on either side of the level course, inclines at right angles to them to the rise 

and dip, and slant roads to the half rise and dip; in fact, cutting the block of coal into eight 

segments, at an angle of 45° each. 

No scheme could be devised by which a shorter haulage length could be obtained, and it will 

be found that it is easy in a long-wall mine to follow his general plan. Taking then, for 

example, a case in which the long-wall system may be most fully carried out: we will assume 

a seam lying at a gentle inclination, in which the coal can be worked with equal ease on end 

and on face. One side of plate IX. shows a system of face, and the other a system of end 

stalls, and in both, the only pillars left are a block for the support of the shafts, and three 

narrow ribs for the purpose of dividing the mine into those panel divisions, which it is the 

growing opinion should be used when a large number of men are employed in one mine. 

In the cases in which it happens that coal will not work on end, and when, as already 

explained, end roads are difficult to maintain, the system undergoes the modification which 

plate X. illustrates. 

Straight roads at a slight angle above the level course are driven with solid pillars and a 

series of perpendicular and slant packed roads branched off from them in the manner 

shown. The gain on the haulage distance by the use of these slant roads is palpable to the 

eye, and their economy in the matter of road repairs, has already been shown. It will be seen 

that by either of these general designs, there is latitude for considerable variety of practice in 



the length of stalls and the determination whether they shall be in line or step form. Few 

mines, when really got to work, can be brought fully in accordance with a general design. 

The general principles of long-wall mining will, however, admit of much elasticity in their 

application. 

---------------- 

Mr. G. Elliot (who occupied the chair in the absence of the President) presumed the paper 

was the result of the writer's own observation? 

Mr. G. Fowler answered in the affirmative. 

Mr. G. Elliot then remarked, that it was a paper of such great 
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importance, that he thought it would have to stand over for discussion. He would, however, 

offer a few remarks on the subject, as he had not an opportunity of doing so while he was 

President of the Institution. In his inaugural address he told them that he did not think there 

was anything in which a greater economy could be effected, than in the production of coal, 

and more especially in this part of the country. It grieved him that in his own concerns there 

was a great waste of coal, and he had personally lost thousands a-year by following the old 

and most mischievous and destructive system of getting coal. It required the greatest energy 

to bring about any important change in this respect, for they had to get the men accustomed 

to it; so that there was first what he might call the moral difficulty to be encountered, and 

then there were the practical and mechanical difficulties. But mining engineers ought to look 

at the case in a proper light;  they ought to insist on the practical carrying out of works on the 

best and most economic principles. There were various mines in Wales and Staffordshire 

where fifteen or twenty per  cent. more of large coal could be obtained than could be got 

here, and this was mainly due to the circumstance that the coal was worked upon a well 

considered plan which was better adapted for the purpose than the system followed here. 

The young gentleman who had read the paper must be a person of considerable 

observation. Perhaps some of his deductions might not be considered sound; but whatever 

objections might be taken as to his theory, he thought that, on the whole, great care had 

been shown in preparing the paper, and he could verify the accuracy of many of his remarks, 

since he found them in accordance with his own personal observations. It was impossible to 

lay down any particular rule for working any particular seam of coal, for some were three, 

four, and five feet thick. Neither could the question be settled until they knew the nature and 

inclination of the roof, and until many other most necessary points were duly considered and 

provided for. He believed they had committees for reporting upon engines and furnaces, and 

he thought it would be well if there were a committee to make observations and report on the 

different methods of getting coal. He did not know anything that would be more useful than 

such a committee, composed of three or half-a-dozen gentlemen, and so far as he was 

concerned he should be most happy to afford them every facility he could for making their 

observations on the various modes of working coal. He would rely upon any plan they might 

bring forward, after they had seen all the other systems, for they would then be better able to 

judge which was the best, and to arrive at a sound conclusion.  If 
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this hint of his, which he merely threw out as a suggestion, were acceptable to the Institute 

he should be very glad; he might add that he should be most happy to see any of its 

members, and give them access to any of his mines, in fact he would consider it a privilege 

to render them all the assistance possible. In conclusion, he begged to propose a vote of 

thanks to Mr. Fowler for his able paper, which, having been cordially responded to, the 

meeting separated. 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

---------------- 

GENERAL MEETING, SATURDAY, NOV. 6, 1869, IN THE LECTURE ROOM OF THE 

LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

---------------- 

E. F. BOYD, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

---------------- 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last meeting and reported the proceedings of the 

Council. 

The following gentlemen were elected: 

 

Members—  

Arnold Lupton, F.G.S., Chesterfield. 

Edward Hartley, F.G.S., Geological Survey of Canada, Montreal. 

W. B. Metcalfe, 24, Coal Exchange, London.  

John Jameson, Side, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

Thomas Pringle, 7, Collingwood Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

 

Graduates--- 

Harry E. Hughes, Killingworth Colliery, near Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

Robert Boyd, Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne.  

 

It was then resolved, on the recommendation of the Council, that the President, the two past 

Presidents, the Mayor, the Chairman of the Coal Trade, and Mr. Isaac Lowthian Bell form a 

committee (with power to add to their number) to confer with the Principals of the University 

of Durham upon the practicability of extending the usefulness of that University, by 

organising, in connection with this Institution, a system of Scientific Education in the North of 

England for the instruction of young men destined for the mining or manufacturing 

professions. 

 

A vote of thanks was given to Mr. J. H. Grant for a valuable present of specimens of East 

India coal, together with a native Indian pick. 



---------------- 

The President then read his Inaugural Address:— 
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ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT. 

---------------- 

Gentlemen,—It was with a deep sense of my own shortcomings, that I was induced to 

accept the very great compliment which you paid me at your August meeting, in wishing me 

to preside over your Society, being persuaded, as I am, that your appreciation of my efforts, 

as your Treasurer and a member of your Council from its commencement, may have 

partially guided you in your choice. 

But a feeling which must exist in every man's breast, of satisfaction in the enjoyment of the 

confidence of his fellows—together with the strong sense of the growing importance and 

extended sphere of usefulness of the Institution of Mining and Mechanical Engineers—and 

this, coupled with a determined desire to increase the amount of my attention and services 

towards it, as well the handsome letter of Mr. Armstrong, read before your Institute, in which 

he declined for the present being put in nomination; not to mention the honour of succeeding 

to a position formerly occupied by men so distinguished in our profession, as the late Mr. 

Nicholas Wood, Mr. T. E. Forster, and Mr. Geo. Elliot, all tend to my acceptation of this 

distinguished office, with a hope that I may enjoy, during my tenure of it, the friendly 

sympathies and support not only of the Vice-Presidents and Council, but of every Member 

interested in its well doing and prosperity. 

And if the few remarks which, on the present occasion, I am permitted to address to you, 

seem not to rise to the high level of the subject matter to be referred to, believe me, it is not 

from a want of appreciation of its importance, and of the subjects to which attention ought at 

this period of our existence more especially to be directed, but rather from the difficulty which 

must necessarily occur in the present instance from the fact of the ground having been so 

recently gone over, and so elaborately, and I may almost say exhaustively, treated by my 

predecessor in office, Mr. Elliott, in the very able and interesting address, delivered so 

recently as within a period of twelve months from the present time; as well as that the details 

which would seem to form the material of such an address had also been so carefully and 

judiciously discoursed upon by his predecessor, Mr. T. E. Forster. 
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When, however, we consider the very high position which our Society has already taken 

among the scientific associations of the country, and the almost indescribable character of 

the varied and deeply interesting matters which in his career must necessarily come under 

the notice of and form actually part of the daily supervision of every responsibly engaged 

mining engineer, when we consider likewise the keen and instantaneous encouragement, 

with which each improvement in practical science is hailed, and the disadvantageous 

position he occupies who does not almost immediately adopt them, and how these are allied 

to the great strides made in, and facilities afforded for, the application of science and theory 



to usefulness and practice, there would seem to exist sufficient matter before us, to which to 

call your attention and invite your earnest consideration. 

We must not omit also to remember, that during the past year we have had great reason to 

congratulate our Institution on the circumstance, that our ranks have been augmented by a 

large accession of gentlemen, whose business and attention is more immediately directed to 

the practice of Mechanical Engineering, Chemistry, and Shipbuilding, and that, therefore, an 

enlarged field of action has been opened out to our contemplation, and an increase of 

responsibility, as to the apprehension of the duties, for the cultivation and spread of which 

you originally combined yourselves into the Society now of such extensive influence and 

growing importance. 

 

In fact, progress must be your pass-word; you must consider yourselves in the van of the 

battle of cautious inquiry and experimental and applied investigation—and you must add 

"Excelsior" to your appropriate motto suggested by the lamented Thos. John Taylor, of 

"Moneo et Munio." I need scarcely remind you during such progress to keep constantly 

before you the two principal objects which the sagacious foresight and philosophical culture 

of your founder and first President, Mr. Wood, prescribed as the leading objects of your 

Institution:— "First, to concentrate professional experience so as to avert or alleviate the 

dreadful calamities consequent on accidents in mines; and secondly, to establish a Literary 

Society, by which the theory, art, and practice of mining should be encouraged;" to attempt 

to describe and eliminate what these embrace would be to attempt a volume, and to give full 

effect to the varied, intricate, and minute details of the subjects, a knowledge of which we 

ought to strive to promote, would far exceed the limits of one address. The experience of fifty 

years of a mining engineer's life would lead him, on a comparison of the state of knowledge 

and science at the two periods of its commencement and its end, to entertain a very 
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humble idea of the information which he had been permitted to acquire, and teach him to 

believe, he was but a learner still; he would, I think, tell you, that in the wide range of 

scientific, practical, and commercial intelligences, which he conceived to be within the 

sphere of his duty, he was constantly alive to his own shortcomings, and he would 

acknowledge, that the leaves of the book of knowledge which he had been permitted to look 

into, were few in comparison with those opening before him; he would try to impress you 

with the idea, that in his profession there was scarcely a subject of interest to the well-

informed and patiently adjusted mind, with which he ought not to have acquainted himself,— 

from the evaporation of fluids to the combination of mechanical forces; from the sanitary 

necessities of drainage and water supply to the delicate construction of the coffin bone of the 

foot of a horse; from the building of a boiler, to the barometrical pressure of the atmosphere; 

from the deposition of dew, to the insinuating influences of a galvanic battery; from the 

forging of an engine-axle, to the proper interpretation of a legal mining document. 

The value and character of the papers produced; and the discussions arising out of a 

consideration of their details, have in no respect during the past year fallen short of those 

which preceded it, and the subject of ventilation still continues to occupy the attention of 

those most interested in determining the relative advantages of each mode of appliance. The 

papers by Mr. J. J. Atkinson, Her Majesty's Inspector of Coal-mines in the South Durham 



district, in your sixth and other volumes, would appear to carry the points therein referred to, 

as far as the circumstances, capable in each case of being submitted to notice, would admit 

of. There will, in all probability, be a depth, and a corresponding accompaniment of 

circumstances due to such depth decided upon, at which the relative economy of the fan and 

furnace ventilation will supply a reason for the adoption of either. Notwithstanding the high 

ventilating results by furnace power recorded at Eldon and Seaham Collieries during the 

present year, influenced by the long heating tube (the depths being 163 and 220 fathoms), 

and at the same time the precaution taken of vastly increased area (250 feet) for the rarefied 

air in the drift between the furnace for the upcast pit, yet these are procured at a high 

consumption and corresponding cost of fuel; and there will be found very many instances, 

where the upcast column is short, where the machine employed is efficient, and the driving 

power sufficient and well applied, and particularly, where the resistance which the machine 

presents to the passage of air through it has been provided for by the dimensions and mode 

of operation, and the form of its arms and general construction, which will 
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justify the adoption of fan ventilation as a matter of economy, and even to extend this to 

duplicate machines to provide for the regular and constant supply of air to the mine. Before 

quitting the subject of ventilation, allow me to draw your attention, and call for your future 

remarks as to the probable effect upon it, in the shape of a cooling tendency in the hot 

atmosphere of a deep mine by the employment of compressed air as a motive agent by 

transmitted power for purposes of pumping water, coal-cutting, and underground haulage. If 

the air in its discharge from one of these engines, situated in a distant part of the workings 

escapes at a temperature below freezing point, the employment of a number of such 

machines, a result more than probable, as regards coal-cutting might be looked forward to 

as a source of considerable relief to deep and extended ventilation. 

The consideration of the limit of ventilation naturally leads to that of the duration of our coal-

fields. We may take it for granted that the process by which, in the first place, sufficient heat 

was evolved for the growth of plants of the carboniferous series, and afterwards the disposal 

of the gases—with the presence of the needful pressure by which they were deposited in the 

shape of the solid matter of coal, have ceased for ever. There can be no doubt, therefore, of 

the reasonableness of the question of the amount of that which has been so deposited, its 

locality, and the proportion and quality of that which has been already abstracted from the 

store, particularly when we reflect on the fact that England's favoured position in this respect, 

backed by the indomitable industry and inventive tendency of her sons, has placed her in the 

high position of manufacture and commerce which she occupies amongst the nations of the 

earth. The answer to such a question as regards the future may best be given, not in the 

record of the probable quantity remaining, but as to how long shall we be able to produce 

coal as good and as cheap as we do at present in contradistinction to the quantity, quality, 

and rate of production of undeveloped coal-fields yet to be brought into action in other 

countries. 

If the quantities actually produced advanced in 10 years, as in 1856, from 66 million tons up 

to 101 millions in 1866, or at the increased annual average of 2¾ millions, and if one-fourth 

of this is employed in manufactures and engines, not yet urged beyond the result of 10 

pounds of water evaporated to each pound of coal, and with the consideration of the yet 



utilized 45 per  cent. dispersed into the atmosphere of all that coal which is converted into 

coke, we are not without reason in expressing interest in the Report about to be published, 

by the Royal Commission appointed for carrying out the enquiry. 

There is nothing unreasonable in admitting that long lengths of our 
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seaboard in our Northern Counties are proving the extension of our coal seams underneath 

the sea, and that the Welsh deposit has, as yet, been but slightly interfered with, and the 

further explorations, borings, and sinkings of Eastern Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire are 

progressively assuring us of the continuation of the coal formation proper, beneath the 

permian or new-red series, the limit to which may only be determined by the powers at 

present and hereafter to be employed in sinking pits, maintaining a sufficiently cool 

atmosphere at the face of the workings, relieving, if possible, the workman's labour, and 

superseding the use of horses in highly heated temperatures. Geology must necessarily be, 

to a great extent, the guide in these estimates; but its suggestions will require to be carefully 

investigated and watched, particularly as to the local influences of the denudation which is 

known to have gone over the carboniferous measures, prior to the deposition of the permian 

series, as evidenced in the space between the southern extremity of our coalfield at Shildon 

and South Wingate, in the County of Durham, till its reappearance to the south of Harrogate, 

at Harewood, Normanton, and Leeds, in the County of York. 

A very interesting paper On the Temperature of Coal Mines, by Mr. A. Lupton, of 

Chesterfield, was read before the Midland Society, at Nottingham, during the present year; 

the result of Mr. Lupton's observations, which are ingenious and well applied, would appear 

to be, "that the permanent temperature of the earth at a depth of 50 feet is 50°, and the 

regular rate of increase in the temperature below that depth is 1° Fahrn. [sic], in each 60 

feet. Also, that passages in a mine are soon cooled by a brisk current of air, coal being a bad 

conductor of heat; and that currents of air may be introduced, by machinery or other means, 

sufficient to cool the surfaces of the mines, raised to great heat by increased depths, down 

to 79°, in which he considers the human frame may work, and that, as far as the 

temperature of the earth is concerned, it may be possible to work coal at a depth of even 

10,000 feet. 

I am afraid, that in the winning and working of coal, we have not recently made much 

progress towards relieving ourselves from the reflections thrown out on this head by your 

late President: any great changes in the system usually adopted in a district do without doubt 

involve courage and decision on the part of the manager, co-operation on the part of the 

employer or owner, and the hearty good-will of the workman. We had our attention drawn to 

the system of "long-wall" work by papers read at the meeting by invitation, held at 

Birmingham, and there are great  advantages  attached  to  that  principle, particularly on the 

percentage 
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of coal obtained from the mine. This system has been largely and successfully adopted with 

slight modifications at South Hetton, Monkwearmouth, and other collieries—the special 



condition as to a certain hardness of roof-stone being necessary for the proper application of 

it being found to be departed from, to certain degrees, by the influence of the principle itself 

in hardening and rendering more favourable the roof-stone of the seam in action—most 

probably by the necessary escape, in the opening out of the strata, of gas hitherto pent up in 

situ under great pressure, pervading every crevice of the stone in which it existed, and 

materially altering the character of the matter in which it was so deposited when released 

from it. The action has been well described in your publications in a paper by the late Mr. 

Thos. John Taylor, "On Gases in sitû," and referred to in the address, and a paper on the 

subject by your late President, when remarking on the peculiar existence of gaseous matter 

in different degrees in seams of coal situated at the different distances from the surface of 

from 60 to 80 fathoms, from 80 to 180, and then extending down to 300 fathoms; and this 

corroborated by actual experience of the sudden fall of the barometer, producing a greater 

discharge of gaseous matter in the middle distances, than in either of the others, as well as 

the altered character of the cleavage of the coal produced in the working of seams above or 

under each other (similar in both cases), and arising from the same cause, the dislodgment 

from the pent-up condition of the gases pervading the whole section of the strata. There 

would be no better field for a valuable addition to our "Transactions" than a comprehensive 

paper, or a well-attended discussion on the subject of the comparative advantages of the 

different styles of working coal; and should this year, or the following one, be chosen as the 

period for an excursion to any distant coal-field, it might be a very appropriate period for a 

collection of such papers, and a hearing of arguments founded upon them. 

Necessarily the suggestions made above may be much influenced by the introduction of a 

useful and economical coal cutting machine: after sundry endeavours to utilize the different 

patents taken out concerning this desirable machine, almost the only one in action in our 

Northern District is that being used at Hetton Colliery: the other recently at work at Netherton 

and driven by water pressure having been discontinued (there are others in Lancashire and 

Yorkshire); it is worked by the action of compressed air, which is so prepared by machinery 

on the surface, conveyed to the cutting machine in pipes, and exhausted into the working 

places,  and producing in its exhaustion the great reduction in 
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temperature already alluded to. It is worked to greatest advantage in the long-wall system 

with the assistance of one man and a boy at the face, and the result obtained, in shape of 

advantage, very much depends on the nature and hardness of the coal, to which it is 

applied; besides effecting a certain reduction in the cost of production, there is still greater 

economy in the per centage of round coal produced, realized to the extent of 17½ per  cent. 

more than by hand labour, which is a subject of such vital importance as to the state in which 

"Household and Steam Coal" is produced as almost to guarantee the removal of the 

difficulties of high cost of compressing and conducting the motive power to the face of the 

workings. 

The consideration of the last item would be imperfect unless succeeded by that of the best 

mode of disturbing the coal from its position in the mine after being undercut; there is no 

escaping the important admission that the existing necessity for the use of gunpowder in the 

face of our workings, is one of the fruitful sources of those accidents in mines which our 

Society was instituted to endeavour to prevent. We have had many substitutes for 



gunpowder—in shape of gun cotton—still defective in the state in which it is manufactured; 

dynamite, an explosion of which is, though four or five times the force of gunpowder, 

contracted in the distance or spread of its influence; nitro-glycerine, dangerous in the 

manipulation, though extraordinary in its influence even under water and in wet strata ; 

Lenk's process, very much approved of in lead mines, being comparatively free from the 

emission of smoke on explosion; "Poudre d'ammoniaque," manufactured in Sweden, having 

the peculiarity of not exploding until submitted to an agreed on weight, falling from 13 to 14 

feet, whilst nitro-glycerine and dynamite explode at a fall from two to three feet of the same 

weight. 

Where large numbers of workmen are employed, and these of different degrees of order and 

regularity, the entrusting the employment of the above materials to them must necessarily be 

accompanied with a certain amount of risk to themselves, and by their explosion to the mine 

itself, and mechanical power for the getting of coal must be a desideratum. You have had 

recently before you a very ingenious application of such power, which claims your earnest 

attention, invented by Mr. Samuel Park Bidder, Jun., Assoc. I.C.E., and explained by 

producing the model, this being a modification of other two applications of a like character, 

by Mr. J. Grafton Jones, and Mr. Charles John Chubb. If further trials corroborate what it at 

present proposes to effect, then its general adoption must follow. 

The foundation of its improvement lies in the principle of the old 
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"Stook and Feather" wedging power, which, instead of being exercised by limited hand-

power with the "maul and wedge," and in the intermediate distance of a hole bored to the 

extent of the coal submitted to be broken down, is applied at the extreme inner end of the 

drilled hole by dint of steel wedges introduced between two pieces of steel by means of a 

hydraulic ram. 

The same gentleman has exercised his inventive faculty upon another item, long a 

desideratum in our mining operations, viz., a perfect lock to a safety-lamp. This is effected by 

the employment in the hands of each lamp manager at a colliery of a simple, but very neat 

application of magnetico-galvanic power to withdraw the action of a small steel spring, 

keeping a concealed iron bolt in its fixed position of a fastening or lock of the upper to the 

lower portion of each lamp, and as its locking principle can only be approached by the above 

magnetic influence, if this is not liable to become easily deranged, the invention would seem 

to have supplied a want long felt in entrusting the "safety-lamp" in the hands of a careless 

workman. 

Under the head of "Lamps and Lighting," allow me to remind you that your Institute is very 

much indebted to Mr. Lindsay Wood and the Committee he presided over, for the careful 

investigations they instituted and the conclusive results they arrived at, and reported on, in a 

very important matter of enquiry, viz., at what point of exposure to the influence of a rapid 

current of explosive atmosphere, is a Davy or other lamp now in use no longer a "safety-

lamp," whether this has been provided against by any of the modifications of safety-lamps 

recently introduced, such as the Hetton, Hann's, Morison's, Heppell's, &c, and which best 

retains the other needful accompaniments of being conveniently portable, of being easily 

cleaned, and giving a sufficient light under the ordinary conditions of a mine, together with 



that of its lock being incapable of being tampered with, will very shortly be proved by their 

practical use and application. 

The difficulty of practical application of ingenious propositions on this head (viz., of lighting 

mines), made with laudable intentions, and with great scientific attainments, may be 

evidenced by the impossibility in an economic point of view, of applying a principle recently 

proposed in a letter to the "Times," where the intention of supplying each lamp with air under 

pressure, and thereby with an increase of illuminating power should take place from 

aboveground. A more minute knowledge, however, of the difficulties and arrangement of 

underground works would produce, I think, more care and caution in these propositions. 

Economy in the first cost of erecting machinery for raising coal and 
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pumping water must not now be so much of a consideration as the annual working cost of 

keeping it in operation. The recent introduction of the application of the Cornish engine for 

pumping water under rather unfavourable circumstances, at Hebburn Colliery, by the Tyne 

Coal Company, will, I think, satisfy those who are interested in the subject that it is a most 

efficient and economical method of pumping. 

The comparison of the expenditure of 3.1 lbs. of small coal per horse power per hour, as 

compared with the usual requirement of 10 or 12 lbs., the assumed average of the district, or 

an economy equal to nearly 2600 tons per annum for every hundred horse engine so 

employed would seem to warrant a grave examination into the subject. 

The gradually growing preference for the double cylinder horizontal engine for drawing coals, 

by reason of its ease in management and economy in first construction, together with the 

comparison of the use of "conical" with plain drums, as referred to by Mr Knowles, on the 

occasion of the visit of the Institute to Manchester, are subjects which must not escape the 

notice and study of all who are directly interested in the putting down of colliery plant. 

The question of Underground Haulage has been minutely investigated by the Committee 

who volunteered their services for that purpose, and to whom the thanks of your Institute are 

justly due. The careful perusal of the result of their labours in the elaborate papers now 

before you on the respective duties of the Tail-rope and the Endless-chain, so profitably and 

extensively employed in Lancashire and Yorkshire, would seem to render any other remark 

from me unnecessary, than that of encouragement to each of you to benefit by and bring 

home to yourselves this further privilege attached to your membership of this Institution. 

The possibility of applying locomotive engines to this purpose may be in the future; at 

present it is surrounded with great difficulty; the getting rid of the carbonic acid and carbonic 

oxide fumes produced by the combustion of coke requires so large an admixture of fresh air, 

and the discharge of it into a return air-course distinct from the ordinary workings of the 

mine, calls upon a preparation beyond the limits of our present economy. The subject has 

been named in the American "Journal of Mining," by a Mr. Bothwell, but in dwelling upon its 

advantages as compared with horse traction, no mention whatever is made of how the 

difficulties of ventilation, or how the removal of the fumes so deleterious to human life is 

provided for. When we think of the application of electricity to this purpose, we must not omit 

to remember that chemical agency cannot be obtained without the employment of materials 
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to produce it, and the comparison of the cost of these materials, as compared with those 

now so largely employed, viz., coal and water, must undergo minute investigation, before 

any power to supersede the use of steam may be introduced. 

The sense of responsibility in approaching the subject of Safety-cages has, no doubt, been 

the cause of delay in the production of their report by that Committee who undertook the 

investigation. A certain amount of detailed information has been collected, and we may look 

shortly for a record of the result. 

It is difficult to select from the many subjects of interest to engineers a few which may be 

considered more particularly as a connecting link between those members of our Institute 

who are Mining Engineers and those more recently acquired members who follow the 

profession of Mechanical Engineers. 

Perhaps, among the first that occurs to the mind is that of the manufacture of "boilers." 

Although, most of those calamitous explosions which occur, from time to time, may be traced 

to inattention or carelessness on the part of those employed to superintend them, still there 

can be no doubt that any increased accuracy or completion of finish in the manufacture of 

boilers would tend materially to increase our sense of security in their use. 

In the first place it is generally admitted that machine rivetting is superior to handwork, in 

that, it causes a more perfect union of the two plates to be joined together, and has, 

moreover, a tendency to induce an increased accuracy in punching the holes, as what is 

known as a "blind hole," into which a rivet can be manoeuvred by handwork, cannot be 

satisfactorily filled by machine rivetting, and therefore more care is used in the preliminary 

process of punching the plates, so as to prevent their occurrence. 

It is also a question whether an advantage in good workmanship would not be obtained from 

"drilling" the holes instead of punching them; for although this point is perhaps of less 

importance than in bridge-work, seeing that in boiler-work the meeting of more than two plies 

of plates is not of frequent occurrence, yet if it proved that any electrical or damaging effect 

is produced on the plate by the act of punching the rivet holes, and inducing thereby a 

tendency to splitting off the plate in or near to the line of the holes, and which I have 

generally observed as one of the results of an explosion, how well spent would the extra cost 

of "drilling" instead of "punching" be, if the above objection could be guarded against. 

Planing the edges of the plates is also adopted now-a-days in the best 
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practice, avoiding by this means the chipping by hand of the edges preparatory to caulking, 

in which process the lower plate is very apt to be cut into by the chisel of the workman, and 

its strength thereby impaired. 

In an assembly like this the subject which has been of late occupying the attention of the 

Corporations of Newcastle and Gateshead, viz., "the Prevention of Smoke," cannot fail to be 

interesting, and I could hardly name one to which the attention of engineers could be more 

properly directed. 

That the coal of this district can be smokelessly consumed in the furnace of an ordinary 

boiler is, I consider, a fact which we may fairly take as having been abundantly proved by the 



experiments made at Elswick Works for the Coal Trade Association, under the supervision of 

Sir W. G. Armstrong, Mr. J. A. Longridge, and Dr. Richardson; also the Government 

experiments at Keyham, reported on by Mr. Miller, Dr. Richardson, and Mr. Bunning; and 

lastly, those recent experiments made in Lancashire by Dr. Richardson and Mr. Fletcher. 

These experiments were chiefly conducted in the ordinary tubular boiler with internal 

furnaces; those in Lancashire being also made in an ordinary Cornish boiler, and the whole 

will be known in detail to many of you. They showed that boilers burning North country coal 

can be smokelessly fired by hand, provided that the conditions of properly constructed 

furnaces, adequate boiler power for the work to be done, and tolerably careful firing by the 

stoker are duly attended to. But as these conditions are occasionally difficult of preservation, 

there can be no doubt that the applications of mechanical means of firing are worthy of every 

encouragement. 

Into the question as to which is the best form of self-feeding bars— Juckes', Vickers', 

Jordan's, or others, now before the public, and which have been ably referred to in a paper 

read by Mr. J. Daglish before a recent meeting of the Mechanical Engineers, it is not my 

province now to enter, nor into the oft discussed question as to whether there is any saving 

of fuel to be effected by any of them, and if so, in which the greatest. I would merely mention 

as a fact, interesting in itself, and without conveying the impression that I consider these 

bars superior to others, that two of the steamers belonging to "Guion and Co.'s Line," from 

Liverpool to New York, are fitted with bars on Jordan's plan. The "Nevada" has the whole of 

her 16 furnaces entirely fitted with these bars, and is now making her seventh voyage across 

the Atlantic. 

This subject is, as I said before, widely interesting to both the mining and mechanical 

engineering members of this Institute, taxing as it does the ingenuity of the latter to provide 

means by which the fruits of the labours of the former may be economically and profitably 

employed. 
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To both, the recent decision of the Admiralty in respect to North Country coal, must afford 

additional inducement to provide such means that this field to the employment of our coals 

now open to us be not again withdrawn for want of an efficient apparatus of self-feeding- 

bars, on which North Country coal can be smokelessly consumed in the boilers of H.M. 

steam ships of war. 

Another subject occurs to me which may not, perhaps, be considered as directly interesting 

to mining engineers, but still so nearly affecting the welfare of the collieries they superintend, 

that I venture to allude to it; I refer to the economical consumption of coal on board our 

merchant steamers. 

It is a subject which is receiving great attention from all shipbuilders and engineers directly 

concerned in the construction of these vessels, and by the employment of a greatly 

increased pressure of steam, thereby permitting of an increased degree of expansion in the 

cylinders, and by surface condensation, so long ago advocated by Hall, a saving has been 

effected in the quantity of coal required to drive a given steamer, carrying a given cargo, at a 

given speed, to an extent hardly to be imagined. Whereas, a few years ago, a pair of 100 

H.P. marine-engines (ordinary condensers) were burning about 19 tons of coal, per 24 



hours; now, a pair of engines developing the same amount of effective power as the former 

ones are constructed so as to burn only about 9 or 10 tons in the same time. 

This fact I look upon as one of a considerable amount of interest to the mining engineer. If a 

property or investment, such as steamships, can, by improvements such as these, be made 

to pay, when they did not pay before, an impetus is given to the investment of capital in that 

direction, and instead of a smaller number of ships burning a large quantity of coal, we may 

look forward with confidence to a large increase in the number of merchant steam-ships 

burning, it is true, less coal individually, but more in the aggregate, and thus tending ever to 

an increased demand on the collieries of the country; and, furthermore, the owners of such 

collieries may find themselves in a position to deliver their coal at a lower price, at distant 

ports, from the saving effected in the cost of transmission. 

I may now be permitted to remark upon a few subjects, which, though not strictly of an 

engineering character, are such as we are daily brought in contact with, and cannot fail to be 

deeply interesting to each of us. 

Although each manager may have formed and acted upon his own idea of what a workman's 

dwelling ought to consist of, yet I do not 
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know that a more valuable addition could be made to your Transactions, than a 

comprehensive detail by plan and description of what such a structure and its sanitary and 

other accompaniments should embrace. I have frequently and painfully being brought in 

contact with many of the items of objection to which the old, and I am sorry to say, some of 

the new style of pitmen's cottages are subject; I need only mention the almost general 

absence of drainage (at that earlier stage) on the site of the cottage prior to its erection, by 

the insertion of drain tiles at a depth of 4 or 5 feet and 12 feet apart, which has the effect of 

intercepting the capillary attraction induced by putting down stone or brick wall, on wet soil or 

clay, and this capillary attraction showing its effect in dampness of wall for 2 feet or even 2 

feet 6 inches high in the inside of the cottage, with the deplorable accompaniments of 

malaria, fever, and depression. Preparation for surface drains, sewerage, gardens, roads, 

and water supply are not the least important items in such a consideration, and on this 

latter—the entire drainage of the original surface springs in the districts of the coal formation 

proper, lying between the magnesian limestone and the millstone grit—would seem to call 

for the strenuous exertions of large proprietors of coal mines towards the pumping and 

piping of the abundant supplies of water existing in the two latter formations, to meet the 

demands of the industrious and hard working hives of population now located throughout the 

whole area of the former, particularly when it is borne in mind that the allowance usually 

calculated for in the application for a Parliamentary Bill of a liberal water supply is at the rate 

of 20 gallons per head per diem, for all drinking, washing, culinary, and cleansing purposes. 

The reasons quoted in the Report of your Council in 1867-8, for the decision come to of 

giving every encouragement to the application of Technical Education in the North of 

England, and in the coal mining districts in particular, are so forcible, that I may, whilst 

referring to that subject be excused quoting them, viz.: "England, to maintain her position, 

will have to look very closely, not only to the preservation and economical employment of her 

vast mineral resources, but she will also have to see that her workmen shall be enabled, by 



a well directed and intelligent course of education, to effect the same with skill, safety, and 

economy." 

The Report of the Committee for this year may be hailed with great satisfaction, for 

notwithstanding the difficulties arising from the instruction having to be confined to the 

evenings, from the staff assistance being so scanty, and the districts necessarily apart from 

each other, the progress made evinces that there is a great desire in the district for this 
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class of instruction, and the establishment of branches at Blyth, Seaton Delaval, Elswick, 

Monkwearmouth, Hetton, Seaham, and Murton, with pupils varying in number from 15 to 

120, warn those who have not yet established such branches, that they are daily depriving 

themselves of very valuable and hitherto unattainable springs of information.  

I have already remarked upon the advantage to be obtained by the managers of works from 

the ready help, goodwill, and co-operation of their workmen, and no class of men are more 

capable of appreciating or more worthy of receiving the encouragement which will produce 

these effects than pitmen; of this, their known punctuality, industry, patience, courage, self-

reliance, and obedience form a sufficient guarantee, and whilst highly approving of, and 

endeavouring to encourage technical education for advanced workmen, and feeling 

satisfied, as we cannot fail to be, with the beneficial effects which have already even flowed 

from it, allow me still, earnestly to keep before you the encouragement and stimulus which 

each of you can give in the districts that you severally have charge of, to the subject of the 

education of the younger branches of our population; you need not doubt the expression 

made use of by your late President, “that the examples and precepts of those in charge of 

our pits exercise an enormous influence for good or evil."  

By the term education, however, do not let me impress you with the idea that I wish to 

confine it to secular instruction; I am quite ready to admit that secular instruction and wise 

legislation will go far towards altering the circumstances and improving to a certain extent 

the condition of the working man, but they will not alter the nature of man. Ohristian teaching 

alone will effect this, the former may, as far as they go, remove evil and temptations out of 

his way, but the latter teaches him to conquer them. Be earnest and insist on the religious 

element being observed in your day schools, show your belief in its efficacy for good, by 

your countenance to and example in Sunday Schools, and let this specially extend to the 

girls; depend upon it, the mother's example and influence is the child's model, and her 

watchful eye is at work whilst the father's long intervals of labour and rest deprive him of the 

privilege of studying and correcting the temper and waywardness of the child, which shadow 

forth at a very early period the peculiarities and tendencies of the future man.  

What necessity would there be for the extra oath of teetotalism which, under our existing 

circumstances, I am fully aware is a great organ for good, if man's heart were continually 

impressed with the oath he has already taken, “to keep his body in temperance, soberness, 

and chastity."  

And would not the feeling of brotherly kindness and mutual assistance,  
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 which united fellowship is instituted to promote, be still more  firmIy cemented, if man would 

live under and obey the spirit of the new commandment which he has received, "that ye love 

one another."  

If you wish a body of workmen around you able and willing to assist you in the vicissitudes of 

trade, in the hour of danger, and the contingencies of accident, try and cultivate whatever 

tendency earnest teaching may have towards producing these effects.  

Allow me to congratulate you on the progress made in clearing the site of, and in the 

erection of the buildings, deemed by the Building Committee most worthy of approval for the 

accommodation of the Coal Trade, Mining Institute, and the Wood Memorial Hall.  

By reference to the last report of that Committee, you will observe that the 296 yards of the 

site purchased has been presented to the fund for raising the Memorial Hall, that Mr. Dunn, 

their architect, estimates that an appropriate and handsome building' may be erected on this 

area for the sum of £4,000; and that, although the fund at their disposal, notwithstanding the 

liberal assistance of the family of the late Mr. Wood, may be inadequate to the completion of 

the object contemplated, yet they have every confidence, from the favour the design has met 

with, and the advantages accruing, nay, almost the necessity, for a room of like character for 

the general purposes of the Institute, as well as the respect for the memory of one who 

devoted so much time and thought to its establishment and support, that the requisite 

amount may be forthcoming by the time it is required. One of your pleasing duties will be the 

furnishing and ornamentation of it by maps, pictures, busts, and models, in a manner 

appropriate and becoming to the purposes for which it is designed.  

We have during' the last year to lament the removal from amongst us of one of your Vice-

presidents, Mr. Edward Potter, a gentleman who has lent valuable aid to your Society, by the 

contribution of a most interesting' paper "On Shaft Sinking," and who has always evinced the 

most lively interest for the welfare of the Institute since its very commencement.  

We have likewise to regret the death of one of your honorary members, late one of Her 

Majesty's Inspectors of Mines (Mr. John Hedley) in the Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, and 

Warwickshire district. The early part of his career was spent in Durham and Yorkshire, and 

he contributed a valuable paper to your Institute on Mines and Mining in North Staffordshire. 

He was also the author of a work on the "Working and Ventilation of Coal Mines, with 

suggestions for Improvements in Mining."  
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Let me, in conclusion, add a word of encouragement to the graduates of our Institute, the 

aspirants for the acquirements which I have endeavoured, however, inadequately to shadow 

forth, as requisite for the proper conducting of the arduous, yet interesting, business they 

have selected. Neglect no reasonable means for the acquirement of a practical insight into 

the underground department of your business, and at the same time cultivate, during your 

apprenticeship, every opportunity afforded you of rendering your mind capable of grasping 

those higher branches of science and art which have made the employment of an engineer 

so honourable and so useful. I have every reason to believe that the University of Durham, 

besides the establishment of lectureships in mathematics, applied sciences, and modern 

languages, already available within their lecture rooms, are exceedingly desirous to 

cooperate, as far as the means available to them will allow, with the members of this 

Institute, to devise means for extending the sphere of the usefulness of the collegiate course 



of study to scientific subjects, and of adopting such a principle in an economic point of view, 

as to place it within the reach of parties of limited means, as well as to the time and 

opportunities of those actually engaged in the practical part of their mining and engineering 

education. Let us hope that the time is not far distant when the advantages to be derived by 

the establishment of two or three Professorships, say in chemistry, natural history, and 

natural philosophy, in Newcastle, may be deemed sufficient to induce their attachment to the 

Durham University, in a manner similar to those privileges already extended to the medical 

profession in this town. Such a course of study would be within the reach of a large 

proportion of your members, and the position which a diploma from Durham University 

confers, would be an enviable distinction in your future career; and in the meantime, 

whatever subject you study, learn it with accuracy; turn not over a new page till the last has 

been mastered, and until the time arrives when a collegiate education will enable you to 

raise the character and enlarge the area of knowledge required for your profession; neglect 

not to lay the foundation of those scientific pursuits which will prove most useful for the 

establishment of the higher departments. 

If in endeavouring to keep in mind the healthy expression "that he who makes two ears of 

corn to flourish where only one grew before is a benefactor to his species," and if I have in 

the course of my remarks thrown out any one hint, or given any one description which may 

tend to advance any one mind in the path of knowledge, and in the career of usefulness, I 

shall endeavour to subdue the scruples I had in undertaking the responsible position you 

have called me to, and not deem my mission in vain. 
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Mr. Straker (Chairman of the Coal Trade) said, he had very great pleasure in proposing that 

the thanks of the meeting be given to Mr. Boyd, for the very able, interesting, and exhaustive 

address they had just had the privilege of listening to. 

Mr. J. Morrison (Mayor of Newcastle) stated, that he had much pleasure in seconding the 

proposition of Mr. Straker. A more interesting, or a more practical address, he felt sure, none 

of them had ever heard before, and he must say, it did their choice of a President infinite 

credit, as it also did Mr. Boyd, for the great amount of research and knowledge which the 

address displayed. In their name, and he thought he might say in the name of the inhabitants 

of Newcastle, he most cordially seconded the resolution proposed by Mr. Straker. 

The resolution was carried unanimously. 

The President, in acknowledging the compliment, said, he felt exceedingly satisfied if the few 

observations which he had been able to bring before them in this address had met with their 

approval, and might tend to the stability and extension of the Institute, for that would be 

answering the purpose for which he took that chair. He might have apologised, and he did 

think of doing so at one time, for introducing the allusions to education , but during the whole 

of his life he had been so strongly impressed with the knowledge that whatever were the 

contrivances with which they carried forward their businesses, in order to produce the best 

effects, they still require the co-operation of their workmen, and the proportion of these 

workmen was so large compared with those who had the management that their influence 

was daily extending, therefore, the information they got, if not properly directed, became a 

means of dispute and defiance and a great evil. He had been so impressed with importance 

of imbuing the minds of the young with good principles, that he had been a Sunday-school 



teacher for 35 years, and he believed that it had been the means of his obtaining the good 

feelings of a very great number of workmen. He concluded by thanking them most sincerely 

for the kind manner in which they had received his address. 

Mr. Steavenson having consented to read his paper on the next occasion, the meeting 

separated. 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

-------------- 

GENERAL MEETING, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1869, IN THE LECTURE ROOM OF 

THE LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

-------------- 

E. F. BOYD, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

-------------- 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last meeting, and reported the proceedings of the 

Council. 

 

The following gentlemen were then elected: 

 

Members—  

Peter Spooner, Throckley Colliery, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

Joseph Nanson, 4, Queen Street, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

J. S. Walker, 15, Walgate, Wigan, Lancashire.  

J. R. Eaton, 5, Saville Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

James B. Winship, Newcastle, Australia.  

Frederick Hurd, Rochdale.  

George Crawshay, Gateshead.  

Edmond Crawshay, Gateshead. 

Stephen Wright Hawks, Gateshead. 

S. P. Bidder, Victoria Graving Dock, Victoria Docks, London.  

Thomas Nicholson, Park Lane Engine Works, Gateshead. 

 

Graduate—  

Arnold Cooper, North Seaton Colliery, Morpeth. 

 

It was then resolved that Mr. R. S. Newall, Mr. I. L. Bell, Mr. E. F. Boyd, Mr. L. Wood, and 

Mr. G. B. Forster form a Committee, to meet a Committee of the Literary and Philosophical 

Society, for the purpose of considering the advisability of making a communication between 

the Wood Memorial Hall and the Library of the Literary and Philosophical Society. 

 



Also, that Mr. E. F. Boyd, Mr. G. B. Forster, Mr. W. Cochrane, Mr. L. Wood, Mr. J. Daglish, 

and Mr. J. Marley form a Committee (with power to add to their number) to report on the 

various methods of getting coal. 

It was also agreed that there should be a General Meeting of the Institute, at Glasgow, in the 

first week of July. 

The President announced that in consequence of Mr. T. J. Bewick and Mr. George Fowler 

having been called away professionally, he would propose that the discussion on the papers 

which those gentlemen had contributed, should be postponed until a future meeting. 

-------------- 

Mr. A.  L. Steavenson then gave a description of Davies' Coal Cutting and Wedging 

Apparatus:— 
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COAL-CUTTING AND BREAKING DOWN APPARATUS. 

-------------- 

By  A. L. STEAVENSON. 

-------------- 

Davies' Patent, No. 626; Dated March 1, 1869. 

 

The object of this machine is to kirve or nick the coal by means of a rotary cutter. This cutter 

is made somewhat in the same way as that invented by Johnson and Dixon, 1856, No. 439, 

and that by Fidler, 1866, No. 1,299; but instead of being used to cut one continuous nick, as 

in the last-named invention, it is employed to make a series of curved nicks in the coal;  

 

[Diagram, Fig. 1] 

 

the cutters are keyed in, as shown in the woodcut, Fig. 1, in the margin. It is proposed also 

to form the cutter of a number of small saws, Fig. 2, kept apart by bevilled washers, and 

secured by a nut d at the end, the outside of which nut is formed into a drill shaped cutter, 

each saw in revolving will cut a width equal to its angularity c c c. 

 

[Diagram, Fig.2] 

 

Fig. 1, Plate XII., shows a sectional elevation of the machine— taken through the line CD—

which is worked by compressed air, at about 38 lbs. per square inch. a a are the rotating 

cutters, which are, in fact, prolongations of the crank shaft b b. This crank shaft works in 

bearings c c, cast on a circular shaped frame d, which contains two cylinders e e, and a 

distributing piston valve f, common to both. The two pistons g g are united to a common 

crosshead h, which carries a connecting-rod i attached to the crank k which gives rotary 

motion to the cutters a a, the distributing valve f being worked by the eccentric I. It will be 

seen that the frame d, containing the cylinders and bearings for the crank shaft, also moves 



in a circular portion of another frame m by means of the toothed segment n, the worm o and 

the hand wheel p; by means of this arrangement, the frame d, together with the shaft and 
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bearings, is caused to make a sweeping movement, shown in Plate XII., Fig. 1, and this 

sweeping movement can be made either horizontally or vertically, which is a very great 

advantage, since it affords facilities for nicking as well as kirving the coal. This frame m m is 

secured by means of the trunnions s s to outer frames r r, having the feet t t t t cast on them; 

these feet being provided with wheels u u on which the whole machine is made to travel. On 

one of the trunnions s is a worm wheel v, in which works a worm pinion m. The machine can 

be thus set at any angle between the frames r r, but, as practically, this angle is not required 

to be very great, slots x x are cast in the frames m m so that the bolts y y when slack will 

allow a certain amount of oblique motion to be given to m, and when these bolts are 

tightened up the whole is firmly secured to the angle required. These bolts can also be 

withdrawn, and the machine turned completely round on its trunnions so that the shaft is at 

the top; they can then be re-inserted and secured. This enables the machine to drill a hole 

above the kirving for the purpose of inserting the breaking down machine, described 

hereafter. 

Figure 2, Plate XI., shows an end view of the apparatus when the frame m m is in a vertical 

position, and Figures 3 and 4, in the same plate, show the machine when the frame m m is 

angled over to kirve either upwards or downwards into the mineral. 

Plate XII., Fig. 1, shows a plan of the machine, and Fig. 2 shows a section through AB, Fig. 

1. Fig. 3 shows the mode of nicking or kirving, which may be thus described:— 

After motion is given to the cutter it is brought to the surface of the coal by the wheel p and 

the worm wheels o n, and by continuing this motion a circular shaped cut, No. 1, Fig. 3, is 

made in the coal, the machine is then advanced about 4 feet. The cutter is brought back to 

2, and a further cut 2' is made, and so on till the required length has been undercut. 

In order then to bring the coal down, a circular bole, about 3¾ inches diameter, is bored 

above the kirving, as close to the roof as possible, by turning the machine over, as before 

described, and a tool, shown in Plate XIII., Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, is inserted. This machine is 

made of steel, in two pieces a b, jointed at c, so as to allow for any irregularity in the holes in 

which it is inserted, and to diminish the strain tending to break the machine. The first part a is 

provided with three and the remaining part with four hydraulic rams d d d, which will be 

better understood by reference to Fig. 5, which is an enlarged section through one of them, d 

being the ram, e the leather, and f the guard for securing 
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it. Fig. 2 shows the mode of conveying the water to the various rams through the joint, g is 

the pipe leading from the pump which conveys the water by a cross channel h to the two 

channels i k; i leading to the first three rams d d d in the piece a, and h leading to the 

remaining four in piece b. Either of these channels can be shut off at will by the valves b m. 

On its passage to the four rams in the piece b the channel k has to pass the joint c, which it 



does by means of the passage n in the pin o, secured in the joint by the nut p, and all 

leakage at this joint is prevented by the leathers q q qq. 

Plate XIV., Figs. 1, 2, and 3, shows a modification of the instrument to be used in the kirving 

made by the coal-getting machine before described. By reference to Fig. 3, it will be seen 

that the section of this modification is rectangular instead of circular, and that it has two joints 

so as to enable it to assume the position shown at a' Plate XII., Fig. 1. 

This machine has been very successful in its operation, a piece of coal 9 feet long, 3 feet 

high, and 3 feet wide, in a 3 feet 6 inches seam, being brought down in one operation. 

-------------- 

Mr. G. B. Forster asked Mr. Steavenson what was the advantage of the peculiar motion 

given to the revolving cutter? Johnson's original coal cutter operated similarly to this one; it, 

however, did not move backwards and forwards in the circular way described, but was rigid, 

and traversed with the machine along the face of the coal, making a straight kirve at the 

back, instead of the irregular kirve shown. 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson thought that this motion simplified both the mode of feeding and 

steadying the machine. The kirving was accomplished by a series of curved cuts, the 

machine being made to advance four feet at the end of each separate cut. The machine 

could thus, without much loss of time, be rigidly secured to the roof and rail at the 

commencement of each such cut, and the complicated contrivances now in use in many 

machines for securing them before the commencement of every stroke, and causing them to 

be loose when it was required to feed them, was dispensed with. 

Mr. G. W. Southern asked if it were possible so to use the machine as to avoid leaving the 

corner marked B uncut (Plate XII., Fig. 3), which 
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would seem to prevent the coal from being forced down as far as the side of the wall ? 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson admitted that there was a piece of about 18 inches in the corner that 

could not be kirved by the machine, but which could easily be removed afterwards by hand. 

Mr. Wm. Cochrane thought that the machine for breaking down coal, described in Plates 

XIII. and XIV., was similar to one invented by Mr. C. J. Chubb for the same purpose. 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson admitted that the principle on which it acted was the same as that of 

Chubb's Coal-wedging Apparatus, but the joints gave it a decided advantage, inasmuch as a 

machine divided into four sections would bear four times the transverse strain, that could be 

resisted if the whole apparatus was formed in one inflexible length. Again, supposing the 

hole were to be so curved that one inflexible apparatus could only obtain bearing at the 

ends, the latter would only be able to bear one-sixteenth the pressure that could be safely 

borne by the machine now described. 

 

The meeting then passed a vote of thanks to Mr. A. L. Steavenson for his interesting 

communication. 

-------------- 

The Secretary then read a paper by Mr. J. A. Ramsay "On the Firing of Steam Boilers 

economically considered":— 



 

[Vol. XIX Plate XI: Diagrams of Coal Cutting Machine, Davies Patent No. 626, March 1st. 

1869. Figs.1, 2, 3&4.] 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XII: Diagrams of Coal Cutting Machine, Davies Patent 626 March 1st. 1869. 

Figs.1, 2&3] 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XIII: Diagrams of Coal Breaking Down Machine, Davies Patent 626, March 

1st. 1869. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4&5] 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XIV: Diagrams of Coal Breaking Down Machine, Davies Patent 626, March 

1st. 1869. Figs. 1, 2&3.] 
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THE FIRING OF STEAM BOILERS ECONOMICALLY CONSIDERED. 

-------------- 

By J. A. RAMSAY. 

-------------- 

In this neighbourhood there are few questions which so deeply interest the lessor and 

lessees of coal, and capitalists in general, or which come so home to the inhabitants, both 

on commercial and sanitary grounds, than those relating to the economical use of our coal. If 

our mines are to be worked so as to obtain the largest possible per centage of available fuel, 

with the minimum amount of waste, and if waste is to be avoided wherever it is possible, 

either by improved mechanical appliances, or by more careful handling, it becomes the duty 

of all on whom the management of such property devolves, to use their utmost endeavours 

to husband the resources on which so much depends, and to convert into an article of 

commercial value, substances which otherwise would accumulate in unsightly heaps of 

refuse about our pits, or darken the atmosphere around with the impurities evolved in their 

improper or imperfect combustion. 

The writer approaches the subject with considerable diffidence, as the questions of "smoke 

consumption" and the "mechanical firing of steam boilers" have been lately so ably handled 

by several members of this Institute. 

It is now an established fact that the coal of this district can be consumed with as small an 

emission of smoke as the coal obtained from any other part of the kingdom. Opinions, 

however, vary as to the mode of consuming it, and as there are many persons who still 

prefer the original plan of stoking by the shovel, on account of its simplicity, a mode is here 

indicated, by which small coals may be burnt as effectively, economically, and with as small 

an emission of smoke, as by either Juckes', Whittaker's, or Vickers' mode, and without the 

application of any complicated mechanical contrivances whatever. 

During several years the writer held an appointment in a country, where this mode was very 

extensively used for burning lignite, as well of a superior, as of an inferior class, and this 

"Treppen Rost" or "Stair 
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system" proved admirably adapted to the consumption of such fuel, which, owing to the 

absence of the caking constituents, slides freely down the bars. In Austria it is the custom for 

the stoker to lift the coals or lignite into the hopper with a basket (an ordinary swill) and when 

the fire requires replenishing, to admit the fuel into the furnace by raising the sliding door. 

Plate XV. shows the general method of applying the furnace in that country, as well as the 

manner in which it is worked:—h is the hopper; P a counterpoise for working the sliding door. 

The ladder part of the furnace consists of a frame of cast iron, with brackets formed down 

each side to admit of the placing of the transverse bars. It is generally bolted on to the sides 

of the fireholes at the points a b c, but it is often to be found suspended upon the point b, so 

that the attendant can by bearing down the upper part, open the furnace at the bottom, to 

enable him to clean the longitudinal bars. This method is much to be recommended where 

the fuel makes much clinker. 

Several years ago, at the Washington Works, furnaces upon this principle were erected by 

Mr. Isaac Lowthian Bell. They were not, however, applied to boiler firing. In some of them the 

construction differs from the one previously described, in that, the inclined grates were 

formed of vertical bars of malleable iron. 

Plate XVI. illustrates one of Mr. Bell's furnaces, which, as it affords great convenience for 

drawing out the scoria, is much to be commended.  

During the writer's resident management of the Widdrington Colliery, he had one of the 

"stair" furnaces erected, Plate XVII., which proved admirably adapted to burn the coals of 

that colliery, which are of a dry, semi-bituminous class, although, as might be expected from 

their nature, they did not work so freely as lignite. 

It is, however, to be regretted that there has not been any specific account kept of the 

quantity of coals burnt per square foot of grate, or the water evaporated per pound of coal 

burnt. Practically, the result compared favourably with the old system. There were two 

boilers in every respect similar in construction. The one fired by the inclined grate, with a 

rough, small coal, from a ⅝ inch screen, with much less labour, performed an amount of 

work equal to the other when fired with nuts, and a considerable mixture of best coals. As 

this furnace was put in experimentally, there was not any special arrangement for bringing 

the coals direct from the screens to the hopper, so that the furnace in this case was fed from 

a hopper similar to the one shown at h, Plate XV., excepting only the sliding door, which was 

dispensed with, by placing 
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a cast-iron girder a, faced on the inside with fire-brick, across the mouth of the furnace. The 

aperture between the girder and the top cross-bar of the grate, being only about three inches 

in height, could be easily closed by heaping coals in the hopper. It is an advantage to 

dispense with the sliding door, which, owing to the heat, is very liable to warp and get out of 

shape, and thus becomes difficult to work, and the springing of the arch, as will be observed 

in Plate XV., causes a considerable part of the surface of the door to be exposed to the heat. 



In August last, the writer was requested to try the Backworth coal on the grate in question. 

This coal, however, owing to its tendency to cake and set immoveably on the bars, did not 

prove so suitable to this particular description of furnace. But in many manufactories where 

steam power is used, for instance, in saw-mills and tanneries, where there is a suitable 

refuse from the processes carried on, which, if mixed with coal, would enable the most 

caking qualities to be used as effectively as lignite. 

The under side of such a body of fire, exposed as it is to a current of fresh air, naturally 

becomes very intense and destructive to the bars; but these drawbacks may easily be 

avoided by applying to the mass a slight breaking-up action. 

It will be seen, in Plate XVIII., that the writer proposes to have a hopper H supplied with 

coals from the nut apparatus, but this, of course, is at all times to be governed by local 

arrangements.  At several extensive collieries in Lancashire, he has seen the coals supplied 

from the screens by a series of mill-bands, and at a new colliery in Austria, of his arranging, 

he had the small coals running direct from the screen into the hopper of the boiler fire.  

When the coals are in this hopper, they are ready to be served into the furnace at the 

discretion of the stoker, and the drudgery of shovelling them up into the furnace is avoided.  

The manipulation at this stage will require a little careful attention, and a slight mechanical 

arrangement becomes necessary.  The bottom of the hopper is continuous with the top end 

of the furnace, and by having a plate d, near the bottom, working on a hinge, it will turn over 

and act as the fire-door.  All then that is necessary for the stoker to do to feed the furnace is 

to draw back this door by the handle, thus complete the run, and open the sliding bottom of 

the hopper by the lever a, and allow as many coals to descend as will replenish the fire. 

Further, it is necessary that the hopper should extend the full width of the fire, so that the 

coal should equally cover the grate.  To cause the hopper-slide to work parallel, a double or 

bow lever a a',  
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Plate XVIII, is attached to each end of it, which is better than a simple lever working in the 

middle. It would be very desirable in this arrangement if the coals could be let in 

continuously. 

Although, by this method of firing the boiler, the labour of stoking is, on the whole, very 

materially diminished, yet it must be allowed, that more labour is required to keep the bars 

open than in the usual plan. This may be illustrated by the following comparison of the two 

systems:— 

 

Supposing the total labour attending the old system to be 

represented by 

 100 

Of this, firing would represent      62½  

Stirring and cleaning grate       25  

Wheeling away refuse          12½  

                          ---- 100 

                                  

The labour in the new system would be thus distributed—   



Feeding                 6  

Breaking-up, stirring, and cleaning        56½  

Wheeling away refuse            12½  

                             ------- 75 

 

Showing a saving upon labour alone, of twenty-five per cent., with the advantage of being 

able to use an inferior quality of coal. Although the per centage of labour required to stir and 

clean the fires seems high in the new system, yet the stoker can attend to it with but little 

fatigue; the only tools which he requires being, first, a poker about 3½ or 4 feet long of half 

inch iron, which he inserts between the transverse bars to break up the coal; second, a 

stronger poker for cleaning the horizontal bars and pushing the scoria into the receptacle 

formed behind the doors, and in front of the first fire bridge.  (See Plate XVIII.) 

There is very little heat radiated from the underside of the bars, in fact, up to the middle 

cross bearing bar, a person can sit for a moderate length of time, without being 

uncomfortably warm. 

In a discussion upon a former paper of our Transactions, it was shown that in some 

instances, the amount of coal consumed per hour per foot of grate of the hand-fired furnaces 

exceeded those fired by mechanical means, consequently, the application of those 

expensive furnaces was followed by a diminution of the power of the boiler. 

The system just explained would seem to combine the advantages of hand with those of 

mechanical firing, inasmuch as the quantities of coal admitted, can be regulated at will by the 

stoker, while combustion is progressively increased in intensity from the top to the bottom of 

the grate, which is the only mode by which smoke can be entirely done away with.  
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Exclusive of the hopper, its first cost need not exceed that of an ordinary grate. 

C. Wye Williams states, that "a charge of fresh coal thrown on a furnace in an active state, 

so far from augmenting the general temperature, becomes at once an absorbent of it." 

Experiments prove that the volatile or bituminous part of fuel ought to be the first treated in 

the furnace, and this is best accomplished by feeding from the front. 

In the gravitating furnaces the consumption of the feed takes place so gradually from the top 

that the fuel easily draws its equivalent of oxygen from the atmosphere through the 

transverse bars, thus preventing the hydro-carbons passing off in smoke, and also 

preventing all loss from the fuel being carried off invisibly in the shape of carbonic oxide. The 

formation of this gas absorbs heat from the furnace, but when at a high temperature it is 

again available for heating purposes by being supplied with another equivalent of oxygen. In 

the ordinary furnace it is formed after the following manner.  The air in passing through the 

ash-pit, and striking the incandescent mass of carbon overlying the bars, at first produces 

carbonic acid, and this gas, passing at a high temperature through and over the fuel at the 

back of the furnace, absorbs a further quantity of carbon, and becomes carbonic oxide.  The 

construction of the furnace is simple in the extreme (see Plates XVII. and XVIII.). The 

horizontal bars are two feet in length. The inclined, or ladder part, is formed of three 

longitudinal pieces, one for each side and a centre piece.  Brackets are cast on the sides of 

those pieces, upon which the cross-bars are laid. The brackets ought to project about ¾ of 



an inch by a ¼ of an inch deep and 3 inches long, to receive the necks of the transverse 

bars, which, for a furnace four feet in width, will be about one foot 10 inches long, 4½ inches 

broad, and ¾ of an inch thick in body, and ½ an inch at the ends. (The ¼ of an inch all to be 

taken off one side of the bar).  The side and centre pieces ought not to be less than four feet 

in length, and the transverse bars placed at such a distance from each other, that any one of 

them might be lifted out without interfering with the others. 

A baffle-plate, as shown in Plate XVIII., AA, or a deflecting arch of a single brick, might with 

advantage be applied under the end of the boiler, as it would shield it from the first contact of 

the flame. It would throw over the glowing fire any portion of the unappropriated oxygen of 

the air which supplied the top part of the furnace, and it would tend to assimilate the gases. 

The doors at the in-end of the ashpit are perforated to admit air; a slide to regulate the draft 

might be 
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made to work over them. This would admit air behind the furnace upon the Argand principle, 

so happily applied by Mr. Williams, for the combustion of the waste gases. 

----------------- 

The President hoped that Mr. I. L. Bell would give them the results of his experience on this 

mode of stoking. 

Mr. I. L. Bell said, that the apparatus used at Washington was applied to boilers as well as to 

the chemical furnaces. The bars were perfectly straight and sloped vertically. He had tried 

them of all shapes, both with cast iron and wrought iron, and on the whole he preferred the 

bars as shown in Plate XVI. There was nothing novel about it, for the first idea was 

suggested by a visit to some of the works in Austria, where lignite was used as the fuel. It 

had been productive of good results, inasmuch as there was very much less smoke from the 

furnace so arranged than in any other, and though he recognised in Juckes' bars one of the 

most perfect modes of preventing smoke, yet in applying this form of bars to reverberatory 

furnaces, he found it a failure, in consequence of the draught not being sufficient, he, 

therefore, was obliged to abandon it and adopt the present form, which he had now used for 

four or five years. With regard to any economy of fuel there might be, he attributed it to the 

great advantage the apparatus had in avoiding ashes, so that instead of throwing a very 

large per centage of their fuel away, they really consumed it almost to the last dregs. 

The President asked, whether admitting the air in the lower part of the doorway tended very 

much to the consumption of smoke? 

Mr. I. L. Bell in reply said, he did not think that was very important, as there was no very 

great difficulty in avoiding smoke when firing a furnace in the ordinary way. 

Mr. W. Waller remarked, that the plan of firing under consideration was not new. The step 

furnaces had been tried frequently in this country, and some were now in use which were 

made from the drawing attached to a patent (T. Thompson, No. 2,255, Oct. 3, 1853) which 

had recently expired, and which were similar in all respects both as to the steps and the 

bottom of the grate to that shown in Plate XIV. He added that at the Newport Iron Works a 

step grate had been attached to one of the plain cylindrical boilers, but without the bottom 

bars. Each of these step bars rocked on a pin, and was connected with the 

  



[Vol. XIX Plate XV: Diagrams of Inclined Grates: The “Stair Grate” system of firing boilers in 

use at the Victoria Pit, Mariaschein. Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4&5] 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XVI: Diagrams of Inclined Grates, Figs. 1, Plan, & 2, Longitudinal section.]  

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XVII: Diagrams of Inclined Grates, The “Stair Grate” system as applied to a 

boiler furnace at Widdrington Colliery, Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4&5.] 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XVIII: Diagrams of Inclined Grates.  Proposed mode of arranging the Stair 

Grate  to suit Egg Ended Boilers.  Figs. 1&2] 
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one below it by a rod at each end, so that the bars might either be placed flat, allowing the 

greatest space for the air to pass, or be sloped more or less to diminish the admission of the 

air. There was also another object in thus hinging the bars, for by moving them from the flat 

to the sloping position, the fuel was passed down the steps, which constituted a simple 

feeding apparatus. This furnace was fitted with steps about 8 inches broad, and with 6 

inches vertical spaces, to a boiler 40 feet by 4 feet (which had been worked with a result of 

about 7.3 lbs. water per 1 lb. of fuel with hand firing and common bars), but it was found to 

be inferior to the old plan and had been removed. 

Mr. I. L. Bell did not consider the question of its having formed the subject of letters patent 

had anything to do with the matter in discussion. A thing might have been patented ten times 

and yet it might not be in use. He would only add that if any gentleman wished to see the 

bars, he would be very glad to let him do so; but the drawings really contained all that was 

requisite to enable them to form a correct judgment of the apparatus. 

 

A vote of thanks was then passed to Mr. Ramsay for his valuable paper, after which the 

meeting separated. 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

------------- 

GENERAL MEETING, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1870, IN THE LECTURE ROOM OF 

THE LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

------------- 

------------- 

E. F. BOYD, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

 



The Secretary read the minutes of the last meeting and reported the proceedin's of the 

Council. 

The following' gentlemen were elected 

 

Members--- 

Thomas Eustace Smith, M.P., Gosforth House, Dudley, Northumberland. 

Joseph Gray, South Moor Colliery, Chester-le-Street.   

John Whitelaw, Fordel Colliery, Inverkeithing, N.B.  

John H. Scott, West Gorton, near Manchester.  

Frederick W. Scott, West Gorton, near Manchester.  

Richard Charles Aubrey, Kirwain, Aberdare, So. Wales.  

David Dale, West Lodge, Darlington. 

William Joseph Howard, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Edward Richardson, 2, Queen Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Alfred Davy, Park Iron Works, Sheffield.  

Johann Papik, Teplitz, Bohemia.  

Henry Richardson, Sunderland.  

 

Graduates—  

John Laidler Hedley, Cotes Park Colliery, near Alfreton, Derbyshire.  

R. H. V. Kyrke, Newbold Road, Chesterfield.  

Job Watson Hodgson, So. Derwent  Colliery, Annfield Plain, near Burnopfield. 

------------- 

The Secretary then read the Report of the Joint Committee appointed to consider the 

proposed connection between the Wood Memorial Hall and the Library of the Literary and 

Philosophical Society. 
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REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE. 

------------- 

The arrangements for the Wood Memorial Hall being now nearly completed, and as 

accommodation can be made for the reception of from 15,000 to 20,000 volumes, it is 

proposed that an agreement be entered into between the Mining Institute and the Literary 

and Philosophical Society, so that the above space may be made mutually advantageous. 

With the view of promoting this object the following arrangement is proposed :— 

1.—That there shall be a covered bridge, about eight feet wide, between the Wood Memorial 

Hall and the building of the Literary and Philosophical Society, so that there may be a free 

communication between the two rooms. 

2.—That the scientific library of the Mining Institute, now consisting of about 500 volumes, be 

kept in the Wood Memorial Hall; and that the Mining Institute shall engage to spend not less 



than £50 a-year upon the extension of that library, provided the Literary and Philosophical 

Society continue to spend not less than that sum in the annual purchase of scientific books. 

Also, that all works of a scientific character, and all the proceedings of learned Societies 

belonging to the Literary and Philosophical Society shall be kept in the same hall, and shall, 

together with the library of the Mining Institute, be under the charge of the librarian of the 

Literary and Philosophical Society, subject to the rules and regulations of that society. 

3.—That the members of both societies shall have the joint use of all the books to be kept in 

the new hall, but that the books shall remain the property of the respective societies as at 

present. 

4.—That the cost of the new bridge, which shall be the joint property of the two societies, 

and shelving for the books, shall be borne in equal shares by the two societies, and be 

erected under the direction of the two committees. 

5.—That the Mining Institute and Coal Trade Association shall have the preferential use of 

the new Hall for their meetings.  Subject thereto, the two Societies shall have the equal use 

of the room; and it is especially  
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understood that the Literary and Philosophical Society shall be at liberty to use the room for 

soirees and all public purposes. 

6.—That this arrangement may be terminated by either society on giving twelve months 

notice, in which case the shelving in the new room shall become the sole property of the 

Mining Institute, who shall pay to the Literary and Philosophical Society their moiety of the 

cost. 

7.—That all further expenses attending the carrying out of the above shall be matters of 

arrangement between the committees of the two societies. 

------------- 

The President observed that this Report, drawn up by Sir William Armstrong, was really so 

clear and explanatory that it was unnecessary now to enter further into details. Sir William, 

as they knew, was the President of the Literary and Philosophical Society, and also a Vice-

President of this Institute, and was from these circumstances, as well as from his eminent 

business capabilities, especially qualified to frame the Report with due regard to the best 

interests of all concerned. 

Mr. J. Marley said, he thought that although in the main the principle upon which these 

propositions was based, was one which would be advantageous to the Institute, at the same 

time there happened to be in some instances a little confliction between the rules of the 

societies which might require modification. Also, although the rules of the Literary and 

Philosophical Society, as now published, were known, yet they might be altered; he would, 

therefore, propose that the report be adopted, subject to such modifications as might be 

mutually agreed to by the councils of the two societies. 

Mr. I. L. Bell did not think it would be prudent to adopt the suggestion which had been made. 

The resolutions had been already agreed to by the Councils of both Institutions, and he, 

therefore, proposed that they accept them as they stood. It stated in one of the clauses that 

the agreement might be determined by giving one year's notice, so that should any 

inconvenience arise, or should the agreement in any respect not be in accordance with the 



views of the members of this Institute, or those of the Literary and Philosophical Society, 

they could easily put an end to it. 

The President, with all regard to the observations of Mr. Bell, suggested that some subjects 

not of difficulty, but of mutual benefit 
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might arise, and could not see what objection there could be in referring these matters to the 

Council. 

Mr. G. B. Forster perfectly agreed with Mr. Bell, and added that the committee had waived 

several points for the sake of getting the arrangements passed unanimously. 

Mr. I. L. Bell said, at the last meeting of the council a question arose in reference to the use 

of the room they were now sitting in, which it was thought reasonable permanently to secure, 

inasmuch as the Literary and Philosophical Society was to have not only the use of their 

books but also of their hall. But when it was remembered that this room had never been 

refused, but, together with other and most extensive accommodation, had always been 

freely and courteously granted on all occasions, they thought it would be ungenerous to 

press the matter, and unanimously agreed to withdraw all modifications. 

Mr. Marley then withdrew his motion, and the resolution for the adoption of the Report was 

carried. 

------------- 

Mr. N. R. Griffith then read a paper, "On the Flintshire Cannel Seam." 

 

[Plate XIX: The Flintshire Cannel Seam. Geological Map of the District.] 
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ON THE FLINTSHIRE CANNEL SEAM. 

------------- 

By NATHANIAL R. GRIFFITH. 

------------- 

The object of this paper is to describe the peculiar cannel seam which exists in a portion of 

the North Wales Coal-field, with a view to throw some light, if possible, on the mode of 

formation of this seam, and of cannel seams generally, and to excite discussion on the 

subject. 

The North Wales Coal-field (an outline geological map of which is given in Plate XIX.) 

consists of a comparatively long and narrow strip of coal measures running nearly north and 

south, and extending through parts of the counties of Flint, Denbigh, and Shropshire. The 

regular dip of the measures is from west to east at a considerable angle, and this dip brings 

in the Permian and new red sandstone formations by which the coal measures are overlaid 

on the east. 

On the west the coal measures gradually crop out, and are succeeded in regular order by 

the millstone grit and carboniferous limestone. At the southern extremity of the coal-field, the 



new red sandstone lies directly on the millstone grit and older rocks. The northern boundary 

of the coal-field is formed by the estuary of the Dee. 

The whole of the coal-field, but more especially its northern portion, is very much cut up by 

faults, running chiefly in two directions—more or less north and south, and more or less east 

and west. Many of the east and west faults can be traced into the millstone-grit and 

carboniferous limestone on the western side of the coal-field, where they frequently become 

lead lodes. 

The entire coal-field is apparently the western edge of a large basin of coal measures, of 

which the Lancashire Coal-field is probably a portion. 

The area of exposed coal measures in the North Wales Coal-field is about 105 square miles. 

Throughout nearly the whole of this area the seams of coal have been pretty thoroughly 

proved. 

The cannel seam, however, which is here more particularly described has only been found 

as a cannel seam over a very limited portion of the coal-field. 
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It will be observed, on the geological map Plate XIX., that the coal measures are divided 

about midway between their northern and southern extremities by a strip of millstone-grit and 

carboniferous limestone, brought in, partly by an anticlinal axis, and partly by some large 

east and west faults. It is in the portion of the coal-field immediately on the north of this 

division that this cannel seam is found. On the geological map the area over which the 

cannel seam has been proved is shaded darker than the rest of the coal measures. The 

extent of this area is about 8 square miles. 

The section of the coal seams at Coppa Colliery and Coed Talon Colliery (No. 2, Plate XXII.) 

may be taken as a general section within this area. The seams chiefly wrought are the 

"hollin" or "two yard" coal, about 5 feet 10 inches thick; the "brassy coal" from 3 feet to 4 feet 

6 inches thick; the "main coal" from 10 feet to 13 feet thick, and the cannel. This last lies 

from 90 to 100 yards below the "main coal." 

The "main coal" can be traced over the greater portion of the coalfield. It is remarkable for its 

thickness and quality, being a very good, hard, steam coal. 

The seam of coal next above the cannel, known in the Mold district as the "four foot coal," 

and in the Ruabon district as the "nant" coal; and the seam of coal next below the cannel, 

the Ruabon "wall and bench" coal can also be identified over the greater part of the coal-

field; but both north and south of the very limited area shaded on the geological map, the 

seam lying between these two last mentioned seams is, with one or two exceptions, not 

cannel but ordinary bituminous coal. In the Ruabon district this seam is extensively wrought; 

it is there a very good house coal about 3 feet thick, and is known as the "Ruabon yard" or 

"lower yard" coal. 

To the north of the portion of the coal-field where the cannel seam is found, the seam 

occupying the place of it has been sunk and bored to in several places. It is generally a 

seam of ordinary bituminous coal, from 2 feet 10 inches to 3 feet thick; its quality has not yet 

been proved. 

The change from cannel to bituminous coal appears to be gradual. On both the northern and 

southern outskirts of the area in which the cannel seam is found, its lower portion is replaced 



by coal. Section No. 1, Plate XX., is about an average section of the seam at its best. 

Section No. 3, Plate XX., taken on the northern boundary of the portion of the coal-field 

shaded on the geological map Plate XIX.; and Section No. 4, Plate XX., taken not far from 

the strip of millstone grit and carboniferous 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XX Flintshire Cannel Seam : Sections 1,2,3&4.] 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XXI  Flintshire Cannel Seam : Troubled Cannel, No.6 Pit, Coppa Colliery.] 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XXII Flintshire Cannel Seam : Sections 1,2&3 at Coppa &  Coed Talon.] 
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limestone which forms the southern boundary of the same area, both show the lower bands 

of Section No. 1, Plate XX., missing, and replaced by coal. In Section No. 3, Plate XX., only 

a portion of the upper band, or "smooth cannel" is left; the rest of the seam being coal. In 

Section No. 4, Plate XX., the upper band, and a portion of the middle band, or "curly cannel" 

are left, the lower portion of the seam again being coal. 

At Plas-Kynaston Colliery, near Ruabon, at a distance of about nine miles south of where the 

Flintshire Cannel Seam is found, a seam of cannel is wrought which occupies the place of 

the Ruabon "lower yard" coal—the coal that replaces the Flintshire cannel seam. 

The change from coal to cannel is here also gradual. The cannel puts in on the top of the 

coal in a wedge point, and very slowly thickens, while the coal thins, till the seam is all 

cannel. 

The writer will now proceed to describe the cannel seam found within the area shaded on 

the geological map, Plate XIX. Even within this limited space the seam varies greatly in 

thickness and quality. Sections Nos. 1 and 2, Plate XX., show the seam at two points, distant 

about 170 yards from one another, at Coppa Colliery. 

For the purpose of describing the seam, Section No. 1, Plate XX., may be taken. The seam 

in this section consists of 

  

 Ft.   In. 

Smooth Cannel        2    2 

Curly Cannel         1    4 

Shale             0  10 

Bad Cannel         0    5 

Ironstone         0    2 

Coal            0    3 

Total               5    2 

  



The three upper bands, here called by their local names, "smooth cannel," "curly cannel," 

and "shale," are the only valuable portions of the seam.  The "bad cannel" and ironstone are 

left underground. 

There is no perceptible "parting" between the "smooth cannel" and "curly cannel," or 

between the "curly cannel" and "shale," although the change from one to the other is in each 

case well marked, and the three differ very much in appearance, chemical composition, 

specific gravity, and value. 

"Smooth cannel" breaks with a large conchoidal fracture, "curly cannel" with a small 

conchoidal, and "shale" with a semi-earthy fracture. "Curly cannel" and "shale" are both 

harder than "smooth cannel," and "curly cannel" and "shale" both give a brown streak when 

scratched, while "smooth cannel" gives a black streak. 
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The specific gravities and chemical composition of "smooth cannel," "curly cannel," and 

"shale " are as follows :— 

 

 Smooth Cannel. Curly Cannel. Shale. 

Specific gravity 1.282 1.219 2.15 

 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION. 

 Smooth Cannel. Curly Cannel. Shale. 

Carbon                                  79.87 77.81 63.32 

Hydrogen                                 5.78 8.47 5.28 

Oxygen and Nitrogen                     8.09     6.32 5.38 

Sulphur                                 0.57 0.71 0.65 

Phosphorous                                      0.07 

Water                             2.84  0.68    2.30 

Ash                             2.85      6.01   23.00 

                                100.00       100.00   100.00 

 

COMPOSITION, EXCLUSIVE OF SULPHUR, PHOSPHOROUS, WATER, AND ASH. 

Carbon                          85.20 84.03 85.59 

Hydrogen                               6.17  9.15 7.14 

Oxygen and Nitrogen                   8.63     6.82   7.27 

                                  100.00    100.00    100.00 

 

The most important difference in the chemical compositions of "smooth" and "curly" cannel, 

is the considerably larger per centage of hydrogen in the latter. This greater proportion of 

hydrogen causes it to produce, when submitted to the process of destructive distillation, a 

much greater quantity of hydrocarbons. 



"Curly cannel" and "shale" are used chiefly for the manufacture of paraffin oil, by distillation 

at a low red heat. "Smooth cannel" is also used for making oil, but the greater part of what is 

now raised is sold for gas making. "Curly cannel" produces about 80 gallons of crude oil to 

the ton, "smooth cannel" about 35 gallons, and "shale" about 33 gallons. The oil produced 

from "curly" and "shale" is superior in quality to that produced from "smooth cannel." 

The bad cannel varies very much in appearance. It sometimes strongly resembles "shale," 

and sometimes it is very like the ironstone that immediately underlies it. In many places it is 

raised and sold with the "shale," and in others, where its appearance is not so good, it is left 

underground. 

The ironstone does not generally contain sufficient iron to make it worth smelting. Some of it 

has, however, been used for iron making. It is black in colour, and is generally very regular in 

thickness.  The 
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few inches of coal underlying the ironstone are sometimes, though very rarely, absent. 

The seam, as before mentioned, is by no means uniform. It has been wrought from 6 feet 6 

inches thick down to under 1 foot 6 inches. 

The band of "curly cannel" varies in thickness less than the other bands. The "smooth 

cannel" varies most in thickness. Occasionally it is entirely wanting, as in section No. 2, 

Plate XX. This absence of the "smooth" appears to be the result of denudation. 

The "shale," "bad cannel," ironstone, and coal also vary in thickness in different places, 

though not generally so suddenly as the "smooth." 

From the point where section No. 1, Plate XX., was taken, to where section No. 2, Plate XX., 

was taken, a distance of about 170 yards, the "shale," "bad cannel," ironstone, and coal 

together, thinned gradually from 1 foot 8 inches to 11½ inches. 

There are invariably open joints or cracks running through this seam. They are generally 

vertical, and run chiefly in one or two directions, something like the "backs" in a coal seam. 

They are sometimes one or two inches in width. Water will pass by means of them through 

the seam to any distance, unless stopped by a fault. 

The roof of the seam is generally black metal, but occasionally it consists of white post.  The 

thill is a remarkably white fire clay. 

The number of troubles in this seam is very great. Beside the ordinary upthrow and 

downthrow faults, common to all coal-fields, and which are unusually plentiful in North 

Wales, there are found in this seam peculiar disturbances of various kinds, locally known as 

"rolls," "nips out," "washes," "squeezes," &c. These maybe divided into two classes, viz.:— 

1.  Those caused apparently by denudation. 

2.  Those caused apparently by compression of the seam. 

Of these two classes the faults of the first are by far the most numerous and important. They 

vary in size from slight depressions of the roof of the seam, by which a position of the 

"smooth" is displaced for a few square feet, to large "washes," or ancient river courses, by 

which the cannel is entirely removed for hundreds of acres. 

The largest of these washes hitherto proved runs through Coed Talon Colliery.  Its course 

there is about N. 25° E. and S. 25° W., and its width, where it has been driven across, about 



650 yards. Throughout the whole of this space the place of the seam, and of some of the 

measures above and below it, is filled by a soft, black metal, which disintegrates  
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rapidly on exposure to the atmosphere.  This varies in thickness, no doubt with the 

inequalities of the ancient river bed.  The greatest thickness of it that has been proved is 

about 12 yards.  Occasionally waterworn boulders of the cannel and masses of 

conglomerate containing cannel are met with in this "wash". The specimens on the table 

come from it; and occasionally small isolated pieces of cannel are found, which were 

evidently islands in the ancient river. 

At several intervals boreholes were put up and down from the drift driven across this "wash", 

and in every case the seams of coal next above and below the cannel were found in their 

regular position, and of their regular thickness. The main coal also was worked over the 

"wash," and found to be free from any disturbance.  

The seam on both sides of the "wash" is affected for some distance, about 80 yards. It is thin 

and the roof consists of the soft black metal with which the "wash" is filled. 

A somewhat similar but much smaller "wash" runs thought a portion of Coppa Colliery. From 

its direction this appears to have been formed by a tributary flowing into the river, which 

caused the large "wash" above described. 

In this case the "wash" is filled with rock and conglomerate, with occasional small water-

worn pieces of cannel.  One remarkable boulder, weighing about four tons, was found in this 

"wash;" it consisted of "smooth" cannel, "curly" cannel, and "shale;" but their ordinary 

position was reversed, i.e. the "smooth" cannel was underneath the "curly" and the "shale" 

on top. Evidently this boulder was a portion of the seam that been detached, rolled over and 

finally left bottom upwards.  In approaching this "wash" the roof of the seam, at a distance of 

about 60 yards from the edge of the "wash" changes from black metal to rock, similar to that 

with which the "wash" is filled.  The seam also grows thinner, and has been removed by 

denudation. Section No. 2, Plate XX., was taken about 35 yards from the edge of this 

"wash." In this section the whole of the smooth is wanting. 

 

Occasionally a "wash" is met with by which only the upper portion of the seam is removed.  

In an instance of this, at Coppa Colliery, the width of the "wash" was about 18 yards, and its 

course about N.27 degrees E. and S.27 degrees W.  The cannel in this "wash" was 2 feet to 

2 feet 6 inches thick consisting of "curly" and "shale" with very little "smooth."  On both sides 

of the "wash" it was 4 feet 6 inches thick.      

 

[Plate XXI.: The Flintshire Cannel Seam. Troubled Cannel, No. 6 Pit, Coppa Colliery. 

Section.] 
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Of disturbances of the second class, those caused apparently by compression of the seam, 

Plate XXI. shows an instance. It represents about 70 yards of troubled ground driven through 

in the workings of No. 6 pit, Coppa Colliery. 

The troubled ground extends further in both directions than is shown in the section, but 

sufficient is shown to describe the nature of the disturbances. 

The regular rise of the seam in this portion of the colliery is about 27° from N. 45° W. to S. 

45° E. The section is about in the line of rise and dip. 

At the point marked A on the section, the seam which had been rising at an angle of about 

27° became nearly level, and continued so for seven yards to the point marked B, from 

which it tapered in about seven feet further to a thickness of about one foot at the point 

marked C, where it changed into a "leader" of very soft black metal, streaked with coal, 

about one foot thick. This " eader" dipped at an angle of about 19° for fourteen yards to the 

point marked D, from which it ran nearly level for eleven yards to the point marked E, where 

it changed into cannel, which thickened in a farther distance of nine feet into a five feet 

seam, at first lying nearly level, then rising sharply till at a distance of ten yards, at the point 

marked F, it was thrown down eight feet by a "dipper." Beyond this downthrow the seam was 

about two feet two inches thick, consisting only of "smooth cannel" and "curly cannel," very 

much mixed; and four yards farther, at the point marked G, it again changed into a "leader," 

similar to that running from C to E, but this time only four inches thick. 

This "leader" took a sudden turn up, and in seven yards, at the point marked J, it changed 

into cannel, which rapidly thickened for eight feet farther, where, at the point marked K, there 

was a one foot "dipper," beyond which was the regular seam, five feet two and a-half inches 

thick, rising at an angle of about 18°. 

Throughout the whole distance the black metal roof and white fireclay thill remained 

unaltered, forming a roof and thill to the black leader when that replaced the cannel. The 

pieces of cannel in this troubled ground were excessively hard, and occasionally the various 

kinds of cannel appeared to be mixed. This is also the case near most faults. The "curly," 

especially in the neighbourhood of faults, is generally much heavier than usual, and the oil 

produced from it is inferior both in quantity and quality to that obtained from ordinary "curly" 

cannel. 

It seems to the writer impossible to account for the phenomena 
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above described, without supposing that the pressure, which caused the contortion of the 

strata, squeezed out the cannel where it is missing. 

The question of the formation of this seam, appears to the writer a difficult one. From the 

place of the cannel being occupied beyond the area where it is found, by a coal-seam, there 

can be little doubt that the deposit which became cannel in one place became coal in 

another. Where the deposit became cannel, the few inches of coal almost invariably found 

under the ironstone appear to be the only portion of the deposit now existing as coal; and 

the question arises, "what caused the remainder of the deposit to take the form of 

substances so different from coal, and so various as 'smooth cannel', 'curly cannel', 'shale' 

and 'ironstone?' "  To this question the writer has never heard a satisfactory answer. 



In conclusion, the writer has to thank the many persons who have assisted him with 

information for this paper. He is especially indebted to Dr. Percy, F.R.S., for the analyses of 

"smooth" and "curly" cannel; to Mr. W. Mattieu Williams, of Sheffield, for the analysis of 

"shale," and to Mr. J. Dougan, of Coed Talon Colliery, for much valuable information, and for 

the specimens exhibited. 

----------------- 

The President thought this peculiar condition of the wash was very extraordinary, for there 

was certainly no other example of it that he knew of. He did not quite understand the period 

in which it had occurred, and asked if the seam of coal was displaced immediately upon that 

portion of the strata which was interrupted by the wash? 

Mr. N. R. Griffith—No; the seam of coal about 20 yards above the cannel, and the other coal 

seams above that, are not at all affected above the wash in the cannel. 

The President—Does the wash itself consist of disturbed strata? 

Mr. N. R. Griffith—It differs very much from a wash which takes off all the intermediate strata 

from the surface. This wash is overlaid by regular stratified rocks. It consists itself of 

conglomerate, sandstone, and metal. Some of the conglomerate contains three ounces of 

silver to the ton. 

Mr. Wm. Cochrane asked whether Mr. Griffith imagined that the "leaders" from C to E, and 

from G to J, Plate XXI., stated as being respectively twelve and four inches thick, were 

originally deposited of the ordinary thickness of the seam? 
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Mr. N.R. Griffith—The cannel, which is unusually thick on each side of these leaders, does 

not exist in them. They consist of nothing but soft black metal and coal. The cannel appears 

to have covered the whole space at one time, and to have been displaced by pressure in 

those places where the "leader" is now found. Mr. Griffith added, that the seam is worked by 

bord and pillar principally, but now, in some cases, by long-wall. The difficulty is, that it is so 

full of small faults, which make it better to open the seam out in pillars. It is kirved on the top 

of the "smooth," and the shots are put in the bottom of the "shale;" or sometimes in the coal 

underneath it. The "curly" and "shale" go up together and are then separated. The value of 

the "smooth" is about ten shillings, the "curly" twenty-eight shillings, and the "shale " seven 

shillings per ton, at the pit's mouth. Some years ago, when the value of oil was greater, the 

price was much higher. The oil is obtained by distillation, the condensation being effected by 

water. 

The President, in proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Griffith, for his interesting paper, 

remarked, that the discussion upon it would be re-opened after it was printed. 

----------------- 

The discussion on Mr. George Fowler's papers, "On a Method of Abstracting Explosive Gas 

from Coal-Mines, &c.," was then re-opened. 
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DISCUSSION ON MR. GEORGE FOWLER'S PAPER, "ON A METHOD OF ABSTRACTING 

EXPLOSIVE GAS FROM COAL-MINES, &c" 

----------------- 

The President, in asking Mr. Fowler for further explanation, remarked that he feared the 

difficulties attending the proposal could not be overcome. 

Mr. G. Fowler said, there was a special difficulty which Mr. Atkinson raised, and which had 

some force, viz., supposing this exhaustion process had been carried over 24 hours the 

whole of the mine would remain foul, and when ventilation was restored there would be 

some difficulty in sweeping these gases away and leaving the mine clear. No doubt the mine 

would be foul, but taking the case of the Oaks Pit alluded to in the paper, in which the gas 

discharge was, under exceptionally unfavourable conditions, 550 feet a minute, and referring 

to Mr. Taylor's paper, Volume I., page 282, where the discharge at the Wallsend Mine was 

given at 95 feet per minute, he did not think, in ordinary circumstances, the actual discharge 

of gas from the coal itself, would be very much. In addition to this there would, undoubtedly, 

be the gas drawn out of the goaf. Now, when ventilation was restored, what power would it 

have to draw out this amount of gas? Taking a mine in which the current of air would have to 

travel four miles, its average speed should not be less than 300 feet a minute, consequently 

the air would travel a mile in the space of 17 minutes, and every part of the mine would be 

reached and purified in the space of an hour. 

Mr. T. Bailes—If the result of the pumping is to foul the mine, where is the advantage of the 

system? 

Mr. G. Fowler replied, that he would pump when the men were not in the mine, so as to 

reduce the quantity of gas in the goaves and coal, that would foul the mine when the men 

were there. 

Mr. G. B. Forster—If the mine is fouled in the way mentioned, it would not be fit to go into for 

24 hours. It was quite fallacious to suppose that a mine in such a state could be cleared in a 

few hours. In fact, one great objection was the immense amount of time it would take to do 

so, and he thought the amount of time and money this method would involve would be more 

usefully expended in improving the ventilator. 
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Mr. I. Lowthian Bell remarked, that he should not presume to offer any opinions on questions 

simply relating to coal mining. He very much doubted the possibility of so closing the mine as 

to produce, by pumping, any appreciable vacuum at all.  He recollected, on one occasion at 

the Devon Iron Works, a rock was scooped out so as to form the furnace, and the blast was 

intended to be conducted some distance through the rock itself; but the result was a failure, 

inasmuch as the air escaped through the fissures of the rock before it reached the furnace. 

With regard to the quantity of gas which was given off by the mine, he spoke with hesitation; 

but he much questioned whether any gentleman could tell how much it really was.  Possibly 

the gas emitted from a distinct blower might be ascertained, but he ventured to say that this 

formed a small portion of the gas which found its way into their workings. In fact, the quantity 

could only be arrived at with any amount of accuracy by a eudiometric experiment to 

ascertain the exact amount of carburetted hydrogen which escaped up the shaft.   If there 

was any chance of obtaining a considerable amount of exhaustion by pumping, a large 

quantity of watery vapour would be given off, as well as the air sought to be extracted, and 



the rock itself would have to be exhausted, through the fissures of which the pressure of the 

atmosphere would drive all the surrounding water.  He could only add, that he most certainly 

would wish, if any experiment were made, it might be in a colliery adjoining his own, since he 

felt sure, that he would thereby be relieved of a large quantity of water. 

Mr. Fowler said, he had proposed the paper for the purpose of eliciting an expression of 

opinion. In a society like this it was not advisable that the discussions should always have 

reference to established facts, but novelties from time to time should be suggested, even 

though sometimes they were a little startling. The number of accidents in coal mines was 

very large, and anything that could be suggested to diminish them was worth consideration. 

Either the present system of ventilation was insufficient, or if it was sufficient, it was not 

thoroughly carried out. One of these two things must be the case, and that was a sufficient 

excuse for proposing any alternative that promised amelioration. He was much obliged to 

them for the courteous mode in which the discussion had been conducted, though it was not 

altogether in favour of his proposition. 
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DISCUSSION ON MR. G. FOWLER'S PAPER "ON THE METHOD OF WORKING COAL BY 

LONG-WALL." 

----------------- 

The President said, that however opinions might differ as to the practicability of Mr. Fowler's 

suggestions respecting the removal of gas in pits, all must agree that his paper on "Long-

wall" was a most valuable contribution to their proceedings. 

Mr. G. Fowler said, in the long-wall paper he had abstained as much as possible from 

making comparisons, and had endeavoured only to describe the best forms of long-wall 

working. In the North the pillar mode was that in use, and in the Midland counties the custom 

was to clear all the coal at one operation, and the adoption of either plan was primarily a 

matter of cost, and this, of course, would vary with the thickness and hardness of every 

seam. 

The President said, in Northumberland two cases of long-wall working had come within his 

observation. In one, levels were driven with coal pillars between them, where in the Midland 

practice packing would have been used. Here great difficulties were encountered, for the 

pressure came upon those pillars so that the water levels were disturbed, and the method 

was discontinued. He would be glad to know also how the nature of the roof affected the 

question. At the Belmont Colliery, where the coal was extensively worked by long-wall, there 

were five or six fathoms of freestone roof which did not fall, but bent down behind the 

workings, and being unable to use packing behind, metal props had been introduced 

between the packing and the edge of the coal. 

Mr. G. Fowler said, they found precisely the same difficulty with regard to driving the levels 

with coal pillars. With regard to the second question respecting the bending of the roof, it 

was very much better to make the roof break, because as long as it was bent the weight 

must be supported by the coal. 

The President asked, if Mr. Fowler had ever arrived at a strata of shale so thick and tender, 

that it was incapable of affording a passage for the conveyance of the coal from the face, as 



was the case in many instances in the North, where it had to be supported by any means 

which could be invented. 
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Mr. G. Fowler said, they had some cases of very weak roofs which seriously affected the 

packing. If the roof would not stand, the only plan would be to leave part of the coal to form 

the roof. 

The President asked if any idea could be given of the per centage of round coal obtained by 

working long-wall? 

Mr. G. Fowler—The same remarks respecting the varying hardness and thickness of the 

various seams made before, apply also to this question, which he really felt unable to 

answer. The word "large" itself had a different meaning in different districts, a Derbyshire 

collier would say that "in the North nothing but slack was sent out of the pit." This, of course, 

did not matter so much with the bituminous coal districts, where the small coal cements 

together, but everything depends on getting very large coal in the Midland districts. 

Mr. G. B. Forster did not think that the weight of the strata increased as the depth, as 

indicated by Mr. Fowler in his paper, for if so, no practical amount of timbering or packing 

could support the crush. 

Mr. G. Fowler thought, that if the strata became vertically fractured, the weight would be as 

the depth, but if the fracture was as in figs. 9 and 10 illustrating the paper, it would be 

somewhat more, since the superposed mass to be supported by a given area below would 

be more. 

Mr. G. B. Forster—But the resistance formed by the sides to the downward pressure will be 

greater with the slanting than with vertical fracture. 

Mr. Wm. Cochrane thought, that the strata would be supported to a great extent by the 

arched form which they would take, and that in very few cases could it be a fact that the 

weight of the whole of the superincumbent strata was thrown on the pillar. 

Mr. G. Fowler thought the question resolved itself into two considerations. First, what was 

the weight of the superposed strata, and secondly, what was the crushing load of the 

material opposed to it. Taking the weight of a cubic foot of the overlying strata as averaging 

144 lbs., this would give practically 1 lb. per square inch for each foot of depth; for he 

considered under the circumstances Mr. Cochrane's theory of the arch untenable. He had 

ascertained by experiment that the crushing load of specimens of North Country Coal taken 

from the Maudlin and Hutton seams was 2000 lbs. per square inch, and that of some of the 

hard coals of Derbyshire 4000 lbs. per square inch—the crushing load of other materials 

being known, the elements of the necessary calculations were present. 

Mr. Isaac Lowthian Bell thought that Mr. Cochrane's remark 
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was tenable, and the arching over alluded to, assisted to some extent in supporting the roof, 

which otherwise would be impossible even at moderate depths.  He thought Mr. Fowler's 

estimate of the crushing load of coal very high.  He had himself made experiments with 



coke, which he considered a stronger material, and had found, if his memory served him 

rightly, the crushing load per square inch not more than 560 lbs.  There was, however, 

another element in the calculation that had not been adverted to, namely, the cohesive 

strength of the overlying strata themselves, which is certainly available towards the support 

of the undermined area, and when the superposed and unsupported weight is within this 

cohesive strength, it will be carried by the strata themselves; but this cohesion is constant for 

any given depth, whereas the unsupported area may be indefinitely increased; therefore, the 

larger the unsupported area, the less this element of strength is available. 

The President considered the discussion had been very interesting, and perfectly concurred 

in the remarks made by Mr. Bell. With respect to the question of the advisability of leaving 

pillars in long-wall working, he thought that the discussion which had been elicited seemed 

to prove, that it was better to work the whole of the coal and make fresh roads through the 

goaf. They were much obliged to Mr. Fowler for his paper and the trouble he had taken to 

illustrate it. 
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PROCEEDINGS, 

----------------- 

GENERAL  MEETING,  SATURDAY, MARCH 5, 1870, IN  THE LECTURE ROOM OF THE 

LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

----------------- 

G. B. FORSTER, Esq., Vice-President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

----------------- 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last meeting and reported the proceedings of the 

Council. 

 

The following resolutions respecting the proposed July meeting of the Institute at Glasgow, 

adopted by the Council of the Institution of Engineers in Scotland, on the 15th February, 

were read :— 

 

1.—That the Council having been given to understand that it is contemplated to hold in the 

ensuing summer a meeting in Glasgow of the North of England Institute of Mining and 

Mechanical Engineers, recommend that the proposed meeting be a joint meeting of the 

North of England Institute and the Institution of Engineers in Scotland. 

2.—That the copyright of all papers read before the joint meeting and of the discussions 

thereupon, should be the joint property of the two Societies. 

3.—That authority to print separate copies of any papers read, beyond the customary 

number given to the authors, be not granted except by a resolution agreed to by the 

Councils of both Societies. 

4.—Considering that the occasion of the joint meeting is the visit of the North of England 

Institute to Glasgow and the neighbourhood, the President of that Institution to be the 

President of the joint meeting. 
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5.—That no ordinary business of either Society be brought before the said meeting. 

6. —That the following members of the Institution be a Committee to make arrangements for 

the joint meeting:—The Members of the Council of Institution of Engineers ex-officio, 

Messrs. Ralph Moore, John McKenzie, W. M. Neilson, Walter Neilson, and James R. Napier. 

7.—That the following gentlemen, not members of the Institution of Engineers in Scotland be 

invited to join the Committee :—The Lord Provost; James Bryce, LL.D., President of the 

Glasgow Philosophical Society; Professor Young, M.D., President of the Glasgow Geological 

Society; H. G. Bell, Sheriff of Lanarkshire; R. Dalglish, M.P.; Wm. Graham, M.P.; George 

Anderson, M.P.; Sir Wm. Thomson; Professor Anderson; James Merry, M.P.; Dr. Wallace, 

the President of the Chamber of Commerce; Wm. Keddie; and Mr. Whitelaw. 

8.—That the Committee have power to add to their number; and that in order to assist them 

the Secretary be instructed to prepare a list of Mineral Owners, Iron Masters, and others 

interested in the subjects of the proposed meeting. 

9.—That Members of the Committee be for the time being members of the joint meeting. 

10.—It is recommended that the meeting be held in the last week of July, beginning Tuesday 

the 20th. 

11.—That the foregoing Resolutions be communicated to the North of England Institute, and 

in the event of their being agreed to by that Society, that they be submitted to a General 

Meeting of the Institution of Engineers in Scotland. 

 

The Chairman, in reference to the arrangements for this meeting, remarked that he believed 

they would be likely to act very well. He would be glad if Mr. Cochrane would state generally, 

what had transpired during his and the Secretary's late visit to Glasgow, and to hear any 

gentleman who had any remarks to make on the subject. 

Mr. Cochrane said, that they had been met with great cordiality, and had received valuable 

assistance from the gentlemen connected with the Society of Engineers in Scotland. He 

believed their Institution numbered 700 or 800 members amongst the mechanical and other 

engineers in that country. The arrangements were ably discussed by the gentlemen they 

met, but they found that they were not disposed to 
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promise them a good meeting except on one condition, namely, that it should be made a 

joint meeting, so that each Society might have the benefit of the papers that were read. The 

principal thing which this Institute had to sacrifice in the matter, was the question of copyright 

in the particular papers that had to be read at the meeting, which was contrary to the 

ordinary practice of the Institute. It seemed to him that, as it was expected by this 

amalgamation to get good papers from some of the best engineers in Glasgow, that it was 

advisable to meet the Scotch Society in the same spirit, by allowing them to print in their 

Transactions such papers as were read by members of this Institute as they might think 

desirable, since the Institute would have the same privilege with regard to papers that were 

presented by members of the Scotch Society of Engineers. The Council of the latter took up 

the matter in a spirit which augured very well for the success of the meeting, giving them to 



understand that they might safely leave it in their hands, so that the arrangements might be 

carried out in their own manner, assuring them that they would have every reason to be 

satisfied, and that the members of this Institute would receive a very hearty welcome. They 

had, in addition, been most cordially received by the mining engineers of Glasgow, and had 

already added some to their list of members, and he (Mr. Cochrane) had no doubt the 

meeting would contribute very largely to the interests of the Institute. 

On the motion of the Chairman, the minutes were passed, and it was agreed that the 

Glasgow meeting should be a joint meeting with the Institution of Engineers in Scotland, in 

accordance with the above resolutions. 

 

A vote of thanks was passed to Mr. Cochrane and the Secretary, for the assistance they had 

rendered the Institute during their late visit to Glasgow. 

 

The following books presented by Mr. Edward Hartley, F.G.S., of the Geological Survey of 

Canada, were placed on the table:—Geology of Canada—General Report of Geological 

Survey, Atlas of Maps, Report 1863-64, Palaeozoic Fossils; four Volumes Decades of 

Canadian Organic remains by the Geological Survey; Reports since 1866, together with 

some recent pamphlets on Mines of the North American Provinces; and a cordial vote of 

thanks was passed to that gentleman for his kindness. 

It was then decided that the next general meeting should be "special" 
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for the consideration of the revised Rules recommended for adoption by the Rules 

Committee. 

 

The following- gentlemen were then elected:— 

 

Members- 

John Henderson, M.P., Leazes House, Durham. 

William Walker, Craghall Ironstone Mines, Saltburn-by-the-Sea. 

Carl Lange, Broad Chare, Newcastle-on-Tyne.  

W. T. Rowden, Associate of the School of Mines, Newcastle-on-Tyne  

Jacob Forrest, Pentrehobin Hall, Mold, Flintshire. 

Prof. R. P. Rothwell, Lehigh University, Wilkesbarre, Pennsylvania, U.S. 

Anton Sofus Bachke, Ytterven Mines, near Drontheim, Norway.  

James McCreath, 138, West George Street, Glasgow. 

William Robertson, Mining Engineer, Glasgow.  

J. Mackenzie, 4, West Regent Street, Glasgow. 

Alexander Whitelaw, 168, West George Street, Glasgow. 

 

Graduates— 



Ralph B. Reed, Newbottle Colliery, Fence Houses. 

John Gerrard, Ince Hall Coal and Cannel Co., near Wigan, 

J. B. Atkinson, Chilton Moor, Fence Houses. 

Ed. William Crone, Killingworth Hall, near Newcastle-on-Tyne. 

 

Mr. T. J. Bewick's paper "On the Mountain or Carboniferous Limestone District of the North 

of England" then came on for discussion. 

The Chairman asked Mr. Bewick if he wished to add anything to the paper? 

Mr. Bewick said, there was little that he could add, but two or three circumstances had come 

to his knowledge since the paper was read, which he should like to mention. They were 

aware that in the paper he directed attention generally to rock-boring machinery, but he 

omitted to mention Brunton's patent. This, like the diamond borer, was not a percussive 

machine, nor was it necessary to use gunpowder or other explosive material in its 

application in cutting a tunnel out of solid rock. It simply cuts away the rock by a series of 

steel-edged circular plates, which are made to revolve together rapidly, and at the same time 

to rotate separately so as to cut a hole seven feet in diameter. These plates or discs, of 

which there are twelve, are fixed, six on each of two large plates, which are secured to a 

crosshead, making about four revolutions per minute, and are constantly pressed forward by 

a screw motion. The twelve discs are fixed on spindles at an angle of about 16° from the 

face of the drift, and by this means get hold of the rock 
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and cut it away. A machine on this principle was recently put to work in driving a level in soft 

shale near Wolsingham, in the county of Durham. He had there seen the machine worked by 

a portable steam-engine placed outside of a level and connected by a wire rope, working 

over Fowler's clip-pulleys, and the screw motion was advanced by the same means, and no 

difficulty was found in working it. The future of the machine was still a matter of speculation; 

it had been very successful in soft rock, although in the hard rock, or rather in the clay slate, 

in some places in Montgomeryshire, it did not give satisfactory results. 

Mr. Bewick, in reply to Mr. W. Cochrane, said that the cut was a grinding one over the whole 

face of the drift; and in answer to Mr. Atkinson, that the cutters revolved and cut at an angle 

of 16° with the face of the tunnel, and had thus a tendency to penetrate the rock; and in reply 

to Mr. Marley, that the machine had been tried in Wales, but not, to his knowledge, in 

Cornwall. 

Mr. G. W. Southern suggested that Mr. Bewick should furnish some drawings illustrating the 

invention. 

Mr. Bewick had no doubt the inventor and patentee, Mr. Dickinson Brunton, would be very 

glad to prepare drawings. With regard to the immediate subject of his paper, the getting of 

lead, and the cost of removing a given quantity of rock, he was now able to make some 

comparisons. They would readily understand that this cost would vary greatly even in the 

same locality, nay even in the same mine, but taking the average he found that it was ten 

cubic feet a day per man varying from five up to twelve feet—four or five being the 

exception. The cost of doing this depended upon the wages of the miners, who to make a 

day's wages must thus excavate about the third of a cubic yard. He had recently had the 



opportunity of making similar comparisons at mines in the island of Sardinia, in a very 

extensive field of operations, and he got as near as possible the same results. The wages of 

the best miners in Sardinia did not exceed 2s. 9d. per day, varying from 2s. 6d. to 2s. 9d. 

first-class men, and others in proportion; so that the wages of miners in England were 

certainly twenty to twenty-seven per  cent. higher than those paid in Sardinia, and the 

average cost of the work was higher in fully that proportion. There as here it was found the 

men excavated on an average the same quantity of ground per day. 

Mr. W. Cochrane asked what width and height the places were in which a man could only 

detach ten cubic feet in eight hours? 

Mr. Bewick said, they could get that quantity easily in veins of from three to four feet wide; as 

the lead veins are vertical, the height was generally considerable. 
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The Chairman—When it is stated that a man can detach ten cubic feet per day, is it meant 

that he can do so in a drift only, or in the vein where the ore lies?  

Mr. Bewick—That quantity can be obtained under both circumstances, but most generally 

where the ore lies. Since preparing the paper he had had further opportunities of comparing 

the thickness of the strata at various places within the territory under consideration. Taking 

the great main or twelve fathoms limestone as a basis, its uniformity in thickness throughout 

the entire district was remarkable. He had never known it less than nine fathoms, and never 

more than twelve fathoms in thickness, and it was the most uniform bed in the whole district. 

The aggregate thickness of the limestone beds gradually increased into Yorkshire. The 

change that took place between the Allendale and Derwent districts was very remarkable, 

though they were so very near each other. In the former the slate sills are only about twenty 

fathoms, and this includes several fathoms of plate beds, while in the Derwent district the 

thickness is over forty fathoms with very little plate. In Wensley and other dales in Yorkshire 

the aggregate thickness of the limestone beds amounted to several hundred feet. There are 

many more beds of the various strata in this district than in the South; that is in Yorkshire 

there are fewer sub-divisions of the strata, and the limestones and grits form a greater 

proportion of the earth's crust than in Northumberland and Durham. 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson wished to ask Mr. Bewick if he had ever tried to ascertain how these 

veins originated, or how the rocks themselves accumulated? It was true that geologists 

accounted for it by the water depositing the limestone, but if that was the case the limestone 

must have been absorbed by the water, and then arose the question whence had it come 

from? 

 

Mr. Bewick said, he was not prepared to go into the questions raised by Mr. Steavenson, 

which were much too speculative. He had purposely made his paper a practical one. He 

described the facts as they came before him, and did not enter upon that which he did not 

believe could be satisfactorily explained. He did not in his paper enter into any speculative 

theory as to the comparative age of the various rocks, and the metallic and other veins by 

which they were intersected, but an interesting fact had come to his knowledge within the 

last few months which bears on this point, namely:—In the island of Sardinia, which includes 

most of the series of rocks known in this country, lead ore veins, yielding large quantities of 

mineral, were found in the clay slate or Schistose formation, which was directly overlaid by 
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a vast bed of calcareous rock said to be of the same era as some of the most recent of the 

limestone deposits in the south-eastern part of England, in which the veins did not exist, thus 

showing that they were anterior to the upper formation. The veins there were exactly similar 

to the veins here. Some of these beds of calcareous rock formed mountains of six, seven, 

and eight hundred feet high, and although the veins were in the strata below they did not 

penetrate the calcareous deposit. That the upper deposit was the same era as their own 

limestone deposit there was no doubt. 

Mr. J. J. Atkinson did not agree with Mr. Bewick. Was it not possible that the formations were 

deposited and carried down from the limestone, showing that they were formed by the 

water? 

Mr. Bewick thought it was very clear that the veins in the older rocks were formed before the 

upper deposit existed, for if it had not been so, the veins would have penetrated it. 

Mr. J. Marley asked if Mr. Bewick had not found it to be the invariable rule that the limestone 

measures were always a better matrix for the lead ore than sandstone? 

Mr. Bewick said, it was not the invariable rule, although it was generally the case; and, in 

answer to Mr. Bainbridge, stated that the coals accompanying the lower beds of limestone at 

Bellingham had not been proved to extend in any part of the district south of the Tyne; the 

only instance where they could be seen was on the western outcrop, and he was not aware 

that they had been worked there. 

Mr. J. Marley wished to ask if Mr. Bewick had ever seen anything in the shape of a regular 

lead ore vein in magnesian limestone, or known it worked, for he (Mr. Marley) had met with 

instances of occasional deposits, but never of regular veins. There were, he thought, in 

some other districts basaltic veins, which spread out in branches such as were known in 

mining language as "flats," that sometimes projected themselves between one strata and 

another. As regards the whin of Teesdale, known as "the whin-sill," that was invariably found 

in its peculiar position, the same as any other strata, as a bed. 

Mr. Bewick said, he had little experience in the magnesian limestone, and did not know of 

lead ore being worked in it. He quite agreed with Mr. Marley, that there were several of these 

basaltic veins in the district, but none of them to be compared to the whin-sill. 

 

The Chairman said, he was informed that another paper was expected, which would form a 

sequel to this, and he, therefore, proposed that they adjourn the subject till another meeting. 
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A discussion on Mr. S. P. Bidder's Coal Breaking Machine then followed 

 

The Secretary read the following letter from Mr. Bidder, together with a report of the trial of 

the machine at the Lawton and Harecastle Collieries, Staffordshire. 

Victoria Graving Docks,          

Victoria Docks, London, E.,  



 4th March, 1870.  

Theo. W. Bunning, Esq., 

My dear Sir,—I enclose you a copy of a report from the Harecastle and Woodshut 

Colliery Company, respecting the working of the coal breaking machines. Each of 

these machines at Harecastle is provided with five sets of straps and wedges, and 

one set is kept in each working place. 

With regard to the machine we have at work in Prussia, I had the pleasure of meeting 

the chairman of the mines last evening, and he informed me that they have 

succeeded with the 25 ton machine in breaking the coal down in a five feet seam, 

without holing, and the increase of round coal was very great; the rate of boring with 

the screw auger was about twelve inches in three minutes. 

The reason of the delay in the introduction of the machines at Usworth Colliery has 

been owing to the drill, which was not suitable for that coal, and it is only within the 

last week that we have succeeded in perfecting it, and with the improved machine 

the hole can be put in 3 feet 6 inches deep and 3⅝ inches diameter in seven 

minutes. 

My brother, Mr. G. P. Bidder, will attend your meeting to-morrow, and will afford you 

all information respecting the efficiency of the hand-drilling machine. 

I would say, with regard to the extra cost of 4d. per ton, in using these machines, 

mentioned in the report, that this would be much reduced as the men become more 

accustomed to the manipulation of the instrument. 

It must now rest with the owners of collieries, as to whether they are anxious to 

dispense with gunpowder or not; if they are, and will take up the machines with a 

determination that they shall be used, as is being done in Staffordshire, powder will 

have but a short existence, and explosions be things of the past. 

 I am, dear Sir, 

Yours faithfully,   

S. P. Bidder. 

Lawton and Harecastle Collieries Coke and Lime Works, 

near Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire, 

2nd March, 1870. 

 

Messrs. Jones and Bidder's coal breaking machines, have been at work at these 

collieries since last March. For the first nine months one machine was at work, and 

during the last three months three machines have been at work. 

The quantity of coal which each machine will work varies according to 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XXXIII : Bidders Coal Breaking Machine : Mode of Drilling employed at 

Usworth Colliery.] 
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circumstances. In some places in our 7 feet Banbury seam a machine will bring down 

from 40 to 50 tons per day, and at other places the quantity does not exceed 10 tons. 

The cost of working is about 4d. per ton more than where powder is used. 

The coal is worked in a much better condition, and we find the increase of round coal 

to range from five to fifteen per  cent. over where powder is used. 

The machines have not been continuously used, owing to the difficulty in getting the 

men to understand them, but in some cases they have been requested by the men 

where powder could not be used, and time only is required to bring them into use 

generally. 

 

Mr. G. P. Bidder gave the results of some experiments at Usworth, which had been 

witnessed by Mr. Atkinson and Mr. Southern, Inspectors of Mines. The hardest coal was 

tried, and a hole 3½ inches in diameter was drilled in seven minutes, and it took five minutes 

for the machine to be placed, so that the whole operation was effected in twelve minutes. 

Five holes were drilled in thirty-five minutes. Any gentleman who wished could, on 

application to Mr. Coxon, see it tried in the North Maudlin seam at Usworth Colliery, used in 

conjunction with kirving as a substitute for powder. 

The Chairman—By using the machine are the coals improved in quality? 

Mr. G. P. Bidder—The coals they got at Harecastle were considerably better than with shots, 

but the seam is not so hard as at Usworth. 

Mr. W. Cochrane stated, that at Harecastle the coal was kirved on the top, and asked where 

the machine had been used without kirving? 

Mr. G. P. Bidder—In long-wall workings. 

Mr. Atkinson—At Usworth they brought the ordinary wall away. He saw the machine at work, 

and thought it was really an excellent invention. 

Mr. W. Cochrane—Is the drilling machine now used at Usworth on the same principle as the 

one Mr. Bidder exhibited? 

Mr. G. P. Bidder—No, it is not. The drill is now attached to a post or frame jambed between 

the roof and the thill, and is driven by bevelled wheels (see Plate XXIII.). The post consists of 

two channel irons with screw at the bottom to fasten it between the roof and floor. The top 

spur is 8 inches diameter, the middle wheel 1 foot 2⅛ inches diameter, and the bottom one 

4⅛ inches diameter, and the hand wheel 2 feet 6 inches diameter made of wrought iron pipe 

1½ inches diameter so as to be as light as possible. The cutter is fixed to the end of a flat 

bar twisted to three turns in the length of the hole. This is driven in 
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by the long screw 4 feet 6 inches long with six threads to the inch working through the nut. 

The time occupied in drilling the holes by this machine, 3 feet 6 inches deep and 3⅝ inches 

diameter, is from seven to ten minutes in the hardest coal. 

Mr. Southern stated that with regard to the experiments at Usworth they were very 

promising, and the results he felt sure would be successful. 

The Chairman said, the subject was a very important one. Where gas was present in mines 

it became very dangerous to use powder, and in such cases a machine like the one 



described would be most valuable. He, therefore, wished Mr. Bidder every success in his 

undertaking. 

Plate XXIV. shows the mode of inserting the machine in the hole. 

----------------- 

The discussion on Ramsey and Cooke's Signal Indicator was then resumed. 

Mr. J. J. Atkinson, who put the machine exhibited to a most severe test, observed that it was 

sometimes irregular in its action, which, however, might arise from a mere casual fault in the 

manufacture. 

Mr. Cooke explained that the instrument exhibited had been hastily put up in the lecture 

room, and there had been an insufficiency of time to completely make the requisite 

arrangement for carrying out the pulling apparatus to make it in all respects resemble that 

which would have to be erected at the collieries where it would be used. 

The Chairman said they were much obliged to Mr. Cooke for bringing the machine to their 

notice, and he thought a more highly ingenious instrument could not be devised, and that it 

might perhaps require a little modification in its details in respect to the wire communication 

between the bottom of the pit and the instrument. He had no doubt but that it would 

ultimately be of great use. 

 

[Vol. XIX  Plate XXIV : Bidders Coal Breaking Machine : Shewing the application of the 

machine at Usworth.] 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

---------------- 

SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING, SATURDAY, APRIL 2, 1870, IN THE LECTURE ROOM OF 

THE LITERARY & PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

---------------- 

E. F. BOYD, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

---------------- 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last meeting, which were confirmed and signed, and 

also reported the proceedings of Council.  

 

The following gentlemen were elected: 

 

Honorary Member—  

Theophile Guibal, School of Mines, Mons, Belgium. 

 

Ordinary Members—  

William Black, Hedworth Villa, South Shields. 

William Annandale, Morpeth.  

Isaac Perrin, Wigan, Lancashire. 



Andrew Reid, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Edward Robson, Newlands Villa, Middlesbro'-on-Tees.  

John Graham, Dipton Colliery, near Burnopfield. 

 

Graduates— 

George Malcolm, Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne. 

William Ritson, Towneley Colliery, Blaydon-on-Tyne. 

Thomas Place, North Hetton Collieries, Fence Houses. 

 

The President, in alluding to the report of the Rules Committee, said, they were very much 

indebted to the gentlemen who formed the Committee for the great number of meetings they 

had held, and the great care they had taken in considering the alterations proposed to be 

made. 

The Secretary then read the following 

 

REPORT OF THE RULES COMMITTEE. 

The Committee appointed to consider and report upon the Rules, beg to lay the result of 

their deliberations before the Institute. 

The alterations of importance that seem to call for remark or explanation, are the proposed 

change in the title of the Society from the "North of England Institute  
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of Mining Engineers," to the "North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 

Engineers," and this, we think, is a compliment due to the large number of mechanical 

engineers that have recently joined us. This alteration, it will be observed, explains the 

modifications that have been made in Rule 11, since it was considered that the former 

system of dividing the Council into two bodies, one representing the mining and the other the 

mechanical interests was undesirable. It may also be remarked that the honorary members 

have now the power to nominate and vote for the election of members. Form C has been 

adopted to assimilate the Institution to other Societies. 

The Committee will be very happy to make any explanation the meeting may desire. 

 

JOHN MARLEY,  

Chairman of the Committee. 

April 2, 1870. 

 

The President said, there were many verbal alterations that had taken place in the rules, but 

the four points the Committee had referred to were the most important. If any gentleman had 

remarks to make they would be glad to hear him; Mr. Marley was quite prepared to give 

reasons for any of the alterations that had been made. 



Mr. Marley said, he would be as short as possible in his explanations. The first important 

subject was that to which their attention had been called, namely, the title and designation of 

the Society. By the substitution of the new style they got rid of that which was found to be an 

objection, viz., the division of the Vice-Presidents and the members of the Council into two 

sections, and this change had affected several other rules, which had been altered to 

correspond. Another alteration not alluded to in the Report, was, that they should change the 

designation of one of the classes of membership from graduates to students, partly to follow 

the precedent of the Civil Engineers and partly because it was a more appropriate definition. 

They had also proposed in Rule 5 that no gentleman could be admitted as a student or 

remain one who was more than 23 years of age. The question of honorary members had 

also received consideration, and to meet some objections found in practice, it was deemed 

better that they should have the power of nominating members and voting in their election, 

and of introducing gentlemen, but that they should not vote on any question of expenditure 

to which they did not contribute. Formerly subscribers had power to introduce only one 

person to the rooms, but by the alteration which had been made they could now introduce 

two persons, and for every additional subscription of two guineas annually they had power to 

introduce two more up to ten, and it was expected that this would induce the coal owners to 

avail themselves more of the advantages held out by 
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the Institute than they had hitherto done, and enable them to send their underviewers and 

overmen to the meetings. By Rule 13 they would see that they had provided that the 

President should be ex-officio chairman of every committee. Rule 14 provided that all past 

Presidents should be ex-officio members of the Council so long as they continue members 

of the Institute, and the Vice-presidents who became ineligible from having held office for 

three consecutive years should be ex-officio members of the Council for the following year. A 

little alteration had been made with respect to the copyright. By Rule 18 the Council had no 

longer the power to keep in their possession papers which were read before the Institute, but 

not printed. They must now give notice to the author of a paper whether it was to be printed 

or not, and if it was not, the copyright for the time being invested in the Institute reverted 

back to the author. It had been considered rather a hardship to keep the copyright of a paper 

and not print it. He was not aware that he need call their special attention to any other 

alterations, because the Rules had been printed, and every member had a copy of them. He, 

therefore, moved that instead of the Rules being read over seriatim they should be taken as 

read, and that they be adopted in lieu of the Rules at present in existence. 

Mr. William Boyd said, as one of the representatives of the mechanical engineers in the 

Council, he had much pleasure in seconding the motion, and would take the opportunity of 

thanking the older members, and particularly the mining engineers of the Institute, for the 

very cordial way in which they had admitted them to the privilege of membership and 

allowed them to sit in their Council. With regard to the great compliment they had paid them 

in proposing to change the original name, he would add that, perhaps, this change would, in 

a measure, be thought impolitic by some who might think, and, perhaps, with justice, that as 

the Institute was originally a Mining Institute for advancing mining interests, and would never 

have existed but for mining engineers, that the original name should remain, but he was 

rejoiced, however, to find that the majority of the members appeared to think differently, and, 

on that account, he considered it to be only a proper act on the part of the mechanical 



engineers to thank most warmly, the members of the Institute, for having waived these 

weighty considerations in the matter to which he had alluded, and for having received them 

in so cordial and hearty a manner. He could only hope, that whatever part they might take in 

future proceedings, they might be able to show the members that they had not been wrong 

in the decision they had come to respecting the alteration of the title of the Institute. 
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The President put the motion of Mr. Marley to the meeting, which was carried unanimously. 

Mr. Steavenson then proposed a vote of thanks to the several members of the Committee, 

for the pains they had taken to carry out their instructions, and complimented them on the 

result of their labours, which was cordially responded to. 

---------------- 

Mr. Bewick's paper "On the Mountain or Carboniferous Limestone District of the North of 

England" was further discussed. 

The President said, he understood from the Secretary that they would very likely have a 

paper from another gentleman upon the carboniferous limestone of a contiguous district. He 

would beg to ask Mr. Bewick what was the usual thickness he found the Whin Sill in his 

district. At Alnwick it was 91 feet, and along the line of the Roman wall it was about 95 feet.  

He believed that Mr. Bewick would find that it varied. 

Mr. Bewick said, the Whin Sill varied much in thickness. The greatest depth known is at the 

Burtree Pasture Lead Mine, in Weardale, where it is 40 fathoms, whilst, within a mile to the 

west of that place, on the west side of the line of the Burtree Dyke, it is only about 8 fathoms 

thick, but this is exceptional. Some 4 or 5 miles east of Burtree Pasture it is 24 fathoms or 

thereabouts, and in Tynedale about the same. Westgarth Forster, in his "Section of the 

Strata," represents it to be 20 fathoms, and it may be assumed that its general thickness 

over the district already bored is from 20 to 30 fathoms. 

The President said, the next point was one upon which, many years ago, at the meeting of 

the British Association in Newcastle, Professor Sedgwick gave his views; and he then 

expressed his belief that the Whin Sill, as a molten matter, protruded itself between the 

strata. He (the President) would like to ask Mr. Bewick if he had ever observed the effects of 

the Whin Sill on the adjoining strata, and whether he had ever noticed that these effects 

were confined to those strata upon which it rested, and not to those which overlie it? If so 

confined in its effects, would he agree that the Whin Sill, in a molten or liquid condition, was 

run over the surface of strata, then the actual surface of the land, and not protruded through 

between strata below and above it? 

Mr. Bewick, with reference to the first part of the question, said, he did not agree with 

Professor Sedgwick, for he did not think it possible such a circumstance could occur.  If it 

had been so, there must have 
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been some appearances of mechanical action, not only upon the stratum beneath the Whin 

Sill, but also on that overlying it. They knew that in all the other strata there were fissures 

and many weak places, more particularly in the limestones. Now, had the whin been 



protruded or forced between other beds, as suggested by Professor Sedgwick, it must, in its 

then molten state, have filled the cavities both above and below, or wormed itself into a 

variety of places in which it is not found; nor is it likely it would have continued so uniformly 

between the same beds, over a large area like that in which it has been proved. Were the 

protrusion theory correct, the strata immediately overlying the whin must have been broken 

up and left in a state of confusion, very different from the condition in which we find it. With 

reference to the other part of the question, it is almost universally the case that the beds 

immediately above and below the Whin Sill are affected, apparently by heat, the bottom bed 

more especially so. It is commonly called a "pencil bed," and is used for making slate pencils 

and also for setting or sharpening cutlery. The village of Settlingstones derived its name from 

this, it being a corruption of setting stones, or the place from whence setting stones are 

obtained. It is on record that it was formerly a celebrated place for these stones. The bed is 

well known as overlying the whin, and the same thing occurs throughout the district. He had 

excellent stones of this description taken from something like 100 fathoms below the 

surface, at Burtree Pasture, and he should be very glad to submit specimens both of the 

whin sill and of the beds immediately above and below to the members of the Institute at a 

future meeting. 

Mr. Marley asked Mr. Bewick whether he had ever found any portion of the strata which 

overlies the Whin Sill entirely divested of any marks of protrusion? 

Mr. Bewick could not say that he had, but he had been informed that in some places the 

stratum immediately above the whin was found unchanged. 

The President asked Mr. Bewick if the mechanical effects he had noticed would have been 

produced if protrusion had taken place? He (the President) had  observed near Alnwick, that 

the Whin Sill there, presenting an escarpment of 90 feet (see Fig. 1) and overlaid by other 

strata as at a a, did not exhibit any action of heat until near to its base,  

 

[Diagram: Fig.1, section of escarpment.] 

  

where he frequently found large layers of the limestone intermixed with portions of the Whin 

Sill as at b b. He thought the Whin Sill had 
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deranged the condition of the underlying limestone, and taken it up in the boiling matter and 

lodged it amongst the Whin Sill. 

Mr. Bewick—It is assumed that the whin was forced upwards? 

The President—Yes; it must have come up in shape of volcanic eruption, and have lifted up 

certain portions of the materials over which it laid and boiled them in amongst itself. 

Mr. Bewick—Under the circumstances described the molten whin may have come from 

some much higher elevation, and in flowing down have detached these pieces of limestone 

and carried them along with it. Mr. Bewick enquired of the President if he had observed such 

appearances of mechanical action as would indicate that some enormous force had been 

applied, as is commonly seen on the sides of veins which have become striated, and in 

some cases where lead ore is present, highly polished, like silvered glass by the intrusion of 

the matrix, or from other unknown causes. 



The President, in reply to Mr. Marley, said, the detached pieces were of the dimensions of 

12 and 14 feet long, and 4, 5, and 6 feet thick; and in reply to Mr. Bewick, that they were 

calcined and approached the condition of marble. 

Mr. Marley said, he should be inclined to support Mr. Bewick's theory. 

The President next asked Mr. Bewick if he had noticed the effects of perpendicular basaltic 

dykes on the strata through which they protruded ; also, had he ever noticed the effects of 

perpendicular basaltic dykes going through the Whin Sill as at cc (Fig. 1), and if so, what 

were those effects; or had he ever noticed a common slip dyke as at d (Fig. 1) pass through 

the Whin Sill, or did he ever see basalt take the place of or intrude itself into a common slip 

dyke ? 

Mr. Bewick replied that the strata on each side of vertical basaltic dykes were broken up and 

altered in appearance as if by calcination. He did not know of an instance where a 

perpendicular basaltic dyke intersected the Whin Sill. It is a common occurrence to find an 

ordinary slip dyke pass through the Whin Sill, which becomes dislocated the same as the 

other strata. He had not observed an instance of basalt taking the place of or intruding itself 

into a common slip dyke; in other words, he had never come across an instance of an 

ordinary metallic vein, or a slip dyke of any description, changing and becoming a whin dyke, 

or vice versa. 

The President said, the observations of these effects were important for they determined the 

date relatively of the Whin Sill and the perpendicular basaltic dykes. He thought these 

basaltic dykes must have been 
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subsequent to and had come up through and absolutely displaced the whin sill. 

 

[Diagram: Fig.2, plan.] 

  

In many instances the whin immediately in the vicinity adjoining these dykes is in a 

decomposed state, and instead of being  dark is almost white, showing that there must  have 

been some great action of heat  applied  to them.   He had once seen a basaltic dyke which 

ran twelve feet thick (see aa, fig. 2) shifted, not only perpendicularly as in a slip dyke, but 

sideways and observable on the surface, and was shifted in that case the full width of itself. 

Mr. Bewick—Might not that be from another vein? It might be the junction of two veins, or the 

intersection of an ordinary slip vein and the basaltic dyke, which might also have a slip or 

break. 

Mr. W. H. Hedley showed a ground plan of the Cockfield whinstone dyke (fig. 3), and 

explained that it was merely an illustration of the President's remarks as to the effect of a slip 

dyke when it crossed the line of the basaltic dyke.  

 

[Diagram: Fig. 3.] 

  



The dyke was a seven fathoms dipper, and the Cockfield basaltic dyke was 23 yards wide at 

this point (a), and was shifted its full width out of its line by the slip dyke, which varied in its 

course in the act of passing through the whin dyke. 

Mr. G. B. Forster said, they had several instances in the Blyth district of the same dyke 

becoming shifted without any slip dyke  (see fig. 4);  the two portions were about 30 to 40 

yards apart and overlapped each other.   

 

[Diagram: Fig. 4.] 

  

The President asked Mr. Bewick if he had observed in other districts than this that veins 

running in an east and west direction were most productive of ore, and if he had formed any 

philosophical reason for this phenomena. 

Mr. Bewick—In Cornwall the east and west veins are productive of copper and tin, whilst 

those having a north and south bearing are the lead ore lodes. In North Wales there are 

many, some exceedingly rich, lead ore veins, having a general direction within a few 

degrees of magnetic east and west, whilst in Shropshire the average bearing of the 

productive veins is W.N.W. and E.S.E. As a rule, however, veins yielding lead ore have an 

easterly and westerly direction, yet rich veins are found in every point of the compass. No 

satisfactory philosophical   
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reason has yet been advanced accounting for the deposition of the ores in any particular 

direction. 

The President remarked, that he had now to ask as to the organic remains in the district, 

whether Mr. Bewick had found any description of shell, peculiar to, or more abundant in, any 

one of these deposits of limestone ? 

Mr. Bewick said, he had. There are particular beds traceable throughout the entire district, in 

which organic remains are more abundant than in others. Some of the limestones are made 

up of perhaps thirty or forty distinct beds or layers, and some one or more of these, in which 

shells are very numerous, are known amongst the miners as the "Cockleshell post" or posts. 

The President next asked if the sandstone and shales were pervaded by remains of land 

plants, ferns, &c.; the limestone very largely composed of marine shells, and these beds in 

close juxtaposition— what was Mr. Bewick's theory as to the alternations of these sea beds 

and land surfaces succeeding each other so rapidly? In the carboniferous series which he 

had examined, this alternation of beds, of this varied character and composition, in 

thicknesses of from 12 to 18 feet, was the rule, and not the exception. There must have 

been some very peculiarly successive action of deposit, which, however slow and at distant 

periods, had left these sandstones, shales, and limestones now in such close contact with 

and parallel to each other. What could have been that action? The plants must have 

flourished and fallen to decay in the open air and the shells existed in the deep ocean. Was 

it Mr. Bewick's opinion that at a certain time the whole of the beds of strata containing the 

land plant remains were submerged in the ocean to allow these marine shells to be 

deposited above them, which beds must have been moved up again to the light and air to 

reproduce vegetation, and then re-submerged to allow of the next layer of marine shells, and 



this successively for 12 or 13 times in a distance of 50 fathoms. Each of these series of 

ancient remains must have had a different date of life, decay, and deposit, and the periods of 

time between each, of, to us, undefined duration. 

Mr. Bewick said, this was a subject he had not particularly gone into, and as it was a 

somewhat speculative one he was not prepared to answer it. He could, however, 

corroborate what had been said respecting the alternating beds; and the President's 

description was an exceedingly correct one, but how to account for it he could not tell. 

Mr. Marley—What is the minimum distance between sandstone and limestone? 
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Mr. Bewick—In many cases it is only a foot or two. 

Mr. Marley observed that the thickness affected the President's remarks as to time. 

Mr. Bewick said, a vast space of time must have been required, in fact a period which they 

could not comprehend. Besides they found in some cases, perhaps, a foot or two of 

sandstone or shales between the limestones; and again the beds might be many fathoms, 

as in the case of some of the thicker beds which were ten fathoms or more, so that it was 

impossible to say what were the minimum or maximum periods. 

The President asked when the iron ore might be considered sufficiently valuable to be 

workable at a profit. To his knowledge, in the mining districts a great quantity of this was 

thrown out from the mine and never used at all, but at Towlaw they had utilized it and 

produced from it a very valuable iron. 

Mr. Bewick said, very much depended upon the facilities for working it, and on the carriage, 

which was an important item, for as they were aware iron ore was a low priced article. He 

had not known any ironstone of a per centage less than twenty-six that would pay for 

working under the circumstances occurring in this district. Generally speaking it was from 

twenty-eight per  cent. upwards; but it depended very much upon the description of ore. The 

white carbonate of iron or spathore was much more valuable, for it yielded as far as forty-two 

or forty-four per cent., and that would bear a considerable amount of carriage. The average 

of the ores they got at Towlaw was, he should suppose, something like thirty to thirty-five per 

cent.; but it must be remembered that with the iron they also obtained lead ore, and were 

thus enabled to mine a poorer class of ore. The iron ore is not calcined. The lead ore is 

separated by hand picking and washing, but they do not succeed in getting it all out, and a 

process for more perfectly effecting this separation will shortly become the subject of letters 

patent. 

The President asked if barytes ever occurred of such thickness in a vein as to be worth 

working as a mineral produce alone. Was it sold as a separate produce of mines, and for 

what purpose was it sold? 

Mr. Bewick, as to the first part of the question, said, it would alone, under certain favourable 

circumstances, work to profit, and in connection with lead ore, was a very common product 

of mines in this district. It is wrought and marketed to a considerable extent, but he was 

unable to say for what special purposes it was applied. 

The President said, at the meeting of the British Association in 1838, to which he had 

alluded, Mr. Leithart read a paper on mineral 
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veins to prove that electricity was the chief agent in the production of the metal; did this 

theory coincide with Mr. Bewick's opinion on this part of the subject? 

Mr. Bewick said, it did, and in the absence of any other known cause or theory the formation 

of mineral veins was attributed to electricity. 

Mr. Thos. Bailes, junr., said, relative to the question put by the President as to the formation 

of lead veins, he had the pleasure of listening to a lecture delivered by Professor Hunt, 

during which he illustrated by diagrams some experiments he made bearing on this subject. 

His mode of procedure was to fill a large box with alluvial deposit, into which he poured liquid 

solutions of the several metals which are found in connection with the carboniferous 

limestone. He then passed a strong current of electricity through this for many months, at the 

same time water was allowed to percolate through the entire mass, he then allowed the 

whole to dry, still keeping up the electric current. After carefully cutting the contents in two, 

he found the result to be the formation of metallic lodes, in a somewhat analogous form to 

that in which they are found in nature. 

The President asked if the lodes of sulphuret of lead were usually found in the middle of the 

vein, and the accompanying minerals, crystallized fluor, carbonate of lime, and quartz, at the 

sides or cheeks of the vein ? 

Mr. Bewick—There were some specimens in the Prussian collection of minerals, at the 

International Exhibition of 1862, showing the lead ore not in veins, but forming a constituent 

part of the rock; he was unable to account for the deposit of the ore in this particular form. 

The President said, Mr. Bewick mentioned very casually the motive power in lead mining 

operations was mostly derived from water-wheels, and asked if he could give them a 

description of a very old engine he (the President) once saw—a pressure engine, the water 

taken down perpendicularly, and at a certain point passed through a cylinder, which was 

made to perform similar operations to those of a steam engine. 

Mr. Bewick enquired if it was Smeaton's hydraulic engine, erected many years since at the 

Calcleugh lead mines, to which the President referred? 

The President said, it was then manufactured by a Mr. Deans, at Haydon Bridge. 

Mr. Bewick said, Mr. Deans, of Hexham, a very ingenious man, had one which was on the 

ordinary principle of hydraulic engines, but 
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Smeaton's was much older, it was described in the Transactions of the Royal Society. The 

hydraulic engines of Sir William Armstrong are worked in the way described by the 

President, and are exceedingly effective and economical. 

The President said, Mr. Bewick mentioned that slide spears, applicable to pumping and 

other purposes, were frequently attached to the water wheels for considerable distances, 

and enquired what was the largest distance he had known those slides worked. 

Mr. Bewick replied, that he had known "flat rods" as they are called, taken up one side of the 

hill and brought back again in a zig-zag way, the longest length they have been carried might 



be a mile. He did not think there was any particular limit to their use, for they might be 

carried two or three miles if the apparatus was well constructed and properly balanced. 

The President asked, if it was usual to employ rarefying or other power for the ventilation of 

lead mines? 

Mr. Bewick said, it was very rarely done. He knew that at Mr. Beaumont's mines they had a 

small furnace placed at the top of the shaft to aid the ventilation, and water applied either 

mechanically, or by simply allowing it to fall from a height, is a very common means of 

ventilating lead and other metalliferous mines. 

The President—Do not certain conditions of the atmosphere render it very difficult to remain 

in the workings? 

Mr. Bewick was not prepared to say exactly what those conditions were, but generally 

speaking, it was most difficult to work in hot sultry weather, the worst time of the year being 

in August. 

Mr. W. H. Hedley stated, that the most commonly prevalent idea as to the origin of the Whin 

Sill seemed to be that having by volcanic action been erupted from some elevated points of 

discharge, it was spread conformably over the then surface of the sedimentary deposits. And 

this view, if observation were confined to the district between the Tyne and the Tees, might, 

perhaps, find a ready and general acceptance, there being the strongly corroborative 

evidence that the Whin Sill, wherever seen between these two rivers, has been found to 

occupy a position closely underneath, and almost exactly parallel, with the bed known as the 

Tyne bottom limestone, as also that the planes of stratification of this latter and of the other 

deposits immediately in contact with the whin, lie in parallelism thereto, and are not tilted up ; 

nor do they exhibit the squeezed and contorted appearance  that  might  have  been 

expected to result from  a  thrusting  or 
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protrusion of an igneous mass of considerable thickness between two layers previously in 

contact. Nay, even the admitted fact of the overlying beds being apparently influenced by 

heat may be reconcilable with the theory of overflow, on the supposition that this was 

succeeded by an aqueous deposit long before the immense original heat of the basalt had 

been expended. The other, and perhaps less favourably received view regards the Whin Sill 

as an intrusive mass forced into the midst of strata previously existing, and occurring either 

conformably or unconformably therewith, and it was in relation to this idea that he (Mr. 

Hedley) wished to mention certain particulars obtained from a very reliable authority, and 

which appeared strongly to favour the theory of protrusion. At the Shepherd's Gap, near 

Sewingshields, in the line of the Roman Wall, the Whin Sill can be very distinctly made out to 

pass gradually from lower into higher beds; and again at Sharpley, near Teppermoor, about 

three miles west of Chollerford, the whin, from having occupied a position below a bed of 

limestone there, may be seen passing gradually upwards through the limestone, and about 

half-a-mile to the north-east the positions are completely reversed, the same limestone being 

there quarried immediately beneath the whin. He was informed that both these cases are 

very clear, and anyone seeing them would hardly fail of being convinced that the whin was 

protruded subsequently to the formation of the limestone. He was further assured, as the 

result of recent observations between the Tyne and the Wansbeck, that in several places the 

strata above the whin bears striking evidence of contact with the molten basalt, and that, to a 



degree not reasonably to be reconciled to an after deposition requiring the action of water, 

and by consequence bringing into play a cooling influence that would doubtless materially 

lessen the capability of the molten mass to affect the imposed strata. Comparing the 

information he had been able to gather, the balance seemed to be in favour of the theory of 

protrusion, for saving the point of non-disturbance of the planes of stratification, there is little 

to be said for the overflow that would not almost equally apply to the intrusive theory, whilst 

the latter only can harmonise with the facts he had referred to, of the whin changing places 

with the limestone at Shepherd's Gap and Sharpley, and is the more likely way of accounting 

for the altered character of the beds above. 

Mr. Bewick said, he should like to know if these two cases were well corroborated. He could 

hardly think so, for he knew the district well, and had not observed any such circumstances 

as related by Mr. Hedley. 

The President suggested that Mr. Hedley might perhaps prepare a 
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paper on the subject. At Sir Walter Trevelyan's quarry the limestone overlaid the whin, and 

he (the President) had known portions of the basalt protruded up from the whin sill in thin 

layers and going off in different parts of the limestone itself, guided in its direction by the 

course of riders, hitches, and dykes passing through the limestone bed. 

Mr. W. H. Hedley said, he had every confidence in the accuracy of the information he had 

received from the gentleman he had referred to. 

Mr. Marley said, in the earlier part of the Proceedings it was intimated that Mr. William 

Cockburn would present another paper on this subject, and perhaps that gentleman would 

kindly fix the month. 

Mr. W. Cockburn said, he feared he could not get it ready before June. 

The President called attention to the last part of the circular relative to the members 

contributing papers, and the proceedings then terminated. 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

---------------- 

GENERAL  MEETING,  SATURDAY, MAY  7, 1870, IN  THE LECTURE ROOM OF THE 

LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

---------------- 

E. F. BOYD, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

---------------- 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last General Meeting, which were confirmed and 

signed, and also reported the proceedings of Council. 

The following gentlemen were nominated for election at the next meeting: 

 

Members— 



William Daniel, Steam Plough Works, Leeds. 

Clement Lister, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Thomas Meik, C.E., Sunderland. 

C. G. Jackson, Ladies' Lane Colliery, Hindley, Wigan. 

George Small, Kilbourne Colliery, near Derby. 

George Lee, Eston Mines, Middlesbro'. 

William Bouch, Shildon Works, Darlington. 

 

The President remarked that it had been thought better to read only the most prominently 

interesting parts of Mr. Rutherford's paper "On the Coal Mines of Nova Scotia" at the present 

meeting, but it was intended to print it in extenso. He believed it to be a very valuable paper 

upon a district they had never yet heard of, and he was quite satisfied that its publication 

would be an important addition to their proceedings. 

The Secretary then read the greater portion of the paper. 
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THE COAL-FIELDS OF NOVA SCOTIA. 

---------------- 

BY  JOHN   RUTHERFORD. 

---------------- 

The mineral resources of the province of Nova Scotia have only of late years received that 

attention to which their extent and value certainly entitle them. Whether as regards the more 

recent development of a large tract of auriferous rocks, or the older and rapidly extending 

operations in coal, there are few countries that offer greater scope for mining enterprise, or 

are more likely to reward, and that liberally, the judicious capitalist. 

The geological features of the province are interesting and peculiar. On the southern shores 

a range of metamorphic rocks, of the usual apparently barren aspect, extends the entire 

length of the province, and is spread inland a width varying from fifteen to thirty miles; while 

on the northern shore, including the island of Cape Breton, the carboniferous formation 

prevails to a greater or less extent, almost from its eastern to its western limit. Having, in 

1865, been honoured with the appointment of Provincial Government Inspector of Mines, the 

writer has, in the exercise of his duties, become acquainted with all the districts in which 

mining is being carried on, and purposes in the following pages to give a brief description of 

the different coal-fields that have been opened, with such particulars respecting them, and of 

the coal trade generally, as will, it is hoped, be considered a not unacceptable addition to the 

knowledge of "our coal-fields." It may be remarked, at the outset, that although the existence 

of large deposits of coal in different parts of the country was not unknown, it was not until a 

change in the tenure, occasioned by the transfer of the mineral rights from the Imperial to the 

Provincial Government, that a knowledge of the wealth of the province in this particular 

mineral became general. For many years the General Mining Association of London were 

sole possessors of the mineral rights. It would be foreign to the subject of this paper to state 

how so valuable an acquisition was obtained; the story is associated with the days of "the 

Georges," which happily will not bear comparison as respects regal  
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every-day life with the Victorian period, in which it is our good fortune to live. 

On the cessation of the monopoly, by agreement, in 1857, certain tracts were reserved by 

the Association, and the remainder was vested in the Crown for the benefit of the province. 

These reserved tracts or mining areas vary in extent from two to about twenty square miles, 

and are situated in different localities; they are subject to the same royalty, and are held in 

nearly all respects in the same manner as others subsequently granted. As soon as this 

arrangement was completed, a code of laws was framed for regulating the letting and 

working of the mines, and the various districts were thrown open to the public. Licenses to 

search for minerals were eagerly taken out, and explorations were so vigorously prosecuted 

that there are now upwards of thirty collieries in addition to those of the General Mining 

Association; and the yield of coal has risen from 267,496 tons in 1869 to 566,779, the 

average of the last four years. 

As may be expected with so recent a development of the mineral resources of the province, 

much has yet to be done to prove the extent and shape of the different coal-fields. The 

accompanying map of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton conveys, therefore, but an idea of their 

relative position. According to the present knowledge of them, they appear to be nine in 

number; it is probable, however, that future explorations will reduce the number by proving a 

connection and showing that their apparent isolation is attributable to denudation and the 

usual wasting of sea margins. 

Although there are several tracts of carboniferous formation in various parts of the country 

(see Plate XXV.), it is remarkable that the largest and most valuable are situated near and 

along the northern shores of Nova Scotia, and over a considerable portion of the northern 

and eastern shores of Cape Breton. The geological structure of the province, as ascertained 

by the invaluable labours of Dr. Dawson, a native and an eminent geologist, sufficiently 

accounts for the apparent peculiarity. The southern coast, as has been stated, consists of 

Silurian rocks, the bare and rugged aspect of which, with their deep indentations forming 

magnificent land-locked harbours, is in striking contrast with the gently undulating and 

cultivated hills and dales which usually characterize the more recent and valuable deposit. 

The most westerly situated of the coal-fields is in the county of Cumberland (see Plate 

XXVI.), the south or Joggins shore of which has obtained a well deserved geological fame.  

In the cliffs of this shore there is exhibited 

 

[Vol. XIX Plate XXV: Map of Nova Scotia, showing the Carboniferous Formation and position 

of the coal-fields.] 
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an extended section of carboniferous strata which is perhaps unequalled; it has been 

examined by Sir Charles Lyell and other eminent geologists, and the members of it have 

been carefully measured by Sir William Logan. For a distance of nearly ten miles along the 

shore, bed after bed is exposed, to an aggregate thickness of upwards of 14,000 feet. In an 

economic point of view, however, the section is not of that importance which the thickness of 



the measures might be supposed to imply; for although there are over seventy beds of coal, 

there are only three of a workable size. Two of these are worked at the Joggins Colliery 

which is situated near the shore and on one of the tracts held by the General Mining 

Association. The following section of that portion of the measures in which these seams are 

found will convey an idea of the character of the stratification and show the relative position 

of the seams. The dip of the strata is to the S.W. at an angle of 19°. 

 

[Table, of thicknesses of about 50 strata, omitted.] 
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[Table, continued.] 

 

[Vol. XIX Plate XXVI: Map of Portion of the Cumberland Coal Field, showing the position of 

the Collieries etc.] 
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[Table, concluded.] 

 

The beds are found in nearly a horizontal position on proceeding southwards, and there are 

indications of a rise in that direction. At Apple River, distant S.W. from the Joggins Mine 

about 25 miles, the formation rests against a range of Silurian rock, which, extending in an 

east and west direction, forms the Cobequid Mountains. A small seam of coal is said to have 

been found in this locality, but at present no mining operations are carried on: as that portion 

of the strata in which the workable seams are found does not, according to Dr. Dawson, 

appear on the southern side of the trough, it is probable that they are at a considerable 

depth from the surface; a supposition which recent explorations tend to confirm. On the 

northern crop of the seams several mines have been opened; the measures are, however, 

much disturbed by faults, and the seams are so altered in size and quality, that identification 

is extremely difficult. At the Victoria Colliery, for example, which is situated three miles to the 

east of the Joggins, there are three distinct seams, the upper of which is 1 foot 10 inches, 

the middle seam 3 feet, and the lower one 5 feet 1¾ inches in thickness. Between the upper 

and the middle seam there is a thickness of strata of 15 feet, and between the middle and 

lower about 50 feet. The lower seam is of the following section:— 

 

 Ft.  In. 

Coal          0  6 

Shale          1  4 

Coal           1  2 1  2 

Shale         0  9¾ 

Coal          1  4 

 ----------- 



 5  1¾ 

 

About a mile further east, two seams, each 2 feet 6 inches thick including some bands of 

carbonaceous shale, have been worked at the Lawrence Colliery. These seams are 20 feet 

apart, and at the adjoining Colliery, Macan, distant 4½ miles, there are three seams, two of 

which only are workable, the lower being 4 feet thick, inclusive of 1 foot 10 inches of shale, 

and the upper 2 feet 4 inches. The thickness of the strata between these two seams is here 

400 feet, the other seam being 100 feet below the upper one and 20 inches thick. 

Still further east, at the St. George and Chiegnecto Collieries, a seam, or rather an 

aggregation of seams, is worked, which is entirely 
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different in every respect from those last named, so much so indeed that it may be 

questioned whether it is the representative of them or not. The following are sections taken 

at these collieries:— 

  

CHIEGNECTO. 

750 feet east of shaft. 

 ST. GEORGE. 

 Ft.  In.   Ft.  in. 

Coal (coarse)     2   6  Coal 3   6 

Shale      0   10       Shale       2   0 

Coal       3   6             Coal 3   10 

Shale      1   3  Shale 1   10 

Coal      5   0  Coal 0   11 

  ------------    ----------- 

 13   1   12   1 

 

So marked a difference in the size and composition of the seams would almost induce a 

belief that they are distinct beds of coal, the true position of which has not yet been 

ascertained. That great disturbances have occurred is evident, not only from the number of 

faults, but also from the difference in the declination of the seams. The former of these 

peculiarities is strikingly illustrated at the Victoria Mine. At this colliery a downthrow to the 

west was met with a short distance west of the foot of the slope; 70 feet further west an 

upthrow of 55 feet was passed through, and about 50 feet still further west another upthrow 

of the same size again interrupted the workings. Proceeding westward, 280 feet, they were 

again cut off by another upthrow of about 60 feet, and at a further distance of 80 feet they 

were once more thrown off by a similar sized fault. In a distance of 1,600 feet one half of the 

drifting was in stone. 

Between the Lawrence and the Macan Collieries there appears to be some serious 

interruption to the continuance of the seams, as they have not been found in the adjoining 

property on the west of the latter mine. 



The declination of the seams at their crop increases on proceeding eastward from the 

Victoria Mine as far as the St. George. At the Joggins they dip south-west at an angle of 19°; 

at the Victoria, nearly south, 17°; at Lawrence 22°; Macan 35°; Chiegnecto 42°; and at St. 

George 46°. 

The most easterly situated opening on these seams is the Styles Mine, which is distant from 

the St. George about five miles, and from the Joggins 14 miles. The seam at this mine is 7 ft. 

8 in. thick, with a band of carbonaceous shale in the middle 6 inches thick; it dips to the 

south-west at an angle of 40°. 

Whatever may be the relation of these seams to each other, it is evident that whether they 

are the same beds of coal that appear on the 
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Joggins shore, altered in position by the increase or decrease in thickness of the intervening 

shales, and of the coal itself; or whether they are distinct seams, they unmistakeably indicate 

the course of the northern side of this coal-field. Eastward from Styles' Mine the strike of the 

measures has been traced a short distance with little variation in their course, but whether 

they continue in it much further, or they trend to the south, and then westward, and thus form 

the eastern end of the basin, has not yet been ascertained. The latter supposition has its 

origin in the fact of a counter-dip of the strata being found on a branch of the Black River, 

about five miles to the south of Styles' Mine. It does not certainly follow from this knowledge 

alone that such will be the case; the strike on each side may, on the contrary, diverge 

northward and southward, but there seems to be little doubt that the reverse position of the 

strata represents the opposite or southern side of the coal-field. From this point on the Black 

River the strata have been traced to the south-west upwards of four miles, through what is 

known as the Springhill district, in which locality seams of coal have been discovered, 

varying from 2 feet to 13½ feet in thickness. The General Mining Association have here an 

area of 2560 acres, near the southern boundary of which is the crop of a very fine seam ; it 

is of the following section :— 

 

. Ft.  In 

Coal       1   6 

Shale         1   0 

Coal    11   0 

 --------- 

 13  6 

 

The seam dips to the north-west at an angle of 25°. It is underlaid at a depth of about 350 

feet by one 11 feet 3 inches thick, the quality of which is also of a high class. South of the 

crop of this last the crops of three others, varying in thickness from 2½ to 4 feet, have been 

found, the position of which is conformable with the larger seams. 

Between Springhill and Apple River little is known of the position of the measures, and the 

connection of these two points, in order to complete the circuit of this portion of the 

Cumberland coal-field, has yet to be made. The difficulty of exploration, and the 



comparatively recent period within which any explorations could be made, together with the 

absence of the means of conveyance of the produce of the mines to the seaboard, and the 

consequent large expenditure that would be required to construct private railways to mines 

so distant therefrom, have retarded the development of this coal-field, and much, therefore, 

remains to be accomplished before its extent can even be conjectured.  The operations 
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at none of the mines are more than 200 yards from the crop, and the dip of the beds is such 

that their depth from the surface rapidly increases, and will probably prevent any attempt to 

reach the seams by deep sinking. The wide space between the opposite sides of the basin 

will, therefore, in all probability remain a "terra incognita" for some time. 

The relation of the Springhill beds to those on the Joggins range has not, from the preceding 

causes, yet been determined. So far as the seams themselves are a means of identification, 

there is not the slightest resemblance; the stratification, as at present proved, affords no 

clue, and for the establishment of this important desideratum, the data are, therefore, entirely 

wanting. Any estimate of the contents of this coal-field must for these reasons be at present 

so purely speculative, that to impart a knowledge of its outline according to ascertained facts 

is all that is attempted in this memoir. It is conjectured by Dr. Dawson that this coal-field may 

be found to extend considerably to the eastward, and be connected with the Pictou coal-

field. The carboniferous measures are certainly found at different places along the shore 

between Pugwash and Pictou, and although no workable seams have yet been found, it is 

not improbable that more extensive explorations than have hitherto been made would result 

in their discovery. Whether they would, even in that case, be in such a form as would confirm 

the supposition of their connection with the Pictou district, is a question the solution of which 

is in the future. 

The coal in the Cumberland district is bituminous in character; it varies considerably in 

quality, and in some of the mines it has a peculiar angular striation, and is very much 

slicken-sided. This is more especially the case at those collieries where the seams are at a 

greater angle. It breaks from these causes into very irregular shaped pieces. At other mines 

it possesses a square cleavage and has the usual cubical shape when broken; the following 

analyses will show its general properties:— 

 

[Table of Coal Analyses*†, omitted.] 

 

* Professor How.      

† E. Hartley, Geological Survey of Canada. 
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For the reasons already given the mines that have been chiefly worked are situated in 

positions that do not require expensive lines of railway to connect them with the shipping 

places. The coal from the main seam, at the Joggins Colliery, is raised up a shaft distant 

from the shore about 300 yards, and connected with it by a railway. The wagons are run 



down from the top of the cliff to piers constructed of wood, which are built out into the sea, 

and arranged so as to form a harbour, inside of which the vessels are loaded. The hard 

scrabble seam is entered by an adit in the cliff, and the coal is taken direct from the mine into 

a covered shed, out of which it is removed at a lower level, and carried along a wharf to the 

ships. This is but a temporary arrangement, but it is a very usual one on first opening mines 

similarly situated. 

The produce of the Victoria and Lawrence Mines is shipped on the River Hebert; and that of 

the Macan, Chiegnecto, St. George, New York, and Acadia on the Macan river. 

The navigation of these rivers is of a peculiar character; they resemble large mud creeks, 

with deep sloping sides covered with slime, the result of the extraordinary rise and fall of the 

tide, 40 feet, for which the Bay of Fundy is remarkable. Vessels carrying from 150 to 250 

tons are brought by the tide up the river, the course of which is rather tortuous, and on its 

retirement they are so fixed in the mud that they can receive their cargo without injury. When 

this is accomplished they float down again with the tide until there is sea room in which to 

pursue the ordinary course of navigation. 

The principal market for the coal at present is St. John's, and a few other places along the 

New Brunswick coast. 
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The mines are chiefly owned by American companies, who have not, however, been able to 

send much of their produce to the States, in consequence of the heavy import duty on Nova 

Scotia coal. The price on board will average 2 dollars, or 8s. sterling per ton. Freight to 

Boston 7s. to 8s., and to St. John's 4s. per ton. 

The system of working generally followed is on the ordinary bord and pillar principle. The 

usual practice is to drive a slope from the crop, either direct to the dip or in a transverse 

direction; from the slope a pair of bords are turned on each side, and the bords are won out 

of them and driven sometimes to the rise, and sometimes parallel to the levels. When the dip 

is suitable, the coal is put down shoots or boxes, out of which it is emptied into tubs and 

taken to the slope or shaft as the case may be. The chief obstacle to a more extensive 

development of the Cumberland Coal-field, i.e., the want of railway accommodation, is about 

to be removed. It is fortunate for the coal interest in this country, that the route which nature 

has to a great extent dictated as the best for the Intercolonial Railway, passes almost 

through the centre of the coal-field. Skirting the Springhill district, within two miles of the crop 

of the seams, it takes a course towards Macan River, and thence to Amherst, in the 

neighbourhood of which town there is ample scope for shipping accommodation in the 

Cumberland basin. It will thus afford easy access to that water to all the mines at present 

opened on the east side of the Macan river, and will also offer an inducement for exploring 

the intermediate country between there and Springhill. 

The position of this coal-field in relation to the markets of New Brunswick and the States, is a 

very advantageous one, inasmuch as from their vicinity, as compared with the eastern 

districts, the cost of transit must always be in its favour. From the Macan Mines, the carriage 

by rail will not probably exceed 4 or 5 miles to a suitable shipping place, and from Springhill 

it will be about 15 miles. The last-named district will also, by means of this railway, be 

connected with the extensive range of iron ore worked at the Acadian Iron Works, which are 

distant from the mines by rail about 24 miles; and thus these two important branches of 



industry will be brought into that relation with each other which will essentially contribute to 

the success of both. 

Situated upwards of sixty miles to the east of the Springhill district of the Cumberland coal-

field, is the coal-field of Pictou (see Plate XXVII.), which, whether as regards its peculiar 

configuration or the number and size of the seams, is one of the most extraordinary 

carboniferous deposits in the world. The General Mining Association have for many years 

carried on mining operations in this locality, and have 

 

[Vol. XIX Plate XXVII : Map of Portion of the Pictou Coal Field.] 
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here a very extensive establishment, known as the Albion Mines. Two seams only have 

been worked to any extent at this colliery, and as they are the "datum line," if the term may 

be used, for all others, having been the only seams worked for many years, their position will 

be first described, in order that the relation to them of the subsequent discoveries and 

openings, may be the more readily understood. 

These seams were originally opened on their southern crop, and have a dip to the N.E. of 

about 20°. The upper seam of these two, which is not, however, the highest in the series, is 

called the "Main Seam;" and, certainly, if thickness is a qualification for such a title, it well 

deserves this designation. 

The following sections of the strata sunk through in two of the shafts, one of which, the 

Forster Pit, is situated near the western extremity of the workings, and distant from the other 

1100 yards, will best convey an idea of the character not only of the beds in this portion of 

the coalfield, but also of the two seams, for which it is remarkable. 

 

[Tables of strata, from the Success Engine Pit and the Forster Pit, omitted.] 
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A striking peculiarity in these sections is the prevalence of ironstone, not only in the shale 

but also in the seams, in one of which, the main seam, it is regularly interstratified; the 

thickness of the shale is also remarkable. This singular deposit appears to increase in 

thickness towards the centre of the basin; a shaft, recently sunk, having passed through 

upwards of 800 feet of it. It is very bituminous, with much uniformity of character. 

The seams have been extensively worked, but principally in an east and west direction; the 

lowermost levels being only 600 yards from the crop. The position of this part of the coal-

field is, therefore, well ascertained over an extent of line of crop of upwards of a mile and a 

half. The course of the strike varies at each extremity of the workings. About midway 

between them it is S. 45° E., at the eastern end it is S. 35° E., and at the western end N. 66° 

W. 

Beneath the deep seam there are others, some of which have been partially worked. The 

principal of these is the McGregor seam which underlies the deep seam about 47 fathoms.  

It is of the following section. 

 



 Ft.  In. 

Coal (good)         2   6 

   "   "             3   3 

Coal (coarse)        4   0 

Shale           0   4 

Coal (good)          1   5 

 -------- 

 11   6  

 

Immediately overlying this seam there is a bed of shale about 6 feet thick, and above it a 

seam of coal which varies in thickness from 2 feet 6 inches to 4 feet. Between this seam and 

the deep seam there are two others, the Parvis and the third coal, the thickness of each of 

which is about 4 feet. 

Forty fathoms below the McGregor there is a seam known as the Stellar or oil coal seam. 

This is a peculiar deposit, and at one time attracted some attention on account of its oil 

yielding qualities. It was worked for a short time, and would probably have been continued 

but for the discovery of the oil wells of Canada and the United States. It is of the following 

composition:— 

 

 Ft.  In. 

Inferior bituminous coal         1   2 

Oil coal                1   8 

Bituminous shale           2   0 

 

These thicknesses vary occasionally; the general size is about 5 feet. The central or oil coal 

portion has yielded upwards of 100 gallons of crude oil per ton. 

All these seams are conformable in every respect, and this portion of 
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the coal-field is, therefore, in a very decided and regular shape. It will be easily understood 

that with two such colossal and fine seams open, the General Mining Association would 

have little inducement to prosecute researches for others; and beyond the fact, proved by 

the extension of their workings, that on the east side of East River and also towards the 

western end of their property, the main seam from some cause is deteriorated in quality, 

there seemed to be no reason to anticipate either a limitation of their working capacity for 

very many years, or the springing up of a competition consequent on the discovery of other 

seams outside of their extensive area. On the transfer of the mineral rights, however, 

attention was naturally directed to this district; several mining areas were taken up for 

exploration, and a large tract of country was speedily occupied under the different powers 

granted by leases and licenses. The discovery of a remarkably fine bed of coal about two 

miles to the south west of the Albion Mines seam was the first result of these explorations, 

which were subsequently increased in importance by the finding of others underlying it. The 



position, size, and quality of these seams gave them a character so entirely different from 

the main and deep seams that their identification with these appeared to be attended with 

more than ordinary difficulty. The reasonable assumption of a large downthrow fault to the 

west would partly account for their position, but the change in quality and size was less 

easily explained. The following is a section of the seam at the Nova Scotia Colliery, where it 

was first discovered:—  

 

 Ft.   In. 

Coal            7   0 

Fireclay         0   11 

Coal            3   9 

Stony band         0   2 

Coal            6   0 

Do. coarse         2   0 

 19  10 

 

It dips at this colliery to the east at an angle of 25°.  At the adjoining collieries to the south 

east, the dip is rather less, and the section of the seam is also a little different as will be seen 

in the following:— 

 

[Tables of strata at the Acadia and Intercolonial Pits, omitted.] 
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Below this seam, 160 feet, is one 13 feet thick; and underlying it at a depth of 85 feet, 

another 12 feet thick, which is also underlaid with the same thickness of strata between them 

by one 6 feet thick. An examination of the Pictou Coal-field has recently been made under 

the direction of Sir Wm. E. Logan, the Director of the Geological Survey of Canada, with very 

important results. So far as this particular locality is concerned it may be stated that Mr. 

Hartley, of the survey, by whom it was examined, has ascertained the existence of faults of 

great magnitude, and of other geological peculiarities, which quite account for the isolated 

position of these seams. Two of these faults are to the west of the Albion Mines; their course 

is in a north and south direction. One of them is near the western end of the Mining 

Association's tract, and is a downthrow to the west of probably 1,600 feet, the other is about 

a mile further west, and is an upthrow in the same direction, but much larger in size. 

The beds opened at the Nova Scotia and Acadia Collieries are on the east side of the 

upthrow fault. The course of their strike is nearly parallel with it; but as the strike trends 

westwardly in proceeding north or south, the range of the seams is intercepted by the fault, 

and the breadth of coal, though still large, is of less extent in this locality than was at first 

supposed. These faults intersect towards the north and the south, others running in nearly 

an east and west direction, and distant from each other about three miles. The one to the 

south of the mines is an upthrow to the south of probably not less than 4000 feet; the other, 

north of the mines, is a downthrow to the south of still greater magnitude. They converge to 

the eastwards, in the direction of Sutherland river, a short distance to the west of which river 



they are connected by a S.E. upthrow fault forming the fourth side of the coalfield. The 

difference in the position of these seams with respect to the Albion Mines series, is 

supposed, from strong geological indications, to be due to a synclinal shape of the measures 

in this part of the coal-field. The mines above-named are in this case on the western side of 

a synclinal, the opposite or eastern side of which does not appear in consequence of the 

depression and interception by the west downthrow and south side faults. On this 

assumption the relationship of the two localities is considered to be established 

notwithstanding the diversities of size and quality, which are certainly very conspicuous. 

Discoveries of an equally interesting character have been made in the eastern part of the 

coal-field. Some seams of coal, on the east side of East River, were opened several years 

ago. These, from their position, appeared to be overlying seams as regards the main seam 

of the Albion 
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Mines. Less interest was probably attached on this account to the subsequent discovery of 

other seams in this locality, than was excited by the finding of a series of beds of coal, with 

an aggregate thickness of 37 feet, and separated by shales and fire-clay, varying in 

thickness from 10 to 20 feet, on the west side of the river, and to the north of the Albion 

Mines, from which their crop is distant about a mile. These beds dip S. 20° E. at an angle of 

65°. The crops of the seams are here in a sharply curved form, trending from the Montreal 

and Pictou Company's shaft in a northerly direction on each side of it. Their range in this 

course is, however, terminated a short distance northwards by the large downthrow fault of 

which mention has been made. 

In connection with this fault it may be here stated that on the north side of it there is an 

immense mass of conglomerate of a peculiar character, which traverses a considerable 

extent of country in a direction nearly parallel with the fault. North of the conglomerate the 

measures dip towards Pictou, and contain some seams of coal, but none of any importance 

have yet been found. 

The New Glasgow or eastern section of the Pictou coal-field presents features of an equally 

peculiar but somewhat more intricate character than those last described. Reference has 

been made to the seams on the east side of East River. A search for others was as 

energetically pursued on this side as on the west, and seams were found in various places 

and positions, which seemed to belong to an entirely different series. 

The extension to the east of the workings in the main seam at the Albion Mines, and other 

circumstances, left no reason to doubt the continuance of the seam in that direction, and one 

of the earliest openings on the east side of the river was, therefore, made in that seam by 

the Pictou Mining Co. The coal, however, was found to be very inferior in quality; and a 

continuance of the deterioration having been ascertained by a shaft sunk further to the east, 

the operations were brought to a close and no further development in this particular locality 

has yet been made. There is reason to believe, however, that the inferiority in the quality of 

the coal may be confined to the edge of the crop, and may not extend far to the dip. 

Immediately behind New Glasgow in a south-east direction two seams have been opened. 

One of these, the lowest in the order of stratification is known as the Stewart seam, and is 

upwards of 3 feet thick. It is overlaid by the Richardson seam, the thickness of which is 2 

feet 9 inches. They dip to the south-east at an angle of 20°.  The strike trends 
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to the east in proceeding northward; southward the range of the seams is somewhat 

obscure, though there are indications of a similar bend to the east, in that direction. About a 

mile to the east of these crops, seams varying in thickness from 3½ to 4½ feet are found in 

positions so irregular and confused that identification with either of the last named seemed 

impossible. The personal examination of this locality by Sir Wm. E. Logan has considerably 

cleared away the complications which beset an attempt to connect these beds. A large fault 

is found to cross the measures in a direction nearly parallel with those to the west of the 

Albion Mines. It is an upthrow to the east of probably not less than 1,500 feet. On the west 

side of this fault, at Coal Brook, the crops of two seams appear, a short distance from the 

fault. One of these is 4½ feet thick, and the other 3½ feet. That on the north side of the brook 

dips towards the fault with a trending of the strike to the north and east in a very 

circumscribed form, as if it were the narrow end of a trough. On the south side of the brook 

the 3½ feet seam dips also towards the fault, but with the sweep of the strike to the west and 

south. 

In the same locality, but on the east side of the fault, a 3½ feet seam has been partially 

worked by the Montreal and New Glasgow Co. This bed has a southerly dip with a similar 

sharp trending of the strike in a short distance, to that of the 4½ feet bed on the west side of 

the fault. The measures are much broken up and confused in the neighbourhood of the fault, 

and operations in these seams have, in consequence, been suspended. 

Between the fault and New Glasgow, and to the north of the openings on the Stewart and 

Richardson seams, another seam upwards of 10 feet thick was found on the same 

Company's property. This seam dips southward at a high angle, similar to the beds at the 

Montreal and Pictou Company's shaft, and was at first supposed to be a member of that 

series, but it is now considered to be a distinct seam. 

About two miles to the east of the fault other seams have been opened, the relationship of 

which with any of the last-named is somewhat indefinite. Openings have been made on two 

of these by the Merigomish and Pictou Mining Companies. 

The following section of the strata passed through in sinking a shaft on the latter Company's 

property will give an idea of the character of the measures in this locality :— 

 

[Table of strata at Pictou, omitted.] 
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[Table continued.] 

 

The beds are in the usual basin form, which is here narrowed to an inconsiderable width, the 

opposite crops of one of the seams being about 500 yards apart. Slopes have been driven in 

the crop of the upper seam. On the north side of the basin it dips to the south irregularly, 

owing to some faults, the strike being nearly due east. On the south crop the angle of dip is 

14°, and the course of the strike S. 45° E. In the lower seam, at the McKay slope, the dip is 



13°, and the strike S. 30 E. Two miles eastward of these mines two seams have been found, 

the position of which affords another illustration of the complications that abound in this part 

of the coal-field. One of these seams is a very fine bed of coal, 8 feet 6 inches thick. It dips 

to the N.W. at an angle of 35°. The range of this bed has been traced nearly a mile in an 

easterly direction ; towards the west it is cut off by a fault, which is supposed to be either the 

south-side fault before mentioned, or a branch from it. 

The peculiar disposition of these beds of coal will be evident on a reference to the map. 

Although the various openings are not very distant from each other, there is so much space 

between them still unproved  
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that it is difficult to define their relationship, and some time must elapse before the extent 

and contents of this coal-field can be ascertained. 

Coal has been found at various places outside of the localities named in the preceding 

description; and although no seam of any importance has yet been discovered, there does 

not appear to be any geological hindrance to the existence of beds of a workable size in 

other parts of the carboniferous deposit in this country. The bord and pillar system of working 

is followed in all the mines in this district; indeed it is, with very few exceptions, that generally 

practised throughout the province. The mode of extracting the coal varies in accordance with 

the peculiarities of each seam as regards its division by ordinary partings or inter-stratified 

bands of shale or clay. It may not be uninteresting to describe the process adopted in the 

large seams of the Albion Mines and in the lesser but still unusually thick beds of the Acadia 

Colliery. A want of uniformity of quality in the component divisions of the main seam has 

regulated the choice of that portion for working which was considered to be the best. A large 

extent of the early workings is, in consequence, in the upper part of the seam, a thickness of 

about 12 feet only having been mined. In some parts of the mine the lower portion of the 

seam has also been worked, one of the divisions varying from 3 to 4 feet in thickness, 

including a band of ironstone 18 inches thick being left between it and the upper works. 

The following section will show another arrangement of the operations:— 

 

 Ft.  In.  

Coal        4   0} 
left 

Ironstone            1   2} 

Coal         9    3   worked 

Ironstone        2  8} 
left 

Coal        8   0}  

Coal           14    0 worked. 

 

As the position of the pillars in each division has not been regulated by that of those first 

formed, bords are frequently immediately beneath pillars and vice versa, and the workings 

are in consequence somewhat complicated in character, and present at first sight rather a 

puzzling appearance. In some instances nearly the entire seam may be said to be mined at 

one operation; thus in working the pillars, which has lately been done to some extent, the 



coal that has been left will occasionally break away and expose the pillar in the upper 

workings, which, if the coal is considered worth taking, is also removed. This is 

accomplished by working the upper portion in advance of the lower in the form of a 
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series of steps. When a portion only of the seam is worked, as, for instance, the 14 feet in 

the above section, it is taken out by a similar arrangement of steps or benches, a holing or 

kirving being made in the most suitable part for removing the upper bench; the lower bench 

being kept a few feet back, and mined in regular progression in the ordinary manner. 

A peculiarity of this seam, and one that adds much to the risk attending these operations, is 

the frequent occurrence of vertical fractures in the coal locally termed "lypes." These are 

occasionally slightly open, forming fissures, but their general character is similar to the 

ordinary "backs" of most coal seams. The faces of the fracture are frequently slicken-sided, 

and an additional source of danger is thus attached to them, requiring great care in 

preventing accidents. 

The bords are driven 6 yards wide and parallel to the levels; they are turned out of balance 

ways or headings, which are put up to the full rise at intervals of 150 yards, the width of the 

pillar between being from 8 to 10 yards. These balance ways are used to bring the coal 

down to the horse road, on the principle of a self-acting incline; the only difference being that 

a loaded bogie raises the empty tub to the respective bord ends, and it is, in its turn, taken 

back by the tub of coal, which exceeds it in weight. The bords are driven in opposite 

directions from these inclines, to shorten the putting. 

A mode of payment has been practised at this colliery for some time, which is worth 

mentioning, as it possesses some advantages over that usually adopted. Instead of the price 

being per tub or ton, it is per cubic yard. Each place is measured once a month, to ascertain 

the average height and width and the distance driven; the cubical contents are then 

calculated, and the hewers and putters, who are generally in sets or gangs of three or four 

men for each place, are paid at the agreed price per yard. At present, 41 cents, or 1s. 7½d. 

per cubic yard is paid in the whole workings, and 35 to 38 cents. = 1s. 4¾d. and 1s. 6½d. in 

the pillars. The capacity of the tub used is about half-a-ton, but as the men put their own, or 

at least find the putter, they have no inducement to send away ill-filled tubs, but on the 

contrary, to shorten the number of trips made to the balance ways by filling the tubs well; the 

coal is therefore built up in them near the top, and a much larger quantity is thus conveyed 

per tub. It will be obvious that this method has the further advantage of simplifying the 

keeping of the daily accounts. 

At the Acadia Colliery the general arrangements for working the seam are similar to those at 

the Albion Mines.  The seam, as shown by 
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the section, is 19 feet thick; in the portion above the clay band, there are two distinct 

partings, one being 13 inches from the top of the seam, and the other 2 feet 2 inches lower. 

As the roof is not strong, the top coal, 13 inches, is left, and the first working is in the coal 

between it and the clay band, in which the kirving is made; the thickness of coal varying from 



5½ to 6 feet. The lower bench is then taken up the remaining thickness, less about 2 feet 6 

inches of coarse coal next the bottom. 

The price at this colliery is by the lineal yard: in the bords which are driven 15 feet wide, 4.50 

dollars or 18s. per yard is paid; and in the levels 12 feet wide, 5.50 dollars or 22s. per yard. 

For these prices the hewers lay the tramway and put in all timber required. 

This important coal district possesses the inestimable advantage of a first class harbour in 

which to ship its product. Three rivers, termed respectively the East, Middle, and West rivers 

unite their streams near the town of Pictou, and form, in conjunction with the waters of the 

Northumberland Strait, a capacious and well sheltered harbour. On the former of these 

rivers, and about three miles from Pictou, the General Mining Association have their staiths 

or loading ground which is connected with the mines by a railway, and is distant from them 

about 5½ miles. The Nova Scotia railway passes close to the mines and terminates on the 

southern shore of the harbour a little below Pictou. Shipping berths have recently been 

erected here by the Acadia and other companies, the distance from the Acadia Mines being 

thirteen miles. About two miles up the Middle river the Intercolonial Company have extensive 

shipping erections, and a railway from the river to the mine seven miles in length; and the 

Nova Scotia Company are about to connect their mine in a similar manner with a shipping 

place on that river. There are thus ample facilities in this respect. At the eastern extremity of 

the coalfield, the harbour of Merigomish will probably, in no distant day, be brought into 

service, and this important and valuable coal-field will possess the unusual advantage of 

access to shipping on three of its sides, none of which is far distant from the central 

operations. One drawback to this privilege is the suspension of shipment during the winter. 

For about four months the rivers and the harbour are frozen up, and navigation in 

consequence entirely stopped. During this time, however, the mines are not laid idle, but are 

continued at work, the coal raised being stored at bank. This necessarily involves a 

considerable waste of coal as well as other disadvantages (those of a pecuniary character 

not being the least) which appear to be unavoidable; though so far as the waste of coal 
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is concerned suitable erections to protect it from the weather would no doubt be of benefit. A 

portion of the coal might also be stored underground at less risk of injury and cost of relifting. 

The price of the coal on board of ship is 2.25 dollars or 9s. per ton. Until within the last 

twelve months it has been chiefly exported to the United States; but since the opening of the 

Acadia and Intercolonial Mines, a trade with the Canadian Provinces has been begun which 

is likely to be largely extended. The exchange of the products of each province, where it can 

be effected without a strain on the natural course of such operations, must be attended with 

mutual advantage; and as the cost of transit by the establishment of this trade must be much 

less on each article than it would be if the trade were in one course only (inasmuch as 

vessels will be able to get a return freight in each case, and the unprofitable carriage of 

ballast be avoided), it is evident that the cultivation of this trade must be attended with 

important consequences to this coal-field. Freights average about 8s. 6d. per ton to the 

States or Quebec or Montreal. 

The general character of the coal is bituminous, with much variation in the quality. The 

composition of the main seam has been alluded to as well as the changes which occur, both 

east and west of the early workings. An interesting series of assays, made by Dr. Dawson, 



gives an excellent illustration of the variableness of its composition, and of the change in 

quality in different districts of the mine. They are as follows:— 

 

[Table of analyses of Roof Voal, Top Bench, and Bolton Bench, omitted.] 
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The specific gravity of the best coal was 1.288, and that of the inferior 1.447; a mean of six 

samples from the top, middle, and bottom of the seam is 1.325. A recent analysis of the 

seam, made by Professor How, of King's College, Windsor, gives the following:— 

 

Moisture            1.48  

Volatile combustible     24.28  

Fixed carbon         66.50} 
74.24 Coke 

Ash             7.74} 

                    --------- 
 

                     100.00 

                    ----------  

Sulphur             0.55  

Specific gravity        1.294  

Theoretical evap. power     9.13 lbs.  

 

The samples were obtained from the new opening, 300 yards to the dip of the old workings. 

The analysis shows a considerable diminution in the quantity of ash. An analysis of samples 

from the deep seam, also by Professor How, gave:— 

 

Moisture           2.54  

Volatile combustible      20.46  

Fixed carbon         68.50} 
Coke 70.10   

Ash              8.50} 

                   ------------- 
 

                   100.00 

                    ------------  

Sulphur            1.69  

Specific gravity         1.345  

Theoretical evap. power     9.41 lbs.  

 

These seams have no regular cleavage; the coal breaks off, therefore, in large irregular 

shaped pieces, which retain their size well "in the heap." The coal is used extensively for gas 

purposes in the States, and is also in much local demand on account of its purity and other 

qualities. The Boston Gas Light Co. state that it yields 7180 feet of gas to the ton, of 15 



candle gas, and that when it is worked to high heat it yields more gas, but to the injury of the 

coke. At Halifax 8000 feet have been taken from it. For general use, it is remarkable for 

giving out much heat, and for keeping alight much longer than other coal. 

The McGregor seam, the Stellar coal, and the seam opened at the Acadia, Nova Scotia, and 

Intercolonial Collieries, possess the following interesting characteristics. 

An analysis of the upper and lower benches of the McGregor seam gave— 
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                       . Upper. Lower 

Volatile matter          22.50    23.30 

Fixed carbon          65.70     70.00 

Grey Ash            11.80     6.70 

    -------- ---------- 

                       100.00   100.00 

  --------- ----------- 

Specific gravity        1.334    1.301 

Theor. evap. power        9.02    9.51 

 

A mixture of the two benches is said to have yielded at the Manhattan Gas Works, New 

York, 9,500 feet of 13 candle gas. 

The Stellar coal seam, though not at present mined for the reason before mentioned, is an 

interesting bed with respect to its composition. The bituminous coal, the oil coal, and the 

shale into which it is divided have been analysed by Professor How, with the following 

results :— 

 

                    Coal.     Oil Coal.    Shale. 

Volatile matter        33.58    66.56    30.65 

Fixed carbon        62.09    25.23    10.88 

Ash              4.33      8.21    58.47 

                          --------- -------- ---------- 

                   100.00    100.00    100.00 

 

An analysis, also by that gentleman, of the seam worked at the above named collieries, is as 

follows:— 

 

Moisture              3.70  

Volatile combustible       23.94  

Fixed carbon             67.40} 
Coke 72.36 

Ash                4.96}   



                   -----------  

                    100.00  

                     ----------  

Theor. evap. power        9.26  

 

The peculiar properties of the Stellar seam are implied in the analysis and need no further 

remark; these may not be so evident, however, in that last given. The seam from which the 

sample was taken is found to be an excellent steam coal, and to possess the important 

qualities of yielding very little smoke and giving a good heat. It has a more decided cleavage 

than either the Main or the Deep seam, and its fracture is in consequence cubical. It is 

obtained in large square shaped pieces, and is lustrous and clean. For domestic use it has a 

good reputation. 

A comparison of the character of the coal on the north side of the Albion Mines Basin with 

the recent analysis of the main seam above given, is afforded by the following analysis of 

coal from the Montreal and Pictou Colliery:— 

 

Volatile matter        25.40 

Fixed carbon        68.55 

Ash              6.05 

                   ------------ 

                     100.00* 

Coke                 74.60 

 

                 * Prof. How. 
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Analyses have also been made of coal from the seams on the east side of East River. The 

peculiarities of composition of these beds will be seen in the following:— 

 

                            1 2 3 

Volatile matter         25.4    31.4    29.0 

Fixed Carbon        50.0    63.6    53.4 

Ash            24.6    5.0    17.6 

  ---------- ------------ ------------ 

                      * 100.0 100.0    100.0 

Coke 74.6    68.6    71.0 

 * Dr. Dawson. 

 

The first of these analyses is from the seam opened on the Montreal and New Glasgow 

Co.'s property, in the vicinity of Coal Brook, and on the east side of the fault; the second is 



from the lower seam in the section of the Pictou Mining Co.'s shaft, but taken from an 

opening in the crop to the south west of that shaft; and the third is from the 4½ feet seam on 

the west side of the fault at Coal Brook. Thirty-five miles north-east from Pictou, in the county 

of Antigonish, some seams of coal have been recently found, which, together with a large 

deposit of shale, said to be of an oil yielding character, have excited an interest in this 

locality. So little has been done, however, to test the value of the discovery, that the writer 

can but state what is conjectured respecting the form of this coal-field, as indicated by the 

position of the beds and other circumstances. There are said to be five seams, varying from 

2 feet to upwards of 9 feet in thickness, with a dip to the N.W. of about 35°. They appear to 

be in a narrow trough, the northern edge of which is bordered by lower carboniferous and 

igneous rocks; the average breadth of the trough being about one and a half miles. 

Openings have been made from the crop in one of the seams, but they are yet too limited in 

extent to allow an opinion to be formed of the character of the coal, and they are besides 

evidently in disturbed ground. 

The oil shales have been examined by a provincial geologist of some reputation, and are 

said by him to be upwards of 200 feet thick. Some of the beds, he is of opinion, will yield 

from 40 to 50 gallons per ton; the manufacture of oil from these sources being, however, at 

present rather at a discount no attempt has been made to utilize them. 

It is conjectured by Dr. Dawson, that the Antigonish basin is the southern edge of a coal-field 

underlying the sea, in a north-east course, 
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and that the eastern side of it is at Port Hood, distant in that direction about 27 miles. The 

operations at both these places are yet, however, on so small a scale, and from their being 

on the crop, and therefore, exposing scarcely any of the beds, so little is known of the strata 

that the identification of the relative position in the series of the seams at each of these 

localities, assuming the connection suggested, has yet to be determined. 

In describing the different coal-fields or localities in which coal operations are carried on, the 

writer has proceeded in an easterly direction, and as they nearly all, as before remarked, 

border on the shore, by continuing along the coast line they will be noticed in the order of 

their geographical position with respect to the starting point at the Joggins. On referring to 

the map (see Plate XXV.) it will be seen that Port Hood is situated in the island of Cape 

Breton. The northern shore of this island consists for a considerable distance of 

carboniferous rocks, in which there are several detached coal bearing tracts; the beds of 

coal in these tracts seem to be on the southern edges of a series of narrow troughs, which 

are separated from each other by masses of rock jutting into the sea, with, in some places, 

low and comparatively level spaces between them. Whether the beds fold round these 

intervening projections and form one large basin, or they maintain their isolation, is not yet 

ascertained. 

At Port Hood, one seam only has been opened; it crops out near the shore, along which it 

extends 1½ miles, and trending northward at each end passes into the sea; the extreme 

distance of the crop from high-water mark being about 220 yards. This seam dips to the 

N.W. at an angle of 27°, and is of the following average section:— 

 



                      Ft.  In. 

Coal (coarse)            1   0 

„  with bands of shale         0   9½ 

„  (good)              4   3 

                      ------------- 

                         6   0½ 

                      ------------- 

 

The underlying strata have been examined at various points on the surface, over a distance 

of nearly three-quarters of a mile from the shore; and although several seams were found, 

none of them exceeded twenty inches in thickness. Overlying the seam worked, 360 feet, 

there is another bed the thickness of which has not been correctly ascertained, as it is 

entirely under water; but the crop is occasionally seen when the tide is low, and it is 

supposed to be not less than six feet thick. Between Port Hood and Margarie, a distance of 

forty-five miles, seams of coal  
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appear in the cliffs at several places, but in a more marked form at Mabon, Broad Cove, and 

Chimney Corner. At the former of these the beds first reached in proceeding northward dip 

to the north at an angle of 70°. In a distance along the shore of about 200 yards there are 

indications of six or seven seams of coal, four of which are well defined; the others are 

evidently much disturbed, and their size and character cannot yet be declared. Of the four 

the lowest in the order of deposition is from 3 feet to 4½  feet thick, including from 12 to 18 

inches of cannel coal. Above this seam, and separated from it by only a few feet of shale, is 

one the thickness of which is 13 feet; and overlying this last there is another 7 feet thick, 

which is also overlaid by one 5 feet in thickness. About half-a-mile to the north, seams are 

found in an entirely reversed position, and with such strong points of resemblance that there 

remains no reason to doubt their identity with those to the south of them. The measures in 

this locality are thus in the usual basin shape. They sweep inland a short distance from the 

shore, and form the eastern edge of the basin, which probably extends under the sea a 

considerable distance. Further north, about 1,100 yards, seams are again exposed, with a 

northerly dip, one of which resembles the thirteen feet seam, and appears to establish a 

connection with that series. The edge of the basin would seem to have been in an 

undulatory form, and to have suffered considerable denudation, by which the connection of 

the beds was destroyed. The extent which these last named seams range northwards is not 

yet ascertained. 

At Broad Cove a seam 7 feet thick has been exposed with a northerly dip, and others of 

smaller size also appear in the cliffs. The position of these beds is similar to those at Mabon, 

but they seem to range further inland. So little has yet been done, however, to ascertain their 

extent, that a reference to them is all that can at present be said about them. Between Broad 

Cove and Chimney Corner, a distance of ten miles, the land adjoining the shore is for the 

most part low and flat, and there is not, therefore, the same facility for examining the strata. 

No seams, so far as the writer can learn, have yet been found between these places, and 

the relation of the two localities, should there be any connection, has yet to be established. 



At Chimney Corner the beds are well defined. Three seams are exposed, the lowermost in 

the series being 3 feet 6 inches thick. It is overlaid by one 5 feet thick, from which it is 

separated by about 200 feet of strata; and 88 feet above this last there is another 3 feet 

thick. They dip to the north-west at an angle of 40°.  The extent to which 
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these beds spread inland is not yet known; it is probable that like the Mabon series they are 

on the edge of a basin, the greater portion of which is either denuded or at a considerable 

depth under the sea. And it may be further conjectured that they are not disjointed 

carboniferous tracts but portions of one large coal-field, of which time and tide have left only 

these few landmarks. 

The carboniferous formation extends eastward from Chimney Corner to Cheticamp, a 

distance of 25 miles; and although seams of coal appear in the cliffs between these places, 

no attempt has been made to open them, probably from their not being of a workable size. A 

short distance beyond Cheticamp the measures terminate against Silurian rocks, of which 

the northern portion of the island consists. This Silurian tract is about thirty miles in width, in 

a south easterly direction from Margarie, and it is on its eastern flank that the carboniferous 

measures again make their appearance, where they range on the same course, S.E., and 

form the eastern coal-field of Cape Breton. Plate XXVIII. 

Extending along the eastern shore of the island, a distance of about 35 miles, and spreading 

inland quite as far, this formation, although productive chiefly on its eastern side, possesses 

an economical value that can scarcely be over estimated. 

The range of the coal bearing strata over such a distance is not, as may be supposed, an 

unbroken one; nor is the position of the seams, as respects the order of their sequence 

therein, easy of recognition in the different localities into which this coal-field is divided. It has 

had the advantage, however, of a skilful examination of the greater part of it by gentlemen 

well qualified for such a task, and its general form is much better known than that of the 

other coal-fields. 

The divisions above referred to are known as the Sydney, the Glace Bay, and the Cow Bay 

districts, these distinctions being local as regards the situation of the collieries, and 

geological as regards the separation formed by an anticlinal of a very prominent character 

between Cow Bay and Glace Bay, and by a similar but less defined line between the latter 

place and Sydney. 

The beds are in the usual trough-like form between these anticlinals, and their crops have a 

circular or elliptical outline in accordance with the longitudinal range of the trough, and the 

distance between the anticlinals. 

Although several collieries have been opened in these districts, and considerable knowledge 

has been obtained of each, their mutual relation has not yet been clearly defined;  and much 

doubt still exists with 
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respect to the identity of the seams in each division. As it is not the writer's intention in this 

paper to treat any part of the subject of it in a controversial spirit, but simply to describe the 

different seams in each locality, and to give a few particulars respecting the mining and 

disposal of the coal, he will but briefly refer to such connections as appear to be established, 

and will endeavour to convey a knowledge of each seam in the respective districts, and of 

their relation to each other, without regard to the question of geological position. It may be 

stated, however, that Dr. Dawson is inclined to the belief in the greater age of the Sydney 

series, whilst Prof. Lesley, of New York, who made an examination of the Cow Bay and 

Glace Bay districts, thinks the measures are identical. As some of the more striking 

peculiarities of this coal-field will, perhaps, be best understood by taking the Glace Bay 

series first, the different seams in that district will now be described. The most extensive 

surface development of the series is about midway between Sydney Harbour and Cow Bay; 

the measures are there in a very regular position, and of a broad basin shape. A section 

across the basin in a north and south direction exhibits nearly all the seams in this coal-field, 

assuming the identification of some of them in each district. They probably exceed twenty in 

number, with an aggregate thickness of workable coal of upwards of forty feet; there being in 

this section seven or eight of a workable size. The uppermost in the series is called the Hub 

seam; it is worked by the Glace Bay Company, on whose property it not only crops out at an 

extreme distance from the shore of about three quarters of a mile, but has also its northern 

and southern bassets. The Company is thus the sole possessor of the portion of the seam 

not covered by water. It dips where at present worked to the east at an angle of 5°, and is of 

the following section:— 

 

                      Ft.   In. 

Top coal, coarse         1   2 

Coal, good           5   6     

Hard band           0  1½ 

Coal, good             3   0 

                     --------------- 

                       9   9½ 

 --------------- 

                      

It is subject to irregularities in the floor which cause it to vary occasionally in thickness, but in 

other respects it is a remarkably uniform and free seam of coal. About twenty feet below it 

there is a bed of cannel coal two feet thick, which is not, however, sufficiently pure 

throughout this thickness to make it workable; and at a depth of 500 feet below it is the 

"Harbour" seam, of which the section is as follows :— 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XXXIX: Section No. 1, Pictou District; Section No. 2, Pictou District; Section 

No. 3, Glace Bay District, Cape Breton,  and Section No. 4, Cow Bay District, Cape Breton, 

showing probable position and connection of Seams.] 
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                      Ft.   In. 

Coal (coarse)           0  2½ 

Coal (good)            1  5 

Soft band      ..        0  0¼ 

Coal (good)            3  4½ 

  ----------- 

                       5 0¼ 

 ------------ 

  

This is also an excellent seam of coal; it lies uniformly with the other beds and is also worked 

by the Glace Bay Co. At a further depth of 243 feet, a three feet seam is found, and 54 feet 

below it a four feet bed called the Back Pit seam. Neither of these are worked. The latter is 

said to be of good quality but variable in size, being reduced to two feet in thickness on the 

south side of Big Glace Bay. 

About 100 feet below the Back Pit seam is the Phelan or Wayland seam, on which the 

Caledonia Co. have their colliery. This seam is also of excellent quality, and is 8 feet 3 

inches thick. It has a dip in the mine to the N.E. of about 5°. 

The Koss seam, five feet thick, is the next in this locality, at a depth below the Phelan of 135 

feet; and below it 72 feet is the Spencer seam. A reference to the section will show the 

position of the other and lesser beds. 

The strata are composed of the usual shales and sandstones which characterize 

carboniferous deposits. The following are sections of the newer strata passed through in the 

shafts of the Glace Bay and Caledonia Collieries; the one shows the newer strata overlying 

the "Hub" seam; the other a portion of that overlying the Phelan seam :— 

 

                No. 3 PIT, GLACE BAY COLLIERY. 

 

[Table of strata omitted.] 
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[Table continued. 

 

ENGINE PIT, CALEDONIA COLLIERY. 

 

[Table of strata omitted.] 
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[Table continued.] 

 

The wide sweep which the lower beds take to the west and north spreads them over an 

extensive tract of country, the greater part of which is held by various parties under leases 

and licenses to work. At present, however, there are only two mines between Lingan and 

Little Glace Bay. One of them, the International, is in operation on the "Harbour" seam, and 

the other, which has not been worked for some time, belongs to the General Mining 

Association, and is on the "Phelan" seam. No operations have been begun on any of the 

lower seams; attention having been naturally given in the first instance to those which, in 

addition to their size and quality, possessed the further advantages of facility of access. 
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The position of these seams is scarcely so clear on the north side of Lingan Bay as it is on 

the south side of Glace Bay, explorations not having been made to the same extent; it will, 

therefore, perhaps be best to show their connection on that side, and then to endeavour to 

trace them northwards. 

The coast line on the north side of the headland on which the "Hub" seam commences the 

series, retires considerably to the west, and as the strike of the seam trends eastwardly, that 

is, in the contrary direction, the upper beds, including the "Harbour" seam, pass into the sea 

a short distance along the coast and are not again seen, unless those in the cliffs between 

Lingan and Sidney Harbour are their representatives. The lower seams appear to maintain 

their regular position; they stretch away to the eastward over a broad point of land between 

Big Glace Bay and Schooner Pond, on the southern shore of which they also disappear in 

the sea. Two of the seams have been worked in this locality, the "Phelan" at the Clyde 

Colliery and the "Koss" at Schooner Pond. Their sections at these mines are [as] follows.— 

 

CLYDE.  SCHOONER POND 

   Ft.  In.   Ft.  In.                       

Top coal        1   6           Coal, with clay bands    1  4 

Coal            6   0                     Coal 0   4¾ 

Bottom coal       1   0          Band, hard          0   1 

 ------  Coal 3  7½ 

                       8    6  Band, soft         0   3 

                           Coal           1   3 

                                          --------- 

                                           6   11¼ 

 

On the northern flank of the promontory, which forms the northern head of Cow Bay, there 

are two seams separated by 3 feet of sandstone; the upper coal being 1 foot 9 inches, and 

the lower 4 feet 6 inches thick. These seams, notwithstanding their variation in size and in 

other respects, are supposed to be the representatives of the "Spencer" bed. The position of 

another seam at the extreme end of the "head" is also assumed to agree with that of the 



"Koss." There is here, however, a somewhat sudden change in the strike of the beds, which 

seems to have been caused by a cross ridge or anticlinal in connection with the main one to 

the south of it, and the identity does not appear yet to be of an undoubted character. 

It may convey some idea of the extent of coal in the tract of country between Lingan and 

Schooner Pond, to state that the distance between these places in a direct line from the crop 

of the lower seam at Schooner 
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Pond to its crop at Lingan is about 12 miles, and that it probably sweeps inland at some 

parts upwards of 5 miles. 

Stretching between the series of beds just described and those in the Cow Bay district is the 

northern head of that bay, which running into the sea in an easterly direction, separates 

these localities in a very marked and prominent manner. The position of the Cow Bay portion 

of the coal-field is so peculiar and isolated in its relation to the Glace Bay and Bridgeport 

districts, that at first sight its connection with them might be very easily doubted. It does, 

however, but illustrate in a more forcible manner than is elsewhere shown the undulatory 

outline of the coal-bearing rocks which prevails so extensively along the shores of the 

Province. As already stated it is separated from Glace Bay by an anticlinal of a well defined 

character. This anticlinal opposes a bold headland to the sea, and hanging inland it 

becomes gradually reduced in size till at a distance of 8 miles from the shore it appears to 

terminate. The coal beds on the south side of it extend upwards of 6 miles to the west of the 

"head," and are in the form of a narrow trough; the transition from a southerly to a northerly 

dip occurring at the western end in a very short space. The east end has been destroyed by 

the sea to such an extent that the coast line of the north side of the bay is for a distance of 7 

miles nearly at right angles to the course of the main shore ; and as the centre of the trough 

is parallel with the course of the anticlinal, this coast line is in an oblique direction across the 

measures, and the curious spectacle is exhibited of an exposure of the same seams at 

opposite sides of the trough in the short space of 3 miles. 

Two seams only have been mined in this district; the uppermost is known as the "Block 

House" seam, from its being worked at the Block House Colliery, but it is said by Professor 

Lesley to be the "Harbour" seam of the Glace Bay district. The upper beds and that seam in 

this case are covered by the sea the entire distance between where they disappear near 

Little Glace Bay Harbour and reappear at Cow Bay. The Block House seam has been very 

extensively worked; it is a fine bed of coal of the following section:— 

 

 Ft.   In. 

Top Coal (left)        1   0 

Coal         7   10 

                        ---------- 

      8   10 

                         ------------ 

  



There is a noteworthy peculiarity in this seam which deserves mention. It is undisturbed by 

faults over an extensive range of workings, and but for the peculiarity alluded to, it might be 

considered a very fine specimen  
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of a bed of coal. This peculiarity consists of masses of shale which intercept the workings in 

a very singular manner. See Plate XXX. Of the most irregular shape, they sometimes 

present a perfect face of stone in the working places, and at first sight would be taken for 

faults; on cutting through them, however, the seam is found on the same level and the coal 

unaltered in any respect. They are occasionally several yards thick; sometimes they are 

wedge-shaped, running to a point at the bottom of the seam, and are often of the most 

fantastic forms. From the fact of there being a bed of shale overlying the coal, and also that 

in only one instance are they connected with the floor of the seam, it appears reasonable to 

infer that they have been thrust into fissures in the coal; but how these have been caused 

without disturbing the general shape of the bed is not so evident. A proof of motion in the 

material is the strongly slicken-sided markings in the shale. The diagrams are from sketches 

made by the writer in the mine. 

The action of the anticlinal is well shown at this colliery. The seam from its southern crop has 

a gentle dip to the N.E., at an angle of 5°, which continues a distance of six hundred yards; it 

then suddenly begins to rise, and is thrown out to the surface at an angle of 45°. A thickness 

of strata of about thirty fathoms separates this seam from the "McAulay" bed, so called in 

this locality, but which is considered to be the equivalent of the "Phelan" seam in Glace Bay. 

It is worked at the Gowrie Colliery, where it is of the following section:— 

 

 Ft.  In. 

Coal         2   2 

Shale         0   0½ 

Coal         2   8½ 

 4   11 

  

Between the northern crop of the McAulay seam and the northern "Head," several seams 

crop out; their relative position being summarised as follows, the depths being vertical to the 

dip :— 

 

 Ft.  In. 

McAulay seam      4   11 

Sundry strata            200   0 

Spencer seam       2   8 

Sundry strata              60   0 

McEury seam        4   4 

Sundry strata             100   0 

Coal, 3 feet seam         3   0 



Sundry strata            50   0 

Coal, 2 feet seam         2   0 

Sundry strata         100   0 

Coal               1   6 

Sundry strata         100  0 

Long Beach seam               3   0 

 

[Vol. XIX Plate XXX : Sections showing shape of masses of shale in the Blockhouse Seam.] 
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The declination of these seams brings them to the surface within a comparatively short 

distance from each other. On the southern side of the basin, where the dip is much less, 

their crops have, of course, a corresponding extension. Unfortunately, however, these crops 

are for some distance under the sea, the bay occupying a large extent of the space between 

the southern head and the main land. At the extreme end of that head the seams again 

appear, and one of them has been opened at the South Head Colliery. It is supposed to be 

the Spencer seam; it differs much from the section of that seam near the Gowrie mine, and 

its identity seems to be based at present rather on the assumption of an unbroken range of 

the strata, than on any similarity in other respects. At the South Head, it consists of several 

beds of coal separated by shales; of the portion worked, the lowest is 3 feet 6 inches thick; it 

is overlaid by 2 feet 4 inches of shale, and that again by coal with clay bands, 3 feet 6 inches 

thick. Passing through the narrow point of land which forms the head, it is seen in the cliff on 

the southern side, and then disappears in the sea. 

Between the "Head" and False Bay beach, several beds of coal are exposed in the cliff; an 

examination of these would, no doubt, determine their relation to those already named, and 

fix more definitely than exists at present the true character of this portion of the coal-field. 

Only one of these seams has been opened; it is called the "Tracey" bed, and is worked at 

the Miré Bay Colliery, where it is of the following section, with a dip to the N.E. of 7°:— 

 

 Ft.  In. 

Coal              2   6 

Fireclay           0   10 

Coal             1   2 

                             4   6 

 

This seam is supposed to underlie the Spencer seam 2,400 feet; it is at present the lowest 

workable bed in the series. Its north-easterly dip is in conformity with the upper beds worked 

at Gowrie and Block House, and suggests the probability of the wide range of the crop 

shown on the map. 

The southern shore of the South Head affords the last section of this interesting and 

valuable coal-field; the easterly strike of the beds carries 
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them in a transverse direction across the headland, whence they pass into the sea, and all 

further knowledge of them in that direction ceases. Having now, it is hoped, made as clear 

as existing knowledge permits, the position of the seams at this extremity of the coal-field, it 

is necessary, in order to trace their course northwards, to revert to the Glace Bay district as 

a starting point for that purpose. It was remarked, that in their Bridgeport tract, the General 

Mining Association had at one time worked a seam, which is considered to be the "Phelan." 

Although this seam differs both in its size and in the direction of the dip from that worked at 

the Caledonian Colliery, there appears to be little reason to doubt their identity; the variation 

in thickness being not unusual, as has been already observed, and the alteration in the strike 

being in accordance with the general course of one of the upper beds, as proved at the 

International Colliery. 

The entire series up to this point appears to be regular and unbroken. On the northern shore 

of Indian Bay, however, the strike of the seams is almost at right angles to that of those on 

the Bridgeport side, and as the distance between the shores of the bay is only 1¾ miles, it is 

evident that there is a disturbance of the beds in this locality. The change in their position is 

attributable to a second anticlinal, the range of which is similar to that between Cow Bay and 

Glace Bay. The shape of this portion of the coal-field is so entirely different to the last-named 

district that the peculiarity of position is almost as strongly marked as at Cow Bay. 

The sweep of the beds between Lingan and Spanish river has a convex form as regards the 

sea, whereas between Lingan and Schooner Pond it is the reverse, thus affording another 

illustration of that peculiar contour of the carboniferous strata to which attention has before 

been drawn. 

From the northern head of Indian Bay to Low Point at the entrance to Spanish river, the 

coast section exhibits a succession of beds of coal which on the assumption of the identity of 

any one of them with one of those on the Bridgeport side must be considered to be the 

representatives of those under or overlying that particular seam. This identity has been 

attached to a seam which is worked at Lingan Colliery by the General Mining Association, 

who hold a large and valuable tract extending from Indian Bay to Spanish river. It is 

considered to be the same seam as that worked by the same company at Bridgeport, i.e., 

the "Phelan." There is, however, so much of a dubious character in this part of the coal-field 

that further investigation is required to establish 
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the connection between the two sides of the bay in a satisfactory manner. The seam at 

Lingan is of the following:- 

 

 Ft.  In. 

Coal              3   0 

Fireclay           0   6 

Coal             5   8 

                             9   2 



 

The course of the dip is about N.35 E., at an angle of 12 degrees. In proceeding northwards 

the band increases to a thickness of eight feet in a distance of 500 yards; the thickness of 

the top and bottom coal being very little altered.  

A recent boring has proved that the band is again becoming thinner. This is mentioned as it 

may have some bearing on the strangely varied section of the strata and seams exposed in 

the cliff on the southern side of the Spanish river, which is hereafter referred to.   

Beneath the Lingan seam others have been found at various points along the north shore of 

Indian bay and Lingan Basin.  One of these about 300 feet below the Lingan seam is four 

feet thick; and beneath it 800 feet , there is another two feet thick. This is underlaid by one 

six feet thick, and by another still lower, consisting of five feet eight inches of intervening 

strata has yet not been ascertained. The crop of the last named seam is about three miles to 

the west of the colliery. It has a dip nearly due east at an angle of 10°. 

The lowest seam in position that has opened in the neighbourhood of Lingan is at the 

Gardener colliery distance from the Lingan mine in a south-west direction about 3¼ miles. 

This seam is evidently one of the Bridgeport or Glace Bay series from the comformability 

with the seams in the former locality; it is five feet in thickness and dips S.65° E. It is 

supposed to underlie the "Ross" seam nine hundred feet. 

The thickness of the strata between the coal beds which, from the order of their succession 

in the proceeding towards Low point, overlie the Lingan seam, has not been accurately 

ascertained.  The beds appear in the cliffs to be conformable in position with that seam.  The 

first in ascending order is five feet thick, and is separated from it by about 330 feet of strata.  

At Davy's Head there is another eight feet thick, and one near the Barasois three feet thick. 

On the north side of the pond at this place the General Mining Association have opened a 

fine seam of coal six feet in thickness; it is overlaid by a bed of fire-clay two feet thick, above 

which there is coal two feet eight inches thick.  The seam dips    
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nearly due north at an angle of 10°. Further north, and near to Low Point, another seam four 

feet thick is exposed in the cliff. Some of these seams have been opened a short distance 

back from the shore by the occupiers of the land; these openings and the cliff exposures are 

at present the only guide to the range of the beds and their connection with the series next to 

be described. 

Between Low Point and the south bar of Sydney harbour there is a great alteration in the 

position of the strata; they bend round to the west, and have a largely-increased angle of dip. 

In some places it is 45°, and nearly due north in direction. The crops of the seams are in 

consequence much closer together. Eleven seams of coal are here distinctly recognisable in 

a distance at right angles to the strike of about a mile. Their relative position is stated by Dr. 

Dawson to be as in the following section, beginning with the uppermost, which is the same 

seam as that above referred to, near Low Point:— 

 

[Table of strata omitted.] 

 



In addition to the above, there are between numbers 3 and 4, two seams, 2 feet and 1 foot 6 

inches thick, and between numbers 4 and 5, two others, 3 feet and 4 feet thick; and again, 

between 5 and 6, one 2 feet thick. In the distance named there are, therefore, eleven seams 

of coal, of an aggregate thickness of about 50 feet. The variation in the dip of these beds of 

coal is indicative of the peculiarity of their position in this locality ; thus, whilst number 1 

inclines northward at an angle of 10°, number 2 plunges in the same direction at an angle of 

38°, number 4 increases to 40°,  and number 6 subsides to 30°.  An interesting 
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starting point is furnished by this section, from which to trace the seams both to the north 

and to the south, and to fix the true geographical position of the beds in the different districts. 

The data for this purpose, however, are still wanting, as, with the exception above-

mentioned, the country is entirely unexplored between the coast line and the head of Lingan 

Basin. The area included in this space is held by the General Mining Association, and 

consists of about 13 square miles; it extends from Indian Bay and Lingan Basin to the 

southern shore of Spanish River, and from the eastern shore between these, inland, a 

distance of 2¾ miles. The only mining areas in this locality available to others are, therefore, 

those covered by the sea, and it is at the northern end of this tract that the first submarine 

operations in the province have been begun. The Ross seam, number 4 in the section, has 

been opened at the Victoria Colliery. The crop of the seam is near the edge of the cliff, and 

access to the sea area is obtained by a slope starting in the crop; and as the dip of the seam 

is at an angle of 40°, the strata between the bed of the sea and the seam rapidly thicken. 

Dr. Dawson is of opinion, that in the above series of beds are represented all the seams in 

the Cow Bay and Glace Bay districts, and also, those on the northern side of Spanish river. 

Some of them are probably much altered in character. A division of the Lingan seam has 

been noticed, and it is not improbable that the overlying coal at the Barasois is still further 

separated from the lower seam by a thickening of the intervening fire clay or other beds. If 

the relationship suggested be correct, there is a remarkable instance of the altered form of a 

seam in the "Paint" seam, number 2 in the section, which is supposed to be the 

representative of the Phelan seam. It will be remembered, that this is considered to be the 

same as the Lingan seam; the connection therefore, is not so remote as it would be if the 

comparison were made between the sections at Caledonia or Schooner Pond and Victoria. 

At Lingan one of the sections is— 

 

 Ft. In. 

Coal          3   0 

Fireclay      8   0 

Coal         6   5 

 

The section at the Victoria mine is so entirely different that the question of identity may 

readily arise. 

A series of accurate measurements, and a careful examination and comparison of the strata, 

will alone enable the connection of the seams in the different localities on the south side of 

Sydney Harbour to be 
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established with certainty; for, although the interruptions in the measures do not cause a 

severance of the districts, of much extent superficially, there is much to induce a hesitation in 

defining their continuity, and that will require further exploration to fully confirm it. 

The northern shore of the entrance to Sydney Harbour is distant from the southern shore 

about two miles. The coast section is in remarkable contrast with that last described, and 

presents an illustration of the construction of the carboniferous deposits, that equals in 

interest the section at the Joggins. The beds are here resting at an easy declination, and as 

the cliffs for some distance from Cranberry Head, the northern head of the Harbour, are 

sufficiently high to give a considerable exposure of them, the series can be well examined. 

An elaborate section of the strata from Cranberry Head to Stubbard's Point was made by Mr. 

Brown;* it is summarised as follows:— 

 

* Late Manager of the Sydney Mines. 

 

[Table of strata omitted.] 
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[Table continued.] 
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[Table continued.] 

 

This section embraces a distance of nearly 3 miles, and a depth of 
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strata of 1860 feet; and although there are in the entire series upwards of thirty beds of coal, 

only four of them are workable, viz.:—the Cranberry Head, the Lloyd's Cove, the Main, and 

the Indian Cove seams. The Lloyd's Cove seam underlies the Cranberry Head 280 feet, the 

Main seam is at a further depth of 728 feet, and the Indian Cove below it 460 feet. They dip 

N. 60 E., at an angle of 7°. The Main seam has been principally worked; it averages six feet 

in thickness, and is a remarkably clean and uniform bed of coal, being undisturbed by faults 

or irregularities of any moment. For domestic purposes, it bears a high and well deserved 

reputation throughout the provinces, and is also largely exported to Newfoundland and 

Prince Edward's Island. The Lloyd's Cove and the Indian Cove seams have also been 

largely worked; the former contains some bands of softish grey shale, which, with other 

impurities, render it a troublesome seam to work ; it is of the following section:— 

 



 Ft.   In. 

Coal    ..   2   1 

Soft band        0  1¾ 

Coal     0   5½ 

Band      0   1 

Coal       ..   3   6½ 

 6   3¾ 

  

The connection of these seams with those on the opposite shore between Low Point and the 

South Bar, is an object of much interest to the holders of areas along that shore; and in a 

geological point of view is one of much importance. It is evident the measures are much 

disturbed, and it is probable the line of disturbance is indicated by the course of the harbour. 

The abruptness of the change in the direction of the strike, and in the angle of dip, and the 

crowding together of the several beds on the south side, are in marked contrast with the 

unbroken series on the north side of the harbour, and render the identification of the seams 

very difficult. Whether or no this may be established hereafter, it is sufficient for the purpose 

of this paper to consider the northern shore a fresh starting point, from which to continue the 

description of this portion of the coal-field. 

Between this shore and the northern side of Boulardarie Island, a distance of 8 miles, the 

measures range in a north-westerly direction, though not in an uninterrupted course as 

regards the continuity of the seams. With the exception of an opening made by the General 

Mining Association at Cox Hill, 24 miles west of the Queen Pit, on the Main seam, the seams 

are but partially explored between Spanish river and the 
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Little Bras d'Or, a narrow winding and exceedingly picturesque opening, between the 

Atlantic and a large inland sea known as the Bras d'Or Lake. On each side of this passage 

the seams appear in the cliffs, and are entered by adits; the transit of the coal from the 

workings to the ship side being thus very economically effected. One of the seams has been 

opened at the Collins mine, on the south-east side; it is supposed to be the Indian Cove 

seam. It has also been sunk to by the Association, a short distance back from the shore. The 

sections at these places are, however, a little different, and are also at variance with that at 

the No. 3 Pit on the Company's area, and near Sydney Harbour, and with one at an opening 

about midway between the harbour and the Bras d'Or. These sections are as follows:— 

 

[Table of strata at 4 points, omitted.] 

 

Whilst a change, such as is here exhibited, is not an unusual feature in extensive mining 

districts, there appear to be in this locality alterations in the seams of a general character, 

and not confined to one seam only. A similar irregularity in the thickness of the main seam 

was found to exist at the Cox Hill Pit, where it is only 3 feet 7 inches thick near the crop. The 

continuity of the seams appears, nevertheless, to be undisturbed to any extent as far as the 

Little Bras d'Or. The gap which forms this passage is, however, on the line of a large fault, 



the existence of which has recently been ascertained by Professor Hind during an 

examination of the measures in this locality. It is an upthrow to the north of about 400 feet. 

By this fault the crops of the seams are removed to the north upwards of a mile, and a large 

extent of the lower strata is exposed on each side of Boulardarie Island. The Lloyd's Cove, 

the Main, and the Indian Cove seams are well identified on the west side of the entrance, 

and their course has also been traced across the island to the opposite side, where, with a 

trending of the strike to the north, they disappear in the sea. On this shore several other 

beds of coal of a workable size are exposed in the cliff between Point Aceni and the great 

Bras d'Or entrance. These beds have not yet been traced across the island to the Little Bras 

d'Or, but there is little reason to 
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doubt the regularity of the measures between the two entrances. One of the seams has 

been opened at the Matheson Colliery opposite to the Collins Mine. It is 3 feet thick and is 

overlaid by 15 inches of excellent fire clay.  The dip is to the north east at an angle of 8°. 

An interesting field of inquiry is embraced in the tract of country extending from Sydney 

Harbour to the Great Bras d'Or. The poverty of the section, with respect to workable seams, 

from Cranberry Head up the north west arm of the harbour, is in striking contrast both with 

the opposite shore and with the western side of Boulardarie Island; and a reconciliation of 

the differences cannot fail to elicit some interesting geological circumstances. 

A brief notice of an isolated patch of carboniferous strata remains to complete the 

description of the Cape Breton coal-field. On the west side of the Great Bras d'Or seams 

have been opened at the New Cambellton Colliery, the connection of which with those on 

the opposite shore of the island is somewhat peculiar. The beds on that shore, as before 

stated, have a trending of the strike northwards, which, it will be seen on reference to the 

map, leads to a very different point to that which is now referred to. The portion of the coal 

measures in which seams have been opened, at the New Cambellton Colliery, is situated on 

the eastern flank and near the extremity of a range of high land, which terminates a long 

neck of the main land stretching between the Bras d'Or and an inlet of the sea called St. 

Ann's Bay. A ridge of syenite running in an east and west direction here interrupts the 

extension of the beds and thus forms their western boundary. Although the space occupied 

by the measures is but of small extent their true position is not yet fully established. The 

course of the strike on the shore opposite Boulardarie, and in a seam opened a short 

distance to the north, seem to indicate a somewhat rapid bending round of the beds, and to 

give them a basin shape similar to that at Cow Bay. This seam is of the following section:— 

 

 Ft.   In. 

Coal (coarse)       0   4 

Coal            2   9 

Soft posting         0   1 

Coal            1   3 

                     4   5 

  



It dips to the east at an angle of 12°. About three-quarters of a mile further north, the beds 

are thrown up against the side of the mountain into a nearly vertical position.  Two seams 

have been opened by an 
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adit driven at right angles to the strike. The first or uppermost in the order of deposition is 4 

feet thick, the next is 6 feet, a thickness of strata of 36 feet separating them. Between these 

seams and the crop of the other seam no sufficient examination has yet been made to 

enable the relation of the beds to be defined. There are indications, however, which make it 

probable that they sweep round from the Bras d'Or as stated, and are turned to the eastward 

and thrown up by the syenitic ridge. The relation of the vertical seams to that in the more 

normal position is still undetermined, and the difficulty is increased by the hitherto 

unsuccessful attempts to find another seam above or below it that might assist the 

identification. 

The relative position of the beds on each side of the Great Bras d'Or is very similar to the 

form in which they appear at Sydney Harbour and Indian Bay, Lingan; and there is, 

doubtless, a like cause for the change in their course. Interruptions by anticlinals or 

dislocations on a large scale sufficiently account for many of these changes; and the position 

of these disturbances is generally indicated by a high and broken ridge as at Cow Bay, or by 

wide and deep bays and water channels as at Lingan, Sydney, and Little Bras d'Or. 

In the Cape Breton coal-field there is little diversity in the character of the seams; they are all 

of the bituminous class, and, except for gas, no special adaptability is yet attached to any of 

them. The Main seam of the Sydney Mines has, however, a deservedly high reputation for 

domestic use, for which it is sold almost entirely. It is a clean bright coal, with a cubical 

fracture; it works large, gives out much heat, and leaves a small quantity of reddish ash. An 

analysis by Professor How, in 1861, gave 

                     

Volatile matter       31.87 

Fixed carbon         64.59 

Ash               3.54 

 100.00 

Theor. evap. power           8.87 

 

The beds on the opposite shore of the harbour near Low Point have been examined by Dr. 

Dawson, and analyses of the principal seams have been made by him with the following 

result:—  

 

 1.      2.      3. 

Volatile matter        39.       38.8         35.4 

Fixed carbon          59.       59.4        63.0 

Ash                 2.        1.8         1.6 

                             ------ ------ ------- 



                   100.       100.      100. 

                            ------- ------- -------- 

Coke                61.0      61.2       64.6 
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 4 (top).     4 (bottom).     6.. 

Volatile matter        39.6       37.8    31.4 

Fixed carbon          57.2      59.6    62.4 

Ash                 3.2         2.6         6.2 

                             ------ ------ ------- 

                   100.       100.      100. 

                            ------- ------- -------- 

Coke                61.3 68.6 

 

The analyses are numbered in accordance with the order in which the seams are given in 

the section, page 150. 

The seams between Lingan and Cow Bay are very similar in their characteristics, and need 

no special description. The coal is exported principally to the United States for gas-making, 

and although they differ in their produce, generally speaking they are a fine and valuable 

series of beds. The subjoined analyses of the coal from the seams at Glace Bay and Cow 

Bay will show their respective compositions:— 

 

HUB SEAM, LITTLE GLACE BAY. 

Volatile matter       36.54 

Fixed carbon         62.53 

Ash               .93 

 100.00 

Theor. evap. power           8.59 

 

Both the Hub and the Harbour seam have been tested for raising steam in one of H.M. 

ships, and are reported "to light up quickly, raise steam fast, burn well and clearly, and 

generate steam well." The Hub seam is an excellent gas coal, and is much used in the 

States for that purpose. At Halifax it has been found to yield 8,500 cubic feet per ton of 16 

candle gas. 

A series of assays of portions of the Phelan seam at Caledonia Colliery gave the following 

average:— 

 

Volatile matter       33.02 

Fixed carbon         57.36 

Ash               9.62 



 100.00 

Coke    69.2 

Spec. gravity         1.32 

 

The Block House seam is largely worked for gas purposes, for which it bears a high 

character. For raising steam it has also given satisfactory results. Mixed with Welsh coal the 

consumption was found to be 12 per  cent. less than when using Welsh alone. 

The McAulay seam at the Gowrie Colliery is also an excellent coal 
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for general purposes, and has been found to possess good steam-producing properties.  

The following analyses were made in 1863. 

 

                      1st and 2nd band    2nd band. 

Moisture                 1.80        1.46 

Hydrocarbonaceous matter    ..  ..   27.08       37.27 

Sulphur                 3.42       1.27 

Coke                .  67.70      60 

                         -----------        ---------- 

                         100.000     100.00 

                             ------------ ---------- 

Ash                   7.25       4.15 

Theor. evap. power           8.53  

Spec. gravity                       1.33 

 

The system of working practised is the same as in the other coalfields, viz., the bord and 

pillar. With the exception of the Sydney Mines all the seams are entered by slopes from the 

crop, and the mode of working appears to have been adopted with a view to the removal of 

as much of the coal as possible in the first working. The pillars next the crop are, therefore, 

usually very small. In few cases has an attempt been made to work the pillars, though in 

these they have been successfully done. An enlarged scale of pillarage is, however, being 

adopted, and the pursuit of a more systematic course of working becoming general. The 

vertical seams at the New Campbellton Colliery are worked on the same principle as the 

horizontal beds, the bords being-driven upwards in a series of steps, and the coal taken 

through holings at short intervals between each bord to a spout, which has a slide at the 

bottom. The tubs are put into a siding off the horse road, under the spout, and the contents 

run into them. 

The crops of the seams being so near the sea-board, most of the collieries are situated near 

those parts of the coast to which vessels can have access. The harbour accommodation 

between Midi and Sydney is not, however, so good as in other localities. The bays are 

exposed to gales from the north-east, and are often rendered unsafe. There is, however, a 



very fine and commodious harbour at Sydney, but it is inaccessible at present, owing to their 

being no railway to connect it with the mines. An attempt was made a few years ago to have 

one constructed at the joint expense of the mine owners, which, unfortunately, was 

unsuccessful. The consequence has been, that artificial harbours have been made at 

several places at great cost, for the private use of some of the mines, and the other collieries 

have been seriously limited in their operations by the want of similar facilities. At Cow Bay, 

the Block House, and the Gowrie Mines, have each their own shipping 
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place within a mile of each other. The latter is protected by an extensive breakwater, erected 

on the north-east side of the shipping berths; the enclosed space between them affording 

shelter to vessels in time of need. At Block House, the coal is brought out of the mine by an 

adit on a level with the wharf, and as the seam is remarkably clean, it is taken direct from the 

face to the ship's side. The Caledonia Company have provided themselves with a harbour, 

by cutting through a sand bar which runs out from the south side of Big Glace Bay, and by 

erecting piers for the protection of the entrance into the water behind this bar, a short line of 

railway connects the harbour with the colliery. Neither the Clyde nor the Schooner Pond 

Mines have at present any efficient means of shipping their coal. At Little Glace Bay a small 

but safe harbour has been formed by the Glace Bay Company; a small and almost dry creek 

having at a comparatively little cost been converted into an excellent shipping place. The 

Lingan and International Collieries are also dependent on their own resources for putting 

their coal on board of ship. At the former considerable expense has been incurred in making 

and maintaining a shipping place for its exclusive use; and at the latter the coal is taken off in 

large boats called "scows," and put on board the vessel at anchor in the exposed roadstead. 

This serious impediment to an extension of the mining capabilities of this district, has, of late, 

again received attention, and a railway is in course of construction between the mine and 

Sydney Harbour. The produce of the Sydney Mines is shipped at North Sydney. Extensive 

accommodation is here provided by the General Mining Association, by whom alone coal is 

shipped at this part of the harbour. 

All these harbours are closed from two to three months during the winter by ice, and 

navigation is sometimes impeded a longer period. During that time the mines are continued 

at work and the coal is stored on the surface, as at the other mining districts. 

The mode of opening the mines is by slope, from the crop as already described. In some 

cases, shafts have been sunk to the dip of the first workings; more, however, with a view to 

increase the productive powers than from a preference of a shaft to a slope. The latter is, in 

many cases, an inexpensive method of commencing operations, but it is certainly not the 

most judicious means that can be adopted. The facility with which it enables operations to be 

begun, is a great temptation to work the coal much too near the crop, and the consequence 

is, the surface water has access to the mine; the coal too, is generally neither so strong nor 

so clean. One of the greatest evils connected with this hasty system of  
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opening, is, however, the indifference that has prevailed respecting the position of the seam 

throughout the areas. Instead of carefully ascertaining this by boring, it is taken for granted 



that it lies in an undisturbed state, and that subsequent operations will present no more 

difficulty than has hitherto been experienced. The Victoria Colliery, in Cumberland County, is 

not a solitary instance of the inconvenience and expense caused by the want of a little 

knowledge of the kind referred to. 

The mode of payment to the miners varies considerably in this district. At some of the 

collieries the price is per cubic yard, at others per tub, at one of them it is per ton, and at 

another per lineal yard. The rate in the former case is from 27 cents, to 32 cents., or 1s. 1d. 

to 1s. 3d. per cubic yard; where it is by the tub at one mine it is 17 cents., or 8d. per tub of 7 

cwts. in the bords, and 4s. per yard extra in the level; at another 22 cents., or 10.5d. per tub 

of 12 cwts. is paid in the bords, and 3s. 2d. per yard extra in the levels. The price per ton at 

the colliery where that system is adopted, is 46 cents., or 1s. 10d. Every tub is weighed as it 

comes to bank, and the arrangement is considered very satisfactory. 

The price of the coal at the mines is from 7s. to 9s. per ton. A large proportion of the 

shipments is to the States, the remainder being used in the province and the adjoining 

colonies. Freights to Boston and other ports on the American shore vary from 9s. to 12s. 

At many of the collieries the surface erections are simple and inexpensive. A carefulness in 

screening and cleaning the coal is not yet so generally practised as will in a short time 

probably become necessary. In a few instances, the appliances for these purposes are of a 

good type, and the establishments generally are very creditable. The double horizontal 

cylinder engine is chiefly used for hauling, winding, and pumping. The drum is usually driven 

by spur gearing; in some cases friction gearing is applied. In one instance it is of the grooved 

wheel construction, and in another on the bevelled surface principle. At the Albion and 

Sydney Mines an older style of engine is in use. New winnings, are, however, in hand at 

each of these places, and powerful engines for winding and pumping have been erected. 

The coal is conveyed from the mines to the shipping places in wagons or cars, in the size 

and shape of which there is much diversity. The ordinary chaldron wagon of the North of 

England is generally used at the Sydney and the Albion Mines. At others there are cars of 

different shapes, some of which carry two tons, some six tons. Locomotives are used to 

convey them between the pit and the wharves; or in a suitable 
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situation the transit is effected by self-acting inclines. One other locality remains to be 

noticed to complete the circuit of the coal measures, considered only with respect to their 

capability of being utilised. In the county of Richmond, at the south-west corner of the island, 

there is a patch of carboniferous rocks in which seams of coal of a workable size have been 

opened. Some of these appear in the cliffs at the Sea Coal Bay, in Carribon Cove. They are 

in a vertical position, having a dip to the south-west of 75°, the course of the strike being N. 

50° W. The principal seam is upwards of 11 feet thick, inclusive of several bands of shale. 

The others are 4 feet and 5½ feet in thickness, the latter also including a band of fire-clay 

near the middle of the seam, 15 inches thick. The strata are here much disturbed, and as the 

operations have been confined entirely to the crop of the seams, little is known of their extent 

or general shape. At a depth of 63 feet the angle of dip was found to be rapidly diminishing, 

and it is, therefore, not improbable that they will lie at no great depth in a more convenient 

form for working. 



The coal, according to the following analysis by Dr. Dawson, of a portion of the thick seam, 

is not of a very high class; an improvement in the quality may, however, be reasonably 

expected where the seam is in a less disturbed condition and the operations are further 

removed from the crop. 

 

Volatile matter       25.2 

Fixed carbon         44.7 

Ash               30.1 

 100.0 

 

About 2½ miles to the north-east of Sea Coal Bay seams have been opened at the 

Richmond Colliery which agree with the above in the course of their strike, but have their dip 

in the opposite direction. There are two seams 154 feet apart, the lowest in the order of 

deposition being four feet thick, and the other three feet. They dip to the north-east at an 

angle of 85°. The quality of the 4 feet bed appears in an analysis also by Dr. Dawson, to be 

superior to the Sea Coal Bay seam:— 

 

Volatile matter       30.25 

Fixed carbon         56.40 

Ash               13.35 

 100.00 

 

The similarity of position of these beds to those at Sea Coal Bay, assuming them to be on 

the opposite sides of an anticlinal, would seem to indicate a former connection ; there is so 

little known, however, of the structure of the measures in localities in which mining 

operations have 
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only been carried on a short time, that conjecture on this point has little beyond general 

features to support it. These vertical seams, when the mines were last in operation, were 

worked in the following manner. At the Richmond Colliery they were at first opened by a 

slope driven at a convenient angle in the course of the strike. Subsequently a shaft was sunk 

between the beds, and level drifts were driven out of it into each seam at intervals of about 

40 feet. A lift of coal was then taken off this height by driving a drift 6 feet high in the coal at 

that depth. When this drift was about 10 yards in length, other 6 feet were taken out above 

the drift, timber being put in and a scaffold formed next the face as it advanced. Above this, 

again, another lift was taken in the same manner, each face being kept regularly going. The 

coal as it was worked fell into the lowermost place, whence it was taken to the shaft. The 

seam would, thus, if in a horizontal position, appear to have a long wall face, with the roof 

entirely supported by timber. 

The preceding embraces all the coal districts of any importance in the province. The 

carboniferous formation is spread to a greater or less extent over other localities; the 

circumstances of geological position are in most cases, however, sufficient to convince the 



experienced miner of their barrenness, and are such as should elicit an honest avowal to the 

enquiring speculator of the fruitlessness of operations in many of these places. In some of 

them, it is by no means improbable that future explorations may truly bring to light beds of 

coals, whose existence is not yet indicated by any external evidence. 

The laws which regulate the holding of mining areas have been framed in a liberal spirit, and 

with a view to encourage the development of the mineral resources of the province. 

An exploration license, giving a power to search for minerals, other than gold, over a tract 

not exceeding five square miles in extent, is granted on payment of 20 dollars, or £4 sterling. 

This license is for twelve months. At any time before the expiration of the license, the holder 

may select one square mile, which must be in one block, and must not exceed 2½ miles in 

length, for the purpose of working the minerals therein; and on application being made, in 

writing, to the Commissioner of Mines, a license to work is granted for a term of two years 

from the date of the application, the cost of such license being 50 dollars, or £10 sterling. On 

the termination of that period the holder is entitled to a lease, provided effective mining 

operations have been begun and carried on. Before these licenses are issued, a bond must 

be given to the Commissioner, with sufficient sureties, that in the event of entry 
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being made upon private lands, recompense shall be made for damages. The conditions of 

the lease are similar to those usually inserted. The lease is for twenty years, with a power of 

a second and third renewal for a similar period, but not to extend beyond sixty years from the 

25th August, 1866, and with a liberty to the Legislature to revise and alter the royalty in or 

after the year 1886. The royalty at present is 10 cents., or 4¾d. per ton of 2240 lbs., up to 

250,000 tons, sold in each or any year, and about 3d. per ton on every ton over that 

quantity. It is payable only on the round coal sold; slack and coal used by agents, workmen, 

and engines, being exempt. A statement is required quarterly, of all coal worked and sold, 

and of the expenditure in extending the works; also payment of the royalty incurred. The 

other conditions of the lease are of the usual character with respect to a proper working of 

the mine, the right to examine the workings, and books of accounts, surrender of the lease, 

right of transfer, &c. 

Deeming it would be of interest to know the progress of mining in Nova Scotia, a few 

statements respecting the production and disposal of the coal from 1827 to the end of 1869 

are appended. It will be observed that the sales since 1866 have much fallen off. This is due 

to the abrogation of a reciprocity treaty which existed up to that time between the United 

States and the British North American Provinces. On the cessation of the treaty a duty of 5s. 

sterling per ton was imposed by the United States Government, and, as will readily be 

believed, it almost amounted to a prohibition. A blow of this kind to a merely budding branch 

of commerce could not fail to check its progress. With all allowance for the obstacle thus 

opposed to its development it is, however, much to be regretted that a lack of energy in 

looking for other markets should have prevailed to an extent that inferred a hopelessness on 

the part of the proprietors of many of the mines, very unusual in men of business. 

Of the mineral wealth of the province generally much might be written. Its extensive range of 

auriferous rocks, its undeveloped but known beds of iron and other ores, are subjects almost 

as interesting as that of which the writer has endeavoured to convey some knowledge in this 

memoir. Much remains to be done to assign the limits of the different coal-fields and to 



define the peculiarities of the various districts. Although there is not in the province the 

diversity of quality that characterizes some coal-producing countries, there are variations of 

character in the seams, the extent of which is yet unknown. If there are no beds of cannel of 

importance, there are oil shales and seams richly productive of 
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that article; if there is no anthracite, there is a variety of bituminous and semi-bituminous 

coal, among which the essentials of a first-class house coal, of a steam, a gas, or a coking 

coal will, no doubt, hereafter be detected. 

 

Respecting the future of a country so richly endowed with what has become almost a 

necessity of life, and which is certainly a necessity of the age, possessing also other 

minerals, the profitable virtue of which is dependent on the abundant and cheap supply of 

the grosser materials, no fear can arise, no mistrust be excited. And of such a country, with 

such elements of wealth, such industrial resources, and such an association of 

circumstances requisite to their full development, it may surely be anticipated that its destiny 

will be one of great usefulness and of no mean importance in the "land of the west." 

 

STATEMENT OF QUANTITY OF COAL RAISED AND SHIPPED IN THE PROVINCE OF 

NOVA SCOTIA FROM THE YEAR 1827 TO THE YEAR 1869, INCLUSIVE. 

 

[Table omitted.] 
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STATEMENT  SHOWING  THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE  SALES OF COAL 

FROM THE YEAR 1866 TO THE YEAR 1869  INCLUSIVE. 

 

[Table omitted.] 

 

STATEMENT OF THE QUANTITY OF COAL RIASED IN EACH COUNTY IN THE YEARS 

1867-68-69. 

[Table omitted.] 
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The President observed that they ought to feel very much flattered that a gentleman, who 

had left this country and had taken such an important position in the mining operations of 

Nova Scotia, should have taken upon himself the responsibility and trouble of writing such a 

long and valuable paper, and he thought their best thanks were due to him for his exertions. 



On the motion of Mr. S. C. Crone, seconded by Mr. I. L. Bell, a unanimous vote of thanks 

was accorded Mr. Rutherford. 

The discussion on the paper was postponed until the next general meeting. 

The proceedings then terminated. 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

------------------ 

GENERAL  MEETING,  SATURDAY, JUNE 4, 1870, IN THE COMMITTEE ROOM OF THE 

LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

------------------ 

E. F. BOYD, Esq., President of the Institute, in the Chair. 

------------------ 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last general meeting, which were passed and signed, 

and reported the proceedings of the Council.  

The following gentlemen were elected: 

 

Members—  

William Daniel, Steam Plough Works, Leeds. 

Clement Lister, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Thomas Meik, C.E., Sunderland. 

C. G. Jackson, Ladies' Lane Colliery, Hindley, Wigan. 

George Small, Kilburne Colliery, near Derby. 

George Lee, Saltburn-by-the-Sea. 

William Bouch, Shildon Works, Darlington. 

 

The following were proposed for election at the next meeting: 

 

Members—  

J. Towlerton Leather, 19, Carlton House Terrace, Leeds. 

Walter Carrington Fowler, C. & M.E., Basford, Nottingham. 

William Blackshaw, Borough Surveyor, Congleton, Cheshire. 

 

Graduate—  

Joseph L. Dickinson, Belle Vue House, Shotley Bridge. 

 

It was stated that the Secretary would proceed at once to Glasgow to endeavour to get the 

meeting in that city postponed to the second week in August, in order that it might not 

interfere with the meeting of                          
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the Birmingham Institute of Mechanical Engineers to he held during the first week in August. 

------------------ 

The Secretary then read the following paper by Mr. Alexander Ross, "On Boring against 

Water in Coal Mines." 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XXXI: Diagrams to illustrate boring against water in Coal Mines, Nos. 1-6.] 
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ON BORING AGAINST WATER IN COAL MINES. 

------------------ 

By  ALEXANDER   ROSS. 

------------------ 

When the workings in a coal mine are known to be proceeding towards old workings, and 

accurate plans of these workings are not extant, it is necessary to bore holes in advance in 

order to prove the ground. 

It frequently happens that the workings of collieries are placed in this position, and the 

process of boring becomes an unavoidable necessity, the accumulations of standing water 

causing considerable danger and also great expense. 

The usual mode of boring exploring drifts is to bore three holes, one in front, and one on 

each side; the length of these holes varies, but may range from five to ten yards, according 

to circumstances. 

The accompanying diagrams will show that it is very important that the flank or slope holes, 

on each side, are carried at such an angle as to enter any drift whatever position it may be 

placed in, as compared with the advancing exploring drift, and thus ensure the safety of the 

men and mine. 

In diagram No. 1, Plate XXXI., a very simple case is shown, as a drift filled with water is met 

with, lying at right angles to the advancing drift; these holes are bored eight yards, and the 

slope holes are bored at an angle of 45° as compared with the centre line of the drift. 

From the position of the two drifts it is evident that the bore holes, if of sufficient length, must 

enter the working containing water in advance of the advancing drift, and no danger can 

arise. 

When holes are bored eight yards, four yards are taken off, and the holes again made eight 

yards deep. 

In diagram No. 2 a drift is shown exactly in a line with the advancing drift, and the remarks 

made respecting the last diagram apply with equal force to this case, as the front hole is 

certain to protect the advancing drift. 

In diagram No. 3 the drift is met with a little to the right of the 
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advancing drift, and the slope hole taps the water, the advancing drift being safe. 

In diagram No. 4 the bore holes are continued as before, but it will be seen that the slope 

hole bored at an angle of 45° misses the flooded working, and the advancing drift is liable to 

be holed with the pick, unless the men are warned by the bleeding of the coal; and here it 

may be remarked that some coals bleed very freely, and the men can always foretell an 

approach to old flooded workings from a close examination of the appearance of the coal. 

It must be noticed that the slope bore hole shown in this diagram, No. 4, which is bored at an 

angle of 45°, is only two feet from the drowned drift, and this is a very small distance, and it 

might be supposed that the bleeding would be so great that ample warning would be given 

of the danger. It must be considered that the old drift shown here is assumed to be nine feet 

wide, the same width as the modern exploring drift, but this is the full width of a wide bord in 

most very old workings, and old drifts are very frequently met with only half this width, and 

even less; assuming such a drift as shown between the lines a and b four feet in width, then 

the distance from the drift to the bore hole would be five feet, and this would, in ordinary 

cases, keep back water under any amount of pressure, and it would be quite uncertain as to 

whether the amount of bleeding would be sufficient to give warning of the danger. 

The backs or facings of most coal show water, and the small interstices between the regular 

beds are indeed filled with water, which, as the coal is cut away, may be seen dropping out 

of the beds. This generally occurs at a distance of from fifteen to twenty yards from the old 

workings flooded, but it must be borne in mind that precisely similar appearances are 

frequently noticed when the exploring drift is approaching a fault or trouble. 

Other coals, however, do not bleed at all, the pores in the structure of the coal being very 

small, and no regular cleavage being found; in working coals of this kind the men have often 

approached and also holed with the pick into flooded workings, the close proximity of which 

was never suspected. But whatever may be the nature of the coal it will be admitted that only 

boring can be depended upon to ensure safety to the mine and the workmen, and it is 

evident from the diagram just noticed (No. 4) that an angle of 45° for the flank holes does not 

ensure safety. 

In diagram No. 5 a system of boring is shown where ten yard holes 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XXXII: Diagrams to illustrate boring against water in Coal Mines, nos. 7-9.] 
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are used, and the angle of the slope holes is 15° or nine inches per yard. There is little doubt 

that where the coal is favourable ten yard holes are to be preferred to eight yard holes; and it 

is apparent from the diagram that the slope holes being bored at an angle of 15° ensures 

safety. That is, the drift proceeding forward cannot be holed with the pick, the bore holes 

tapping the water first, whatever the position of the flooded drift may be in as compared with 

the exploring drift. 

But by this system it may, perhaps, be possible to get the side walls too thin, and thus the 

drift may pass in dangerous proximity to a drowned drift. 



Supposing that an old drift flooded should occur in the position shown at A, diagram No. 5, 

the thickness of the coal would in that case be eight feet, perhaps too little to ensure safety 

with some tender coals. 

Should a similar drift occur where the angle of the slope holes is 20° or twelve inches per 

yard, as shown in diagram No. 6, the thickness of the coal in that case would be ten feet, 

and there is little doubt that in cases where the coal is hard, close, arid compact, this 

thickness of coal would be sufficient to bear any pressure required. And if the coal should be 

of a soft porous nature, the presence of water under high pressure would, as remarked 

above, most certainly be shown by the bleeding of the coal, and extra holes, bored in an 

irregular manner, would be resorted to in order to prove the ground. 

In such a case holes would be bored at right angles to the front hole before the drift was 

further pushed in advance. 

It must be noticed that all the preceding remarks apply to drifts working in clean coal, clear of 

faults of any consequence; where hitches and faults are met with no regular system of 

boring can be adhered to, but the boring must be guided by the position of the faults. 

Great caution is necessary where broken ground, intersected by hitches or faults, is met 

with, and it must be noticed that very frequently old workings are found to terminate at these 

points, the first explorers having evidently had a great dislike to pass through such 

obstacles. 

Diagram No. 7, Plate XXXII., shows a case which has been suggested, and which is worthy 

of close consideration. 

It is well-known that in very old workings, where the seam is of considerable thickness, it 

rarely happens that the whole of the seam has been worked away, and this curious fact is 

rather difficult to account for unless we assume that it was found to be difficult to ventilate a 

large seam, owing to the small amount of ventilating power employed. 

It is true that in some cases the coal left, whether at the top or 
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bottom of the seam, is found to be coarse and bad in quality, but this is not always the case; 

the writer having observed numerous cases where the coal so left was quite as good as the 

portion of the seam worked away. The diagram now under notice shows a case commonly 

met with where eighteen inches of coal have been left at the bottom of the seam, and as the 

bore-holes are always dipped from the commencement of the hole in order that the hole may 

"feed itself" as the borers term it (which simply means that the water may follow in as the 

hole advances), it is quite possible and probable that the bore hole may pass into this bottom 

coal. Should this happen the water will not be tapped and there will be danger of holing the 

drift with the pick, therefore, in order to guard against this, it is necessary to bore a hole with 

a little rise as shown in the same diagram. This, of course, passes into the space worked 

away, which is filled with water. 

Diagram No. 8.—This diagram shows a mode adopted for the purpose of preventing the 

great expense of boring each bord with three holes. A leading drift is driven A, and bored 

with three holes as previously described, and this bord is bratticed and driven in some cases 

thirty yards, and in other cases sixty yards. Headways are then driven in each direction at 

right angles to the leading drift, and bored with two holes, one flank hole and one front hole 



only being used; and as these headways advance B and C bords are turned in a contrary 

direction to the leading drift A, and which bords are driven back, with only one flank hole. 

No. 9 Diagram shows the flank holes bored at an angle of 20°, and it will be seen by an 

inspection of this diagram that a cross-cut driven at an angle of 45°, and filled with water, 

has not the slightest chance of escaping detection by these bore-holes. 

It will also be seen, that assuming a case in which a cross-cut has been driven at an angle 

identical with that of the bore-hole, and should fall exactly in the centre between two bore-

holes, yet, even then, it has no chance of escaping detection, as the distance between the 

bore-holes at a right angle to such bore-holes is only five feet. 

But if the flank-holes are bored at an angle of 45°, and five yards apart, there is at right 

angles to such holes a clear distance of 11 feet; it is, therefore, quite possible that a cross-

cut driven at the same angle, may pass between two of such bore-holes and escape 

detection. 

When the flank-holes are bored at an angle of 45°, it becomes necessary to bore numerous 

holes, which must add materially to the cost of boring, while the system shown by Diagram 

No. 5 and also by Diagram No. 9, appears to be perfectly safe, and more economical. 
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COST OF BORING. 

The cost of boring coal is, of course, much less than the cost of boring stone and ordinary 

strata met with in mining. 

The work is generally done at so much per yard, the usual price paid is fivepence, so that 

the cost of boring a leading drift with three holes, as shown in Diagram No. 1, amounts to 

two shillings and sixpence per yard, that is, each yard the drift advances costs for boring two 

shillings and sixpence. 

As there are three holes bored in the first instance ten yards, and again repeated when five 

yards are taken off, it follows that the holes are double and there are six holes in the drift, 

and six holes at fivepence equal two shillings and sixpence per yard as above. 

The boring in a heading, therefore, as shown in Diagram No. 7, where two holes are bored, 

is one shilling and eightpence per yard for each yard the heading advances, and where only 

one hole is bored the cost is tenpence per yard; that is, where one slope hole only is bored. 

------------------ 

The President observed that they would be glad to hear any gentleman who had any 

remarks to make upon the subject, which was one of great interest especially in reference to 

this district where they had so many old collieries. 

Mr. J. B. Simpson remarked that on the diagrams Mr. Ross had assumed that the exploring 

place he was driving would hole into old workings filled with water at right angles to them; 

but should there be an old cross-cut, it seemed quite clear that with flank holes at five or six 

yards apart, it might be holed into unexpectedly with "picks.” He usually put his flank holes at 

two or three yards apart to prevent this possibility, and put them in about 15 feet; but as to 

the length of both flank and front holes, this depended on the pressure of water expected. 

The President alluded to the fact that borings against old water do not show so great a 

pressure where the water has to travel through creeps as where it had not that obstruction, 



such as he had seen in the high main seam at Bigges' Main, and where, if Mr. Ross's 

observations with regard to the boring were correct, the pressure would have been 

enormous. When the paper was printed and came on for discussion he would invite Mr. 

Johnson, under whose management the boring to which he had just alluded took place, and 

he would request him to give some details of his experience which would be very interesting 

to them 
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The President remarked that when the borer had not accomplished his ten yards before 

touching the stone, which formed the roof, he must withdraw his rods and put them in lower 

down. In a thin seam, where the front bore hole advanced without being kept at the same 

angle as the seam, the same price would not pay the borer by reason of his boring 

penetrating into the stone, as he must necessarily come back again and put his boring down 

to a lower level to get his ten yards out. 

Mr. Southern said, Mr. Simpson spoke of his practice being to put the holes two yards apart 

instead of five yards, and asked that gentleman if he remembered the angle he put them in 

at. 

Mr. Simpson replied, that it was generally 45°. He had gone against a pressure of 90 feet 

where he had found 15 feet quite ample for the flank holes.  He asked Mr. Ross how much 

he took off at a time. 

Mr. Ross replied five yards, and they bored ten yards. 

Mr. Simpson said the way he had done was to take off three feet of coal and bore up again 

keeping always the same length of hole in advance. 

Mr. Ross, in reply to questions, said that he never had less than six yards between any 

possible water, and he did not prefer an angle of less than 45°. 

Mr. Simpson was afraid there was a difficulty in getting the drill set off at these small angles.  

45° was the easiest. 

Mr. Heckels thought the best angle was 45°, but they must take care to have the holes 

sufficiently numerous to work with safety. 

The President then proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Ross for his valuable paper, which, was 

unanimously carried. 

------------------ 

The following remarks on the Weights and Measures used in the Northern Coal-field were 

then considered as having been read before the meeting:— 
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SOME REMARKS UPON AND ILLUSTRATIONS FROM VARIOUS AUTHORITIES, 

SHOWING THE INCONVENIENCES ARISING FROM THE VARIETY OF WEIGHTS AND 

MEASURES FORMERLY AND STILL USED IN THE NORTHERN COAL-FIELD. 

------------------ 

By WILLIAM  GREEN,  JUN. 



------------------ 

Probably there is no trade or business of equal national importance which has been, and 

indeed still continues, hampered by such diverse standards in weights and measures as the 

Northern Coal Trade, and it is extraordinary that an industry so large should for hundreds of 

years have submitted to a system inaugurated in a remote age, when the trade was 

comparatively of small importance, and the reverse of facilities was offered for its expansion. 

For a progressive, practical, and mercantile people as the English are, the variety of weights 

and measures* used throughout all their traffickings is a disgrace, and loudly calls for reform. 

The writer of this paper trusts that he is not stepping beyond his province when he suggests 

that it might not be beneath this Institute to take up this important subject, so far as it 

concerns the Coal Trade, and to recommend some system embracing uniformity, simplicity, 

and exactness. 

Now, when time is money, and everything moves at an accelerated speed, it becomes 

necessary to abolish and sweep away all antiquated systems, be they of accounts or 

otherwise, which stand in the way of progress; and such a clearing away, it is opined, is 

especially required in our coal trade weights and measures.  Doubtless within recent years 

 

*A bushel of wheat at      Worcester is 62 lbs. 

          „     „                Shrewsbury is 75 lbs. 

          „     „                Wolverhampton is 72 lbs. 

          „     „                Monmouth is 80 lbs. 

          „     „                Manchester is 60 lbs. 

At Preston they sell by the windle; at Chester by the measure; at Holmforth by the strike; and at some places by 

the comb. 

Of a truth with this specimen of how the sale of one of our greatest necessaries in life is conducted, it might be 

thought that the genius of confusion was the presiding deity of our weights and measures. The wise old Romans 

measured large quantities of wine by the amphora, which was exactly one cubic foot. 
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no small improvement has been made by substituting, in many cases, weight for measure, 

but there is still ample room for further advances in simplicity. 

It is well known that the principal weights and measures which have been and which are still 

in use are keels,* chaldrons,† wains, fothers or carts, sacks, tens, tons, bolls, bushels, 

pecks, cwts., scores, &c. 

In Queen Elizabeth's time two small maunds or panniers, holding two or three pecks a piece 

were used; these would be carried by pack-horses, which have been represented in recent 

years by droves of asses and mules, conveying on their backs sacks of coal from the 

Cockfield district into the dales of Yorkshire. 

The writer will not endeavour to trace the derivation and introduction of the above various 

denominations; this having been so ably done by the late Mr. Thomas John Taylor in his 

"Archaeology of the Coal Trade."‡ 

Owing to the uncertainty prevailing as to the value of the weights and measures used, frauds 

and disputes have largely prevailed, and frequent Acts of Parliament § have been passed to 

fix and explain them. 



In looking over our Coal Trade Records, it is amusing to note the complaints of the "King's 

Officers," and others, concerning the short weight and foulness of the coals. 

Some of these are placed before you, and the measures taken to remedy the abuses 

complained of. 

The late Mr. T. John Taylor, in his "Archaeology of the Coal Trade," remarks, that the proper 

measure of coals (now legally sold by weight) was a subject of perpetual altercation both at 

Newcastle and London. An Act of Henry VIII. recites, "That of late years not only the King's 

highnesse, but also alle his lovinge subjects have been much deceived  in their fuell that 

they have boughte, by the greadie, covetous myndes of ye sellers of ye same, as well by the 

untrue measures of coales lytle and lytle continuallye mynished." 

By a bye-law of the Hostmen's Company, in 1600, the "Cole waynes 

 

* The keel, according to Brand, was the Saxon name for long ships. 

† Chaldron or chalder, according to Bishop Kennet, is derived from the old Latin celdra, a certain measure, and 

originally equalled 2000 lbs. By the 30th of Chas. II. the Newcastle chaldron is fixed at 21 bolls heaped measure, 

each boll to contain 22 gallons Winchester measure, and 1 pottle. Each wain is to be 7 bolls or 17½ cwts., each 

cart 3½ bolls or 8¾ cwts., 3 wains or 6 carts to one chaldron, which is to be 53 cwts. 

‡ It is to be regretted that this valuable contribution to our coal trade literature is not in the Transactions of the 

Mining Institute. 

§ Some of the principal Acts are—9 of Henry V., cap. 10; 9 of Eliz., cap. 10; 30 of Chas. II., cap. 8; 6 and 7 of 

Wm. III., cap. 10; 9 and 12 of Ann, cap. 28 and 17; 1 of Geo. I, cap. 28; 11 of Geo. II., cap. 15; 15 of Geo. III., 

cap. 27; 31 of Geo. III., cap. 36; 35 of Geo. III., cap. 118; 55 of Geo. III.; 1 of Geo. IV.; 5 and 6 of Wm. IV. 
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"shall be measured and marked, several bringing only six or seven bolls,  whereas, time out 

of mind they did usually carry eight bolls to all the staythes upon the River Tyne." 

About the same date, namely, in 1604, there is an order of the Privy Council, addressed to 

the Hostmen of Newcastle, to prevent ships loading by bulk, instead of the "juste and trewe 

measured kele,"* and another order in 1613, directs that coals are to be sold "onlie by the 

measured kele." 

Reference to the notes below will show what a fallacious standard the keel was. 

In a lease of King Charles I., granted in 1638 to Sir Thomas Tempest, knight, it is ordered 

that if the ship masters have not their due measure of one and twenty bolls to the chaldron, 

then upon information given, the one half of such coals and keels to be forfeited by such 

master, and the measures to be looked after by the sworn commissioner. 

Not only did the system of measure give great cause of disputes, but what was worse, it 

caused an immense waste of coal in the shape of the vast heaps of small coals, which, 

some years ago, were burnt at the pits' mouths. 

This waste has been estimated at a million chaldrons per annum, and was attributable to 

certain legislative enactments, providing that coal in London should be sold and the duty 

rated upon it by measure and not by weight. 

The smaller coal is broken the greater space it occupies; it became, 

 

* Bearing upon the loading of the keel is the following minute, under the date of 25th August, 1786. 



"At the last meeting of the coal-owners, at the Mayor's Chamber, it was agreed that the keels should take in 

statute measure, (i.e.) the keels below bridge to load below the stock nail, and the keels above bridge above the 

stock nail. The staithman at Sheriff Hill Staith is to examine all the keels there that they load as above stated, and 

if the waggons happen to be deficient, to load as above, that such deficiency is to be made up by a right number 

of barrows of coal off the staith." 

Eddington, in his Essay on the Coal Trade, in 1803, makes the following remarks upon the keel. 

"Keels were, by statute 9th, Henry V., cap. 10., to carry 21 tons and ⅕th, at  this time all the collieries being above 

bridge ; but when the collieries were opened out below bridge, the keels, owing to their greater buoyancy in salt 

water, became capable of carrying one chaldron in eight more than those loaded in fresh water. I should premise 

that, in the Newcastle measure, each chaldron is marked at the head and stern of the keel, and should weigh 53 

cwts. of 112 lbs. The commissioners allow the breadth of a plate about half-an-inch at each end for waste." 

These remarks upon the floating power of keels was confirmed, but not to the full extent of Eddington's 

statement, by experiments made by Benjamin Thompson, in 1820. He ascertained that the difference in the 

loading of a keel between high water at Newcastle Quay, and low water at Shields Quay, was 10½ cwts., and the 

difference at high water between Newcastle and Shields was 27 cwts. 
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therefore, the interest of every dealer in coal, to buy it of as large size and sell it of as small a 

size as he was able. This compelled the coal-owners to send the large coal only to market, 

and to destroy the small. 

In 1830, to obviate this evil, the duty on coal was repealed, and coal was directed to be sold 

by weight and not by measure. 

The late Mr. Buddle in his evidence given before the Committee of the House of Lords in 

1829 strongly denounces the system of selling by measure. He states:— "In the first place I 

conceive that one material grievance in the trade is the selling by measure instead of selling 

by weight; we are placed as coal-owners in this situation: the shipowner and every person 

from the consumer, through all the whole chain of dealers in coal, up to the coal-owners, cry 

out for round coals: what is the object of that? 

"Although our waggons are loaded by weight, it is quite notorious we sell by measure; and 

every hand that those coals pass through, from the mine down to the cellar of the consumer, 

every time they are lifted an increase of measure takes place; consequently, every man from 

the coal-owner to the consumer is benefited by every breakage of the coals." 

Similar evidence is given by the late Mr. Hugh Taylor before the same Committee. He 

remarks :— "I have already stated that the reason I did not carry into effect at the Duke's 

(Northumberland) collieries the substitution of weight for measure was, that I am perfectly 

satisfied that instead of 53 cwts. we give 55 or 56 cwts. We allow 24 bolls by measure, which 

is equal to 56 cwts." 

In a table of measures handed by this gentleman to the Committee,* he makes it out that the 

Newcastle chaldron of 24 bolls contains 232,243 cubic inches, whereas in reality the 

standard weight of 53 cwts. requires only 217,989 inches, which is the Custom House 

measurement, being a difference of 14,254 cubic inches, equal to 6.14 per cent., or 22.526 

bolls instead of 24. 

This result was confirmed by experiments made at Fawdon Colliery by Mr. Benjamin 

Thompson, who ascertained that 24 bolls of round coals weighed 56 cwts. 3 qrs. 19 lbs.  So 

much for our chaldron measure. 

 



* The late Sir Cuthbert Sharp, in his evidence given before this Committee, describes the way the chaldron 

waggon is marked, as follows:— 

"There is a Local Commission dated the 13th August, of 1st of Geo. IV., which recites various Acts of Parliament 

which have been passed at different times for "the purpose of regulating the weighing, marking, and nailing of 

keels and boats, or other carriages used in carrying coals and in loading ships." 

The Commission decree that the waggons are to be of one uniform size, to be filled with a level surface at the pit, 

and to have the weight they carry when loaded with middling-sized coals marked upon them. 
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Following up Mr. Buddle's evidence, the experiments made by Colonel C. W. Pasley, about 

the year 1833, upon the breakage of coals and the increase of measurement resulting 

therefrom, will be found far from uninteresting. 

He remarks that the expert coal-meter is able, just as it suits his views, to make a difference 

of 3 or 4 bushels in a chaldron (London) of coals, and goes on to say :— "Repeated 

experiments tried by us at Chatham, whilst they proved the fact, that large masses* of coal 

when broken into several pieces will occupy a much greater space, did not bear out the 

supposition apparently entertained by several of the evidences before the Committees 

(Lords and Commons in 1829 and 1830),  viz.—That the apparent magnitude of the same 

quantity will go on increasing gradually, as they are broken smaller and smaller, until further 

breakage becomes impossible. For example, after having broken a cubic foot of solid coal 

into thirty pieces, we did not find any further increase of measure by afterwards breaking 

them into three hundred. On the contrary these three hundred pieces occupied a smaller 

space than the thirty had done. Although the number of insterstices was multiplied tenfold 

they were diminished in magnitude in the same proportion, and the rubbish and dust being 

also increased after this second breakage, found its way into the interstices, and partially 

filled them. Accordingly the cubic foot of solid coal, which by breaking it into 30 pieces, had 

dilated into 2¼ cubic feet, was diminished from thence to 1¾ cubic feet on being broken into 

300 pieces, 

 

* Five cubic feet of coal, if in one block, will, if broken into the ordinary state in which they are sent to market, fill a 

measure of eight cubic feet.—BUDDLE. 

The late Dr. Hutton stated that if a coal measuring exactly a cubic yard (nearly equal to five bolls) be broken into 

pieces of a moderate size, it will measure seven bolls and a half; if broken very small, it will measure nine bolls. 

A cubic yard of coal in ordinary calculations is taken to weigh a ton, but in reality it is equal to about 18.8 cwts. In 

careful calculations it is frequently estimated at 18 cwts. 

The weight per cubic foot of North Country coal does not vary much. In the Appendix, No. 24, of the Report of the 

House of Commons Committee of 1830, the following will be found:— 

 Mean Specific Gravity Average Pounds per Cubic Foot 

Russell's Hetton Wallsend    1,263 78.945 

Lambton's Wallsend     1,266 79.125 

Russell's Wallsend     1,264 79.00 

Pelaw Main      1,283 80.193 

Townley Main      1,275 79.734 

Hartley       1.270 79.383. 

Stewart's Wallsend     1,258 78.678 

Tanfield Moor       1,266 79.137 



Killingworth      1,262 78.91 

                     Average 79.233 
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and finally, on pounding these 300 pieces into rubbish or dust it was diminished still further 

to 1½ cubic feet." 

Enough has now been recorded to show how unsuitable measurement is to the purchasing 

and vending of coal, yet up to this period some of the old measures are still adhered to, so 

difficult is it to get out of the old ruts. 

So recently as on the 6th July, 1863, at a meeting of the leading mercantile firms of 

Newcastle, the following resolutions were passed. 

 

"We, the undersigned merchants, shipbrokers, and shipowners of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

recognizing that the keel has long been obsolete, and does not now in reality exist as a 

standard measure, that it has no relation to Foreign weights and measures, but one that is 

most difficult and tedious to establish (the reduction having first to be made in tons and cwts. 

and subsequently to keels), and furthermore that coal and coke are now sold by the ton and 

not by keels and chaldrons, hereby pledge ourselves and agree to commence at an early 

date, to conduct all our chartering operations, whensoever and wheresoever practicable on 

the basis of the established and legitimate weight of the realm, viz., the ton, in order to 

simplify calculations, which, as hitherto conducted, cannot have failed to be a source of 

inconvenience to foreigners having business with this port." 

 

As before remarked, differences arising from the uncertainty of the measures used were by 

no means uncommon, and an account is here given of one as described in the pleadings in 

the case of Sir William Blackett v. Brandling and Orwin, the lessor and lessees of Felling 

Colliery, circa about 1705. 

The point at issue appears to have been the size of the waggons used by the lessees; the 

lessor contending that they carried 20 instead of 15 bolls. 

Evidence seems to have been extensively taken as to the size of the Newcastle "bowle tub." 

It is set forth that the rent to be allowed is 10s. per "ten," for all coals wrought out of Felling 

Colliery and led to the staiths or sold, accounting 42 wain loads or 21 waggons to a ten, 

every wain containing "7 bowles" and 1 bushel,* and each waggon 15 bowles at the "pits," 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne usual "colepitt measure." One of the defendants states, "Our proofs 

are full that ye bowle tubb used at Felling Colliery 

 

* The coal bushel is, or perhaps rather was, a metal cylinder 19½ inches in diameter outside and 7⅞ inches 

deep, and in filling it the coals were to be heaped 6 inches high in the middle, so that a line drawn from the apex 

to opposite sides of the bushel would be 11½ inches in each direction. 

In Queen Anne's reign the coal bushel was to contain one Winchester bushel  

[Footnote continued below p.183] 
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hath ye standard mark upon it. That we have measured it with 21 bowles used at 21 other 

collieries on ye river and it agrees with them, and though the plaintiff hath made some sort of 

proof in Chancery that they hold more, everybody knows there is difference in filling a bowle 

and making it hold more or less, and when 15 of those come to be put into one waggon it 

may make a considerable difference." 

The evidence about the standard tub is far from being uninteresting; from one witness we 

have the following:— 

"That deponant well knows ye quantity of Newcastle-upon-Tyne usual colepitt measure, 

having been often employed measuring bowle tubbs used in collieries, and is, and for 21 

years ago, hath been  appointed by ye Mayor and Magistrates of Newcastle for keeping ye  

bowle tubb or standard tubb, for measuring coals for ye Port of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.* That 

ye bowle tubb contains 22 gallons and one half, and ye way to measure it is to heap it up, 

and it is sealed with Newcastle Arms, viz., three castles on ye outside of ye bottom, and ye 

letter M. in ye inside of ye bowle, and no cooper is allowed to make a  bowle but what is 

measured by deponant of ye town standard." 

Another witness states, "That the Newcastle brason bowle, or ring  bowle, is the standard for 

the water measure, but it is not lookt upon as a standard for land measure, and many 

collieries on the river use  not that measure to gauge their tubbs by." He further states, 

"There is a great deal in the filling a bowle, some will make the tubb hold more coles than 

others." 

 

[Footnote p.182 continued.] 

and one quart of water equal to 2217.6 cubic inches, three of these bushels made a sack, and three of the same 

bushels made a Newcastle coal boll, so that the Newcastle coal boll and the London coal sack (12 of which made 

a London chaldron) were of the same capacity exactly. 

In the year 1820, Mr. Benjamin Thompson gauged the coal bushel from the Newcastle Custom House and 

ascertained it to be of the following dimensions:— 

Depth 8½ inches } Contents in cubic inches 2217.6 

Mean of four diams. at  the top    18 6/32 }   Add for heaped top     987.515 

Do.    do.  bottom 18 9/32 }   ------------- 

General mean diameter 18¼ }  3205.115 

 

* At the same time Mr. Thompson gauged the Wallsend coal boll, the only one he could hear of in the district, and 

found its dimensions to be as follows :— 

Depth 13 inches }       Content, 9615.346 cubic inches,  

Mean diameter at  the top    29⅝  }      and equal in  weight to  

Do.    do.  At bottom 31¾  }       265.646 lbs., as ascertained  

General mean diameter 30 11/16  }       at Fawdon Colliery.  

By the Custom House experiments made in 1818, upon Ouston Colliery coals, 24 bolls of round coals were found 

to equal 55 cwts. 3 qrs. 24 lbs., and the boll to equal 2 cwts. 1 qr. 9 lbs., or 261 lbs. 

It was also ascertained that there is nearly 10 per  cent. difference in weight between a waggon of round and one 

of small, the weight of the former being 56 cwts. 3 qrs. 9 lbs., and the weight of the latter 51 cwts. 21 lbs., 

showing a difference of nearly 10 per cent. 
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Hence, it would appear that there were either two boll tubs, or that a widely different opinion 

was held as to the contents of the ostensible standard one.* 

No wonder frequent disputes arose when the value of the very foundation of the Coal Trade 

measures was not settled. 

Within recent years all the hewers in our pits were paid upon the score† of so many pecks; 

now, for the most part, they are, very properly, paid upon the weight of coals sent to bank. 

The old system, as might be expected, was a fertile source of difference between masters 

and men. 

In the year 1825, a pamphlet was published, entitled, "A Voice from the Coal Mines; or, a 

Plain Statement of the various Grievances of the Pitmen." 

One of the complaints was, "The large size of the measures lately introduced, which 

compels the workmen to perform more labour than that for which he is paid, which is a 

shameful imposition, and an intolerable grievance." 

One special grievance was, that the 20 peck corf actually contained 22 pecks. 

It would not be difficult to multiply instances of restriction and complaint, but the foregoing 

may be deemed sufficient to show the effects of a faulty system. 

This paper would be very incomplete if it omitted to notice at some length, the ten upon 

which mine rents are almost universally calculated; to this end, the writer cannot do better 

than give the evidence of the late Mr. Buddle, before a Parliamentary Committee, which is as 

follows:— 

"The ten is a local or customary measure and very arbitrary, it varied in different periods, but 

it seems now to have settled itself to a certain standard, and more particularly with the Dean 

and Chapter of Durham. The usual ten is 440 coal bolls of 36 gallons Winchester, which is 

equivalent in weight to 48 tons 11 cwts. 2 qrs. 17 lbs. and a 

 

*A "Kenning Tubb," which is the fourth part of a boll, is mentioned as being stamped with the Newcastle Arms. 

This will probably be the kennon measure now used by farmers. 

 

† The tubs or corves in a score vary both as to number and measure. In measure, from eight to thirty pecks, and 

the number per score is regulated by the river upon which the colliery is situated, or its coals shipped. 

Upon the River  Tyne, 20 go to the score.  

  "       "    Wear,    21       "  

  "     "   "       "    22       “ in the Western District. 

   "    "    Tees, 23      "  

In a lease of Greenfield Colliery, near West Auckland, dated 29th June, 1687, from Nathaniel, Lord Bishop of 

Durham, the score is stated to consist of 21 ten peck corves. 
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decimal, that is a fractional measure. The Dean and Chapter, at my suggestion, found it 

more convenient to adopt a measure which has not a fractional part, and they made theirs 

432 bolls, which is 47 tons 14 cwts." 



It has been seen in a former portion of this paper that Mr. Buddle condemned the system of 

measure when selling coals, yet here, when he had an opportunity of making the ten a 

denomination of weight, say of 48 or 50 tons, he adheres to the old system. 

The writer will now proceed to give some instances of the various tens which have been and 

continue in use. 

In a lease from Tempest to Emmerson, in 1684, a ten is specified to be 40 fothers, each 

fother a wain load containing 7 bolls and 1 bushel of coals at the pits, "Newcastle usual coal 

measure;" this is 300 bolls. 

In an undertaking by Albert Silvertop, in 1703, the ten is declared to consist of 25 waggons 

of 15 bolls to the waggon; this is 375 bolls. 

In a lease of Felling Colliery, from Ralph Brandling, dated 1718, the ten is stated to consist of 

42 fothers or 21 waggon loads, each fother to contain 7 bolls and 1 bushel, each waggon to 

contain 15 bolls Winchester measure; this ten would be 315 bolls. 

In an estimate of 1755, to work Brunton Colliery in the Whorlton Seam, the ten is stated as 

22 waggons of 20 bolls each, being 440 bolls. 

In another estimate to work Hartley Colliery, in 1756, the ten is made to consist of 10 score 

of 18 peck corves, which is equal to 450 bolls. 

The late Mr. Thomas John Taylor remarks, in one of his publications relating to the coal 

trade, that the 16 peck corf contains 2 bolls; 10 scores of these corves are equal to 420 

bolls, which is still a common size of ten. 

He further remarks that the present ten of 440 bolls appears to have been fixed towards the 

middle of last century. 

At the present time there are in use tens consisting of * 47 tons 14 cwts., 48 tons 11 cwts. 2 

qrs., 48 tons 10 cwts., 48 tons 12 cwts., 49 tons 10 cwts., 52 tons 16 cwts., and in some rare 

instances the sensible ten of 50 tons has been adopted. 

Beside these tens of weight there are those of 420, 432, 440, and 550 bolls. 

 

* Mr. Buddle, in evidence before the Committee of 1830, stated that the ten varied, ranging from 17⅓ to 22 or 23 

chaldrons, and from 350 to 550 bolls. 

Two instances of calculating by measure, still in use, are as follows:—1st. The score of 20 tubs is multiplied by 20 

pecks and divided by 8 pecks to bring the score into bolls, the bolls are then divided by 440 to bring them into 

tens. The second calculation is for ascertaining the tonnage of fire clay.  

The score is  

x 100 cwts. x 112 lbs.  ÷ (120 x 21) = tons 
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For fire bricks and clay a ten of 55 tons, and for coke of 36 tons, has been introduced. 

As if the above variety of tens was not sufficient, in many leases the ten is stipulated to 

consist of both weight and measure, which is absurd. Thus, it is not unusual to find that the 

ten shall consist of 432 bolls or 18 chaldrons of 53 cwts. each, or 440 bolls or 18⅓ chaldrons 

of 53 cwts. each. 

By the bolls the first ten will be 48 tons 12 cwts. where the produce of round is 60 per cent., 

by the chaldron it is 47 tons 14 cwts. 



In like manner the second ten by the boll will be 49 tons 10 cwts., and by the chaldron 48 

tons 11 cwts. 2 qrs. 

The error here is in assuming the 24 boll chaldron to weigh 53 cwts. instead of nearly 56 

cwts., and in mixing up weight and measure. 

The compiler of this paper has utterly failed in his object if he has not produced some 

reasons and left the impression that measure should be banished from our coal trade 

transactions, and that wages, sales, and rents should all be made on the principle of weight. 

 

The following extract from G. Piazzi Smith, the Astronomer Royal for Scotland's recent article upon the Great 

Pyramid of Egypt, in which he apparently makes a discovery of the basis of our measures, is too remarkable to 

be overlooked, viz. :— 

" In the Central Chamber of the Great Pyramid is a certain empty, lidless, hollow box-like stone vessel, well 

adapted too from its shape to be a standard measure of capacity—actually did measure precisely the contents of 

one laver of four chomers of the sacred Hebrews, and also the one chalder or four quarters of the Anglo-Saxon 

system; to such a nicety too that the present quarters wherein the British farmer measures his wheat, and which 

have nothing in  existent British metrology to which they refer, are yet accurately fourth parts or  veritable 

quarters of this stone coffin of the King's Chamber in the Great  Pyramid." 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

-------------- 

ANNUAL  GENERAL  MEETING, SATURDAY,  AUGUST 6, 1870, IN  THE LECTURE 

ROOM OF THE LITERARY & PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. 

-------------- 

E. P. BOYD, Esq., President oF the Institute, in the Chair. 

-------------- 

The meeting proceeded with the election of Officers for the ensuing year, and Mr. Crone, Mr. 

Douglas, Mr. John B. Simpson, and Mr. Steavenson were appointed scrutineers. 

The Assistant Secretary read the minutes of the last meeting, which were approved of and 

signed, together with the Reports of the Council, also, the Reports of the Finance, Technical 

Education, and Safety Cage Committees. 

The following gentlemen were elected: 

 

Members—  

J. Towlerton Leather, 19, Carlton House Terrace, Leeds. 

W. C. Fowler, C. & M.E., Basford, Nottingham.  

Wm. Blackshaw, Borough Surveyor, Congleton, Cheshire. 

 

Graduate—  

Jos. L. Dickinson, Belle Vue House, Shotley Bridge. 

 

And the following gentlemen were nominated for election at the next meeting: 



Members—  

Vincent Corbett, M.E., Londonderry Collieries, Seaham Harbour. 

Henry Robinson, C.E., 7, Westminster Chambers, London.  

Colin Dunlop, Jun., Quarter Iron Works, Hamilton. 

Wm. Weston, M.E., Eastwood Collieries, near Nottingham. 

J. W. Richardson, Iron Shipbuilder, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mons. D'Andrimont, Liege. 

Thomas Bell, Ironmaster, Jesmond, Newcastle. 

Geo. C. Fryer, M.E., Smelt House, near Howden, via Darlington. 

J. T. Emslie, Washington Terrace, Tynemouth. 

Thomas Wood, Hetton, Fence Houses. 
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The President made allusion to a clause in the will of the late Mr. Thos. Y. Hall, which 

provided that the interest on £500 would be available for a scholarship connected with a 

college, which he hoped would soon be formed in connection with this Institute. Their 

Finance Committee had reported a very handsome balance for the year, and their funds 

were in a better condition than they had ever been, but he was sorry to say that the report of 

the Committee on Technical Education was not very encouraging. The difficulties in carrying 

out this system had been so great, that it was determined by the Council that a deputation, 

consisting of Mr. W. Cochrane and Mr. L. Wood, who kindly undertook the duty, should go to 

London, and wait upon Captain Donnelly for the purpose of learning whether any further 

encouragement could be given. 

Mr. W. Cochrane, with a view of assisting them in the matter, stated what had been done by 

the deputation. They met the South Kensington authorities, and introduced the subject of the 

payments in country districts as compared with the towns, which the authorities said was a 

new one altogether to them, and they were not prepared to meet it, but they admitted it was 

an important question. This was a great point gained. They further stated that they would try 

what they could do under their present regulations to meet the case. Several proposals were 

put before them, one of which was to enable classes to be carried on temporarily, until they 

had framed their regulations to meet the case. An early reply from the department might be 

expected on this point. Then with regard to the standards of examination being so much 

higher than previously existed, the department urged, that these were principally in subjects 

which paid the teachers best, for they were enabled, by a superficial plan of instruction, to 

work them up, and larger grants were made on results in these subjects than in others. That 

was the main charge, and the deputation considered it really proved, not only against their 

teachers in this district but everywhere, and this became rather an annoyance to the 

authorities. However the deputation did really make out their case, and the authorities said 

they were prepared to consider in what manner they would assist them temporarily to carry 

on the classes. He did not think they would get a very great amount of assistance, because 

the authorities seemed to have considered their system so thoroughly, and thought the 

alterations suggested would have to be extended to all districts, and that it would cause a 

serious expense, especially upon the Irish portion of the department. The deputation saw Mr. 

George Elliot, M.P., who stated, that, if the South Kensington 
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authorities did not satisfy them, he would do all he possibly could to get the technical 

education system modified so as to meet their views. 

The several reports were then adopted by the meeting. 

The President, Vice-Presidents, and Council for the ensuing year were elected, E. F. Boyd, 

Esq., being re-elected President. 

The President briefly returned thanks for the honour they had done him, and the proceedings 

then terminated, 
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PROCEEDINGS. 

-------------- 

SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE INSTITUTE OF 

ENGINEERS AND SHIPBUILDERS IN SCOTLAND, TUESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1870, IN THE 

CORPORATION GALLERIES, GLASGOW. 

-------------- 

The Lord Provost said, he had been requested to take the chair for a short time at the 

opening of the proceedings, to introduce Mr. E. F. Boyd, the President of the North of 

England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, to the meeting, and he did so with 

very great pleasure. He took the opportunity of giving this Institution such a welcome to 

Glasgow as he was entitled to do on behalf of the authorities of the city. It had afforded these 

authorities very great satisfaction to learn that so many of its members proposed to visit 

Glasgow and hold a joint meeting with the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in 

Scotland, under the presidency of Mr. E. F. Boyd. No sooner were they made aware of that 

engagement than they gladly allied themselves with the local Association, with the view of 

making such preparations for them as they thought desirable. It would be a very great 

satisfaction to the citizens that these arrangements should be for their comfort, and that the 

various places thrown open for their inspection should be of such a kind as to interest them. 

He had no doubt that both the commercial industries that lay around this city and the natural 

scenery with which it was adorned would prove in themselves very attractive to gentlemen 

having tastes lying in these directions. He hoped that the fine weather which they now had 

would continue during the stay of the Institution in this quarter, and that the papers to be 

read would form matters of interest. In concluding, his Lordship took leave to bid the 

members of the Association welcome to the city; and if, he remarked, it occurred to any of 

them that there was anything that could be done to increase their comfort or to promote the 

interest of the meeting, they had only to mention it to the local secretary, and every effort 

would be made to meet their views. The Lord Provost then vacated the chair, which was 

taken by Mr. E. F. Boyd. 
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Mr. E. F. Boyd thanked the Lord Provost and the authorities of the city for the trouble they 

had taken in making the preliminary arrangements for the reception of the Institute, and 

remarked that institutions of this character were so universal throughout England that any 

comments on his part with regard to them might seem unnecessary; but he might say that 

they gave an opportunity of combining, comparing, and checking observations made by 

various persons as to matters they had in charge. They also gave an opportunity to 

members for submitting papers to a tribunal of gentlemen who had a knowledge of the 

particular subject. In doing so, they brought to the knowledge of members a great many 

points of which they had previously no idea. Another advantage of such a society was that 

the members were enabled by their joint efforts to establish a fund for printing papers. Their 

society had only been established for eighteen years, and they had published eighteen 

volumes of Transactions. These volumes, he imagined, without speaking in a fulsome 

manner, contained information on ventilation and other subjects which no encyclopædia in 

the world contained. On another subject which recommended this Institution, he hoped they 

might get some advice by coming to this city—namely, the introduction of scientific 

instruction into schools and colleges. He believed that the earlier the mind of man was 

turned to the subject of scientific inquiry, the more complete and the more perfect would be 

all that he would learn afterwards. He believed that of late much more attention had been 

given to the cultivation of scientific inquiry in schools and colleges in England; although he 

might say that Scotland, both in the Universities of Edinburgh and Glasgow—the speaker 

had the pleasure once of being a member of Edinburgh University—had shown them the 

way. In England there was no such opportunity for the cultivation of scientific inquiry as 

existed in the Scotch Colleges, and they would be glad to make this meeting an opportunity 

of obtaining some knowledge of the way in which scientific instruction should be grounded 

and the principle carried out in Durham and the other Colleges where the subject was being 

introduced. He did not wish to detract from the value of classical learning; but he would 

implore university authorities to turn their attention to the education of youth for those 

practical purposes for which they now had to live. Another reason for the establishment of 

such an institution was its importance in a national point of view. Government did not ask 

members of Parliament for information on scientific subjects. When an electric cable has to 

be laid across the ocean, or a railway was to be constructed over Mont Cenis, or a canal 

through the Isthmus of 
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Suez, Government came and asked gentlemen of scientific acquirement, members of such 

institutions, for the information required. Then by such visits as this to the city of Glasgow, he 

hoped the institution might leave some mark behind it; and that many gentlemen who were 

in the habit of thinking and talking scientifically might be induced to write papers which might 

prove of interest and value. 

-------------- 

Mr.  Marley then read the following paper "On the Magnetic Ironstone of Rosedale Abbey, 

Cleveland:"— 
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ON THE MAGNETIC IRONSTONE OF ROSEDALE ABBEY, CLEVELAND. 

-------------- 

By JOHN  MARLEY. 

-------------- 

As the subject of the Cleveland Ironstone has an important bearing on iron making generally, 

it is hoped that some details respecting its more remarkable features may be of interest to a 

meeting such as the present held in the city of Glasgow, the centre of a large iron producing 

district. 

The writer would, therefore, call attention to the extraordinary deposit of magnetic ironstone 

in Rosedale Abbey, now locally known as "Rosedale West." As the whole of the Cleveland 

ironstone district has become too large for dealing with in any single paper, it is thought that 

a full description of the results of the explorings of the last eleven years, showing the actual 

extent and position of such ironstone, will be acceptable to the profession as well as the 

public. 

The author had the opportunity, during the month of June last, of visiting and examining this 

wonderful deposit of ironstone. In Part VIII. of Spon's Dictionary of Engineering, published in 

1869, under the head of Boring and Blasting (page 501), the paper of our first President, the 

late N. Wood, on this Rosedale Ironstone, with the discussion thereon,* is given as an 

example of boring for minerals, and quoted nearly verbatim to show "the baseless fabric on 

which the so called science of geology is made to rest." 

The author felt induced to bring this subject before the present meeting thinking it a good 

opportunity of giving correct details of this magnetic ironstone, and at the same time of doing 

justice to the late N. Wood and the late J. Bewick, both of whom took a prominent part in the 

discussion quoted in Spon's Dictionary, the editor of which, it is understood, will be glad of 

the occasion afforded to place the real facts before the public, as to the extent and 

peculiarities of this deposit, in such a way as will show that, if the late President and Mr. 

Bewick 

 

* Vol. VII. of Transactions of North of England Institute of Mining Engineers, February, 1859. 
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had before them correct data on which to form their judgment (using a quotation of the 

editor), the "so-called science of geology" would not have been in jeopardy, since it is now 

proved it was the borings alone that were visionary. 

If any one wishes for further details as to the discovery, application, or geological formation 

of the Cleveland ironstone generally, as also on this Rosedale District, he is referred to the 

author's paper in June, 1857,* to Mr. Bewick's† and Mr. Wood's papers, read in Newcastle in 

1857 and 1859, to Mr. T. Allison's paper, read in August, 1869, before the South Wales 

Institute of Engineers, and to Mr. W. Cockburn's paper, read at Middlesbro' before the 

Cleveland Institute of Engineers in 1869, as well as to the published work of Mr. Bewick on 

Cleveland ironstone in 1860. 

In the paper of 1857, the Rosedale ore was alluded to on account of its large per centage of 

iron, the size of the deposit, and magnetic properties of the stone, and although iron had 

been made there 600 years ago, it was not until modern time, in 1834, and in 1853, that it 



again received attention, although previously, in 1851, a large quantity was worked for 

making and repairing roads. 

In 1857, the quarry was unproved as to extent and thickness, the stone being in a 

conglomerate state, apparently not stratified, lying neither vertically nor horizontally, and 

allusion was made to the cheek or slip running parallel to the drift; attention was also called 

to the want of an exploring drift behind the quarry to prove the ironstone. 

When making his examination in 1857, the writer had no doubt but that "Sheriff's Drift" seam, 

about 13 feet thick, was the top seam of the lias formation, now known as "the seam of the 

district," and the same seam as that at point A on the plan accompanying the paper of 1857, 

and also probably the same seam as that found at or adjoining the quarry. These 

suppositions, together with the fact that the top seam actually overlies the magnetic stone at 

the quarry forming the roof of the magnetic stone in drifting, have since been ascertained to 

be correct; the per centage of iron and quality, however, are very different. 

Whether the writer was correct in his view as to the magnetic stone forming, or ever having 

formed part of, or ever having derived its high per centage of metal from the top seam, is still 

an unsettled question; on the other hand, it cannot now be called either a "vein" or a "bed." 

 

* Vol. V. of Transactions of North of England Institute of Mining Engineers, June, 1857. 

† Vol. VI., Do., December, 1857. 
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It was stated in 1857, that the extent was an unsolved problem, left to others to prove, but 

the boundaries of the formation are now given in this paper. 

The stone, although attracted by the magnet before calcining, will only (with some very rare 

exceptions) attract iron itself; the best parts contain 49 to 50 per cent. of metallic iron; 

whereas the best parts of the main seam of Cleveland ironstone, at present in use, can only 

be said to yield 33 per cent., down to as low as 28 per cent.; the top seam of "Rosedale 

East" being said to be equal to about 35 per  cent. and upwards, although the same seam, in 

the same valley, is found to yield in some places not more than 20 per cent. 

The author gives, 1st, the following quotations from his own paper of 1857:— 

" The only special district to which I think necessary now to allude is the Rosedale 

Abbey District, the ironstone from which has attracted a large amount of attention on 

account of the large per centage, immense deposit, and magnetic properties.* 

" I have no doubt that this seam is the same as the seam at point A on the plan No. 

6, as also the same as that found on the east side of Rosedale, in Captain Vardon's 

property, of varied thickness, as well as the same seam as that at Grosmont, 

Fryupdale, Swainby, and Boltby, known as the top seam of Cleveland, the 9 inches 

of coal in the pit sunk agreeing with Beckhole, near Grosmont, in particular, so that 

the only doubtful point is as to the portion from the outcrop at A to the so-called 

magnetic quarry, the most feasible solution being that it is a disjointed patch of the 

regular seam, known as the top seam, and not a vein, as has been said; and with all 

due deference to the parties who have had more opportunity for examining this 

district than I have, I propose leaving the extent of the magnetic and extra per 



centage tract as an unsolved problem, as it may vary from one or two acres to any 

indefinite extent, not being at all proved, to the south."† 

 

2nd.—Mr. Bewick says, in his paper of December, 1857:— 

"My object in thus troubling the members of this Institution with the foregoing remarks 

is twofold. First, to show that the iron ore of Rosedale, instead of being a large 

mineral field as was first asserted, and still believed to be so by many, is nothing 

more than a volcanic dyke; and, secondly, that the ironstone lately opened out in this 

locality is not as it is reported to be, the main seam now being worked in Cleveland 

and Grosmont districts, but is, in my opinion, if Mr. Marley will permit me to say so, 

the top seam."‡ 

"The proofs afforded me are, first, its vertical or unstratified formation; secondly, from 

its containing no organic remains whatever; and thirdly, from its 

 

* Vol. V., p. 207.       † Vol. V., p. 208.      ‡ Vol. VI., p. 19. 
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being highly susceptible to magnetic influence, as well as exhibiting the appearance 

of its having been in a state of incandescence." * 

"I would just observe that I consider boring a most fallacious mode of proving 

ironstone deposits in strata, such as that which these borings have gone through; 

you are so liable to mistake a nodule for a bed or a portion of a bed. I shall be much 

surprised if you do not find the section of your shaft, should you sink one, very 

different from the section of your borehole." † 

 

3rd.—From the late Mr. Wood's paper, the writer has embodied, on the plans and sections 

here given, sufficient of his plan No. 1, and of the cross section as are necessary, to 

illustrate and show the extent of drifts in 1859, and the position of the borings.  Mr. Wood 

says:— 

"When this quarry was opened out, it was found to consist of apparently a confused 

mass of ironstone boulders of ellipsoidal structure, and of gigantic size, often 3 or 4 

feet in diameter, the central part of these boulders being generally blue, and 

consisting of a solid dark oolitic magnetic iron ore, with, in many cases, sandy and 

solid ironstone crusts around it, and in receding from the centre the iron ore becomes 

paler, alternating with dark brown purplish layers ; the layer then becomes pale 

brown, and the magnetic quality is lost. In most cases, however, the nodules are 

quite solid, and a slight stratification exists, though very obscure, and in several 

cases likewise the oolitic structure is merged into compact brown iron ore. In some 

parts also, where exposed to the water and to the weather, the iron ore is partly 

washed away, and a gritty ferruginous crust remains. These great variations do not 

occur where the ironstone is under cover, or covered by other strata, but appear to 

assume those different phases in consequence of its extreme susceptibility to 

change by exposure to air and water; and it is somewhat remarkable that the 

magnetic property is strongest where the mass is thickest, and scarcely shows any 



magnetism in places where it is thin, or where it has little cover, and, consequently, 

more exposed to decomposition or change. 

"The great characteristic difference of composition between this ironstone and the 

top and main band of Cleveland is the entire absence of shells, the structure being 

entirely of an oolitic character, being entirely composed of small round concretions of 

iron ore cemented together with extremely thin silicious or arenaceous films, and in 

its magnetic properties exhibiting polarity, and likewise in its greater richness than the 

ordinary ironstone of Cleveland."‡ 

" The boring through the ironstone beds was performed under the immediate 

inspection of Mr. Stott, a well-known experienced borer, who kept the specimens 

brought up the borehole, and I can add, that I examined a great many of the 

specimens myself with a magnet, and found them magnetic. There is not the least 

pretence of supposing that shale could be mistaken for ironstone. § 

" Whatever opinion may, therefore, be arrived at with respect to the comparison of 

the beds proved in the borings, and in the pit with the beds at Grosmont, &c, there 

appears no doubt in my mind that the mass of ironstone of the quarry is a 

 

* Vol. VI., p. 16.  † Vol. VII., p, 97.   ‡ Vol. VII., p. 89.   § Vol. VII., p. 100. 
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detached portion of the thick or lower bed of ironstone, and that such bed exists in 

situ for a considerable, and of course at present, for an unknown, extent in the 

locality of Rosedale.* 

"If it extends across the valley, as shown in Mr. Bewick's plan, No. 5, then there is no 

reason to suppose that it may not extend to the same distance to the north; and if, 

according to Mr. Bewick, the borings have not yet reached to the top bed of 

ironstone, then the deposit of ironstone in the valley of Rosedale is richer in ore than 

either Professor Philips or myself have set forth."† 

 

4th.—Mr. T. Allison says:— 

"This is the most singular deposit of iron ore in Cleveland, or even in England, 

inasmuch as its deposition does not appear to have been governed by any known 

law, we must, therefore, confess our ignorance, and call it the act of one of nature's 

unknown bye-laws" 

 

Having given these quotations, the writer refers to the workings at "Rosedale West," Plate 

No. XXXIII., which show the extent of each trough to be about 5 to 6 acres, or only about 

one-fifth of the superficial area originally expected from the borings alleged to be proved, 

and the two troughs to be only about 150 yards in greatest width, instead of two miles as 

stated, the greatest depth being about 32 yards. 

Two longitudinal sections of each trough, with several cross sections, are also given, Plates 

XXXIV. to XXXVI., and also a general isometrical drawing, Plate No. XXXVII., of the two 

troughs is added, by way of showing the relative position of such cross sections, from which 



a better idea will be obtained of the relative positions and extent of each deposit; it will be 

remarked that although they do not touch as stated by Mr. Allison, they very nearly do so. 

The sides of the two troughs are irregular and shelvy. 

It will be seen from the quotations given, that the late Mr. Wood, naturally inferring that the 

drifts and three borings had sufficiently proved the extent of magnetic ore, never doubted 

their accuracy; but from the information since obtained, it is seen that had his original advice 

been adopted when 300 yards in, to drive 100 yards of cross cuts north and south, the 

extent would soon have been at once definitely proved, and future errors prevented. 

The drifts, however, on getting to the distance of 400 yards, came on a shale cheek in front, 

then 300 yards distant from No. 2 boring; this cheek had also been proved on each side of 

the troughs, and on following it up it was found to be the termination of the magnetic ore 

 

* Vol. VII., p. 99.      † Vol. VII., p. 103. 
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to the west, and simultaneously with such termination a slip dyke riser to the west was 

found, as shown in the longitudinal section of Kitching's deposit, but as some details of this 

may be interesting, a sketch is given, Plate No. XXXVI., taken at the end of Garbutt's 

deposit, and attention is invited to the isolated patch of magnetic ore on the top of the dyke, 

having water washed pebbles between it and the top seam of the district, similar pebbles 

and shells having also been found in other parts of these two deposits lying between the top 

seam and the magnetic stone, as also occasionally on the side of the shale cheeks. 

The slip dyke at the quarry, frequently named by both the late N. Wood and Mr. Bewick, the 

writer thinks is nothing more than a landslip of the hill side, very prevalent in the district. 

Having proved this termination of magnetic ore, by entering only on the top seam of the 

district, a drift of about 300 yards was with all speed continued up to No. 2 borehole, hoping 

that on reaching such borehole two magnetic beds would be got instead of the one lost, but 

it was shown on putting a staple up (having such borehole within its area) to the position of 

the alleged 18 feet of magnetic ironstone, that only ordinary common shale in situ was 

found, and on sinking this staple down to the alleged 32 feet of magnetic ore, nothing was 

found but the regular top seam of the district containing from 20 to 26 per  cent. of iron, with 

the sandstone and shale usually found with it, and which top seam at the quarry is generally 

about 11 to 12 feet in thickness. 

The regular dip of the strata is 1 in 23 to the south. 

It will be as well here for the writer to say that it is not his intention to show how these two 

magnetic beds or specimens of magnetic ore got into the borehole, they were no doubt 

artificial deposits, and he leaves this part of the subject by stating that neither the late Mr. 

Wood, Mr. Philips, nor the late Mr. Stott had any idea of the error. Again, it may be said that 

a part of this paper should show how the deposit of magnetic ore got into these troughs, or 

how such troughs themselves were formed, these points, however, are left to the more 

learned, and to such as are well versed in the science of geology. The No. 2 borehole having 

been thus proved incorrect, it was not thought worth the cost of driving to Nos. 1 and 3. 

Borings were also made at the Ingleby Mines to find the magnetic deposit, but without 

success. 



The troughs alluded to are nearly due east and west, and some importance has been 

attached to this circumstance in endeavouring to explain their magnetic quality.  It has also 

been thought to indicate the 
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action of icebergs, but however caused, it is clear they can no longer be called either one or 

two beds of regular strata, and as to being veins, not the slightest fissure of any kind has 

ever yet been found at the bottom of the two troughs, although diligently sought for. 

Notwithstanding these deposits were much smaller than was originally expected, the present 

owners have, since they took possession in July, 1864, vended about half a million tons of 

magnetic ore from "Rosedale West," besides which, in the previous three-and-a-quarter 

years, viz.: from April, 1861, about a quarter of a million tons were sent away, and there is 

still a considerable quantity to work, although from its situation and shape, only a small 

quantity per annum can now be got. 

The above named quantities are exclusive of stone that is not magnetic, or from inferior 

parts of the troughs, or from the top seam of the district. Fortunately at "Rosedale East," this 

seam has been found to be of extra richness, which has caused a large traffic and kept the 

public railway fully utilized. 

------------------------ 

The President remarked, that having had frequent opportunities of examining these 

remarkable deposits, he could confirm many of Mr. Marley's remarks. The theory of their 

volcanic origin was now quite exploded, and their structure was now admitted to be stratified, 

and to contain distinct traces of fossil flora, which would not have been the case had they 

been subject to plutonic action. He did not think there were any similar deposits in England, 

although, as Mr. Marley had remarked, present observation had been entirely confined to the 

west end of the valley of Rosedale. But he hoped, in the interest of the proprietors, other 

deposits of a similarly valuable nature might yet be found. 

Mr. I. L. Bell, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, remarked that it had always appeared to him, on the 

discovery of these singular beds, that, from a strictly geological point of view, deposits which 

were come upon so suddenly, and which were of such unexpected thickness, might be 

found to take off in a correspondingly sudden manner; and he never could endorse the 

sanguine views of those gentlemen alluded to by Mr. Marley. He knew that at the time it was 

expected the magnetic stone would be found on the other side of the valley, i.e., to the east, 

where the "top seam" was very clearly marked; but this proved not to be the case. Between 

the face of the hill, where it appeared in the great cliff, and the adjoining valley in a westerly 

direction, it had totally  
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disappeared —nor was there the slightest trace of the so-called magnetic stone in the " op 

seam." With regard to the character of the deposit, its thickness might on first examination 

lead to the supposition of its being unstratified; but the circumstance to which the President 

alluded proves the contrary to be the case. All the analyses that he had seen indicated the 

presence of carbonaceous matter, and, he thought, some water not mechanically combined 



(which would not so much affect the question) but in a state of hydration; and these 

circumstances precluded the idea of volcanic action. 

On the motion of the President, a vote of thanks was awarded to Mr. Marley for his valuable 

paper. 

------------------------ 

Mr. J. B. Simpson then read the following paper "On the Duty of Cornish and other Pumping 

Engines ":— 

 

[Vol. XIX  Plate XXXIII: The Magnetic Ironstone of Rosedale Abbey Cleveland. Plan of 

Rosedale West Mines shewing workings in Top Seam and Magnetic Stone.] 

 

[Vol. XIX  Plate XXXIV: The Magnetic Ironstone of Rosedale Abbey Cleveland. Kitchings 

Deposit, Longitudinal Section.]  

  

[Vol. XIX  Plate XXXV: The Magnetic Ironstone of Rosedale Abbey Cleveland. Garbutt's 

Deposit. Longitudinal Section.] 

 

[Vol. XIX  Plate XXXVI: The Magnetic Ironstone of Rosedale Abbey Cleveland. Cross 

section of Quarries, Garbutt's & Kitching's.] 

  

[Vol. XIX  Plate XXXVII: The Magnetic Ironstone of Rosedale Abbey Cleveland. Isometric 

plan of Rosedale Magnetic Ironstone.] 
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ON THE DUTY OF CORNISH AND OTHER PUMPING ENGINES FOR DRAINING MINES. 

------------------------ 

By J. B. SIMPSON. 

------------------------ 

On a former occasion (Vol. XV., page 161) the writer drew attention to the great economy 

which would result from the general adoption of Cornish engines for pumping water out of 

mines. Since that time, having had an opportunity of erecting one in the Newcastle district, 

he is now able to speak more decidedly as to the merits and results of this kind of engine. 

These being so satisfactory, and contrasting so favourably with the duty of the other engines 

usually employed in the Northumberland and Durham district, it has been thought that to all 

those connected with mining some details of the duty of the Cornish engine, as compared 

with those generally in use, would possess considerable interest, and would at such a 

meeting as the present lead to an interesting discussion on the most economical and best 

adapted machinery for draining mines —a subject which every day is becoming of more 

importance, since greater depths having to be drained, of course, demand greater economy. 

 



THE CORNISH ENGINE. 

The raising of water from mines, especially in Cornwall, was the principal object which all the 

inventors and improvers of the steam engine, down to a recent date, had in view. 

The labours of Savery, who invented what he termed the "Miner's Friend," or an engine to 

raise water by fire, and after him Newcomen, Smeaton, and others were all directed to the 

same end. 

To the genius of Watt, however, do we owe the great improvement in the pumping engine; 

and the Boulton and Watt engine may be called the germ of what afterwards was developed 

by Trevithick and others into the Cornish engine. 

The history and mechanism of this engine have been so ably treated by many competent 

authorities, and especially by Professor Pole in his excellent work published a few years 

ago, that it is unnecessary for the  
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present purpose to enter into any lengthy details. To those, however, who may not have paid 

any attention to this kind of engine, the writer will briefly explain its leading characteristics. 

It is single acting, condensing, and expansive, with an overhead beam, to which the pump-

rods are attached, at the opposite end to that of the cylinder (see Plate No. XXXVIII., Fig. 1). 

The steam is applied on the top side of the piston, and is entirely cut off when from one-

fourth to one-half of the stroke is completed; it then expands, and thus finishes the 

remainder of the stroke, assisted by the vacuum underneath the piston. The pressure of the 

steam at the end of the stroke is generally at or below the atmospheric pressure. The 

cylinder is always made of sufficient size, so that the work may be accomplished by an 

average pressure of steam and vacuum of not more than 16 or 18 lbs. per square inch. 

There are instances, of course, where this pressure is very much exceeded, but that 

interferes greatly with the economical result. In the downstroke of the engine, the pump rods 

in the pit are lifted, and these are generally arranged to be slightly in excess of the weight of 

the column of water; and should they be greater, the application of a balance beam 

remedies the defect. Plunger sets are also employed where possible, except when pumping 

out of a shaft filled with water, or at the bottom of the pit. This latter set should be, in 

permanent arrangements, as short as possible, and certainly not more than ten fathoms. In 

the upstroke of the engine, the weight of the rods lifts the piston, the steam escaping from 

the top to the underside through the equilibrium valve, and when the stroke is completed, the 

exhaust valve (always of large dimensions) allows the steam rapidly to escape to the 

condenser, where a vacuum is formed to assist the downstroke of the engine. 

The great differing features of the Cornish engine from other colliery pumping engines 

referred to are as follows. 

1. — That it is generally worked at a high rate of expansion. 

2.—That there is a steam-jacket attached to the cylinder; that the steam-jacket is surrounded 

with ashes or clay, about one foot thick, then a covering of brick-work, then felt, and lastly 

wooden lagging; and that there is a drain pipe from the jacket, to carry away the water from 

the condensed steam to the boilers. 

3.—That the boilers and pipes are all arranged so that there is the least possible radiation of 

heat, the boilers being generally covered up with fine ashes or common clay. 



 

[Vol. XIX  Plate XXXVIII:  Varieties of Pumping Engines.  

Fig. 1.Cornish Engine 

Fig. 2. Rotative Engine 

Fig. 3.Barclay’s Patent Engine 

Fig. 4.Horizontal Rotative Engine 

Fig. 5.High pressure beam engine 

Fig. 6. Direct acting engine 

Fig. 7. Double ended engine.]  

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XLI:  Arrangement of pumps for the Cornish Engine.]   
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4.—That the boilers have one internal tube, and that in firing them, slow and perfect 

combustion is aimed at. 

With these various arrangements great economy resulted, and the duty of 17 millions of 

pounds lifted one foot high, with a consumption of 96 lbs. of coal in the Boulton and Watt 

engine, was increased to 94 millions; and it is on record that one engine gave a duty of as 

much as 125 millions, but the average is said to be about 60 millions. 

The writer will now describe in detail the Cornish engine which has been recently erected at 

Hebburn, for the Tyne Coal Company, and give some of the experiments made thereon to 

ascertain its duty. 

 

1.—HEBBURN CORNISH ENGINE. 

This engine is the first of the Cornish pattern introduced into the Newcastle district. 

Some particulars of it are as follows :— 

 

Nominal horse-power        250. 

Diameter of cylinder         70 inches. 

Length of stroke in cylinder       10 feet. 

     Do.     pit         8 feet. 

Length of beam          30 feet. 

Diameter of steam valve       12 inches. 

    Do.    equilibrium      13 inches. 

    Do.    exhaust        16 inches. 

    Do.    air pump         2 feet 11 inches. 

    Do.   stroke            4 feet 4 inches. 

    Do.    injection valve       5½ inches. 

 



At present there are attached to it, as seen in Plate No. XLI., three plungers, or force pumps, 

and one short bucket lift. 

 

1st plunger set being 38 fathoms in length and 21 inches in diameter. 

2nd    do.      40       do.       18½     do. 

3rd     do.      36       do.       18½     do. 

4th bucket lift being    6             do.       19 do. 

 120    

 

The weight of column of water being 88,697 lbs. = about 40 tons. 

The spear rods are 18 inches square for the two upper sets; and for the third, 12 inches; and 

for the bucket lift, 8 inches; all being made of Vancouver pine. There are four boilers to this 

engine of the following dimensions:—Length, 34 feet; diameter at fire end, 6 feet 9 inches; at 

chimney end, 5 feet 9 inches; of tube, 4 feet 3 inches to 2 feet 3 inches.  Three are sufficient 

to drive the engine nine strokes per minute. 
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There is a roof over the boilers, and there is also a covering of common clay a foot deep 

over them. 

Appended is a tabular statement of several trials made with this engine to ascertain its duty. 

 

Experiments. 

 

[Table of experiments of speed of operation, horsepower, and water pumped, omitted.] 

 

In experiment No. 4 the action of the steam will be understood by reference to indicator 

diagram No. 1, Plate XL. The steam is cut off when about one-half of the stroke has been 

made, the initial pressure 
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being 29½ lbs. (with 30 lbs. on the boilers) and when cut off the pressure is 14 lbs., which, 

when expanded, is reduced to one pound at the end of the stroke, the average vacuum of 

7½ lbs. on the other side of the piston, of course, assisting in performing the work. The 

indoor stroke is very rapid at first, and when going eight strokes per minute it is made in 2 

seconds, and the outdoor stroke in 4½ seconds. 

Professor Pole gives an accurate experiment upon a Cornish engine going eight strokes in 

sixty-three seconds, with the stroke 10 feet, and steam being cut off at one-third. 

 

Indoor stroke                       1.5 seconds. 



Short pause between the indoor and outdoor strokes     0.5  do. 

Outdoor stroke                      4.0   do. 

Pause   2.0  do 

 8-0   do 

  

In the first three experiments the effective duty varied from 4.4 to 5 lbs. per horse-power per 

hour. A long lifting set was then attached to the plunger, but when the balance beam was 

applied to counteract all extra weight, it was found that the effective duty was reduced from 

4.4 lbs. to 3.6 lbs., equal to a saving of 16 per cent., and which, taking the feeder of water at 

800 gallons per minute, would amount, per annum, to 490 tons, and at 4s. per ton to a 

saving of £98. Not only is there this saving, but also a steadier working of the engine. 

From experiments No. 4 and 5 it will be seen that a duty of 61 to 67 millions has been 

obtained; and from experiments made over long periods, it has been found that with ordinary 

small coal a duty of about 58 millions, or under 4 lbs. per horse-power per hour of effective 

duty, and about 3.2 indicated duty, may be considered as a working result. 

The annual cost of fuel for an engine performing 100 horse-power of effective duty, 

according to say 3.6 lbs. per horse-power per hour, would amount, at 4s. per ton, to £283. 

This result is economical as compared with other engines to be described but there is 

another important saving of manual labour in firing the boiler, this engine only requiring one 

fireman in each twelve hours, whereas, in ordinary engines probably three would be 

necessary. 

Previous to this engine being erected the writer visited some of the large Cornish engines at 

the mines in Cornwall, and found that 3 lbs. of coal per horse-power per hour was about an 

average duty obtained, and this often under unfavourable circumstances. 

One engine at Wheal Vor had a cylinder of 85 inches in diameter, and 9 feet stroke, and had 

twelve sets of pumps attached to it, one above the other, as follows. 
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[Table of plunger diameters  and depths, omitted.] 

 

At a depth of 147 fathoms a horizontal drift went 480 feet to another shaft, on which drift was 

a spear working the following sets of pumps :— 

 

[Table of plunger diameters and depths, omitted.] 

 

The shaft was perpendicular to a depth of 70 fathoms; but below this point it followed the 

direction of the vein, which was much inclined. 

There were several balance beams to counteract the extra weight and friction.  These 

balance beams took off about 50 tons of this weight. 

The engine went at the rate of six strokes per minute, and was worked by three boilers, 

consuming about 6¼ tons of coal per day, the effective duty being under 4 lbs. per horse-

power-per hour. 



Probably the most remarkable engine was the 100-inch engine at the same mines, but now 

removed. An extract from the Mining Journal of the 25th Feb., 1860, may be interesting:— 

"The engine made on an average five and three-quarter strokes per minute, and gave a duty 

of about 70 millions. The enormous work performed by it may be judged from the following 

particulars. Attached to it there are fourteen lifts of pumps, of a total length of 381 fathoms. 

The quantity of water in these lifts raised by each stroke is 16,266 gallons, weighing 72 tons. 

The total weight of the mass put in motion at each stroke, including the rods and their 

counterbalance, amounts to the enormous total of 834 tons. 

"The following details of pit work attached to this great engine cannot fail to be interesting to 

practical men:— 

 

[Table of plunger diameters  and depths, omitted.] 
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"In the 174 fathoms level there are 624 feet of flat rods, which are connected with spear rods 

in another shaft, and go down dry to a depth of 236 fathoms, at which level the water goes 

back to the main shaft. There are two sets of pumps worked in this way:— 

12 fathoms of 11½ bucket pump. 

 28   do.          11½  do. 

"The enormous strength and weight required in the rods connecting such pit work as this 

with the engine working it may be judged from the following particulars. 

"The rods are double from the surface to a depth of 130 fathoms, and are 16 inches square 

at the top, tapering to 12 inches at the 130 fathoms. From this point downward the rod is 

single, varying from 16 inches square to 12 inches at the bottom." 

The counterpart of this engine has recently been erected at Wallsend to aid in the drainage 

of the drowned out collieries of the Tyne, but has not yet been set to work.  A few particulars 

of it are as follows:— 

 

Nominal horse-power           500. 

Diameter of cylinder             100 inches. 

Weight of cylinder, nozzles, &c     . 46 tons 

Length of stroke in cylinder and in pit     11 feet. 

Length of main beam            36 feet. 

Depth in centre of do.             7 feet. 

Weight of do.               40 tons. 

Diameter of steam valve          15 inches. 

  Do.   equilibrium          21 inches. 

  Do.   exhaust             27 inches. 

  Do.   air pump            3 feet 9½ inches. 

 



This engine will be fit up with 25-inch pumps, and at the rate of 8½ strokes per minute will 

pump about 2,000 gallons per minute from a depth of 124 fathoms, or equal to 450 horse-

power of effective duty. 

The spear rods will be 24 inches by 20 inches. 

The masonry of the house, which is arranged to contain two engines of this size, is built 

entirely with red brick and Portland cement, instead of the costly ashlar work usually 

adopted. 

The importance of Cornish engines for water-works seems to be generally acknowledged; 

and since Wicksteed, about 25 years ago, introduced them at Old Ford, they have gradually 

gained favour. 

At the East London water-works alone they have no fewer than seven large Cornish 

engines, with cylinders varying from 72 inches to 100 inches in diameter. 
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COMPOUND ENGINES. 

Much discussion has taken place in the engineering world on the merits of the Cornish 

engine as compared with the compound high and low pressure cylindered rotative engine for 

water-works. The latter kind, as erected at the Lambeth and Chelsea Water-works, by 

Messrs. Simpson and Co. (Plate XXXIX., Fig. 1), is said to have attained the very high duty 

of 111,350,000, or equal to 1.99 lbs per horse-power per hour of effective, or 1.61 lbs. of 

indicated duty. The writer has not yet heard of its application to mines since the days of 

Woolf and Hornblower. The uniform motion which it would give to spear rods in the pit, 

would, as compared with the rapid upstroke of the Cornish engine be in its favour; but 

whether its extra first cost would be compensated by this advantage, added to its highly 

increased economy, are points which the writer is not able to answer. 

The usual forms of pumping engines employed in the Newcastle district will now be 

described.* 

 

2.—BOULTON AND WATT ENGINE. 

There are still several engines at work of this kind, some of which are scarcely altered from 

their original build; they are usually single acting, low pressure, and condensing. The beam 

is made of wood, and the piston-rod and pump-rods are attached to it by means of iron links. 

See Plate XXXIX., Fig. 4. The boilers are of the haystack kind. At Coxlodge Colliery there 

are two now working; one of them was erected about 1811, having been brought from 

Walker Colliery, at which place it was originally erected in 1796. It is said that the first 

Boulton and Watt engine was put up at Byker and was a failure, and that the above engine 

was the first successful one in the Newcastle coal-field. 

The following are the particulars of an engine of this kind which was worked at Wylam 

Colliery, until 1869, for upwards of 60 years:— 

 

Cylinder, 63½ inches diameter. 

Stroke, 6 feet both in pit and in cylinder. 

4 lifting sets of pumps at out end of beam (wood). 



1          42 fathoms      11 inches. 

1          15   do.            17  do. 

1          27   do.            12  do. 

1          27   do             12  do. 

 

* The steam-engine for draining mines in the Newcastle coal-field was introduced early in the 

last century. The first was erected at Oxclose; the second at Norwood, near Ravensworth; 

and the third at Byker, in 1714. In 1720 it had come into greater use. These engines were on 

Newcomen's principle, viz., an open topped cylinder; the vacuum being created underneath 

the piston by injecting cold water into the cylinder and realizing an effective pressure of from 

4 to 5 lbs. per square inch on the piston. In the year 1769 there were 99 engines applied to 

drawing water, of various sized cylinders, the largest being at Benwell, 75 inches in 

diameter. (See Mr. Dunn on the Coal Trade.) 

  

[Vol. XIX Plate XXXIX:  VARIETIES OF PUMPING ENGINE  

To illustrate Mr. Simpson’s Paper on the duties of Cornish and other Pumping Engines. 

Fig. 1. Compound Engine 

Fig. 2. Combined Pumping and Winding Engine. 

Fig. 3. Double Beam Engine. 

Fig. 4. Boulton and Watt’s Engine. 

Fig. 5. Single Beam Engine. 

Fig. 6. Single Beam Engine. 

Fig. 7. Single Beam Engine Non-condensing.] 

 

[Vol. XIX Plate XL: INDICATOR DIAGRAMS, 

Illustrating Mr. Simpson’s Paper on the duty of Cornish & other Pumping Engines. 

Fig. 1. Cornish Engine. 

Fig. 2. Boulton and Watt Engine. 

Fig. 3. Double Beam Engine (Condensing). 

Fig. 4. Double Beam Engine (Non-Condensing). 

Fig. 5. Single Beam Engine (Non-Condensing). 

Fig. 6. Horizontal Rotative Engine (High Pressure) 

Fig. 7. Direct Acting Engine. 

Fig. 8. Barclay’s Engine. 

Fig. 9. Horizontal Rotative Engine (Condensing).] 
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From diagram Plate XL., Fig. 2, it will be observed that the steam was admitted into the 

cylinder at 2¼ lbs. per square inch (at the top side), and that, with the vacuum, 



accomplished the work of lifting the rods and water out of the pit. The weight of rods was 

sufficient to take them into the pit again. 

The engine went 12 strokes per minute, and consumed 10 tons in 24 hours. The calculated 

quantity of water delivered was 1,086 gallons per minute, which gave an effective duty of 

81.86 horse-power = 19.69 millions, or 11.3 lbs. per horse-power per hour. The indicated 

duty was 87.45 = 10.6 lbs. per horse-power per hour. 

The cost of fuel for 100 horse-power on this basis would be £891 per annum. At the time of 

the above experiment the pumps were in bad order, several of them were split, and the joints 

were not tight, so that there was a large amount of leakage which, of course, lessened the 

real duty of the engine as calculated. The per centage of useful effect would, from the data 

given, be 93.62, but probably from the causes mentioned it did not exceed more than 80. 

The indicated duty of the engine will, therefore, be the only result by which a comparison 

with other engines can be instituted. 

There are now several varieties of the Boulton and Watt engine, some double-acting with 

two beams, others double-acting with one beam, some condensing and some non-

condensing; and the writer proposes to describe some of the most common forms. 

 

3.—DOUBLE BEAM CONDENSING ENGINES (NON-ROTATIVE). 

These engines are applied to work out of two shafts with a view to the division and balancing 

of the lifts. The particulars of one of these, Plate XXXVIII., Fig. 5, are as follows. 

It has a cylinder 77 inches in diameter, with a 9¾ feet stroke in cylinder and 7¾ in the pits. It 

works a little expansively, and is double-acting and condensing. At the outer end of the 

engine beam is attached one plunger set of pumps 33½ fathoms in length and 28¾ inches in 

diameter, which is supplied with water from two lifting sets below, each 30 fathoms in length, 

one being 20 inches in diameter, and the other 17 inches in diameter. To the outer end of 

the engine beam there is joined another beam which works a 63-fathom lifting set of 14 

inches in diameter. 

This engine, when going at the rate of 5½ strokes per minute, and delivering about 1,474 

gallons, requires four common cylindrical boilers, each 32 feet long and 6 feet in diameter. 
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During twelve hours the consumption of fuel is 9 tons 9 cwts. of small coal. 

The effective duty of the engine is thus 161.65 horse-power = 109 lbs. per horse-power per 

hour, or 20.39 millions duty. 

The indicated duty, as per diagram, Plate XL., Fig. 3, is 202.94 horse-power = 8.7 lbs. per 

horse-power per hour. 

The cost per annum of 100 effective horse-power would be £854. 

At some of the deep collieries double beam engines are occasionally applied, as shown in 

Plate XXXIX., Fig. 3, with a diagonal spear to work the lower sets of pumps; this, of course, 

will cause great friction, and cannot, therefore, be an economical working engine. 

 

4—DOUBLE BEAM ENGINE (NON-CONDENSING). 



Diameter of cylinder                                       44 inches. 

Length of stroke in cylinder and in shafts       6⅔ feet. 

One plunger set of 38 fathoms in length and 18¼ inches in diameter, on one end of the outer 

beam, pumps the water to the bottom of the shaft at the other end of the beam, and which by 

a 35 fathoms, 18 & 9/16 inches bucket lift, is brought to the surface. The consumption of fuel 

per twenty-four hours, when the average is five strokes per minute, is 5 tons 6½ cwts., 

drawing 385 gallons per minute, and equals an effective duty of 50.10 horse-power, or 9.9 

lbs. per horse-power per hour, or 22.68 millions. 

Indicated duty 60.70 (as per diagram 4), or 8.0 lbs. per horse-power per hour. 

This engine, Plate XXXVIII, Fig. 5, is exceedingly well balanced, the steam on one side of 

the piston being 21.87 lbs. per square inch, and on the other 21.7. 

Two Cornish boilers, 30 feet in length and 5 feet 9 inches in diameter, with a 3 feet tube, 

drive this engine at the above speed. 

The cost of fuel per 100 horse-power of effective duty at 4s. per ton would be, for an engine 

of this kind, £763 per annum. 

 

5.—SINGLE BEAM ENGINES (NON-CONDENSING). 

This form of engine is also much used, Plate XXXIX., Fig. 7. 

Particulars of one are as follows.—Diameter of cylinder 48 inches, length of stroke 8 feet, 1 

plunger 32 fathoms of 21 inches diameter, and 1 lifting set of 30 fathoms of 10 inches 

diameter attached to the beam. When going 3½ strokes per minute and raising 416 gallons 

per minute 
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the coal consumed in 24 hours is 7 tons 16 cwts. Effective horse-power, 29.34, or 24.84 lbs. 

per horse-power per hour = 9 millions duty. 

Indicated duty, 20.8 lbs. per horse-power per hour. 

With respect to this engine it may be stated that its valves are not in good order, and that the 

sets are improperly balanced. 

 

6.—SINGLE BEAM ENGINE (CONDENSING). 

The diameter of cylinder, Plate XXXIX., Fig. 7, is 82 inches, length of stroke in cylinder 8 feet 

6 inches, length of stroke in pit 7 feet 9 inches, 3 plunger sets 54 fathoms each 15 inches 

diameter, and 1 lifting set 53 fathoms 12 inches diameter, are attached to this engine. 

The engine consumed in 24 hours 21 tons 4 cwts., going at an average rate of 3 strokes per 

minute. Its effective duty is thus 69 horsepower, or 28.5 lbs. per horse-power per hour. 

The writer has not been able to indicate this engine, but one cause of its bad duty is that the 

sets are also badly balanced. 

It takes 4 boilers, 30 feet x 6 feet in diameter, to supply it with steam. 

This engine, if working at 100 horse-power of effective duty, would cost £2,234 per annum. 

 



7.—BARCLAY'S PATENT OVERHANGING BEAM ENGINE. 

This engine is nearly allied to the direct-acting engine, Plate XXXVIII, Fig. 3, its application of 

steam being also in the underside of the piston. It gives a much longer stroke in the pit than 

in the cylinder. For sinking a shaft this engine is exceedingly easy of application, as it is 

possible to work with either a long or a short stroke to suit the water met with. 

The writer regrets not being able to give the particulars of the duty of an engine of this kind, 

a slight accident having prevented the experiments being completed. 

The dimensions of one are as follows:—Diameter of cylinder 70 inches. Length of stroke in 

cylinder 8 feet and in pit 9 feet. It works a plunger set 42 fathoms in length and 25 inches in 

diameter, and a lifting set 14 fathoms, 14 inches in diameter, it raises about 669 gallons per 

minute at present. 

The diagram, Plate XL., Fig. 8, will show that the engine works without any expansion and is 

condensing. 

It is thought that the duty will be about 10 lbs. indicated. One defect in the engine appears to 

be in the position of the valves, which, 
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from being in the middle of the cylinder, give so much space in the passages, which spaces 

require to be filled with steam at every stroke, thus materially affecting the duty of the 

engine. 

As engines of this kind have been erected in Scotland, probably some of the members may 

be able to speak more particularly as to their duty. 

 

8.—SINGLE BEAM ENGINE (PUMPING AT BOTH ENDS OF BEAM). 

Another form of beam engine, working into 2 shafts, with the cylinder between, is often used. 

One example of this kind is as follows, Plate XXXVIII, Fig. 7:— Diameter of cylinder 65½ 

inches; stroke in cylinder 6 & 7/12 feet; stroke in one shaft 6 & 7/12 feet; stroke in the other 

shaft 9 feet. Engine double-acting and condensing, works 1 lift 59 fathoms 15½ inches, and 

1 lift 46½ fathoms 13½ inches. Coal consumed, 15 tons 18 cwts. in 24 hours; strokes 5¼ per 

minute. Effective duty 54.16 horse-power = 27.4 lbs. per horse-power per hour, duty 8.22 

millions. 

The writer was not able to get an indication of this engine. 

The cost of 100 horse-power of an engine on this type would be, in coal, £2,143 per annum. 

Another example of single beam engines is shown in Plate XXXIX., Fig. 6, with the beam 

placed underneath the cylinder, and one in Plate XXXIX, Fig. 5, with one set of pumps 

underneath the cylinder, directly attached to the piston-rod, and the other sets attached to 

the end of an overhead beam. The writer has no details of the duty of these engines. 

 

9.—DIRECT-ACTING ENGINE. 

In this form of engine, Plate XXXVIII, Fig. 6, the cylinder is placed directly over the shaft. 

There are only a few at work in the Newcastle district, but in Lancashire they seem to have 

more favour. Mr. Knowles has described several engines in Vol. XV. of the Transactions. 



The effective duty of the best engine, however, is stated to be only 144.381 gallons lifted 100 

yards, with a ton of coal, equal to about 10.2 lbs. per horse-power per hour, and an account 

of a direct-acting-engine of the following dimensions has already been given by the writer in 

the same volume :— 

Diameter of cylinder        52½ inches. 

Length of stroke               7⅓ feet. 
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In a recent experiment the coal consumed in 24 hours was 91 cwts., and strokes made 

7,200 = 495 gallons per minute. 

There is one lifting set of 20 inches in diameter and 13 fathoms in length, and one plunger 

set 20 inches diameter and 35½ fathoms length. 

The effective duty is 43.65 horse-power, or 97 lbs. per horse-power = 22.95 millions.  The 

indicated duty is 6.5 lbs. per H.P. per hour. 

A balance-beam applied to this engine would very much improve its effective duty, and if 

worked expansively a duty of 5 lbs. might be obtained. 

The cylinder is jacketed and the steam is supplied from two Cornish boilers 30 feet in length, 

6 feet in diameter, with a 3 feet tube. 

Direct-acting engines have also been applied for water works, but hitherto the duty realized 

falls short of the Cornish engine, although made by the same manufacturers. It is stated that 

the same amount of expansion cannot be obtained as in a beam engine. 

 

10.—HORIZONTAL ROTATIVE PUMPING ENGINE (CONDENSING). 

This is a very common form of engine and is chiefly used for shallow depths.  Plate XXXVIII., 

Fig. 4. 

Diameter of cylinder 42 inches. Stroke in cylinder 6 feet, in pit 5⅓ feet. Two sets of pumps 

20 inches in diameter, each 37 fathoms in length, delivering to the surface. A crank is 

attached to the fly wheel shaft, which works the air pump. The quantity of fuel used in twelve 

hours, the engine going ten strokes per minute, was 5 tons 10 cwts., and required three 

boilers (common egg-ended) to drive it. Actual duty 97½ horse-power = 10.4 lbs. per horse-

power = 20.81 millions. Indicated duty 114.2 horse-power = 8.98 lbs. per horse-power per 

hour. Cost £849 per annum for coal for 100 horse-power of actual duty. 

This engine is quite new and of good workmanship, with engine and boilers covered, and is 

a fair example of what this kind will realize, but were it worked expansively and with Cornish 

boilers, &c., there is no doubt that a result not far short of the Cornish engine would be 

reached. 

Engines of this kind are frequently used in sinking and for temporary purposes with spur 

gearing, but they are not economical. 

 

11.—HORIZONTAL ROTATIVE PUMPING ENGINE (NON-CONDENSING). 

Diameter of cylinder 44 inches, length of stroke 6 feet in cylinder and in pit. Two bell cranks, 

quadrants, or L legs work two sets of 
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lifting pumps 21 inches diameter, each 45 fathoms, both delivering to the surface. 

The quantity of coal used by this engine, which was erected for temporary purposes for half-

a-year, averaged 9 tons 10 cwts. of coal in 24 hours, going at the rate of 4.68 strokes or 837 

gallons per minute. 

The engine and boilers were uncovered and there was a long range of steam pipes. 

The effective duty was 70 horse-power, or 12.5 lbs. per horse-power per hour = 17.22 

millions. 

The indicated duty was 82 horse-power or 109 lbs. 

Three Cornish boilers 34 feet, 5 feet 9 inches diameter, with each a 3 feet 4 inches tube to 

supply it with steam. 

 

12.—HORIZONTAL ROTATIVE PUMPING ENGINE (NON-CONDENSING). 

Diameter of cylinder 40⅜ inches, Plate XXXVIIL, Fig. 4, stroke, 6 feet in cylinder and 5 feet 

in pit. Works two 50-fathoms 17-inch lifting sets. Coal consumed in 24 hours with 4 common 

egg-ended boilers = 13 tons, going 8 strokes per minute = 785 gallons. Actual duty 16.9, 

indicated 13.9. 

In this engine there is also a long range of steam pipes, and the boilers and engine are 

uncovered. 

 

13—ROTATIVE BEAM ENGINE. 

Of this form of engine, Plate XXXVIII., Fig. 2, the writer is not able to give any examples, but 

believes that if it were fitted up with a steam jacket, arranged to work expansively and 

condensing, it would realise a good duty, and would be a very convenient form of machinery. 

 

14.—COMBINED PUMPING AND WINDING ENGINE. 

This is a very common form of engine, Plate XXXIX., Fig. 2, which is used for pumping 

during the sinking of a pit, and is employed afterwards in winding coal and occasional 

pumping if necessary. The writer has no particulars of its duty. 

The accompanying table at page 218 gives in detail the dimensions of the various engines 

described, sizes of pumps, number of boilers, &c, and in ascertaining the duty of the 

machinery the quantity of water delivered each stroke, both on the bucket and plunger set, 

has been calculated. 

The writer has not been able to make any experiments as to the 
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exact quantities delivered by bucket lifts, but trials have been made with three sizes of 

plungers, as follows :— 

 



[Table of duty with different plungers, omitted.] 

 

These results show an average loss of 2.52 per cent. 

There is a great variation in the duty of the engines under consideration, and whilst 

allowance must be made in some cases for old machinery and defective arrangements, 

there is still a great balance in favour of the Cornish engine. 

It is quite possible that some engines of the types described might show similar results, if 

worked expansively and fitted up with a steam jacket, with valves of proper dimensions, 

supplied with steam from proper boilers, with properly balanced pumping arrangements, and 

with many little details attended to, which are often overlooked; but it remains to be seen 

whether such engines under these conditions would be as cheap as the Cornish engine. 

With respect to the coal used in the foregoing experiments, although no special experiments 

have been made to ascertain the evaporative power in all the cases, yet they have been all 

conducted with small coal, of the same estimated evaporative quality, passed through a half-

inch screen. 

 

BOILERS. 

A very important question to consider is the kind of boilers, and a few remarks under this 

head are offered. 

Much has been said of mechanical firing, and there is no doubt that eventually some proper 

form of carrying this out will be arrived at; but where space is not so much an object, it is the 

writer's impression that if freedom from smoke and economy of fuel are to be attained, the 

ordinary Cornish boiler will produce these results quite as cheaply and as effectively as any 

other form yet introduced, but with these conditions, that it be slowly driven, and that perfect 

combustion be aimed at. 

Many people believe that the harder a boiler is fired, so much the better—at all events, this is 

too often the practice, and is to a great extent the cause of such bad duty in our engines. 

There is great economy in having abundance of boiler power. 
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The ordinary Cornish boiler of about 32 feet in length and 6 feet in diameter, with one tube of 

3 feet in diameter, seems to find great favour amongst water-works engineers in London. At 

the Southwark and Vauxhall Water-works there are no fewer than twenty-four Cornish 

boilers of the above dimensions in one house, and the writer was surprised to find so much 

less waste steam flying about than there is at collieries, so small an amount of fuel 

consumed, and, moreover, to observe little or no smoke.  

An experiment was recently made at the works with two Cornish boilers, and it was found 

that during twenty-four hours an evaporative power of 7.7 lbs. with small coal was realized; 

also that with two egg-ended cylindrical boilers, placed alongside, and going into the same 

chimney, an evaporative power of 6.7 lbs. only resulted, thus showing a saving in favour of 

the former of 13 per cent. 

There are other varied forms of pumping engines which the writer intended to bring before 

this meeting, but to do the subject justice would be more the work of a Committee than a 



single member. Experiments on some of the largest engines of the district have been given, 

and an endeavour has been made in instituting the comparisons to carry out the 

experiments on the same basis. 

Taking the engines mentioned into consideration, there is a total aggregate effective power 

of about 1,000 horse-power applied, realizing on the average a duty of 15 lbs. per effective 

horse-power per hour, which it is believed is the average duty of the engines of the district. 

Were a duty of 5 lbs. obtained, the saving of fuel on these engines alone would represent 

about 40,000 tons of coal per annum, which at 4s. per ton would equal £8,000. 

It may safely be assumed that the total horse-power of engines used for pumping water in 

the Newcastle district is about 10,000, and upon the above basis 400,000 tons of coal would 

be annually saved. 

The writer has not sufficient information to enable him to say whether the duty of pumping 

engines in other parts of England and Scotland is better than those referred to, but a cursory 

glance at some of them leads him to think that it is no better, and if this be the case the 

question assumes a still more gigantic form. 

It is too much the custom to think that coal at the colliery is of little or no value and that the 

extra consumption of 10 or 12 lbs. per horse-power per hour is not worth consideration. It 

must not, however, be forgotten that the fuel is not the only pecuniary part of the question, 

for additional consumption of coal means additional boilers, additional 
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repairs, additional wear and tear, to say nothing of additional manual labour, and these in the 

aggregate are very serious items of cost. 

There is no doubt that more attention is being paid to these subjects than formerly, and the 

writer ventures to predict that the time is not far distant when pumping and all other colliery 

engines will be erected with more regard to economy, and the effective duty of 2 or 3 lbs. per 

horse-power per hour will be considered almost as important in them as it now is in London 

water-works and in ocean steam ships. 
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Duty of pumping engines 

 

[Full-page table showing the characteristics and fuel consumption, etc., of 12 engines 

referred to above.] 
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The President considered this one of the most important papers on the programme. 

Economical pumping not only affected directly the duration of the present coal-fields, but 

also increased the practicability of mining other and deeper ones when the present were 

finished. 



Mr. A. L. Steavenson, of Durham, considered that too much importance was given to the 

Cornish engine as a system. Its advocates seemed to forget that steam at the same 

pressure and expanded to the same amount would produce economically the same results 

in any description of engine of equal workmanship, provided the same care was taken to 

prevent radiation. He considered indeed that there were special defects in the system, and 

that the power expended in setting in motion, and bringing to rest large counterbalance 

weights and beams must be a serious loss. He presumed that Mr. Simpson had measured 

the amount of water himself, and not trusted to calculations based on the number and length 

of strokes and diameter of plungers, the inaccuracy of which process he had explained in a 

former discussion.*  Mr. Simpson also admitted that in No. 7 engine the circumstances were 

unfavourable, the cylinder and pipes were uncovered, and the conditions as a whole against 

obtaining a good result. With a similar engine he had obtained 77 per cent. of useful effect in 

water raised, and if the ratio of economy of this and the Cornish system was as 283 to 977, 

as shown by the table, then as compared with this 77 per cent., Mr. Simpson would obtain 

265 per cent. He admitted that a well executed Cornish engine, with all possible care taken 

in the details, was a very perfect machine; but how much of its success was due to the care 

bestowed on these details? And would it still be as serviceable when exposed to all the 

hardships of a colliery plant? He thought it certainly was premature to condemn all the other 

systems which had been so long employed in the coal districts. Doubtless in many collieries 

there was a large waste of fuel, but this would in almost all cases be the result of short, 

improperly constructed boilers, and bad stoking arrangements. 

Mr. J. B. Simpson reminded Mr. Steavenson that in a former discussion he had stated that 

the difference between the quantity of water actually delivered, and the quantity due from 

calculation in a bucket pump was 10 per cent. Now, the experiments in the paper given show 

that with plunger pumps the loss was only 2½ per cent., and it was quite evident that there 

should be a smaller loss from plunger than from bucket pumps, for in the former there was 

only one clack at which a 

 

* Vol. XVII., page 22. 
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leak could take place, while in the others there were two. All the experiments with the 

engines had been conducted in the same way, and the calculated quantity of water in all 

cases had been taken so that comparative results might be obtained. Mr. Steavenson would 

find from the table that several of the engines gave better useful effect than 77 per cent. The 

Cornish engine, with plunger pumps, gave 81 per cent.; and horizontal engines, with bucket 

lifts, 84 per cent. But as the loss is less in plunger pumps, the Cornish engine would, in 

reality, be also superior in this respect. Mr. Steavenson's argument with respect to the 

figures 283 and 977, given in the table, to arrive at the difference of effective duty is founded 

on a misconception. 

Mr. John L. K. Jamieson, of Glasgow, stated his surprise that the engines mentioned by Mr. 

Simpson should consume so much fuel per horse-power. Marine engines, on the newest 

construction, did not consume more than 1.75 to 2 lbs. per horse-power, and this, he 

thought, due to the high speed of piston in use, a speed which could not be attained in any 

direct-acting or other pumping engine where the speed of pump was identical with that of the 



piston. This slow speed necessitated a larger cylinder and larger working parts, together with 

a greater amount of friction. He also thought that any mode of pumping where the water was 

alternately in a state of motion and then at rest caused great loss of power. The horizontal 

type of engine seemed to him the one most suited to a higher speed of piston. He felt 

perfectly sure that all the results given by Mr. Simpson could be greatly improved. 

Mr. W. Boyd, of Newcastle, remarked that the discussion seemed to be wandering away 

from the point which it was the object of Mr. Simpson's paper to bring forward. The chief 

advantage of the Cornish engine over the old system was the increased pressure of steam 

employed, whereby an increased amount of expansion was possible. Mr. Simpson alluded to 

a compound water-works engine of Barclay's that consumed 1.6 lbs. of coal per indicated 

horse-power, a result superior to that obtained by the Cornish engine; that increase of 

economy was entirely due to the extra expansion possible from the employment of two 

cylinders. In these compound engines, by admitting high-pressure steam into the smaller 

cylinder and cutting it off at from one-third to one-half its stroke, allowing it to expand and fill 

both cylinders, and then condensing it, an amount of expansion of from 8 to 10 times the 

original bulk of the steam was obtained, and with it very great economy, and he thought that 

for all purposes this form of engine was undeniably the best. 
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Mr. J. Head, of Middlesborough, considered that the great want of economy which Mr. 

Simpson had shown to exist in the North of England collieries was not so much caused by 

the use of any particular form of boiler or engine as from the plant not being maintained in a 

reasonable state of efficiency. An engine of almost any kind with little or no expansion, 

supplied by an ordinary plain cylindrical boiler would, if in good order, easily work with four to 

five lbs. of coal per indicated horse-power per hour; any excess above this was owing to 

leaky pistons or valves, exposed cylinders, pipes, or boilers, excess of clearance between 

piston and cylinder cover, or exhausting into the air with a pressure of steam but little higher 

than the atmospheric pressure. The continuance of such defects as these did not reflect 

credit on the users of steam. Again, it was most important to bear constantly in mind that the 

boiler was one thing and the engine another. It was quite possible to have a very good boiler 

combined with a very bad engine, or a very bad boiler with a very good engine. Neither are 

the employers of steam altogether to blame for not adopting the Cornish system in all cases, 

for increased permanent economy means increased first cost of engines and boilers. With 

regard to the boilers, he had found by actual experiment that while the cost of a Cornish 

boiler was from two to three times that of a plain cylindrical boiler of equal power, the saving 

by its use was usually not more than 10 per cent. Was it, therefore, to be wondered at that 

coalowners hesitated before consenting to an expenditure so increased in order to obtain a 

saving of 10 per cent. of slack coal at the pit mouth? 
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. 

THE ECONOMICAL ADVANTAGES OF MECHANICAL VENTILATION. 

---------------- 

By D. P. MORISON. 

---------------- 

Several papers have been read before this Institute, as well as before other scientific 

societies, having for their object a theoretical comparison of the various systems of 

mechanical ventilation, inter se, and with the furnace. It is not the purpose of the writer to 

encroach on the ground so ably occupied in these disquisitions, but rather to lay before the 

members of this Institute, and above all, before the engineers residing in the several Scottish 

coal-fields, the practical bearings of a subject, which, in these days of close competition, is 

steadily becoming more and more important, viz., that of how to produce at the minimum of 

cost of fuel, labour, and wear and tear of materials, the maximum of ventilation. 

Facts, and especially facts connected with the relative practical costs of different modes of 

ventilation, are the basis upon which the writer intends to found his remarks, leaving to the 

many able theoretical exponents of these systems the task of substantiating to the 

engineering world, the formula upon which their theories are based. It may, however, be 

allowed, that so far as practical trials have yet been instituted, sound theory has in almost all 

cases been borne out by the results derived from experiments upon furnaces and ventilators 

actually in operation. 

In the infancy of mine engineering, while the extent of coal worked from each out-put was 

still small, the means adopted for replacing the vitiated air of the mine were primitive in the 

most literal sense of the word. A Fire-lamp hung at the top of a bratticed shaft (or, in cases 

where the colliery could boast of two pits, at the top of the upcast), or even in some cases 

natural ventilation was, as many can recollect, considered sufficient; but as the area of the 

workings extended, and the number of men employed at one time increased, the air 

naturally became more vitiated, owing to the products of respiration of the men and horses, 

the combustion of the lamps, &c, and above all, the generation of that scourge of many coal  

districts, the fire-damp, or light carburetted 
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hydrogen gas; and the aid of science was called in, both to increase the amount of air 

circulating through the workings, and to avoid, by means of the safety-lamp, the 

communication of the flame of the workman's light to the surrounding inflammable 

atmosphere. 

In Great Britain, until within the last few years, the underground furnace was almost 

universally adopted as the means for supplying air to our mines; in cases exceptionally 

favourable, it has given good results so far as the volume of the circulating current was 

concerned (to the expenditure of fuel required to produce this volume the writer will presently 

refer), but on the Continent, where the resistances of the mine were more correctly 

observed, the furnace has long since been abandoned for the more effective and more 

economical mode of ventilation by mechanical means; the apparent danger of an open 

furnace in a fiery seam being another important inducement to our Continental neighbours to 

make the change. 



Before putting into figures the relative duties of the different systems of ventilation, it will be 

advisable to state briefly—first, the results obtained by the furnace and the advantages 

which mechanical ventilation obtains over it; and, second, the distinctive features of the 

various arrangements by which mechanical ventilation is produced, and this the writer will 

endeavour to do in as intelligible a manner as the limits of this paper will allow. 

 

I.—RESULTS OBTAINED BY FURNACE VENTILATION. 

The counties of Northumberland and Durham afford many good instances of the furnace, 

and the mines of Seaham, Hetton, and Usworth afford examples of large volumes of air, 

from 170,000 to 220,000 cubic feet being obtained per minute. Owing, however, to the 

presence of underground engines and boilers in these cases, it is impossible to arrive at the 

duty effected, or, in other words, the consumption of coal per horse-power in the air, as the 

ventilating current owes its activity in great measure to the heat thrown into the upcast by the 

boiler fires, the exhaust steam of the engine, &c, and this heat cannot be estimated. From 30 

to 40 lbs of coal per horse-power per hour would appear from analogy to be about the 

consumption in these cases. By examining the results of the first six experiments in Table 

No. 1, appended, extracted from a paper read last year before the Society of Mechanical 

Engineers by Mr. Wm. Cochrane, the average duty of 43.45 lbs. per horsepower per hour 

was found to exist in six examples taken in Northumberland and Durham, and these 

furnaces are compared in the Tables No. 2 

 

[Vol. XIX  Plate XLII.:  Drawings of Ventilators of different types, Figs. 1-8.] 
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and No. 3, with the results obtained by several different systems of mechanical ventilation. 

By these tables it will be seen that the saving effected in consumption of fuel in most cases 

varies from 40 to 80 per  cent. in favour of mechanical ventilation. Furnaces are also liable to 

many other important disadvantages—such as, firstly, the danger of an open fire in a fiery 

seam; secondly, in cases where in order to avoid this danger the return air is conveyed into 

the upcast shaft by means of a dumb drift, the serious cost of such an arrangement, not only 

in the first outlay of the requisite drifts, arches, &c, but also in the amount of fresh air 

required to feed the furnace air, which is of no value for the ventilation of the workings 

themselves; thirdly, the fact that the upcast shaft being usually heated to nearly its practical 

maximum, cannot, in cases of necessity (such as a sudden fall of the barometer, an 

unexpected occurrence of a heavy discharge of fire-damp, or a block in the air-ways), be 

made at once available for an increased duty; lastly, the inordinate wear and tear upon 

furnace arches, bars, and the shaft lining, whether brick casing or tubbing; and, in case of a 

coal-drawing upcast shaft, the deterioration of the ropes, guides, cages, and other plant. 

In no case can the furnaces successfully compete with mechanical ventilation. The limit to 

useful temperature has been proved to exist at about 570° Fahr.; and as to the oft-quoted 

limit in depth, the deepest of our English mines would still show an economy in coals in 

favour of the ventilator of 35 to 40 per cent. 

 



II.—RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF MECHANICAL 

VENTILATION. 

The systems by which mechanical ventilation is produced vary so much in construction and 

principle, as well as in duty performed, that a glance at them individually may prove of 

interest; the duty, or consumption of coals per horse-power, being shown in the tables 

appended. Ventilators may be separated into two classes, that of varying capacities and that 

of centrifugal action. In the former are included all piston or pump ventilators, such as 

Struvé, Nixon, &c, as well as the more complicated inventions of Fabry, Lemielle, &c. In the 

latter are found the centrifugal ventilators or fans of Combes, Letoret, Rammell, Waddle, 

Guibal, &c. 

 

I. Struvé 

This ventilator may be understood by a  reference to  Plate  No. XLII, Fig. 7.  It consists of 

two large pistons of gasometer-like  
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construction, working alternately by means of a beam in two cases or troughs, kept air-tight 

by water. The air is alternately drawn in from the mine and forced out into the external 

atmosphere through a number of flap valves. No reliable experiments from engine diagrams 

have been published, to the writer's knowledge, on this ventilator, but the useful effect has, 

he is informed, been found to vary from 45 per cent. when the flap valves and the casings 

are all new and in best order, to 35 per cent., in the ordinary working conditions. 40 per  

cent. has, therefore, been taken as a basis for the tabulated statements. 

 

II. Nixon. 

By a rough experiment made by the writer last year in South Wales, the useful effect (owing, 

probably, to the absence of the Struvé water joint) did not appear to be more than 16 per 

cent.; 20 per  cent. has, however, been taken as the duty performed. This ventilator, Plate 

No. XLIII, acts on the same principle as the Struvé, by means of alternate pistons; but in this 

case the action is horizontal instead of vertical, the rectangular pistons being supported on 

rollers. 

There were formerly two or three systems of nearly similar construction to the above two 

ventilators in use in Belgium, the useful effects of which were found to vary from 24 to 40 per 

cent. They are referred to in the tables appended. 

 

III. Fabry. 

This system, at one time much employed on the Continent, consisted of two large drums or 

wheels, with blades fitting to one another in the style of toothed wheels. Although a high 

useful effect was produced (about 45 per cent., as shown in the annexed experiments), 

while the machinery was still new and the wheels fitted tightly, yet, the impossibility of 

increasing the speed beyond the usual conditions, through the liability to breakage from 

contact of the blades of the wheels, rendered the system open to so many objections, that it 

is now universally being replaced by more practical systems. The writer has seen it at work 



in several cases in Belgium, and can easily understand the heavy annual cost for wear and 

tear. 

 

IV. Lemielle. 

Of all the systems of variable capacity, this is the one that appears, so far, to have produced 

the best result; but the heavy strain upon the ponderous machinery required to set it in 

motion, the eccentric shaft, 

 

[Vol. XIX  Plate XLIII.: Nixon’s Ventilator. Elevation and Plan, to illustrate Mr. D.P. Morison’s 

Paper on Mechanical Ventilation.]  
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the severe wear and tear, as well as great loss of power in overcoming the re-entries of air, 

form very serious drawbacks to the economical working of the system. The fan may be 

summarily described (see Plate No. XLII, Fig. 8) as follows. 

A vertical drum revolves eccentrically within a cylindrical chamber carrying round three 

vanes or blades hinged upon it, the outer ends of which are fastened by rods from a 

concentric fixed shaft, the blades being thus compelled to work close to the interior 

circumference of the chamber. By the revolution of the drum, spaces, varying in capacity, 

are formed; the largest occurring at the inlet from the mine and the smallest when passing 

the discharge or outlet drift, as shown on the drawing. By this arrangement the air is forced 

out, and the vanes become, each in its turn, pistons. 

 

V. Letoret.—VI. Combes. —VII. Lesoime. 

These three representatives of ventilators, in which centrifugal force is the acting principle, 

are amongst the oldest in use on the Continent, but they are comparatively unknown in this 

country, and as they have been proved inferior to the more recent inventions it will be 

unnecessary to particularise their distinctive features. Suffice it to state that Letoret's system 

was based on flat blades, Combes' on blades curved backwards, and Lesoime's on blades 

arranged windmill fashion. The useful effect was found by experiment to be low in all the 

three systems, varying from 20 to 26 per  cent. of the steam in the boilers. 

 

VIII. Biram. 

An open running centrifugal fan, with short blades inclined backwards to the radius, 

resembling a water-wheel, and shown on Plate No. XLII., Fig. 2, has been found, by 

experiments made by Mr. Wm, Cochrane, at Tursdale Colliery, to have only produced 12.7 

per  cent. of the gross power supplied from the steam boilers, and, may, therefore, be 

dismissed without further notice. 

 

IX. Waddle. (Shown on Plate No. XLII., Fig. 4.)—X. Brunton.—And XI. Rammell.  (Shown on 

Plate No. XLII., Fig. 5.) 

Are all closely assimilating types of centrifugal fans in which the width of the outer 

circumference is reduced so as to give throughout the fan the same sectional area. A 



Waddle erected at Pelton Colliery in the county of Durham, was found to realise 39 per  cent. 

of the steam in the cylinder; and a Rammell, placed at the bottom of the upcast 
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shaft, at Framwellgate Moor Colliery, did not exceed 40 per cent. of useful effect. These 

figures may, therefore, be taken as a fair medium of the duty they are able to perform. 

 

XII. Guibal. 

Of which a drawing is annexed (Plate No. XLII, Fig. 1), is the ventilator which, both on the 

Continent and in this country, is becoming of most universal adoption. It may be shortly 

described as a centrifugal ventilator with eight or ten flat blades set backwards from the 

radius, encased with masonwork, and provided with a regulating shutter at the discharge 

orifice, to which is also appended an expanding chimney (cheminée évasée). 

The benefits of these improvements, suggested by theory and proved by practice, may be 

easily understood from the following official experiments made in Belgium. 

Guibal Ventilator. 

Without casing             Useful effect 22 per cent. 

With casing                   "     31   „ 

With casing and expanding chimney      "        "     57   „ 

With do. and regulating shutter adjusted         "     61   ,, 

 

In further illustration of this a Guibal ventilator was erected at Selston Colliery, Derbyshire, 

without chimney or shutter—the W.G., at 60 strokes, was found to be nearly one inch less 

than it would have been had the fan been complete, and the volume of air was 

correspondingly decreased. 

Nearly 150 of these ventilators are at work on the Continent and in this country, of diameters 

varying from 16 to 40 feet, and capable of producing volumes of air of from 30,000 to 

200,000 cubic feet per minute under depressions of from half-an-inch to 6 inches of water-

gauge. In these fans the theoretical useful effect of about 83 per  cent. of the power applied 

to the shaft (or, as usually given, of from 60 to 70 per  cent. of the steam in the cylinders, the 

difference being the power absorbed in overcoming the resistances of the engine) has in 

almost every case been realised. 

The Guibal ventilator has recently been compared, under similar conditions, with the 

Lemielle, at the Levant du Flenu, Belgium, the two systems having been applied to the same 

mine, upon the same shaft, with the following results, which have been kindly communicated 

to me by M. Cornet, the engineer of the colliery. 
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1.—Lemielle. 

 Usual Conditions of Mine. Separation Doors Open 



Number of revolutions per minute           12.77 12.77 

Water-gauge (inches)                    2.36 2.13 

Volume of air (cubic feet per minute)             55,349 60,773 

Duty in air (kilogrametres)                  1,567 1,549 

Duty in engine cylinder (kilogrametres)             3,075 2,777 

Useful effect (per cent.)                   50.96 55.77 

 

2.—Guibal. 

 Usual Conditions of Mine. Separation Doors Open 

Number of revolutions per minute           59 54. 

Water-gauge (inches)                    2.44         2.13 

Volume of air (cubic feet per minute)             57,849        60,095 

Duty in air (kilogrametres)                  1,692.6          1,531 

Duty in engine cylinder (kilogrametres)             2,796         2,440 

Useful effect (per cent.)                   60.14         62.70 

 

A Guibal ventilator, 30 feet in diameter, was also compared with a Waddle of the same 

dimensions, under the same conditions, at Pelton Colliery, Durham, by the late Mr. J. J. 

Atkinson, whose studies on the question of ventilation are well known, and the result was 

greatly in favour of the former system. In this case also the two ventilators had the same 

work to do. 

 

 Revolutions per 

Minute. 
W.G. Cubic Feet of Air. Useful effect. 

Guibal 66 3.07 105,119 64.55 

Waddle 66 2.40 96,336 39.09 

  

In conclusion, the writer hopes that these notes may have the effect of directing the attention 

of engineers, and especially of those whose duties lie in the coal-fields of Scotland, to the 

immense practical advantages to be derived from the adoption of mechanical ventilation, 

which a careful perusal of the accompanying tables will fully substantiate. A large field of 

inquiry is opened out by this question, and it is to be hoped that many contributions to our 

Transactions may spring from experiments in comparison of the different systems of 

effecting ventilation which are at present in operation. 
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[Table No I: Abstract of Various Experiments on different systems of ventilation, showing the 

relative consumption of coals per each utilized horse-power in the air, omitted.] 
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[Table No II. Comparisons of Cost of different systems of ventilation under similar conditions, 

omitted.] 
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[Table No III.  Comparisons of Cost of different systems of ventilation under similar 

conditions continued, omitted.] 
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The President observed, that the meeting, he was sure, would be obliged to Mr. Morison for 

his very compact and well drawn paper, which must have taken much time and attention to 

compile, since the tables were the result of experiments that required a considerable amount 

of skill and attention to make. 

Mr. Lupton fully agreed with the President, as to the value of the paper.  He was a great 

advocate for mechanical ventilation for shallow pits, but he did not think that in deep 

collieries the principle would become general except where furnaces were dangerous on 

account of fire-damp.   At a depth exceeding 500 yards it would be found that the efficiency 

of the furnace was fully equal to that of the fan. There was one advantage the ventilator had 

over the furnace: it required a smaller shaft to produce the same amount of ventilation, since 

furnaces, by heating the air, increased its bulk, and to that extent the area of the shaft had to 

be also increased, and as this would be found to involve considerable expense, he thought it 

should be taken into account in estimating the comparative expense of the two systems.  

Whilst so far admitting the value of mechanical ventilation, he was not prepared to admit that  

the Guibal was the best form  of ventilator.  It had been the best designed and the best 

carried out hitherto, but it did not follow that the principles on which it was constructed were 

correct. They had heard that the Waddle utilized 39 per cent. of the total power applied, 

whereas the Guibal utilized 63 per cent. He had seen the published results of some 

experiments made by the late Mr. J. J. Atkinson, Mr. Thos. Evans, and other well known 

authorities, at the High Park or Moor Green Collieries, upon a Waddle ventilator, where 61 

per cent. of useful effect had been obtained—the average of a number of experiments being 

53 per cent.; a second set of experiments corroborated these results. The utilized effect was 

found to vary considerably with the speed at which the fan was driven.  At 40 revolutions the 

per centage of useful effect realised was only two-thirds of the effect that was obtained when 

the fan made 80 revolutions.  He had also seen a Rammell fan, recently erected in 

Derbyshire, which was working with great success, and which at a speed of 60 revolutions 

gave double the quantity of air obtained at 40 strokes, and he thought it would be found that, 

considering the peculiar construction of the Waddle and the Rammell ventilators, they would 

prove better than the Guibal at high speeds. 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson, of Durham, observed that the question of the ventilation of mines by 

mechanical means was one which, during the last ten years, had constantly occupied his 

attention.  There were not  
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many large fans at work that he had not indicated and thoroughly tested, and he had much 

pleasure in confirming the results given by Mr. Morison. There was no doubt but that the 

Guibal fan gave the best results yet obtained.  He was, in certain cases, in favour of the 

Lemielle, which was in effect a rotatory pump, and if it could be made practically tight, he still 

thought ought to realise as good an effect as the ordinary lifting pump. This fan might, with 

care, realise 50 to 55 per  cent. of applied power. He had tested the Waddle fan at High 

Park, himself, and had only obtained 49 per  cent. of applied power.  The measurements of 

air were very difficult to make, the passage was large (12 feet high by 10 feet wide), and 

while at one point the speed of the current was very great in the centre, there was often a 

return current in the opposite direction at the sides; so that unless the passage was evenly 

divided error could not be avoided.  With respect to the general question of the comparative 

economy of furnace and mechanical ventilation he would observe that in a thick seam of 

ironstone at Cleveland, under circumstances favourable to ventilation, it required, by 

furnace, 93 lbs. of coal per hour to realize one-horse power in the air withdrawn.  In thin 

seams, and with a heavier drag of course, this expenditure of fuel would be increased.   

Now, each 1000 cubic feet of air extracted under one-inch water-gauge represents 0.16 

horse-power, consequently, 100,000 feet would represent 16 horse-power, and when this 

has to be maintained at an expenditure of about 16 cwts. of fuel per hour, the necessity of 

economy becomes a more serious consideration. The first cost did not seem to him of much 

importance when such great economy was to be obtained.  A good furnace would cost £100, 

and a fan to do the same work would not exceed £800, and would save more than 14 cwts. 

of coal per hour, if the engines and boilers were only of ordinary perfect construction. 

Mr. W. Cochrane, of Newcastle, observed that Mr. Lupton's statement of certain fans 

utilizing a larger per centage of power when running at high speeds than when going at low 

speeds applied to all, since it was obvious that the friction due to the mass in motion would 

be nearly the same in both cases, and would bear a larger ratio to the work done when the 

fan was moving slowly. He considered there must have been some inaccuracy in the results 

of the experiments which showed the volume at 60 strokes to be double that at 10 strokes, 

since, under the same conditions of drag, the volume of air obtained per revolution should be 

the same at all velocities. He thought (especially after Mr. Steavenson's remarks) that the 

results of the experiments made at High Park were incorrect, the volume of air obtained from 

the several splits 
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when added together differing widely from that obtained in the main return. As a matter of 

theoretical principle he would be extremely astonished if it was ever proved that any 

centrifugal fan, with an open discharge, reached 50 per cent. of useful effect, since a 

realization of 47 per  cent. of the motive power would be absolute perfection, which had not 

yet been arrived at. It was only by casing the fan all round that this result could be exceeded. 

This casing, together with the évasée chimney, constituted the great elements of success in 

the Guibal fan. He only wished that Professor Rankine had been present to confirm the 

particular action of the chimney, to which from 20 to 25 per  cent. of useful effect was 

attributable. 

Mr. A. L. Steavenson said, if Mr. Lupton would refer to Vol. VI., p. 143, of the Transactions of 

the Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, he would find that Mr. Atkinson clearly 



proved that it required a depth of shaft of 346 fathoms before the furnace under ordinary 

conditions would equal in economy the common ventilating fan, realizing 60 per  cent. of 

useful effect. 

Mr. Lupton said, that with regard to the depths at which the cost of furnace ventilation would 

equal that of the fan, it was a question entirely dependent on the economical construction of 

engine employed to work the fan. In his calculation, he had taken 10 lbs. of coal per horse-

power per hour, and had arrived at the depth of 500 yards as the limit to the economy, as far 

as fuel only was concerned, of using ventilating fans. He was most certainly surprised to 

hear the accuracy of the experiments at High Park impugned, because they appeared 

favourable to the open-running fans. Mr. Cochrane stated that open-running fans could, 

under no circumstances, realize more than 47 per  cent. of useful effect, but Mr. Steavenson 

having discovered a useful effect of 49 per  cent. in the ventilation at High Park, he still 

thought that the experiments which gave a result of 61 per  cent. to that fan, conducted as 

they were under the personal supervision of so many eminently qualified professional 

gentlemen, sufficiently disposed of the question. He could understand that the Guibal would 

require casing round from the large area of outlet at the circumference, compared with that 

of the intake, but when fans were so constructed that the velocity of the air would remain the 

same when travelling through them, he did not think it was necessary so to encircle them. 

With regard to the évasée chimney, he regretted, with Mr. Cochrane, that Professor Rankine 

was not there to explain it. 

Mr. Barclay, of Kilmarnock, thought, that under the same conditions 
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of drag, the air taken from the pit would be as the square of, and not directly as the number 

of, revolutions, as stated by Mr. Cochrane, centrifugal force varying as the square of the 

velocity. 

Mr. Cochrane—Mr. Barclay is in error in his statement, the water-gauge is as the square of 

the velocity, but the volume squared varies as the water-gauge, therefore, the volume alone 

varies as the velocity, each revolution will, therefore, extract the same quantity at all 

velocities, and this is confirmed by experiments. 

Mr. J. B. Simpson, of Blaydon, stated, that he had three ventilators at work of 16, 20, and 36 

feet diameter respectively. The one at 16 feet diameter, which was possibly the size most 

suited to the requirement of the Glasgow coal-field, was driven by an 8-inch cylinder, and 

drew 36,000 cubic feet of air from the pit at a depth of 44 fathoms, at a water-gauge of half 

an inch. The steam was supplied through a 2-inch pipe, from a boiler already on the plant, 

and no extra amount of coal was required to work the fan, which was in part driven by the 

steam which formerly was wasted, and there was no extra man required to attend to it. Its 

cost, including patent right and brick work (with bricks at 25s. per thousand), was £420. It 

had been at work for five years, and had never been out of order. The other fans were 

equally satisfactory in their action. His experience, therefore, was that for shallow pits the 

system had been very successful. 

Mr. St. John V. Day, of Glasgow, asked if any experiments had been made with varied inlet 

and outlet openings, to ascertain the effect on the volume of discharge, or the ratio to such 

volume of the power absorbed under the variations mentioned? 



Mr. Harvey, of Glasgow, asked if similar experiments had been made with varied numbers 

and forms of blades? 

Mr. Marley, of Darlington, remarked that there was one incidental advantage connected with 

mechanical ventilation by fans, namely, that it almost absolutely necessitated the upcast 

shaft being entirely used as a ventilating shaft, which, in his opinion, under general 

circumstances, was a great advantage. But he objected entirely to the use of smaller shafts, 

even if rendered possible by the improved conditions attending the use of mechanical 

ventilation. 

Mr. Morison, in conclusion, referred both Mr. Day and Mr. Harvey to Vol. XI., page 93, where 

experiments were given by Mr. Atkinson with varied inlets and outlets, and to experiments 

given by Mr. Cochrane, Vol. XIV., page 78, Vol. XVI., page 57, and those given by Mr. 

Steavenson, Vol. XVI., page 16.  He was scarcely prepared to agree 
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with Mr. Marley that it was advisable to use the upcast shaft entirely for ventilating purposes, 

for he thought it one of the great advantages of mechanical ventilation that coal could be 

drawn with greater convenience than when the upcast shaft was used as a chimney for a 

furnace. There was also another very important advantage connected with mechanical 

ventilation which had not been alluded to, namely, the saving in repair of the lining of the 

upcast shaft, a source of so much expense where furnaces are used. Taking this advantage, 

together with those alluded to by previous speakers, he could not help regarding the 

substitution of mechanical ventilation for the furnaces as one of the most remarkable and 

useful inventions that has ever been applied to mining operations. 

The meeting unanimously accorded a vote of thanks to Mr. Morison for his valuable paper. 
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ON J. GRAFTON JONES' COAL-GETTING MACHINE. 

------------------- 

By ARNOLD LUPTON. 

------------------- 

Although the use of gunpowder has been hitherto almost indispensable to the economical 

working of coal in a large proportion of our mines, yet it is also generally acknowledged that 

the explosion of gunpowder, in the confined passages of a mine, is attended with some 

danger to life and considerable injury to the health of the miners who have to breathe the 

sulphurous products of combustion, whilst the shattering action of an explosive on coal 

generally makes a much larger proportion of slack than is made by the use of wedges. 



To find an efficient substitute for explosives has long been the desire and object of many 

ingenious men. The application of the force pump naturally suggested itself, and the 

impracticable idea of forcing a wedge into coal by means of an hydraulic ram was patented: 

the plan was impracticable, firstly, because it is almost impossible to force a wedge of 

sufficient size into so compact a mineral as coal; and secondly, because it would be equally 

difficult to find a prop to resist the backward pressure of the ram. 

The system of wedging coal by first drilling a hole and then inserting two inclined pieces of 

iron or steel, between which was afterwards driven a wedge by means of a sledge hammer, 

has, the writer is informed, been occasionally used. 

To substitute, in this instance, the hydraulic ram for the sledge hammer, and to find a prop 

for the ram, by means of tension bars connecting its cylinder to the inclined pieces of steel 

above-mentioned, was the ingenious device of Mr. J. Grafton Jones, and a machine 

constructed on this principle was patented by him in June, 1867. At that time, and 

subsequently, he patented other forms of hydraulic apparatus for breaking down coal, in 

which the use of the wedge was dispensed with; it is not, however, the object of this paper to 

describe the history of these remarkable inventions, but to call attention to the latest form 

assumed by the machine patented in 1867. 
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It is constructed entirely of the best hammered cast steel specially made for the purpose in 

Sheffield, the tension bars and ram cylinder are all in one piece, being cut and bored out of 

the solid bar of steel; the ram is worked, not by the ordinary force pump, but by a screw 

pump patented by Mr. Grafton Jones; by this means the power of the machine is immensely 

increased, the only limit to the force that may be applied being the strength of the tension 

bars. 

Plate No. XLV., Fig. 2, shows the machine in section. EE is the end of the tension bars TT, 

which enclose the inclined pieces of steel called pressing blocks, BB; W is the wedge, and R 

the ram; P is the piston, carrying the cup leather; YY are screw plugs or valves; a a is the 

screw-pump cylinder, D is the screw, and f f is the reservoir of water or oil. The pressing 

blocks BB are fitted one into the other to increase the amount of expansion; by this 

arrangement the expansion obtainable, or, in other words, the distance travelled by the 

pressing blocks, when the wedge has been driven home, is equal to the diameter of the hole 

into which the instrument can be put. 

This form of the pressing blocks, which was first introduced by the writer, renders the use of 

split wedges, or other similar devices, unnecessary, because the requisite amount of 

expansion is obtained with one wedge. This is a point of great importance, since the labour 

and delay of introducing additional wedges to obtain the requisite expansion is considerable. 

As shown by the dotted lines, the movement of the pressing blocks is parallel to the axis of 

the machine, so that the whole length, and not one corner merely of the blocks, is pressed 

against the coal. 

Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, are sections respectively at the lines 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Figures 8 

and 9 show how, by screwing up the valve U and opening S, the water contained in the 

cylinder A is forced on to the ram R. After the ram has gone as far as the contents of the 

cylinder can force it, and it is desired to make another stroke, the valve S is screwed up, 



preventing the escape of water from the ram, and a fresh supply of water for the cylinder is 

obtained from the cistern F by opening the valve U. 

Figure 1, shows the mode in which the apparatus is introduced into the coal, after a hole has 

previously been bored by the apparatus shown in Plate No. XLIV. 

In the section, which is one-twelfth the actual size of the largest machine yet made, the 

diameter of the end of the tension bars TT is 3½ inches, and the expansion of the blocks BB 

is 3½ inches, the distance 

  

[Vol. XIX Plates XLIV.: Grafton Jones' Hydraulic Coal Wedging Machine, to illustrate Mr. 

Arnold Lupton’s Paper.] 

  

[Vol. XIX  Plate XLV: Grafton Jones' Hydraulic Coal Wedging Machine, Figs. 1-9. To 

illustrate Mr. Arnold Lupton’s Paper.]  
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travelled by the wedge is 14 inches, so that the power of the ram is multiplied by four; the 

area of the piston P is two circular inches, and that of the screw pump one circular inch 

multiplying the power of the screw by two, the screw has five threads to the inch, and the 

handle by which it is turned is 2 feet long; thus the leverage of the screw is 24 x 2 x (3 1/7) X 

5 = 755, consequently, if the weight on the handle is 1 cwt. the pressure on the pressing 

blocks equal 1 cwt. x 755 x 2 x 4 = 6040 cwts., or say 300 tons. Twice this force has 

occasionally been applied with this instrument. 

This powerful machine has succeeded in pushing coal out of the solid, without any holing or 

natural breaks in the coal; and at the Kiveton Park Colliery, in South Yorkshire, coal is at this 

present moment being worked on this system. 

At this colliery the coal is very hard. To apply the machine, a hole is drilled about the middle 

of the seam, exactly on the end, and by the lateral movement of the pressing blocks the coal 

is split along the lines of cleavage. 

Blocks of coal 4 yards long and 4 feet wide are got at one operation; the coal is about 5 feet 

thick, thus about 8 tons is got by one application of the machine, so that with a bar it can be 

easily broken up and loaded. 

In the steam coal of South Wales it is a comparatively easy matter to push coal out of the 

solid, and Mr. Jones has got coal there with a machine of comparatively small power. A 

machine constructed by Mr. Chubb not half as powerful as Mr. Jones', is, the writer is 

informed, successfully working coal near Aberdare. 

The first experiments made by the writer of this paper were in breaking down coal that had 

been holed, in which no difficulty was experienced; for this work machines are made as 

small as 2 inches in diameter, weighing only 40 pounds, although with one of them a 

pressure of 200 tons can be put upon the mineral to be broken. 

The 2½ inch machine weighing 59 pounds will perhaps be found more generally useful, and 

it is sufficiently strong to break down any Derbyshire coal, which is perhaps as tough as any. 

The instrument is applied in a similar manner to the application of gunpowder. The drilling of 

the hole with an instrument designed by Mr. Jones and the writer, is an easy matter, as the 



writer can vouch from considerable personal experience. The construction of the drilling 

apparatus will be understood by reference to Plate No. XLIV., which is drawn to a scale of 

1/24 the full size. 

A man accustomed to its use can fix the standard in a few minutes,  
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and the time required to drill the hole to a depth of 3 feet varies from 5 to 15 minutes, 

according to the diameter and the nature of the mineral; soft coal is much easier to drill than 

hard, and it is much more easy to drill on the face than the end. 

The drilling apparatus is supplied with two handles, not because the work is heavy, but 

because it is more easy to turn the centres when two are working, but when the collier has 

no man or boy to help, a little practice will enable him, when working by himself, to make a 

3½ inch hole with this apparatus, as easily as he could drill a 2-inch hole with an ordinary 

jumper. 

The advantages that the writer claims for the use of the hydraulic wedge and the drilling 

apparatus are as follows:— 

First and foremost.—The safety with which mines may be worked with them as substitutes 

for gunpowder. 

Second.—The superior shape of coal that has been wedged to coal that has been blown, 

and the less amount of slack made. 

Third.—The improvement in the health of the colliers that will ensue on the disuse of powder. 

Fourth.—The saving in labour by using the hydraulic wedge instead of the hammer driven 

wedges. 

Fifth.—The saving in labour and diminution in the amount of slack made by using the 

hydraulic machine to push the coal out of the solid (that is without any holing) in working 

those seams whose nature is such as to render it possible. 

Plate No. XLVI., Figures 1, 2, and 3, shows different views of a machine for bringing down 

coal of a somewhat different construction. In a steel cylinder d, constructed so as to contain 

a reservoir and force-pump b c, a number of small rams a a a a are actuated by the direct 

force of the water, and protrude from the cylinder in inverse proportion to the resistance 

offered by the coal, as shown in Fig. 3. 

------------------- 

Mr. Lupton, in answer to the President, remarked that the chief difference between Mr. 

Grafton Jones' machine and that of Mr. Bidder, consisted in the application of the screw 

pump and of a different description of valves, together with an improved form of pressing out 

wedges. The cost of the machines, exclusive of the drilling apparatus, which would cost 

about £7 10s., but inclusive of royalty, would be £30 for the 2 inch machine; £33 for the 2½ 

inch machine; £36 for the 3-inch machine; 

 

[Vol. XIX Plates XLVI.: Grafton Jones' Hydraulic Coal Wedging Machine, Figs. 1-3. To 

illustrate Mr. Arnold Lupton’s Paper.]  
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and £39 for the 3½ inch machine. In answer to Mr. Lawrence, he might state, that it was 

never found that the wedges became embedded in the coal to any appreciable extent, even 

when the machine was employed to thrust the coal out of the solid without holing. With 

respect to the relative cost of getting coal by the machine and by the usual method, no 

colliery had been exclusively worked on the system, nor had he any statistics of the working 

of any of the more recently improved machines, but with the earlier machines he had 

calculated the cost of breaking down the coal would not exceed twopence per ton, at a 

colliery where the coal was got by hand wedges at a cost of about sixpence a ton. 

Respecting the difficulty of getting sufficiently intelligent men to work the machine, suggested 

by Mr. Marley, he usually found that an ordinary workman could handle the machine 

perfectly after having seen it in use for a few hours. 

Mr. W. Cockburn, of Upleatham, asked if the machine could be applied to stone; if so, he 

thought it would be very useful at the Cleveland ironstone mines, where the enormous 

quantities of powder smoke they had to contend with at present was a great disadvantage. 

Mr. C. J. Horner, of Staffordshire, stated that he had made arrangements with the inventor to 

use the machine on a seam of coal about 8 to 9 feet thick with the option of returning it if it 

did not prove successful. He might add that during the negotiation Mr. Jones had expressed 

his opinion that the instrument was not fitted to work in stone. 

The President thought that it was a very excellent machine, and would prove of great use in 

getting larger and better coal than was obtained now, and in this way would be of great 

benefit to the steam coal collieries of Northumberland. 

------------------- 

The following papers were considered as read at the Glasgow Meeting, and will be printed 

with the papers read by the members of the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in 

Scotland, in Vol. XX. :— 

 

On Wire Tramways, by Mr. Emmerson Bainbridge. 

On the Counterbalancing of Winding Engines, by Mr. John Daglish. 

On Steam Boilers, by Mr. William Waller. 

-------------------------------- 
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APPENDIX. 

-------------- 

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE APPOINTED TO INVESTIGATE THE ACTION OF 

SAFETY-CAGES AND HOOKS. 

-------------- 

Your Committee, in accepting the duties imposed upon them by the Institute, have 

approached this most difficult subject with a deep sense of the responsibilities they have 

incurred. 

Their first effort was, to obtain the requisite information of the practical application and action 

of such inventions from reliable sources, and for this purpose circulars were sent out to all 



the members of the Institute, and to such other gentlemen as were likely to have had 

experience on the subject. 

In answer to these questions, fifty-one replies have been obtained. 

Nineteen of these answers come from gentlemen, each having large and extensive collieries 

under their care, who use no safety-cages or hooks whatever.  One gentleman makes the 

following remark:— 

"I have always been strongly of opinion that the introduction of these constituted a 

source of danger, and, therefore, have always set my face against them. I think they 

are a safeguard against recklessness and carelessness, which may be quite as 

effectually provided against by the selection of really steady and attentive 

enginemen, who may be had by the payment of good wages and fair treatment. 

Employing nine enginemen, in the drawing of coals, we have not had a single case of 

overwinding during eleven years." 

And, another adds— 

"I am strongly of opinion that the best safety apparatus consists of having good 

ropes, with diligent inspection." 

Twenty gentlemen gave descriptions of the safety-cages employed; nine stated they used 

safety-hooks, while two employed steam brakes.  

Upon an examination of these answers, it became apparent that very 
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many of the apparatus described had been but a short time in use, and your Committee 

thought it desirable to wait a year, to give further time for testing these inventions, at the 

expiration of which time, a fresh circular was issued to the whole of the gentlemen who so 

kindly forwarded their experience, to give them an opportunity, if necessary, of modifying 

their former remarks from the practical results of the year. Thus, we are in a position to hand 

to the Institute, a year's experience of some fifty gentlemen who have had their attention 

especially directed to the matter during that space of time. 

The difficulties we had to overcome have been considerably enhanced by the extreme 

number of inventions that have been placed before us, all of which are generally described 

in the appendices to Volumes XVII. and XVIII. of your Transactions. Abstractedly, however, 

these contrivances do not present much variety, and it has been thought best to confine our 

present Report to the consideration of those inventions only that have been practically tested 

by our friends, and we have, therefore, minutely described the seven varieties of safety-

cages and safety-hooks used by our correspondents. 

We do this with all due consideration to the merits of other inventions, inasmuch as they all 

more or less depend upon the same principles of action, and are susceptible to the same 

causes of failure. 

This mode of procedure having been determined on, the patentees of the various apparatus 

selected for description were invited to send detailed drawings of their inventions, with the 

newest modifications and improvements, to a scale suitable for publication in your 

Transactions. 



Having thus described the mode in which we have obtained our information, and the care we 

have taken that it should be reliable and contain the experience of some definite and 

considerable lapse of time, we now lay the substance of the whole correspondence before 

the members of the Institute, so that they may be able to follow us in such remarks as we 

may deem it necessary to make in closing our Report. 

The nineteen gentlemen who, in 1868, stated that they had no safety-apparatus in any of the 

pits under their charge, have further added that they have not adopted any up to January, 

1870. 

-------------- 

OWEN'S SAFETY-CAGE. 

(Patent No. 284. Date, Jan. 30, 1857.)  Improvement registered 31st October, 1857. 

The following is a description of this invention, illustrated by five drawings supplied by Mr. 

John Knowles. 
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Plate I. shows a side elevation, and Plate II. an end elevation of the cage. Plate III. gives the 

details of the self-acting apparatus. Plate IV. shows another modification of the details; the 

whole of these cages are arranged for wood guides. Plate V. shows an adaptation of the 

invention to a cage with iron rope guides. 

AA are the guides; B the suspending rods; C levers to which the suspending rods are 

attached, and which, when the weight is carried, keep the levers E from coming in contact 

with the guides; D are springs for giving motion to the levers C and E when the rope breaks. 

F a wrought iron plate at side of cage to carry the apparatus. G framework of cage. The 

reference letters apply to the same parts in all the plates. From this description it will be 

readily understood, that when the suspending rope breaks, the springs will force the levers E 

against the guides and the cage will remain suspended. It will also be observed that every 

time the cage is on the keps, both at the top and bottom of the pit, the rope will slack and the 

apparatus will come into action and press upon the guides. 

-------------- 

No. 1.—James Brogden, Esq., who has used four sets of Owen's apparatus at the Vach, 

Garth, and Wyndham Pits for about eight years. 

Average weights lifted were 45 cwts. 

Guides of wood, 4 ins. x 4 ins. 

Speed of cage, about 20 feet per second. 

Depth of shaft, 150 yards. 

Previous to 1869 there had been two broken ropes. 

On the first occasion the cage was 40 yards from the bottom of the pit, with two full tubs of 

coal, which together with the cage weighed 45 cwts.; the cage fell about seven or eight feet, 

while the levers of the safety catches grazed the conducting rods, but no other damage was 

done. 

On the second occasion, the engine-driver wound the cage up to the pulley and broke the 

chain, when the apparatus came into operation, and no damage was done. 



On another occasion, four men were in the cage being drawn up the pit, the rope broke, the 

catches ploughed the wood guides for about four feet, and then held the cage fast, till the 

men were wound up by a capstan rope. 

Mr. Brogden, in answer to further inquiries in 1870, states— 

An experiment was made by kepping the cage and allowing six yards of slack rope on the pit 

side of the pulley, and then knocking the cage off, it slipped down 12 inches, and was held 

firmly. 

This experiment was varied by allowing the slack-rope to be on the 
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drum side of the pulley, the slack-rope over the pulley prevented the catches from taking firm 

hold of the rods and the cage with the tub, weighing altogether 20 cwts., fell till suspended 

by the rope, the guides being split more or less the whole distance. 

On one occasion, while winding coal one of the side-chains broke, and the cage was 

suspended without much damage to the guides, which did not require changing. 

On another occasion, while winding water, when tank and cage (about 40 cwts.) emerged 

from the sump, one of the side-chains broke, the catches slipped about four feet, and cut the 

guides nearly through, and split and otherwise damaged them, so that they had to be 

replaced for about five yards. 

Again, a bridle chain broke at one of the Wyndham pits, the lever entered the conducting rod 

and stopped the cage, which fell about 12 inches, causing no damage. 

Mr. Brogden adds that he would not like to be without the apparatus, which has never 

caused an accident, and which is easily kept in repair. 

-------------- 

No. 2.—The manager of the Bridgewater Trust Collieries, near Manchester, has used this 

apparatus at most of the pits for the last ten or twelve years. 

Average weights lifted, from 12 to 60 cwts. 

Guides of pitch pine, 4½ x 4½. 

Speed of cages, about 10 feet per second. 

Depth of shafts, from 80 to 300 yards. 

The rope broke at Buckley Lane Pit, and the cage did not fall more than 3 inches. 

These apparatus were all still in use in the latter end of 1868; they had caused no accident, 

and were easily kept in repair. 

-------------- 

No. 3.—H. H. Boldon, Esq., Newchurch Collieries, near Manchester, has used the apparatus 

for about ten years; up to the end of 1868 it was still in use, but had never been practically 

tested. 

-------------- 

No. 4.—John Knowles, Esq., Pendlebury Collieries, near Manchester, has used the 

apparatus in eighteen different pits for about eleven years.  

Average weights lifted, 70 cwts.  



Guides, wood, 5 x 5.  

Speed of cage, 44 feet per second.  

Depths of shafts, various up to 535 yards.  

There have been several accidents from links of the chains and ropes 
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breaking, and in all cases the catches have answered their purpose, so that winding could 

be resumed after a very short stoppage, and at very little expense. Mr. Knowles further adds, 

that during 1869, in one case life, and in two cases property has been saved, and that the 

guides have never suffered more than was necessary to give the requisite grip.  

These apparatus are still in use; have never caused accident, and are easily kept in repair. 

-------------- 

No. 5.—Joseph Thompson, Esq., Norley Colliery, Wigan, has used the apparatus in two pits 

at the above colliery for several years. 

Average weights lifted, 93 cwts. 

Guides, wood, 5½ x 4½. 

Speed of cage, 52 feet per second. 

Depths of shafts, about 500 yards. 

There have been several cases of accident, in which the apparatus came into operation, in 

one, the wood guides were completely severed by the jambing levers. 

On the 23rd Jan., 1869, the rope broke, the cage containing eight full tubs fell five inches 

only, and did not injure the guides so as to render it necessary to replace them. 

In 1870 these apparatus were still in use, they had caused no accident, and were easily kept 

in repair. 

-------------- 

No. 6.—H. Fletcher, Esq., Ladyshore Colliery, Bolton, has used the apparatus in seven pits 

for about 10 years. 

Average weights lifted, 40 cwts. 

Guides, wood, 5x5. 

Greatest speed of cage, about 30 feet per second. 

Depths of shafts, from 300 to 360 yards. 

There have been several accidents during the time, and both property and life have been 

saved, but owing to defective construction and neglect of guides, the apparatus has at times 

not acted when required. 

During 1869 there was no accident to test them, and they are still in use and are easily kept 

in repair. 

-------------- 

BROADBENT'S SAFETY-CAGE. 

Patent, No. 2383.  Date, 19th Sept., 1865. 

The following is a description of this invention, illustrated by a drawing supplied by Mr. 

Broadbent. 
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Plate VI., fig. 1, shows a side elevation of the apparatus; and fig. 2 shows a plan of the 

eccentrics and guides. 

AA are the guides; B the suspending chains; CC levers to which the suspending chains are 

attached, and which, when the weight is carried, keep the eccentrics EE from coming in 

contact with the guides; D is a spring for giving motion to the levers CC and eccentrics EE 

when the rope breaks; F, a wrought iron plate at side of cage to carry the apparatus; GG, 

framework of cage. From this description it will be readily understood that when the 

suspending rope breaks, the springs will force the eccentrics EE against the guides and the 

cage will remain suspended. It will also be observed that every time the cage is on the keps, 

both at the top and bottom of the pit, the rope will slack and the apparatus will come into 

action and press upon the guides. 

By altering the edges of the eccentrics they can be made to suit iron wire guides. 

-------------- 

No. 7.—W. E. Garforth, Esq., Lord's Field Colliery, Ashton-under-Lyne, at the end of the year 

1868 had used the apparatus about 6 months, but had never practically tested it. 

-------------- 

No. 8.—J. E. Mammatt, Esq., Barnsley, Yorkshire, has used the apparatus in several pits for 

about three years. 

Average weights lifted, 40 cwts. 

Guides, pitch pine, 5 x 5. 

Average speed of cage, 10 feet per second. 

Average depth of shafts, 250 yards. 

Up to 1870 they were still in use, had never caused accident, were easily kept in repair, but 

had never been practically tested. 

-------------- 

No. 9.—F. W. North, Esq., Rowley Hall Colliery, Dudley, Staffordshire, up to 1869, had used 

the apparatus for 6 months. 

Weight lifted, 60 cwts. 

Guides, wire, 3 inches circumference. 

Speed of cage, 16 feet per second. 

Depth of shaft, 220 yards. 

In 1870 had ceased to use it, the wire guides having damaged it; has not tried another 

invention, but prefers to watch the rope carefully instead. 

-------------- 
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No. 10.—W. Lishman, Esq., Bunker Hill, has used the apparatus for 18 months in two pits. 

Average weight lifted, 50 cwts. 

Guides, wood, 4 in number, 4 x 3 each. 



Speed of cage, 13 feet per second. 

Depth of shaft, 114 yards. 

In 1870, they are still working but have never been practically tested; on one occasion, 

owing to some disarrangement of one of the catches, a light cage stuck in descending. They 

require but little expense to keep in repair. 

-------------- 

No. 11.—J. O. Greaves, Esq., Roundwood Colliery, Horbury, Wakefield, has used the 

apparatus 18 months. 

Weight lifted, about 25 cwts. 

Guides, wood, 5x5. 

Depth of shaft, 140 yards. 

It has on several occasions saved both property and life, and has never failed to act when 

required; it somewhat injures the guides when the rope breaks, but not so as to require them 

to be replaced. During 1869 it has been applied to another pit, and at both places the 

apparatus is still in use, and costs but little to keep in repair. 

-------------- 

No. 12.—W. Lishman, Esq., Newton Cap Colliery, near Darlington, had used the apparatus 

for 12 months before 1869. 

Weight lifted, 50 cwts. 

Guides, oak, 4½ x 3. 

Speed of cage, 13 feet per second. 

Depth of shaft, 110 yards. 

It had not been practically tested up to 1869, and no accounts of its working have been 

received since. 

-------------- 

CALOW'S SAFETY-CAGE. 

Patent, No. 648.  Date, 1862. 

This apparatus differs somewhat from the two preceding ones, in that it is not dependent on 

its action on any direct attachment to the rope. 

Plate VII. shows a perspective view of the apparatus. A is a guide, the other being removed 

for the sake of exhibiting the mechanism of the cage; B, the suspending rods or chains; E, 

an eccentric carried by a shaft H, on which is also keyed a lever C; D, is a spring which is 

made 
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to suspend the weight I, and keep the eccentrics E clear of the guides, so long as the speed 

of the descending cage does not approach that of a falling body. But by the cage falling, or 

through any sudden jerk, the pressure of the weight I on the spring D ceases to be so 

intense, and, therefore, the spring lifts it, and sets in motion the eccentric E, which grips the 

guides and prevents the cage falling. The apparatus, therefore, does not come into action 

each time the cage is stopped or resting on the keps. 



-------------- 

No. 13.—C. Binns, Esq., Clay Cross, Derbyshire, has used the apparatus at one pit for about 

sixteen months. 

Weight lifted, 57 cwts. 

Guides, wood, 6 x 4. 

Speed of cage, 24 feet per second. 

Depth of shaft, 200 yards. 

In 1869 the hook became disengaged at the pit mouth, and life and property were both 

saved by the apparatus, which came instantly into operation; and the application of the 

invention to other cages running with wire rope guides is under consideration. Owing, it is 

supposed, to some irregularity in the working of the engine, the catches once came into 

action while lowering some heavy boxes of ballast, but the damage done to the guides was 

very slight. 

-------------- 

No. 14.—A. L. Steavenson, Esq., Durham, has used the apparatus for three years at Page 

Bank Colliery, and at the Cliff Mines, near Saltburn. 

Average weight lifted, 55 cwts. 

Guides, wood, 4 x 4. 

Speed of cages respectively, 13 and 7 feet per second. 

Depth of shafts respectively, 90 and 40 yards. 

At the Cliff Mines the drum gave way and the catches held the cage and a tub full of stone in 

the shaft after having fallen about a foot. There is but little expense incurred in keeping the 

apparatus in repair. 

-------------- 

No. 15.—W. F. Howard, Esq., Cavendish Street, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, has used the 

apparatus at St. John's Pit, Staveley, for about sixteen months. 

Weight lifted, 10 cwts. 

Guides, wood, 3½ x 3. 

Speed of cage, 6 feet per second. 

Depth, 40 yards. 
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On the 30th July, 1868, the rope broke when hauling up a loaded tub; the cage was but 4 

yards from bank; the apparatus acted immediately. Also, on other occasions, it has saved 

both life and property, especially on the 18th March and in October, 1869; on the first 

occasion, the rope that broke was nearly new. 

-------------- 

No. 16.—T. Lee, Esq., Eston Mines, Yorkshire, has used the apparatus for about 4 years, at 

the Upsal Pit. 

Weight lifted, 84 cwts. 

Guides, wood, 5¼ x 3. 



Speed of cage, 11 feet per second. 

Depth of shaft, 180 yards. 

The apparatus, which is still in use, has at different times saved property, but never life, and 

has never caused any accident by being out of repair; it is easily kept in repair. 

-------------- 

KING'S SAFETY-CAGE. 

Patent No. 2934.  Date, Oct. 18th, 1867. 

The following is a description of this invention, taken from the Patent Book. 

Plate VIII., fig. 1, shows a side elevation of the apparatus; and fig. 2 shows an end elevation 

of the same. 

AA are the guides; BB the suspending chains; CC levers to which the suspending chains are 

attached, and which, when the weight is carried, keep the levers EE from coming into 

contact with the guides; DD is a spring on each side of the cage, it is made of a round steel 

bar turned round at H, where it is carried by the suspending chains, and the lower ends are 

joined on the levers CC; thus the spring, when the suspending chains are taught, keeps the 

levers EE away from the guides, but when the suspending apparatus gives way it forces the 

levers CC outwards causing the levers EE to seize the guides; F is a wrought iron plate at 

side of cage to carry the apparatus; and GG is the framework of the cage. It will also be 

observed that every time the cage is on the keps, both at the top and bottom of the pit, the 

rope will slack and the apparatus will come into action and press upon the guides. 

By altering the edges of the levers they can be made to suit iron wire guides. 

-------------- 
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No. 17.- J Thorman, Esq., Butterley Park Colliery, Ripley, at the end of the year1868, had 

used the apparatus about 4 months, but had never practically tested it. 

Weight lifted, about 50cwt. 

Guides, deal, 5 x 4. 

Speed of cage, about 5 feet per second. 

Depth of shaft, 200 yards. 

-------------- 

DENTON AND WHITTAKER'S SAFETY-CAGE 

Patent No.100. Dated, 1864 

The following is a description of this invention, illustrated by a drawing taken from Messrs. 

Denton and Whittaker's circular.  

Plate IX. shows a side elevation of the apparatus. 

AA are the Guides, BB the suspending chains; CC levers to which the suspending chains 

are attached, and which, when the weight is carried, keeps the levers EE from coming in 

contact with the guides; DD are springs giving motion to the levers CC and EE when the 

rope breaks; FF a wrought iron plate at side of plate to carry the apparatus; GG framework 

of cage; the springs DD are bolted together with a stop HH into the plate F, and the levers 

GG are so arranged that the stop works in slots II which regulate the travel of the levers.  

From this description it will be readily understood that when the suspending rope breaks, the 



spring will force the eccentrics EE against the guides, and the cage will remain suspended.  

It will also be observed that every time the cage is on the keps, both at the top and bottom of 

the pit, the rope will slack, and the apparatus will come into action and press upon the 

guides. 

-------------- 

No.18.- E. Brook, Esq., Leeds, has used the apparatus in several pits for about three years. 

Weight lifted, about 60 cwts 

Guide, wood, 6 x 5. 

On one occasion it prevented serious damage at the West Ardsley Pit, the rope was 

released from the safety-hook through overwinding, and the cage remained suspended, 

work was resumed in a few minutes.  In no case has it caused accident through being out of 

repair, but it is not now (1868) in use 

-------------- 
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WHITE AND GRANT’S SAFETY-CAGE 

The following is a description of this invention, illustrated by a drawing, taken from Messrs. 

White and Grant's circular. 

Plate X. shows a side elevation of the apparatus; and Plate XI. an end view of the same. 

AA are the guides; BB the suspending chains, which are carried to a bar b which passes 

through a guide in a bow of FF, which is made strong enough to take the whole weight of the 

cage, which is carried by the stop b’ at the end of b; DD are shafts to which are fixed the 

quadrants CC and the eccentrics EE; and GG is the framework of the cage.  It is not clear 

that there are any springs to set the apparatus in motion when the rope breaks. 

No special description of the mode of the operation is necessary further than that the cage is 

on the keps. 

-------------- 

No. 19.-J. Bigland, Esq., of Bishop Auckland, has used the apparatus at St. Helen's Colliery 

for 18 years. 

Weight lifted, about 50cwts. 

Guides, oak, 4 x 3. 

Speed of cage, 15 Feet per second. 

Depth of shaft, 150 yards. 

There has been no decided case where life or property has been saved.  It has, however, on 

several occasions got out of order and caused slight inconvenience.  It is still in use, but 

requires constant attention and frequent renewal of the working parts. 

-------------- 

WHITELAW'S SAFETY-CAGE. 

The following is a description of this invention, illustrated by two plates, taken from a tracing 

supplied by Mr. Whitelaw.   

Plate XII shows a side elevation, and Plate XIII. an end elevation of the cage.  



AA are the guides; BB are the suspending rods; CC levers to which the suspending rods are 

attached; these levers press against stops HH, and carry the cage, keeping the levers EE 

from contact with the guides; D is a powerful spring for giving motion to the levers EE, when 

the rope breaks; F is a wrought-iron plate at the side of the cage to carry the apparatus; G, 

frame-work of the cage; I is a shield, and K a strong bar   
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for securing the spring. The reference letters apply to the same parts in both the plates. 

From this description it will be easily seen that when the suspending chain breaks, the spring 

will force the levers EE against the guides, and the cage will remain suspended. It will also 

be observed, that every time the cage is on the keps, both at the top and bottom of the pit, 

the rods BB will fall and the apparatus will come into action and press upon the guides. 

-------------- 

No. 20.—J. Whitelaw, Inverkeithing, has used it at the Preston Grange Collieries for the last 

eight years. 

Weights lifted, about 24 cwts. 

Guides, 4½ x 3½. 

Speed of cages, about 13 feet per second. 

Depths of shafts respectively, 140 and 70 yards. 

On one occasion the rope broke and property was saved, and the cage arrested in its fall 

without injury to the guides. It has never caused accident, is still in use, and costs but little to 

keep it in repair. 

Mr. H. H. Bolton also states, in 1870, that there was a case where the rope broke at a shaft 

where Bellhouse's apparatus was used. (In this invention wedges are substituted for the 

serrated clips.) The loose end dragging over a building at the top of the pit prevented the 

wedges from acting, and the cage went to the bottom. The wedges are inserted to prevent 

the daily use of the cages at bank and below doing any damage to the guides; and also to 

save the guides from being cut through when an accident occurs. 

-------------- 

ORMEROD'S DISCONNECTING HOOK. 

Patent dated 1867.  No. 2350. 

The following is a description of this invention, illustrated by a drawing taken from a circular. 

Plate XIV., Fig. 1, shows the conical cylinder attached to the top of the pulley-frame; Fig. 2 is 

an end view, and Fig. 3 a side view of the hook; and Fig. 3 shows the hook disconnected by 

the ring and hanging suspended by it. 

It will be seen by reference to Fig. 3, that the apparatus when attached is wider at the bottom 

than the top, and when drawn into the cylinder EE (see Fig. 4), which is conical, the points 

HH coming in contact with FF, begin to close the bottom, and at the same time open 
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out the top, and force the shackle A from its seat into the slot D, which allows the rope to go 

free, at the same time the shackle B is forced out of its seat into the bottom slot D, and locks 

itself, and the cage being suspended from the chain, cannot fall back again. To prevent the 

possibility of the link from becoming detached or deranged, at any time, in the pit, it is locked 

by the pin P being inserted through the plates. 

-------------- 

No. 21.—W. Lishman, Esq., Bunker Hill, has used it in several pits for about 18 months, and 

still uses and approves of it. 

Average weights suspended, 50 cwts. 

Average speeds of cage, 13 feet per second. 

It has saved both life and property, on one occasion especially, the brakesman took up the 

cage to the pulley with three men in, the cage was caught, and the men were uninjured; on 

another, the descending cage was allowed to go down too quickly, and the ascending one 

ran up to the pulley, when the rope was disengaged and the cage suspended. 

It has never failed to operate when required, and its more extensive application is 

contemplated. 

-------------- 

No. 22.—H. Fletcher, Esq., has used the apparatus at Atherton Colliery to 8 ropes, for about 

two years. 

Average weights suspended, 40 cwts. 

Greatest speed of cage used, 30 feet per second. 

It has thrice saved life and property 

There are small iron catches to prevent the cage falling when disengaged. 

-------------- 

CALOW'S DISCONNECTING HOOK. 

Patent dated 1862.  No. 648. 

The following is a description of this invention, illustrated by a drawing taken from a circular. 

Plate XV., fig. 1, shows the hook as being attached to the rope and the cage in ordinary 

work; fig. 2 represents the same hook as being detached. The hook is made of steel, and is 

held together by means of a slotted plate B. The weight of the cage rests upon a pivot D in 

the centre, which pivot has a constant tendency to divide the upper portion of the hook. The 

instant the hook comes in contact with the ring A, a section of which is shown, the slotted 

plate is forced off the lower ends of the two upper plates at the same time, cutting the copper 

rivets shown 
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by two dots CC. The weight of the cage resting upon the pivot immediately opens the jaws 

and releases itself, and thus prevents over-winding. When at work, as shown in fig. 1, it will 

be seen the strain is thrown on the slotted plate longitudinally. 

B fig. 2 is a plan of the slotted plate; D shows the bearing for the pivot. 

-------------- 



No. 23.—C. Binns, Esq., has used the apparatus at Clay Cross Colliery, No. 4 pit, for sixteen 

months. 

Weights suspended, 57 cwts. 

Speed of cage, 25 feet per second. 

The guides go up to the top of the head gear, so that in case of over-winding, the rope would 

simply be taken over the pulley, and the cage would remain suspended by its safety 

apparatus in the guides above the pit top. This we have tried, as an experiment, several 

times, and the apparatus has always acted. Also, a man was in the cage when the hook 

became accidentally disengaged, and the catches prevented the cage going down the pit.  It 

has never failed. 

-------------- 

No. 24.—W. F. Howard, Esq., has used the apparatus at St. John's Coal Pit, Staveley, 

Derbyshire, for sixteen months.  

Weights suspended, 10 cwts.  

Speed of cage, 6 feet per second. 

Keps are placed above the pit mouth to arrest the cage on the hook disconnecting. 

-------------- 

KING'S DISCONNECTING HOOK. 

Patent dated 1867.  No. 2934. 

The following is a description of this invention, illustrated by a drawing taken from the Patent 

Book. 

Plate XV., fig. 3, shows a side, and fig. 4 an end view. The hook is composed of three 

pieces, BB' and D, joined together by the pin C. B and B' have hooks at F, which, when in 

the position shown in the drawing, hook over the shackle A, and secure the cage to the rope; 

but when the projecting ends BB' press against the ring E, suspended near the pulley, they 

assume the position indicated by the dotted lines, and disconnect themselves from the 

shackle A. Keps must be provided to receive the cage when released. 

-------------- 
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No. 25.—J. Thornman, Esq., Butterley, has used the apparatus on two ropes for about four 

months, previous to 1869. 

Average weights suspended, 50 cwts. 

Speed of cage, about 5 feet per second. 

To the above-mentioned date it had not been practically tested. There were no other means 

employed to stop the cages from falling after they had become disconnected, other than the 

safety apparatus attached to them. 

-------------- 

DENTON'S DISENGAGING HOOK. 

Patent dated 1864.  No. 100. 

The following is a description of this invention, taken with the drawing from the Patent Book. 



Fig. 1, A acts as an open link, with the bend or hook at a very strong to insure its bearing the 

requisite weight; B is a guard to prevent the ring of the rope slipping off the hook. The guard 

has two snecks, over which two latches b drop to keep the guard in its place, the latches 

being held down by two springs (one of which c is shown), which bear on studs b. The parts 

A and B are jointed together at d, and the two latches are coupled together by the tail-piece 

e being inserted between them, and all three rivetted or bolted together, as shown at f, so 

that in the event of the cage being overwound previous to its going into the pulley, the 

tailpiece coming in contact with a cross-beam, fixed for the purpose, would by turning on its 

joint g lift the latch b off the sneck, thereby removing the impediment to the separation of A 

from B at the point a, and A having a shoulder at i, it follows that when the latch b comes in 

contact with such shoulder, and the cage is still going upward, the tailpiece would be 

arrested by the cross-beam, and would turn the portion A of the slip-catch over on its back, 

where the rope ring K must slip out and leave the catches and cage behind. 

-------------- 

No. 26.—E. Brook, Esq., has used the apparatus at East Gawber and Ardsley Pits for three 

years, during which time it saved property in a few instances.  It has now been removed by 

the patentee. 

-------------- 

BRYHAM'S DISCONNECTING HOOK. 

The following is a description of this apparatus, which, together with the drawing, was taken 

from a circular. 
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Plate XVI., figs. 1, 2, and 3 represent the hook in front and side views, AA represent two 

wrought iron plates, forged with slot B, to receive the shackle C, as shown in fig. 2, to which 

is attached the cage; D is a wrought iron disengaging plate, forged with the slot E, as shown 

in dotted lines,  and fixed between  the  plates AA, and is kept in its working position by a 

small  brass pin, F; G is a wrought iron plate of suitable diameter,  fixed in the head-gear 

framing, as shown in figs. 3, 4, and 5, with the rope working through it, and consequently 

when the cage is raised too high, the hook being attached to the rope, is drawn through the 

plate G, which has a circular hole through of such a diameter as not to allow of the hook 

passing through it without first cutting off the brass pin F, pressing in the plate D, and 

removing the shackle with its load from their working position into the slot B, which is thus 

disconnected, as shown in figs. 3, 4, and 5.  To prevent the cage from falling-down the pit-

shaft catches are fixed in the guides so arranged that the cage in ascending raises the 

catches, and immediately it has passed them they fall into their original position and receive 

the cage when disconnected from the rope. 

-------------- 

No. 27.—W. Bryham, Esq., has used the apparatus at Rose Bridge and Douglas Bank 

Collieries to eight different ropes for eight years. 

Average weights suspended, 70 cwts. 

Average speed of cage, 36 feet per second. 

In twelve cases has been the means of saving both life and property to a large extent. They 

are still in use, and are easily kept in repair; and in 1870 prevented accident in three cases. 



-------------- 

McGILL'S DISCONNECTING HOOK. 

Patent dated 1860.  No. 542. 

The following is a description of this apparatus, which, together with the drawing, was taken 

from a circular. 

Plate XVII., Figs. 1 and 2, show the eye-bolt in front and side views. A is the main shank 

forged with one portion of the eye in which the bridle B with its roller rests. The clip C closes 

up the eye, and is kept in its place by the spring D pressing upon a pin at the end of the 

horns of the clip. The cross-bar E comes in contact with the flanges of the pulley and causes 

the eye-bolt to assume a diagonal position, as shown in Fig. 3.  The bridle B and its roller are 

thus brought on to the 
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clip C, and the weight of the load overcomes the pressure of the spring D, the clip C 

assumes the position shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1, and the bridle with its load is thus 

disconnected from the rope. To prevent the cage from falling down the shaft, two catches F, 

Fig. 3, are fixed in the timber guide-rods, acted upon by springs from behind. When the cage 

is ascending it forces the catches back, and the moment it is passed they resume their 

original position, and receive the cage when it is released from the rope. 

-------------- 

No. 28.—H. H. Bolton, Esq., Newchurch Colliery, near Manchester, has used several of 

these apparatus for the last eight years, and adds, in 1870, that in a case of overwinding that 

occurred some time ago, the hooks performed their duty, but the conductors above the pit 

had bulged inwards, and the Owen's clips could not bite, the cage, therefore, fell to the pit 

doors, doing no damage. 

-------------- 

No. 29.—Messrs. Pearson and Knowles have used at Hindley Colliery for more than five 

years. 

Weights suspended, 32 cwts. 

Speed of cage, 31 feet per second. 

Still in use. 

Has cost nothing to keep in repair. 

Two catches are fixed in the timber-guides. When the cage is ascending, it forces these 

catches back, and the moment it has passed they resume their original position, and receive 

the cage when it is released from the rope. 

-------------- 

STEAM BRAKES. 

No. 30.—C. Binns, Esq., Clay Cross, Derbyshire, has used a steam-brake at some blast 

furnaces for the last 21 years. The ascent of the cage shuts off the steam, and puts in 

motion an ordinary brake, which stops the engine before the cage gets three feet above the 

landing. It has always acted with effect, is still in use, and in perfect working order. 

-------------- 



No. 31.—H. Fletcher, Esq., has used a steam-brake at Ladyshore Pit for some years. A pair 

of coupled horizontal engines have the steam gradually shut off as the cage approaches the 

surface, by the automatic reversing of the working lever;  and the steam-brake, if the cage 

ascends too far, is thrown on before the cage can reach the pulley. 
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The various apparatus most in use at collieries having now been described, and the opinions 

of those gentlemen using them having been fully given, and all the advantages and 

inconveniences attending their use commented on, your Committee think it desirable to 

endeavour to ascertain what is the nature and magnitude of the danger against which these 

several contrivances are to guard. 

From the Government Report of 1857 to 1868, the average number of accidents during the 

twelve years was 8.5 with 15.4 deaths from broken ropes and chains, and 5.16 accidents 

with 8 deaths from overwinding, which makes a total average of 13.66 accidents and 23.4 

deaths from those varieties of shaft accidents preventable by safety apparatus. The details 

are given in Table No. 1. 

TABLE No. 1. 

STATISTICS OF WINDING ACCIDENTS. 

 

[Table, showing accidents and deaths 1857-1868, omitted.] 

 

The average number of fatal accidents, from causes assumed to be preventable by the use 

of safety apparatus, being about 24 per annum, what per centage does this form of the total 

number of men lifted in and out of the pits during the same period? This cannot be 

ascertained with the same accuracy as the accidents; but a very close approximation may 

be arrived at. 

The Government Report for 1865 gives 282,473 as the total number of colliers employed in 

1861 to hew 86½ million tons of coal, or about 300 tons of coal hewn per collier per annum. 

Taking, therefore, the number of tons drawn during the above 12 years and dividing by 300, 

a very 
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accurate average may be taken of the number of men employed during that time. 

TABLE No. 2. 

COAL RAISED AND COLLIERS EMPLOYED FROM 1857 TO 1868. 

 

[Table, of coal raised and colliers employed, 1857-1868, omitted.] 

 

The average is in round numbers 290,000 colliers, and this number may be raised to 

300,000 to include the off-hand men and others who also have to go below. These men 

have to be lifted in and out of the pit, on an average, 200 times a year, therefore, 300,000 x 



200 x 2 = 120,000,000 separate lifts, with a loss of 24 lives, or, 1 life for every 5 million lifts. 

Following the calculation further, it shows that men might ride in a cage singly 400 times a 

year for 12,500 years before a fatal accident would occur. 

It cannot be denied that ascending and descending a pit is in itself a dangerous occupation, 

but when it is found that by careful selection of ropes, chains, and other tackle, and a 

watchful and close inspection of the winding apparatus and shafts, the risk is so reduced that 

it hardly approaches that of a walk for an hour in the streets of London;* it must be admitted 

that the safety apparatus that succeeds in reducing this risk must combine elements of no 

common excellence, and must necessarily be so simple and consist of such few parts that 

the liability to 

 

* The "Times," of Friday, 21st May, 1869, states there are 208 deaths yearly from coach 

accidents in the streets of London. Supposing every man, woman, and child to walk one 

hour per diem for 300 days each year, there would be a death for every four and a half 

million hours; and supposing that the five million rides each occupy one minute, this gives a 

death every 83,000 hours. Each ride of a minute is, therefore, equal in danger to fifty-four 

minutes' walk in London. 
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derangement and consequently of accident (which all machines are subject to) must be 

considerably below that which exists without its use at present.  

In the first place, do the reports of those gentlemen, who have so kindly answered our 

questions, indicate that this is the case ? 

Upon examination the prevailing remark is "never been practically tested," the significance of 

which can be comprehended from what has been stated above.  Again, in No. 1 Report a 

very suggestive experiment was a failure. In No. 6 it is stated that at times the apparatus had 

not acted.  In No. 9 the contrivance was deranged by the iron guides to the cage, with a 

usage of six months.  No. 10 Report states that a light cage stuck owing to derangement of 

one of the catches.  In No. 13 there is the remark that owing to irregularity in the working of 

the engines, the catches came into action while lowering some heavy boxes of ballast.  In 

No. 19 the apparatus got out of order and caused inconvenience.  In 23 the safety-hook 

accidently got disengaged and the cage was stopped by the safety-catches; this may be 

considered a neutral example, as the accident caused by one safety apparatus was 

prevented by another, and if no extra precaution had been used no accident would have 

occurred; and lastly No. 28 gives a case where the hook acted but the safety-apparatus 

failed, letting the cage fall the whole depth of the pit, which accident, therefore, was entirely 

caused by the means of safety adopted. 

As a set-off against this there is a distinct record of 8 accidents where life has been saved. 

What does this amount to? 

If the number of pits of which direct information has been given in this report, to which safety 

contrivances are applied, were multiplied by the number of years each apparatus was in use, 

the product would be about 650. 

In 1863, according to Mr. Hunt's statistics, there were 3,100 collieries in Great Britain, and 

this date may be considered as the mean of the period of 12 years considered before. Now 



although most of these collieries doubtless would have only one pit, yet many would have 

two, or even more; if we, therefore, in rough numbers add 900, this will give 4,000 different 

lifting apparatus in Great Britain, making 120,000,000 separate lifts, or 30,000 lifts per pit, 

and this may be assumed as a very fair average, since neither the very large pits nor the 

very small ones generally use safety appliances. Multiply this by 650, the number 

representing the experience acquired by the information supplied to your Committee and 

given above, and dividing by 8, the number of accidents, gives as near as possible 1 in 

2,500,000 lifts. So far then as these figures go (and they are only put forward as an 

approximation to give some idea 
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of the many phases this important question assumes), they would seem to indicate, that, 

although to some extent accidents occurring to pits using safety apparatus are unattended 

with loss of life, yet their frequency is increased 50 per cent. There is another question, 

however, still more important to be solved, that is, do they irrespective of causing 

inconvenience (as we have seen by the reports of our friends) directly induce loss of life? 

In page 90 of the Government Report for 1863, there is the following remark from Mr. 

Hedley. "Two cases (fatal) occurred in shafts fitted with detaching apparatus to prevent 

overwinding, and safety apparatus to arrest the descent of the cage in case of rope breaking 

or cage becoming detached from the rope." In 1865, see page 104 of the Government 

Report, Mr. Baker states, "The last case of death under this head, No. 79, which seems to 

require especial notice, took place at the Ward Colliery, at which a patent apparatus to 

prevent overwinding was attached to the band chain. On the day of the accident the cage 

was at the top of the shaft waiting for the usual signal to be lowered. At length the proper 

signal was given for a 'boy' employed in the mine to descend, and immediately the 

engineman started his engine the wrong way, and pulled the band over the pulley leaving 

the cage on the other side. From some unexplained cause the apparatus did not act 

properly; it had evidently thrust the cage askew, and the wire guides giving way, doubtless 

caused the cage to miss the landing apparatus, and it was thus with the boy precipitated to 

the bottom." In 1868, page 33, Mr. Dickinson remarks, that a man who was sent down to get 

the "broken rope away from the cage which was held by safety catches, the catches became 

lifted by the rope, thereby loosening [sic] the cage, and he being on the top of it, fell with it to 

the bottom of the shaft." Here are four fatal accidents where safety apparatus was used, 

since 1863, or during that portion of the 12 years that attention has been chiefly directed to 

the subject. How this affects the general average it is impossible to state with any degree of 

accuracy, but the fact is replete with significance. 

This tendency to increase the number of accidents might very reasonably have been 

expected, partly, because with a supposed perfect mode of securing safety, the ordinary 

tackle will not be so severely watched and renewed; and, partly, because new parts, all 

liable to derangement, are introduced. 

Having thus considered this most important subject from the data supplied by the reports to 

which reference has been made, it was determined to study, personally, the practical 

working of the apparatus at 
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such collieries in the district as used them; and your Committee accordingly examined 

Broadbent's system, No. 12, at Newton Cap Colliery; White and Grant's, No. 19, at St. 

Helen's Colliery; and Calow's, No. 14, at Page Bank Colliery. At Newton Cap Colliery, it was 

found that the wear and tear upon the apparatus, moving, as it does, constantly, at every lift 

made, is very great, and the number of pins and cotters about each, liable to derangement, 

made it appear very insecure. 

It was not apparently made to suit any particular cage, and was bolted to each side of the 

frame, in a way sufficiently secure to arrest the cage under favourable circumstances; but 

not made of that solidity necessary to resist severe trial. 

It having been stated, that on one occasion, the chains attached to one of the catches had 

allowed it to come into action when the cage was descending at its ordinary working speed, 

but did not arrest the cage, your Committee not being satisfied with this statement tried the 

experiment by disconnecting the small chain of one of the catches and descending in the 

cage which was lowered slowly, and oscillated with a jerking motion, grazing the slide in a 

way that would have been highly dangerous had the speed been greater.  The contrast 

between this machine and the one at St. Helen's, which was made at the colliery, was very 

great, and your Committee think, that in all cases where such apparatus are used, they 

should be specially adapted to the particular cage for which they are intended, and made 

very durable and substantial. But even here, although the machine appeared strong and 

carefully made, Mr. Bigland stated that it required repairing and rebushing twice or thrice a 

year, and also, that much damage was done to the slides.  It was also found, incidentally, 

that it was sometimes fast in the shaft and caused inconvenience. 

At Page Bank Colliery, No. 14, a cage, with Calow's apparatus, was placed in guides, 

erected on purpose by Mr. A. L. Steavenson, and experimented on.  The apparatus  came  

into play and arrested the cage after it had fallen about 16 inches, but not without doing 

slight damage to the guides.  This apparatus seemed very substantial and fully equal to its 

work, and was undoubtedly the most scientific invention of those brought before your 

Committee's notice.  The weight, which was arranged in a better way than that shown in the 

drawing, can easily be lifted every morning, so as to try the apparatus and show if the spring 

and all the details were in working order; and at any time should the machine, through any 

unforeseen accident, not be in working order, it would simply be a cage with guides, the 

same as though there were no safety appendage whatever. 
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Your Committee having thus seen the action of three varieties of safety contrivances, are 

convinced that there are really but two different classes, namely, those which come into 

operation every time the chain is slackened, and those which do so only when the cage is 

actually falling or descending at a speed almost equal to that of a falling body. Inventions of 

the first class are very numerous; the second class has one sole exponent, Calow, and both 

depend on the action of springs (which are always subject to derangement) to initiate the 

grip which intensifies itself by being drawn more and more into gear by the friction on the 

guides. Both systems have their advantages and disadvantages; for even Calow's, although 

it does not wear so much as the others by being constantly in motion at the top and bottom 



of the pit, yet, as is shown in No. 13 Report, is apt to stick in the shaft, if by any cause the 

cage receives a sudden jerk. 

In conclusion, it must be admitted that with every desire to see some efficient apparatus in 

use at every colliery to prevent the lamentable loss of life that occasionally occurs, your 

Committee have felt an instinctive distrust of the various modes hitherto proposed for doing 

so, which distrust has not been altogether overcome by the investigation that has been gone 

into. Up to the present time there seems some element wanting to perfect these machines 

(some of which are excessively ingenious) and render them really reliable, and it is much to 

be desired that such an improvement may be arrived at speedily. With this feeling your 

Committee cannot express an opinion as to the necessity for the adoption of any of these 

provisions for safety, and can only lay before you the facts they have acquired, with such 

deductions from statistics and observations as have presented themselves, and which it is 

hoped will materially assist in considering the merits of new inventions. 

Your Committee will, at any time, be very happy to make a further report, should fresh 

experience with new and improved appliances seem to require it. 

Your Committee also desire to thank all those gentlemen who so kindly assisted them in 

their labours. 

E. F. BOYD, 

C. BERKLEY, 

S. C. CRONE, 

T. DOUGLAS, 

J. NELSON, 

A. L. STEAVENSON. 

 

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate I. Owen's Patent Safety Cage. Patent dated 1857, No. 28. Side 

Elevation.]  

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate II. Owen's Patent Safety Cage.  End Elevation.] 

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate III. Owen's Patent Safety Cage. Details of levers, springs &c. 

attached to Ends of cages.] 

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate IV.  Side elevation, end elevation, enlarged view of levers, springs 

&c.] 

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate V.  Owen's Patent Safety Cage.  Adapted for Wire Rope Guides.] 

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate VI. Broadbent's Safety Cage.  Patent dated 1865, No. 2383. Figs. 1 

& 2.]  

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate VII.  Calow's Safety Cage.  Patent dated 1862, No. 648.]  

  



[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate VIII. King's Safety Cage.  Patent dated 1867, No. 2934.]  

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate IX. Denton & Whitaker's Safety Cage.  Patent dated 1864, No. 

100.]  

  

[Appendix Vol. X Plate X. White & Grant's Safety Cage.]  

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate XI. White & Grant's Safety Cage.] 

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate XII. Whitelaw's Safety Cage.]  

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate XIII. Whitelaw's Safety Cage.]  

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate XIV. Ormerod's Disconnecting Hook.  Figs. 1-4.]  

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate XV. Calow's Disconnecting Hook.  Patent dated 1862, No. 648.  

Figs. 1 & 2.  King's Disconnecting Hook.  Patent dated 1867, No. 2934.  Figs 3 & 4.] 

  

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate XVI. Benton's Disengaging Hook Patent dated 1864, No. 100. 

Bryham's Disconnecting Hook.  Figs. 1-3.]  

 

[Appendix Vol. XIX Plate XVII. McGill's Disconnecting Hook. Patent dated1860, No. 542.  

Figs. 1-3.] 
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APPENDIX No. II. 

-------------- 

BAROMETER AND THERMOMETER READINGS FOR 1868-1869, 

-------------- 

By the  SECRETARY. 

-------------- 

These readings have been obtained from the observatories of Kew and Glasgow, and will 

give a very fair idea of the variations of temperature and atmospheric pressure in the 

intervening country, in which most of the mining operations in this country are carried on. 

The Kew barometer is 32 feet, and the Glasgow barometer 180 feet above the sea level. 

The latter readings have been reduced to 32 feet above the sea level, by the addition of .150 

of an inch to each reading, and both readings are reduced to 32° Fahrenheit. 

The total accidents have been obtained from the Inspectors' reports, and are printed across 

the lines, showing the various readings. The name of the colliery at which the explosion took 

place is given first, then the number of deaths, followed by the district in which it happened. 



The non-fatal accidents are indicated in the same way; but where the name of the colliery 

has not been given a simple ---- has been substituted. 

The writer here begs to thank those inspectors who were so kind as to send him particulars 

of the non-fatal accidents. 

At the request of the Council the exact readings at both Kew and Glasgow have been 

published in figures. 

The writer makes no attempt to offer any remarks, but hopes his efforts will be acceptable, 

and form data on which to build more effectual arrangements for the safety of life. 
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[Tables of Barometer Readings, omitted 

 

[Appendix II Vol. XIX Plates I - VIII. Diagrams shewing the height of the barometer, the 

maxima & minima temperatures & the direction of the wind at the observatories of Kew & 

Glasgow together with the explosions of firedamp in England & Scotland.  January 1868 – 

December 1869.] 
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APPENDIX NO. III 

-------------- 

A DESCRIPTION OF PATENTS CONNECTED WITH MINING OPERATIONS, 

Taken out between Oct. 1, 1868, and Sept. 30, 1869, 

BEING A CONTINUATION  OF  THE  APPENDIX TO  VOL.  XVIII. 

-------------- 

By the SECRETARY. 

-------------- 

By the desire of the Council this list has been extended from Oct. 1, 1868, to Sept. 30, 1869. 

The descriptions have been mostly given in the words of the patentee, all matter being 

excluded except that which is actually necessary to give some idea of the general principle 

involved. The exact details, if required, can readily be obtained from the respective Blue 

Books. The patents are classified as before, viz.:— 

1.—Lifting and winding, including safety hooks. 

2.—Mining, boring, and sinking. 

3.—Pumping, and modes of raising water. 

4.—Ventilation. 

5.—Safety lamps and lighting mines. 

6.—Coal cutting, getting, and breaking down. 

7.—Explosive compounds. 

8.—Miscellaneous. 
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FIRST  DIVISION. 

LIFTING AND WINDING, INCLUDING SAFETY HOOKS. 

-------------- 

1868.   No.   3015.  Thorpe.       1s. 10d. 

 Improvements in cages used in mines; cams acted on by springs. 

1869.   No.   607.  Thomas and Davis.   10d. 

An improvement in the construction of winding machinery or apparatus employed in mines, 

shafts, pits, or lifts, and inclined planes. The construction of machinery, for raising minerals 

from pits, by means of a single rope, instead of a pair of ropes as now used, and also the 

application of the motive power direct to the drums over which such single rope is coiled, or 

to a spur wheel in gear with toothed wheels on the drums or pulleys. The invention which 

prevents overwinding is also suitable for the traction of trams or wagons along inclined 

planes. 

1869.  No.   913.  Calow.       1s. 

The safety apparatus is not connected with the main suspending rope or chain as usual, and 

hence, is not affected by its tightening or slackening when the cage or hoist is at rest on the 

supports, but it is brought into action by the cage or hoist gravitating or becoming a falling 

body, or in case of "running" caused by overloading, or by the driving belt breaking, or from 

other cause. To prevent overwinding a detaching hook is fixed above the cage or hoist, at 

the top of which are plates secured together by a joint, which plates are broader, or of 

dovetail shape at the bottom, to carry the lower portion of the hook when the cage or hoist is 

attached thereto. The lower and upper portions are connected by a "D" link or shackle, and 

the whole held together by a slotted plate and "C" link, and by pins or rivets. Under the pulley 

is a ring of such diameter that the hook cannot pass through without forcing down the slotted 

plate over the "C" link and severing the pins or rivets, thereby allowing the top of the hook to 

open and release the "D" link.  

1869.  No. 2128.  Crowther.  (Provl.)             4d. 

The inventor balances the lift and its load by a vessel filled with water, 
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the said vessel being attached to it by a cord running over a pulley.  

1869.  No.   2571.  Stooke.           8d. 

Improvements in safety-cages; applying to the bottom part of the cage a series of levers 

connected together at their inner ends by a cross rod, against which rod a weight on the end 

of the winding rope bears. When a strain is put on the rope to raise or lower the cage, the 

inner ends of the levers are raised and the outer ends are drawn within the cage and offer no 

objection to the motion of the cage. Should, however, the chain or rope break, the levers fall 

or are pressed down by weights. 

-------------- 

SECOND DIVISION. 



MINING AND SINKING. 

-------------- 

1868. No.   3072.  Chaudron.                    10d. 

Improvements in boring or sinking pits.  The application to the sinking of pits of the system 

for sinking wells, described in the specification to Patent No. 1916 of 1867.  

1868.  No.   3383.  Lewthwaite.                  10d. 

For boring in rock. This mainly consists in the employment of a guide cylinder for the bar of 

the tool to work through. In sinking wells this cylinder is lowered into the well tube and kept 

at about two feet from the bottom of the hole to allow of the jumping motion of the tool. 

1868.   No.   3824.  Everard.  (Provl.)              4d. 

Improvements in such machines for drilling or boring rocks as belong to the class known as 

"jumpers." 

1869.   No.  492.  Darlington.                   8d. 

Giving a necessary rotary movement in alternate opposite directions to a drilling tool, by 

means of a rod with spiral slots, which is made to turn, and being connected with the cutting 

tool by means of cogged wheels, imparts a turning movement to the said tool.  

1869.  No.  494.  Munro.                      2s. 

The construction of tools for cutting stone in a conical tubular form or hollow truncated cone, 

the shank of which may be either solid or hollow. 
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THIRD DIVISION. 

PUMPING AND RAISING WATER. 

-------------- 

1868. No.   3094. Bonneville.               1s. 10d. 

Sucking pumps, made to suck up water at any depth, and the usual pump-valves done away 

with. 

1868. No.   3230. Mennons.                  8d. 

A modification of Savery's engine, the water being separated from the steam by a textile 

diaphragm. 

1868. No.   3260.  Newton.                    8d. 

Improvements in steam pumps. 

1868. No.   3373. Philippson.  (Provl.)            4d. 

Improvements in pumps.  The outlet and inlet passages are in the body of the pump below 

the valves. 

1868.  No.   3403.  Bennison.                   8d. 

A rotary engine and pump.  A four-way cock for working supply and exhaust, constructed so 

that when partially open to admit steam, it allows of a free exhaust.  

1868. No.   3910.  Snape.                    10d. 

Two drums at the upper end of the air shaft of mines, one drum having convex surfaces and 

the other concave surfaces to fit into the said convex surfaces. The drums revolve in 



contrary directions, and at one part of their revolution pass round segments of circles. The 

air drawn into the spaces in the peripheries of the drums is carried round the segments until 

it reaches the open air. 

1868.  No.   3940.  Pilliner and Hill.  (Provl.)      4d.  

The invention applies to engines in which toothed wheels gearing together are enclosed in a 

case, which are made to work expansively by means of a plug in the axis of one of the 

wheels. 

1869.  No.    72.  Moore.  (Provl.)            4d.  

Improvements in rotary engines which may be used as pumps or water meters. Combination 

of parts in rotary engines for obtaining motive power from water, which, when driven by 

power, may be employed as pumps. 
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1869 No. 282 Hawksley.                  1s. 2d. 

Pump with a cast barrel, which has below the bucket a cavity of larger diameter closed at 

bottom, with the exception of the suction passage; in the cavity is a side opening closed air-

tight by a cover which has lugs upon it, that hold a piece of sheet India-rubber, forming both 

the hinge and the packing of the valve over the suction passage. 

1869. No.   411.  Mellor. (Provl.)             4d. 

Constructing the barrel of a pump of a flexible or elastic tube, which as it is compressed 

discharges water or other fluid at one end, and by so doing forms a vacuum for the tube to 

be again filled at the other end, and so on in succession.  

1869.  No.   560.  Johnson and Gill.              8d. 

A cylinder through which a central shaft works in bearings, such shaft having fixed thereon  

an internal  cylindrical  piston  set in an eccentric position, so that its major diameter shall 

form contact with the interior of the cylinder. 

1869.  No.   604. Herring.                    10d. 

The pump cylinder is supported at its centre by a flange passing to the sides of a casing, 

thus dividing the casing into two compartments, one open to one end of the cylinder and the 

other open to the other end. From each compartment of the casing passes a pipe, one 

leading to an inlet valve box and the other to an outlet valve box.  

1869. No.   676. Loader.  (Provl.)              4d. 

A disc or piston is employed for a pump, having an epicycloidal movement within a cylinder 

in connection with a radial or other stop or abutment.  

1869. No.   687. McElroy.                    10d. 

Comprises a cylindrical chamber, having within it an elliptical boss fixed eccentrically on a 

central shaft. There are two sliding stops opposite to each other in the same diametrical line, 

and which extending out through stuffing boxes are connected together by external rods. 

The shaft is made tubular and the fluid enters by one end and passes off by the other, being 

led by passages formed in the elliptical boss to suitable points on the circumference thereof, 

and which passages are shaped spirally so as to deliver the fluid in a tangential direction. 

 



1869.  No.   690. Gilbee.                    8d. 

This pump wheel consists of one or two hollow cylinders closed to the 
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water, and furnished with a small number of paddles.  It is suspended on its shaft and 

enclosed between three walls of masonry so as to form a partition separating directly the up 

water from the down water. 

1869.  No.   1054. Robbins and Allbitt.           1s. 6d. 

Improvements in pumps. Two vertical pump cylinders with solid plungers are used, one 

plunger rising while the other is descending. The lower end of each pump cylinder opens into 

the fore end of a short horizontal cylinder, in which the suction pipes are made, and the rear 

end of each horizontal cylinder opens into the vertical pump cylinder connected with the 

[other] horizontal cylinder by an oblique pipe having a valve in it opening upwards. Pistons 

without valves connected to the opposite ends of the same piston-rod work in the horizontal 

cylinders. The delivery pipes are situated near tops of the pump cylinders, and are provided 

with valves, which are closed as the plungers descend. 

1869.  No.   1088.  Newton.                     8d. 

Improvements in rotary engines, pumps, and meters. 

1869.  No.   1091. Jensen.                     10d. 

Improvements in centrifugal and other pumps, and in syphons.  The novelty consists in a 

peculiarly shaped steam jet apparatus for exhausting the air of pumps and syphons for the 

purpose of starting them, and in the construction of the pipes of said pumps. 

1869.  No.   1167.  Vivian.                     1s. 4d. 

Improvements in engines, pumps, and machinery to be used in mining. Fitting two pistons in 

one cylinder; these are driven outwards by the action of steam admitted to the cylinder at or 

about the middle of its length. Fitting a tube inside the pump barrel; one end of this tube 

carries a valve on which it finds its seating, the valve is guided in its movement by a stud or 

pin on which it is free to rise and fall. 

1869.  No.   1374.  Newton.                   1s. 6d. 

Pumps for raising or forcing liquid. Inside an inclined cylinder mounted over a furnace or fire-

place is fixed a helix or screw mounted on a hollow shaft. Heat from the fire-place will 

generate steam, which will press on the water and force it up into the upper end of the 

hollow shaft, and in so doing will make the cylinder rotate. 

1869. No.   1629.  Snape.                       8d. 

Two pistons connected by a rod in the pump barrel.  The plunger or ram works above the 

pistons, the space between being filled with 
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water.  There is also a column of water in the barrel below the other piston.  

1869.  No.   2032.  Walker.  (Provl.)              4d. 



Rotary pumps and fans.  Two conical or bevil [bevel] wheels (toothed) with the steam or 

primum mobile introduced between them, such wheels  work  with suitable shrouds and the 

whole enclosed  in a casing. 

1869.  No.  1899.  Lake.                       10d. 

This invention relates partly to the valve motion of a direct-acting engine, and partly to the 

construction of a direct-acting blowing or pumping engine. The valve motion depends for its 

action chiefly upon valves which are actuated by the steam piston in the interior of the 

cylinder, and it is provided with a compensating mechanism, whereby the time when the 

steam piston begins to act on the said valves can be regulated and the valve motion 

adjusted according to the speed of the engine. 

1869.  No.   2081.  Beard.  (Provl.)               4d. 

For moving the pistons or buckets of pumps a rack is used into which gears a segment of a 

wheel, to the centre of which is attached the piston-rod.  

1869.  No.   2105.  Chapman.  (Provl.)             4d. 

This invention consists in forcing a pipe into the bore hole of an artesian well until the lower 

end of the pipe has penetrated partly into the rock or water-bearing strata, and in connecting 

a pump to the upper end of the said pipe for drawing the water through the bore hole.  

1869.  No.   2151.  Fleury.  (Provl.)               4d. 

The employment of involute chambers, provided with tangential slits, through which jets of 

steam are projected so as to raise the liquid into the same.  Suitable suction and delivery 

pipes or tubes are provided. 

1869.  No.   2152.  Evered and Hurst.             10d. 

A pump for raising water in which the down stroke only is effective; in the up stroke the water 

passes through the piston from one side of it to the other past a valve with which the piston 

is provided. 

1869.  No.   2249.  Pictet.  (Provl.)               4d. 

Pumps which work without pistons. 

1869.  No.   2508.  Lake.                       8d. 

Apparatus for raising water.  A boiler is arranged with a hot water cylinder, which surrounds 

the furnace and is connected by a pipe 
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with a condenser situated at an elevation above that of the boiler. The condenser is 

connected with induction and eduction pipes. There is free communication between the hot 

water cylinder and condenser by means of a syphon. The apparatus is first filled with water 

through an aperture in the top of the condenser. As the steam accumulates in the boiler the 

water is forced downward into the hot water cylinder, and the discharge pipe discharges an 

amount of cold water exactly equal in quantity to the amount of hot water that was forced 

into the hot water cylinder. 

1869.  No.   2561.  Loader.                    10d. 

Improvements in rotary pumps. A central shaft, having a crank pin carried thereby, is passed 

through a cylinder, and on such crank pin is mounted a disc which is carried round with its 



periphery in contact with the inner periphery of the cylinder, but instead of allowing the disc 

to completely revolve upon its axis, it is only allowed to rock thereon, by a suitable slot 

formed for it in the cylinder. 

1869.  No.   2685.  Newton.                     4d. 

Lining the inner surfaces of the cylinders and air chambers of pumps with porcelain or 

porcelain enamel, to prevent oxidation. 

1869.  No.   2752.  Gibbs.                     10d. 

The employment in pumps of a sliding valve or valves worked by the same mechanical 

power or force as the pump itself, instead of loose valves.  

1869.  No.   2754. Tarbuck and Burns.  (Provl.)       4d. 

Improvements in the method of pumping water from shafts, pits, or similar places, which 

method is also applicable for drawing gas from goaves in mines, and for ventilating pits or 

shafts in course of sinking. This invention consists in utilizing the atmospheric pressure quite 

up to the required point of delivery of the water into the pump. 

1869. No.   2763. Wallace and Crawford.         10d. 

Improvements in pumps and mechanism connected therewith. Consists in having two 

working barrels connected, at their inlet ends, to one single lifting pipe by a Y-shaped 

branch, cast in one with the lower end of the working barrels, which have each an inlet foot 

valve a little above where the two barrels branch into one. 
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FOURTH DIVISION. 

VENTILATION. 

-------------- 

1868.  No.   3767.  Waygood.  (Provl.)              4d. 

Valves are fitted in the ventilating shaft and the approaches thereto, which close against the 

return current created by the vacuum produced in the pit when an explosion occurs. 

1868.  No.   3812.  Lockhart.                    8d. 

Apparatus for ventilating, chiefly applicable  to chimneys,  but  also applies to mine shafts, 

tunnels, &c. 

1868.  No.   3910.  Snape.                      10d. 

Two drums at the upper end of the air shaft of mines, one drum having convex surfaces and 

the other concave surfaces to fit into the said convex surfaces. The drums revolve in 

contrary directions, and at one part of their revolution pass round segments of circles. The 

air drawn into the spaces in the peripheries of the drums is carried round the segments until 

it reaches the open air. 

1868.   No.   3974.  Noualhier.                   6d.  

Improvements in apparatus for supplying, blowing in, and exhausting air, producing draft and 

ventilation. The apparatus consists of a tube which is surrounded by another tube extending 

round the required portion of the length of the first tube, and provided with a number of 

vanes, which, together with radial partitions, form air ducts into and through which air is 

drawn, and whence it passes away round the top of the inner tube. 



1869.   No.   27.  Voce and Voce.                 6d.  

Improvements in the construction of rotary fans.  The improvements consist principally in 

providing the casing which surrounds rotary fans with two or more vents or discharge 

openings (in lieu of one only, as commonly employed), and in increasing the diameter of the 

central or inlet opening in a corresponding degree. 

1869.  No.   490.  Aland.  (Provl.)               4d. 

Compound rotary blowing fans for producing a compound blast of high "density."  

1869.  No.   536.  Daglish.  (Provl.)              4d. 

The ventilation of mines, so as not to interfere with the use of the shafts  
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for raising the mineral. The ventilator is placed near the bottom of the up-cast shaft so as to 

exhaust the air from the workings and force it up the said shaft. Or the ventilator may he 

placed at the bottom of the down-cast shaft so as to draw the air down the same and force it 

through the workings and up the up-cast. Another part of the invention consists in drawing 

air by means of a ventilator from one district of a mine, and forcing it into another or other 

districts, so as to increase or decrease the density of the air in such districts without 

interfering with other districts. 

1869.  No.   820.  Ramsbottom.                  1s. 

Extracting the vitiated air from railway tunnels by fans, pumps, or the rarefaction of air by 

heat.  The vitiated air is replaced by fresh air entering at each end of the tunnel.  

1869.  No.   1048.  Gedge.                    1s. 2d. 

A novel system of self-acting ventilating apparatus. 

1869.  No.   1135.  Newton.                     8d. 

Arranging a series of diaphragms within a number of cases or shells in which a series of fans 

attached to a rotating shaft are provided. The fan, in the first case, draws in a certain 

quantity of air, and transfers it in a compressed state to the second fan, which, making the 

same number of revolutions as the first fan, acts on such compressed air and transmits it to 

the third case, in which it is still more compressed. 

1869.  No.   1303.  Simpson.  (Provl.)              4d. 

Improvements in the means, machinery, or apparatus used in the propulsion of trains by 

currents of air, parts of said improvements being applicable to other purposes where blowing 

and exhausting and refrigerating apparatus or pulley arrangements are required. A rotary 

blower similar in general arrangement to that described, No. 1333, 1866, and No. 1181, 

1867, but which it is preferred should be combined with a refrigerator placed in the air 

passage leading into the blower, or with other appliances for regulating the temperature, 

and, therefore, the density of the air before it enters, or after it leaves the blower, for the 

purpose of propelling carriages through tunnels or tubes.  

1869.  No.   1715. Lloyd.                     1s. 4d. 

This consists in constructing ventilating fans with a series of blades or vanes of various 

lengths, and putting them between a solid and a perforated disc. The solid disc is fitted to a 

face plate, by which it is rotated, or a shaft may be fitted through the solid disc and 
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bolted on the inside of the same.  The air is drawn through the aperture in the other disc. 

1869.  No.   1899.  Lake.                       10d. 

This invention relates partly to the valve motion of a direct-acting engine, and partly to the 

construction of a direct-acting blowing or pumping engine. The valve motion depends for its 

action chiefly upon valves which are actuated by the steam piston in the interior of the 

cylinder, and it is provided with a compensating mechanism, whereby the time when the 

steam piston begins to act on the said valves can be regulated and the valve motion 

adjusted according to the speed of the engine. 

1869.  No.   2520.  Webb.  (Provl.)                4d. 

Consists in arranging pipes leading from the down-cast shaft into the several workings, and 

by means of air-pumps erected near the down-cast shaft, to force air through the said pipes, 

so as to supply pure air to the workmen, and at the same time force out the vitiated air from 

the mine through suitable outlets, or draw it out by revolving fans or other means. 

1869.  No.   2775.  Faulkner.  (Provl.)              4d. 

Drains off the gas in coal and coal-mines previous to, or at the time of getting coal, for the 

purpose of rendering the mine so safe, that naked lights can be used, and attains this object 

by affording every facility for the gas to escape, and to be drawn off by fans, turbines, 

exhaust pumps, heat, or other mechanical means. 

-------------- 

FIFTH DIVISION. 

SAFETY-LAMPS. 

-------------- 

1868.  No.   3160.  Gray.                       8d. 

Improvements in safety-lamps.  The poles which support the lamp are hollow to supply air.  

Their lower ends are let into a chamber in which the air circulates, and in which there is a 

gauze ring through which the air passes to the flame. 

1868.  No.   3198.  Bonneville.                  8d. 

A new lamp for miners, which extinguishes itself automatically when the gases become over-

abundant, or when an attempt is made to open it. 
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1868.  No.   3413.  Hall and Cooke.  (Provl.)        4d. 

A safety-lamp for burning petroleum. 

1868.  No.   3505.  Wilkin and Clark.  (Provl.)        4d. 

Supplying lamps for lighting the mine with pure air. 

1868.  No.   3724.  Cretin and Watson.  (Provl.)      4d. 

The construction of lamps; the products of combustion in passing through their outlets cause 

a partial vacuum and consequent continuous supply of fresh air to the burner. 



1868.   No. 3826.  Desens.  (Provl.)                4d.  

An improvement on patent No. 2891, 1868, and an additional safeguard against exposing 

the flame, as without a knowledge of the secret lock it is impossible to open the lamp. 

1869.   No.   1002.  Craig and Bidder.              8d.  

Securing the cases on safety-lamps by means of spring bolts, situated inside the lamp,  

which are withdrawn by the application of a magnet to the outside.  The magnet is fixed in a 

stand on which the lamp is placed for removing the casing.  

1869.  No.   1921.  Clark.                       1s. 

In this safety-lamp the current of hot gases produced by combustion is used at the place 

where those gases escape as a regulating valve, as it were, for controlling the quantity both 

of cold air entering for keeping up combustion and of inflammable gas in such manner that 

the latter is burnt inside the lamp without communicating explosion to the outer gases. This 

result is obtained by means of a double tube or chimney and a moveable cap. There is also 

a bayonet and spring stop locking arrangement for preventing the lamp being opened 

without the light having been previously extinguished. 

1869.  No.   2070.  Nowell.                    10d. 

Applying inverted cones of wire gauze to the upper ends of the wicks of lamps; the wire 

gauze by the high conducting power of the metal takes heat to the wick to vaporize the 

hydro-carbon or oil being burnt, and it permits through its meshes a supply of air to the very 

centre of the base of the flame. 

1869.  No.   2262.  Hyde and Hyde.               10d. 

This is suspended to the roof, and the tendency of foul air being upwards, it will act upon the 

lamp before affecting the lower atmosphere, and so soon as the foul air enters the gauze it 

becomes ignited and fuses a strap of metal which is used to suspend the stalk, the valves 

then fall, and the lamp thus becomes extinguished. 
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1869.  No.   2688.  Gilmore.                    1s. 

A cap or extinguisher to move in vertical[sic] guides operated on by a spiral spring for 

extinguishing the light on the lamp being opened or unlocked. 

-------------- 

SIXTH DIVISION. 

COAL-GETTING. 

-------------- 

1868.  No.   3145.  Jones.                     1s. 8d. 

Improvements in getting coal. Holes are formed by means of a jumping bar having a chisel-

like cutting edge, and at some distance up the stem, which is tubular, and on opposite sides 

of it, two wings having cutting edges. A hydraulic press with plungers on both sides of it is 

placed into the holes, and the coal forced asunder. 

1868.  No.   3275.  Jones and Bidder.  (Provl.)       4d. 

Breaking down coal, &c, by hydraulic or screw power combined with a wedging action.  See 

Transactions, Vol. XIX., page 11.  



1868.  No.   3441.  Donisthorpe.                1s. 4d. 

Getting coal and minerals. The non-effective stroke of the apparatus is produced by the 

direct action of the air or fluid under pressure, which at the same time is made to draw back 

a piston forming a vacuum beneath it. Effective stroke is produced by the vacuum drawing 

back the piston, aided by expanding the air or fluid which produced the vacuum into a larger 

capacity.  

1868.  No.   3443.  Kellow.                    10d. 

The machinery is for cutting rock into steps to facilitate working, and to avoid the necessity of 

cutting floors by blasting. 

1868.  No. 3488.  Jones and Bidder.               1s. 4d. 

Breaking down coal by apparatus, wherein two or more wedges are driven by hydraulic or 

screw power between the surfaces of the material to be broken down.  (See No. 3275, 

above.) 

1868.  No.   3876.  Lake.                     1s. 4d. 

Machinery for cutting rocks in which a drill or cutting implement is carried by a reciprocating 

piston operated by steam or other power within a cylinder.  

1868.  No.   3884.  Walker.                     10d. 

The use, for getting coal, of a peculiar form of disc cutter mounted horizontally on a vertical 

shaft  and  driven  by bevil [bevel] gearing 
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actuated by a compressed air engine the whole being mounted on a carriage supported on 

wheels running on a tramway, and propelled slowly along the face of the coal or mineral by 

means of worms and worm wheels, also actuated by the same compressed air engine. The 

cutter consists of a disc or wheel provided with a vertical rim or flange all round its 

circumference. 

1869.  No.   127.  Tijou and Whieldon.  (Provl.)     4d. 

Breaks down the coal, after it has been undercut, by inserting into a "shot hole" a 

contrivance  consisting of a series of levers or arms to exert a pressure in opposite directions 

against the walls or sides of the "shot hole."  

1869.  No.   195.  Chubb.                     1s. 2d. 

Boring holes into coal in such manner that they first cut an annular hole and afterwards 

break up the core left in the centre of such hole.  The drills are forced forwards by a screw 

carried by a pillar fixed between the floor and the roof of the mine. 

1869.  No.   210.  Gedge.                     1s. 4d. 

Machines for cutting in coal pits, mines, and stone quarries. Relates to improvements 

patented in 1867, No. 2177. These improvements consist in an arrangement for making 

vertical sections in order that the tool-holder may, after making a vertical cut, be raised for 

another cut by the action of the machine itself.  

1869. No.   214.  Millward.                    1s. 



Machines for quarrying and sawing stone or minerals.  A saw, the teeth of which are of 

diamond or other hard material, receives reciprocating motion from a crank-shaft carried by 

a plate or framing secured either to the face of the stone or otherwise.  

1869.  No.   492.  Darlington.                  8d. 

Giving a necessary rotary movement in alternate opposite directions to a drilling tool, by 

means of a rod with spiral slots, which is made to turn, and being connected with the cutting 

tool by means of cogged wheels imparts a turning movement to the said tool. 

1869.  No.   494.  Munro.                      2s. 

The construction of tools for cutting stone in a conical tubular form or hollow truncated cone: 

the shank may be either solid or hollow. 

1869.  No.   615.  Norris.                    1s. 2d. 

Drilling holes in various parts of the seam of coal, and by means of cutters worked in any 

suitable manner, slots are cut therein from hole to hole, and the block of coal between the 

slots removed. 
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1869.  No.   626.  Davies.                     2s. 6d. 

Cutting grooves into coal or mineral by a spindle carrying a number of circular saws. This 

spindle is carried in bearings by a truck in such manner that it can be rotated, and set at any 

desired angle from the horizontal, and also caused to sweep in a circle around the truck. 

Also connecting together any number of hydraulic cylinders so as to form a chain in such a 

manner that the hydraulic cylinders may adapt themselves to the shape of any irregular hole 

into which the instrument may be inserted.  

1869. No.   906.  Hurd.                      3s. 6d. 

Cutting grooves in coal by a series of cutters supported by a radial arm, and driven by an 

engine worked by compressed air, the position of which can be varied so as to act in any 

direction. The engine consists of an oscillating cylinder, the admission and exhaust ports 

being opened and closed by the oscillations of the cylinder. The cutting apparatus and the 

driving engine are connected to a bracket, which is raised and lowered on a screwed pillar. 

When compressed air is used for driving the engine it is forced into a receiver and conveyed 

to the engine without pipes. 

1869.  No.   943.  Firth.                        8d. 

Improvements in picks and railways for cutting coal. A pick, with a moveable point, is 

described; it enters a socket with india rubber at the bottom, and is cottered in. A railway is 

described in which the rails are held in sleepers so formed at their ends that the rails may be 

freed by turning them partly round.  

1869.  No.   1035.  Villepigue.  (Provl.)            4d. 

An improved method of, and apparatus for piercing or boring holes in rock, mineral, or other 

material of a similar nature.  

1869.  No.   1107.  Parry and Morris.             10d. 

Saws for cutting slate, stone, or other materials, in which the saw disc is formed of three 

separate plates of iron. In the middle plates grooves are cut for the purpose of fixing the 



steel cutters. There are also narrow grooves or chambers in the centre for conveying water 

to each tooth or cutter.  

1869.  No.   1660.  Sturgeon.                  2s. 4d. 

The valves of engines for compressing air used as a motive power in cutting coal. Instead of 

clack valves the induction passages are opened and closed by valves worked by self-acting 

mechanism from the engine, the eduction valves being worked in the ordinary way.  

Apparatus for breaking down coal by hydraulic pressure. 
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Instead of the usual method of a simple expansive action imparted to wedges inserted in the 

bore hole, the apparatus has a twofold movement in the hole, combining expansive action 

with a forward movement, so as to break down the coal from the face without the necessity 

of holing or undercutting. In order to adapt machines for holing and cutting coal and other 

minerals to inequalities in the rail or tramway the carrying wheels of such machines are 

carried so as to allow sufficient vertical play to keep the flanges always down against the 

rails. 

1869.  No.   2352.  Chubb.                      10d. 

Applying a central leading drill to the drill described in No. 195, 1869; also a mode of forming 

the cutting end of the drill in such manner that it may be bolted to the end of the twisted stem 

also forming slots inclining downwards in the pillar to receive the pins or axes of a nut 

through which the screw employed to work the drill is to work. 

1869.  No.   2355.  Lake.                       8d. 

Expanding drills for boring rocks. A drill or cutter is attached to a bar by a joint and formed 

with a round back, taking against an incline so that the cutter acts laterally and forms a 

chamber with an inclined top and bottom surface. By using two cutters acting on opposite 

sides one forms a means of reaction for the other, so that the drill bar remains central, or 

nearly so, in the drill hole. 

1869.  No.   2387.  Hughes.                   1s. 4d. 

Constructing the pistons of rock boring machines so that they can distribute and exhaust the 

motive fluid (preferably air) to and from other cylinders at distinct portions of the stroke. 

-------------- 

SEVENTH DIVISION. 

EXPLOSIVE COMPOUNDS. 

-------------- 

1868.  No.   3115.  Abel and Brown.                4d. 

The mode of, and apparatus for, firing explosive compounds. 

1868.  No.   3408.  Clark.                      4d. 

The features of novelty which constitute this invention are—1st. Dispensing with the process 

of washing pyroxyline in water. 2nd. Improving the properties of pyroxyline by the admixture 

of  
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carbonate, bicarbonate, chlorate, or chromate of potash.  4th. Using glycerine oil with 

explosive compounds, of which pyroxoline is the basis.  

1869.  No.   442.  Newton.                     4d. 

An explosive compound is made by mixing nitre or a suitable nitrate with carbon and nitro-

glycerine. 

1869.  No.   1143.  Blake.  (Provl.)                4d. 

An improved safety explosive compound, which cannot be explosively ignited for any 

practical purpose except by a peculiar kind of detonating tube.  

1869.  No.   1193.  Horsley.                    4d. 

The incorporation of nitro-glycerine, either with a mixture of powdered aleppo, or other 

foreign gall nuts, and chlorate of potash or with a mixture of powdered galls, charcoal, and 

chlorate of potash; or with a mixture of powdered galls, cream of tartar, and chlorate of 

potash; or with a mixture of galls, hard sugar, and chlorate of potash, or with plain mealed 

gunpowder, so as to form a powerful blasting powder or explosive compound.  

1869.  No.   1800.  Oliver.                     10d. 

The manufacture of explosive powder suitable for guns and blasting-purposes, by the 

substitution of peat for charcoal.  

1869.  No.   2166.  Johnson.                     8d. 

Firing blast charges. Special tubular fuse for firing a blast at a distance; peculiar cartridge for 

blasting earthworks; a friction rubber composed of a pallet coated or covered with a mixture 

of amorphous phosphorous. 

1869.  No.   2500.  Blake.                      4d. 

This compound to be used for blasting, consists of chlorate of potash and sulphur, preferably 

in the proportions of two parts of sulphur to five parts of chlorate of potash. 

-------------- 

EIGHTH DIVISION. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

-------------- 

1868.  No.   3422.  Halliday.                    8d. 

Oiling all four of the axles or axle boxes of a colliery wagon at once, by placing a trough 

containing oil between the rails provided with a  
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small force pump and four branch pipes extending upwards and outwards. 

1868.   No.   3847.  Hallimond.                   10d.  

Adapting to the sides of a tub an arrangement for lubricating the axles, so that each time the 

tub comes to "bank" a few drops of oil shall fall on to the bearings. 

1869.   No.   59.  Daglish.                      8d.  

The application of circular brushes to grease the wheels of coal tubs whilst moving over the 

rails.  The oil, grease, or other lubricating matter is deposited in a box below the shaft, on 



which the brushes revolve in such a manner as to allow part of the brushes to be constantly 

immersed in the lubricating matter.  

1869.  No.   907.  Baillie.                    1s. 4d. 

The discharge of coal waggons is regulated by means of a worm toothed sector and worm 

acting on a door, turning on a shaft nearer to one side of the opening in the bottom of the 

waggon than another, by which means the door or flap being heavier on one side of its pivot 

than the other, has a tendency to fall open, but its opening is regulated and controlled by the 

said mechanical means. 

1869.  No.   1834.  Lindley.                     8d. 

This invention is designed for the purpose of oiling the axles of any number of trucks or 

waggons on the tramway of a colliery or other mine, when the trucks and waggons are in 

motion, without the necessity for stopping the said trucks or waggons whilst the oiling of the 

axles is being performed.  

1869.  No.   1904.  Musgrove.                   8d. 

This apparatus indicates by two or three separate contrivances a signal so that it cannot be 

mistaken. The apparatus has a clock face, numbered according to the signals; it has also a 

hammer which falls on a plate, and a bell in the interior. When the signal wire is pulled a 

double eye is raised by tappets and releases the catch of the hammer which consequently 

falls on its plate; in falling, the hammer raises a paul [pawl] from a ratchet wheel, on the 

spindle of which the pointer is fitted, and this wheel is then moved one tooth by a spring  in 

this movement one of a series of pins on the wheel presses on an arm which,  through the 

intermediation of a rod and spring, causes the bell to strike ; the striking takes place once for 

every time the wire is pulled. When the wire resumes its normal position the double eye falls 

back and remains until another signal 
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is sent. The hammer is raised by a weight or catch connected to the engine, and as it 

regains its place the pointer returns to its normal position. When the hammer is up it cannot 

be lowered except by the raising of the wire, and the pointer cannot be made to point to any 

number on the face until the hammer is lowered.  

1869.  No.   2556.  Holdsworth.                1s. 2d. 

Improvements in apparatus for loading coals. 
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